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Abstract
The purpose of this research is to evaluate the quality of online video content. Watching video
content online has become one of the most popular activities on the Internet as audiences
continue to grow rapidly around the globe where more people than ever access the Internet.
This leads to a global demand for more video content and an ever increasing
number of video content producers. As online audiences grow and the number of video
content producers increases a challenge is the identification of high quality video content
amongst billions of hours of video. Evaluating video quality and identifying video content
that will entertain and emotionally engage the user is a complex task. Evaluating high quality
video content has commonly been addressed with video recommender systems, which rank
videos for comparison. Sentiment analysis, which identifies positive and negative emotions in
text has been applied to text movie reviews to improve movie recommendations. Affective
recommender systems utilise the emotional state of the user to improve recommendations.
Gamification, which utilises game techniques in non-game scenarios, is a recognised method
of encouraging user participation and for monitoring online communities. This research
focuses on the use of sentiment analysis, emotion detection and gamification in an emotioncentred model for the evaluation of online video content. The emotion-centred model
combines the Unifying framework (Tkalčič et al. 2011) and the Emotion Imbued Choice
model (Lerner et al. 2015). The emotion-centred model is implemented in a software system
called 360-MAM-Affect. 360-MAM-Affect's sentiment analysis module automatically
evaluates the quality of online videos by analysing people's text comments on them. 360MAM-Affect's emotion detection module obtains people's emotion feedback on videos
together with data on their emotional state including explicit mood feedback, implicit mood
feedback, and personality and preferences. 360-Gamify, a gamification module, uses
gamification techniques to encourage the user to proactively provide feedback and engage
with 360-MAM-Affect. This thesis investigates two hypotheses: (1) Video-Sentiment
Hypothesis (H1): Sentiment analysis can enhance the quality evaluation of online videos and
(2) Video-Emotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2): Users can be monitored with emotion
detection and gamification during video viewing to identify their current emotional state and
emotional reaction to video content. Five experiments are conducted on YouTube videos with
360-MAM-Affect in order to investigate H1 and H2, with 2 of these experiments applied to
1,433 YouTube videos, and one experiment involving 22 human participants interacting with
200 of those YouTube videos over a two-week period. The results from both experiments
provide evidence for hypotheses H1 and H2. Future work includes experimentation with a
larger number of participants and incorporating 360-MAM-Affect within a video
recommender system.
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Chapter 1:

Introduction

Online audiences want to access quality content instantly, which makes classifying high
quality video content online a growing area of importance as its consumption has become one
of the most popular activities on the Internet. Typically evaluating the quality of online video
content is conducted through rating systems such as like and dislike buttons (YouTube 2017)
and star ratings (Netflix 2017). As online audiences have continued to increase rapidly around
the globe there is both a demand for more video content and an ever increasing number of
video content producers as video technology becomes more widely available with the
emergence of less expensive smartphones and Internet access reaching more individuals than
ever before. However, as online audiences grow and the number of video content producers
increases this creates the challenge of finding high quality video content to view online.
In 2013 the UK had an 8% growth in the online video audience and a 262% growth in the
mobile online video audience (comScore 2013b) and in 2016 this mobile audience continues
to grow with many users accessing sites through mobile, desktop and other platforms
(comScore 2016a). Europe experienced similar growth to the UK as there was a 5% growth in
the online video audience and the number of mobile video viewers increased to 162% since
December 2011 (comScore 2013a). The market for online video showed signs of maturing in
regards to consumption in the United States in 2013 (comScore 2013c) and in 2016 the
United States, "smartphone market is nearing saturation and the tablet market has flattened"
(comScore 2017, p. 72).
However, the chosen platform is greatly influenced by the content users want to access, such
as weather which is mostly accessed through mobile-only methods, whereas retail and
entertainment users tend to favour desktop-only access (comScore 2016a). Audiences are
continuing to grow as mobile-only access has added new audiences that are not active on
desktops. An increasing amount of time is spent on digital devices without negatively
impacting existing desktop users because the total time spent on desktops has remained
stable. comScore (2016b, p. 18) state, "in the past 12 months, but the impact of mobile is
dramatic, adding incremental digital time and opportunity". Certain trends in demographics
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have also emerged as younger users around the globe are more likely to use mobile-only,
compared to 18-34 year-olds who mostly use multiple platforms to access online content
(comScore 2016b). Around the globe, the typical trend is that younger users make up most
video views through desktop devices. However, "on a per-user basis, 55+ users consume
more video minutes, suggesting a greater number of long-form videos for this demographic"
(comScore 2016b, p. 30). There has been a significant increase in watching online video
content on mobile devices (comScore 2016b) and in the App market, the YouTube App is one
of the most downloaded in the world, reaching 61% in the USA, 59% in the UK and 75% in
Brazil (comScore 2016b). In the United States, more than one-third of all time users spend on
the Internet is a result of social media use and watching online video content and, "7 out of 10
minutes of their viewing now happening on smartphones and tablets" (comScore 2017, p. 37).
This worldwide thirst for watching videos is only part of the challenge. The other problem is
the sheer volume of videos uploaded to the Internet every day. In 2013, YouTube alone had
100 hours of video uploaded every minute (YouTube 2013) and in 2017 YouTube has more
than a billion users which account for nearly a third of all users of the Internet (YouTube
2017). YouTube (YouTube 2017) is also now available in 76 languages enabling it to cover
the languages of over 95% of those using the Internet and more than 50% of video views are
now coming through mobile devices. Finding videos to view that suit an individual’s taste is
most often addressed by means of metadata and historical data. On YouTube, videos are
sorted by editorial categories, accompanied by manual tags and video titles (Niu et al. 2013).
YouTube users are recommended videos to view by YouTube's own in-built recommendation
system.
Recommender systems recommend goods and services when searching online content. They
often rank the content allowing for clear comparisons, e.g. Netflix (Netflix 2017, Bell et al.
2007) and GroupLens (Resnick et al. 1994). Recommender systems have proven how useful
they are in improving the decision making processes for users in situations that often involve
massive amounts of information (Kant and Bharadwaj 2013). Their goal is to suggest superior
options regarding a subject or item to the user when compared with recommendations made
by humans (Bigdeli and Bahmani 2008). Hybrid recommender systems often use multiple
approaches that can deal with more complex information than single algorithm approaches
(Śnieżyński 2005). González et al. (2004) found that detecting user emotions and utilising
emotional data could improve recommendations. Users' emotional states can be collected with
emotion detection and a recommendation can be adjusted to meet their needs and emotions.
For example, an angry user might become more frustrated if offered too many products or
services to choose from whilst using a recommender system and if the user's frustration is
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detected rapidly then the recommender system could adjust accordingly, perhaps providing
fewer options to the user. Similarly to emotion detection, sentiment analysis which is, "the
task of identifying positive and negative opinions, emotions and evaluations" (Wilson et al.
2005, p. 347), often performed on text-based documents to identify positive and negative
reviews can be used to identify the feelings of the author. Using sentiment analysis to identify
the feelings of an author on a product or service within a recommender system can inform
future recommendations, e.g. if the author typically leaves positive reviews on movies about
space and negative reviews on horror movies then sentiment analysis could categorise the
author's preferences towards movie genres. Gamification which is, "the use of game design
elements in non-game contexts" (Deterding et al. 2011, p. 1), has been shown to be successful
in encouraging participation among users and maintaining engagement. Using gamification to
motivate users to interact within a recommender system could inform future
recommendations, e.g. if the user interacts more and provides additional user data as a result
of the gamification.

1.1 Research aims
This research focuses on the use of sentiment analysis, emotion detection and gamification for
the evaluation of online video content. Videos can be automatically evaluated by applying
sentiment analysis to people's text comments on them. Videos evaluated with sentiment
analysis are provided to users for viewing and their emotional state tracked with emotion
detection. Users are encouraged to interact with the video content using gamification. Hence,
it is important that video quality is evaluated for users to increase the likelihood that they will
enjoy the video viewing experience.
This thesis investigates two hypotheses:
•

Video-Sentiment Hypothesis (H1): Sentiment analysis can enhance the quality
evaluation of online videos.

•

Video-Emotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2): Users can be monitored with emotion
detection and gamification during video viewing to identify their current emotional
state and emotional reaction to video content.

Hence, there are two key aims of this research:
1. To enhance the identification of high quality online video content.
2. To ensure that the user video viewing experience is not negatively impacted by user
monitoring methods.
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The following objectives follow from the two aims:
1. Develop an emotion-centred model for video evaluation utilising sentiment analysis,
emotion detection and gamification.
2. Determine how sentiment analysis can enhance quality classification of video content
in an emotion-centred model.
3. Determine how emotion detection can collect the emotional state of the user, e.g.
current mood. Emotion detection can track user behaviour and assist in the
identification of factors that may influence their emotion and feedback on video
content, e.g. weather.
4. Determine how gamification can encourage users to interact within the emotioncentred model.
5. Design, implement and evaluate 360-MAM-Affect, a software system which
implements our emotion-based model of video evaluation and is applied to online
video content.
6. Conduct experiments to test the Video-Sentiment Hypothesis (H1) and VideoEmotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2).

1.2 Thesis outline
This thesis consists of seven chapters. Chapter 2 discusses previous work on emotion-centred
video evaluation. Media Asset Management is considered for the organisation and
distribution of digital assets. If users do not find enjoyable video content to watch then they
are unlikely to return to watch more. Hence, it is important to evaluate video quality and
recommend high quality videos to users that are more likely to be enjoyed. People's text
comments on YouTube video are considered for video evaluation. The role of emotion, user
personalities and preferences are also considered for their application within video evaluation.
Theories that explain emotion detection in a video viewing experience are discussed including
affective computing, emotion modelling, colour, weather, decision making, the Emotion
Imbued Choice model (Lerner et al. 2015) and Traitify (Traitify 2017). This chapter reviews
research that clarifies, which concepts are relevant in determining video quality, with an
emphasis on theories and software systems such as video recommender systems which rank
video content. Sentiment analysis is discussed examining how emotion in text can be applied
to emotion-centred video classification. Gamification concepts are studied for their ability to
motivate user engagement using game techniques.
Chapter 3 discusses our emotion-centred model for evaluating video quality including
components for: (1) sentiment analysis, (2) emotion detection and (3) gamification. The
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emotion-centred model addresses the Video-Sentiment Hypothesis (H1) and Video-EmotionalReaction Hypothesis (H2). The emotion-centred model aims to evaluate the quality of video
content utilising sentiment analysis to determine how positive or negative a video is from its
text comments. Emotion detection classifies the user's emotional state including any other
influencing factors, e.g. weather. Gamification is used to encourage user engagement using
gaming techniques and enable user modelling by tracking user behaviour. In terms of
requirements analysis, 10 functional and 5 non-functional requirements for the emotioncentred model are also discussed.
Chapter 4 discusses the design of 360-MAM-Affect, a software system which collects
emotion feedback on video content by applying emotion detection, sentiment analysis and
gamification. The emotion-centred model of video evaluation is implemented within 360MAM-Affect in order to test the Video-Sentiment Hypothesis (H1) and Video-EmotionalReaction Hypothesis (H2). The design of 360-MAM-Affect and its sub-modules for sentiment
analysis, emotion detection, 360-Gamify and its user interface are discussed with the use of
storyboards and architecture diagrams.
Chapter 5 discusses the implementation of 360-MAM-Affect. The implementation of 360MAM-Affect's layered architecture, database structure, sentiment analysis and emotion
detection modules together with the 360-Gamify module and user sign-up questionnaire are
discussed. Thorough functionality testing is conducted on 360-MAM-Affect and its
associated PHP, Javascript and CSS code to ensure that all code functions as expected.
Finally, 360-MAM-Affect's functionality is demonstrated with three example user
walkthroughs.
Chapter 6 discusses the results of 5 experiments conducted with 360-MAM-Affect to test
Video-Sentiment Hypothesis (H1) and Video-Emotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2). In order to
test (H1) the first 4 experiments (I, II, III and IV) are conducted in respect of 360-MAMAffect's Sentiment Analysis module. Experiment V is conducted in order to test (H2) with
360-MAM-Affect's Emotion detection module and 360-Gamify. During Experiment V
voluntary participants interact with 360-MAM-Affect over a two-week period.
Chapter 7 concludes with a summary of this thesis, it's relation to other work and potential
avenues for future wor
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Chapter 2:

Emotion-centred video classification

There is now more video content available online than ever before, with new videos uploaded
every minute. Due to the increasing availability of online video content, finding effective
methods to classify the quality of online video content has become more important. If a niche
audience cannot find video content they enjoy then they will be unlikely to return to watch
more. Hence, effective methods are needed to classify videos to enable them to be
recommended to the right niche audience. If a viewer gets video content they engage with and
enjoy watching they are more likely to return to watch more in future. The variety of genres
of video as well as the differing preferences of individual viewers creates a challenge in
classifying videos. High quality video content for one individual can be considered poor
quality by another. This chapter discusses how video quality can be classified with particular
attention to emotion and emotion-centred techniques.

2.1 Media Asset Management (MAM)
YouTube has more than 1 billion users that generate over a billion views each day (YouTube
2017). Many of these users are creating video content, which needs to be organised, shared
and tagged in order to make it easy to find1 and recommend to the right audience. In order to
categorise videos they need to be organised in a format that makes their retrieval and
distribution easy. An effective method for organising media is Media Asset Management
(MAM). To define MAM we first need to break down the terms that it constitutes. Media
assets vary from videos, images and audio to text documents, and in a broader sense any item
used in digital creative industries such as television or publishing (Wray and Risby 1997).
Wray and Risby (1997) go on to explain that management of those digital items, "refers to the
ability to “register” the existence of an asset, to identify it, to manipulate it and enable it to be
searched for" (Wray and Risby 1997, p. 117), but additionally this may include other features,
such as registering assets in a central database. Hence, MAM concerns the management of

1

Each video on YouTube has its own unique URL address.
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digital assets and to organise file-based workflows for the companies that utilise MAM
systems (Schneider 2011). This has advantages over traditional workflows, in that files can be
distributed, organised and retrieved with greater ease, thus saving time and money for users in
the creative industries (Wray and Risby 1997). Hence, MAM systems are not without their
challenges, and care must be taken to use them effectively. A high quality system will need to
be suitable for use by several categories of users, not just one specific user and how files are
organised is one of the critical areas for a successful MAM system (Wray and Risby 1997).

2.1.1 Media workflow
MAM systems need to be capable of assisting both normal desktop users and media
specialists. Fisher (1997) explains that media community workflows are highly collaborative
and involve working with very high-resolution file types. MAM can provide services to
companies in a variety of media-related areas such as traditional TV and mobile platforms by
improving management of digital assets, reduction of production costs, increasing possible
sale of content and simplified distribution between companies (Song and Wang 2010). MAM
uses a platform to organise digital assets effectively in order to add value to the content that is
produced (Song and Wang 2010).

2.1.2 Problems with MAM
New software and hardware are launched continuously internationally, and this can lead to
standardisation and integration issues, to name but a few, based on the structure of the system.
MAM systems were developed initially to digitise traditional media assets and have not yet
demonstrated their full commercial potential that could be offered to society in China (Song
and Wang 2010). Song and Wang (2010) believe that MAM needs to be studied within
practical applications in media organisations in order to identify methods, which can add
more value to media assets. Media organisations that use MAM systems need to attract and
retain the masses, creating new assets, for new products and, "apply competitive and dynamic
methods to manage and use existing content assets of media organisations" (Song and Wang
2010, p. 2). A MAM system must contain essential elements, digital assets, human resources
and technological resources. The first critical component of a MAM system is the digital
assets, which create business value, and the second critical element is the human resources,
specifically media savvy employees, who maintain the MAM infrastructure that in turn adds
more commercial value to the digital assets by supporting value-creating activities.
Technological resources make up the third element - they must be capable of storage, search,
access, combination and integration in order to realise the potential of the MAM system and
the business processes (Song and Wang 2010).
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2.2 Defining quality video
Video quality is a difficult term to define, as the attributes, e.g. acting, script or costume
design, that indicate quality depend on context. Identifying, or at the very least providing
some background context for, what determines a quality video is necessary for the planning
and development of any effective media asset recommender system. For example, Cardwell
(2007) believes television programmes may be identified as quality programmes but this does
not necessarily mean we enjoyed them. Viewers can categorise programmes as quality
television even if they do not necessarily agree with connotation labels, e.g. high quality
script, good acting, good costume and set design. Much research into quality television has
avoided making claims about the difference between good video and quality video (Cardwell
2007). A television programme might be classified as quality television based on the
observation of “textual qualities”, i.e. connotation labels, as opposed to our personal response
(Cardwell 2007). This raises the question of how we might define what makes a “quality”
YouTube video and what makes a “good” YouTube video. For example, we could base
quality on attributes such as acting, script, aesthetics and camera shots for defining a “good
video” or it may be based on our own personal preferences, which can differ greatly. We may
call a video ‘good’ because it entertained and engaged us (Cardwell 2007).
Quality television is marked by distinctive features, such as its content, and as a result of
aiming at a specific target audience (De Valck and Teurlings 2013). DeValck and Teurlings
(2013, p. 23) state, “quality television is not a matter of ‘good’ television, but a matter of
promoting customised programmes for a niche audience”. They are making the point that
quality is dependent on who the content is being aimed towards and hence suggestions on
video quality should be focused on the user. Digital distribution has opened up the creation
and distribution of digital content and broken the confines of how we define television
(DeValck and Teurlings 2013). Nelson-Field et al. (2013, p. 210) found, "that an audience’s
emotional reaction to video content does affect their propensity to share that material, but
only when the emotion is highly arousing". Whilst attempting to create viral videos, creating
content which induces strongly felt emotions is what matters, regardless of it being positive or
negative, unless the creator of the content does not wish to create negativity. For companies
advertising their brand, it would not be prudent to create an advert which stimulated disgust
or anger in viewers.

2.3 People's comments on YouTube videos
People's comments on YouTube videos cover a broad range of subjects and emotions, just
like the videos themselves. Valuable information can be obtained from a video or its subject
matter from the opinion expressed in a viewer's comment. For example, social media such as
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Twitter has already been analysed to predict the outcome of general elections (Anstead and
O'Loughlin 2015, Burnap et al. 2016) and YouTube in video-based campaigns (VesnicAlujevic and Van Bauwel 2014). Not every comment on YouTube is grammatically correct,
in the same language, spelled correctly or relevant to the video. Irrelevant information is also
present within these comments and it must be considered in order to assess how it can be
dealt with.

2.3.1 Text capitalisation
Excessive capitalisation can be referred to as “shouting” on the Internet (Wikipedia 2014).
Bayzick et al. (2011) crawled transcripts from MySpace and found that in cases where the
ratio of capital letters to lower case letters was more than 50% then the text was considered to
be hostile and indicated cyber bullying. The software Bayzick et al. (2011) developed had an
overall accuracy of 58.6% when identifying cyber bullying on MySpace transcripts. The use
of capitals in online contexts can affect the reading of the words as excessive capitalisation or
repeated characters may be used to emphasise an emotion. For example, if two exclamation
marks are used rather than one, they could suggest a greater emphasis on a given point.
Whether attributing strong sentiment to such cases would improve sentiment analysis is
debatable. For example, excessive use of exclamation marks, e.g. "I like this video!!!!!!!!",
can be ignored when evaluating text, since it contains repetition of the same character. Taking
into account excessive use of the same character could corrupt results if more value was
placed on, "I like this video!!!!!!!!", compared to, "I like this video!".
In Figure 2.1 there are three comments displayed, each having the same message, “I like the
visuals in the video!”. However, some are capitalised and some include excessive
punctuation. All express a positive sentiment about the visuals in the video. When comments
are filtered and analysed by a sentiment analysis toolkit it may be unbalanced to assume
results having increased emphasis on positive sentiment for the excessively capitalised or
punctuated text because without knowing if authors of comments neglected to turn off “caps
lock” we cannot be certain the excessive punctuation or capitalisation is intentional and
whether or not the author wanted to emphasise their point. Without being able to determine
for sure what the author intended, and handling that information accordingly, it makes more
sense to ignore excessive capitals comments altogether whilst analysing YouTube comments
because without any way to definitively assess the motive for the capitalisation it could lead
to corruption of results or reduced accuracy.
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Figure 2.1: Excessive capitalisation and punctuation in text comment

2.3.2 Comment Snob (Finke 2014)
Figure 2.2 shows examples of some of the types of comments found on YouTube such as
over capitalised, misspelt, excessive punctuation and non-English comments (Finke 2014).
Comment Snob (Finke 2014) filters undesired text comments from online threads and is
available as an extension for Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome. Comment Snob enables
users to add their own filtering rules. By default, Comment Snob supports YouTube comment
filtering and you can choose which rules to use as filtering parameters, such as filtering out
comments with: (1) all capital letters, (2) no capital letters, (3) doesn’t start with a capital
letter, (4) excessive punctuation, (5) excessive capitalisation, (6) profanity and (7) any
comments which contain words or phrases the user deems objectionable. In Mozilla Firefox
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the inbuilt spell checker can be set to filter comments that contain more than “#”2 spelling
mistakes (Finke 2014). While filtering rules such as those applied by Comment Snob can
enable the removal of some undesired text comments there is a risk that useful information
will be lost because Google’s YouTube API (YouTube API 2017) only allows the 100 most
recent user comments from each video URL to be retrieved. Therefore, the filtering rules
applied by Comment Snob would be unsuitable due to the limited number of comments
available from individual YouTube videos.

Figure 2.2: Types of text comments on YouTube (Finke 2014)

2.3.3 TubeKit (Shah 2017)
TubeKit (Shah 2017) is a toolkit for creating YouTube crawlers which can build a
personalised crawler that, "can “crawl” YouTube based on a set of seed queries and collect up
to 16 different attributes" (Shah 2017, p. 1). TubeKit assists the user in all phases of the
process of building a YouTube crawler from database creation, data collecting and search
interfaces (Shah 2017). TubeKit provides other tools that enable the collection of data from
YouTube such as the extraction of YouTube video links from any webpage. TubeKit can also
extract YouTube video data such as, e.g. author, keyword, genre, number of views, ratings

2

# = user defined number.
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and comments, without crawling. There is also a TubeKit toolbar for Firefox, which enables
users to collect data with one click whilst using the FireFox broswer (Shah 2017).

2.3.4 Emotion in YouTube comments
YouTube comments can be part of an online discussion as YouTube offers the facility to
reply to user comments on videos. Thelwall et al. (2012) point out that there is insufficient
knowledge about why YouTube discussions might occur to propose an explanation. As
shown in Figure 2.3, the suggested explanations for YouTube discussions have reasonable
cause, "but there is insufficient evidence to make a credible claim that one is likely to be
dominant or that other causes are less likely" (Thelwall et al. 2012, p. 6).

Figure 2.3: The reasonable causes of YouTube discussions (Thelwall et al. 2012)

They believe that to understand YouTube comments the questions shown in Figure 2.4 must
be considered. Thelwall et al. (2012) analysed the sentiment of the YouTube comments with
SentiStrength (Thelwall et al. 2010). SentiStrength measures, "sentiment strengths in short
informal English text - predominantly the type in the YouTube comment sample" (Thelwall et
al. 2012, p. 7). Extracted English language YouTube comments were found to be mildly
positive and that the expression of, "strong sentiment is rare, but suggests that negative strong
sentiment is more common than positive strong sentiment, even though most comments
contain no negativity" (Thelwall et al. 2012, p. 10). Overall comments tended to be positive or
negative in sentiment rather than highly expressive or neutral (Thelwall et al. 2012).
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Figure 2.4: YouTube discussions (Thelwall et al. 2012)

Thelwall et al. (2012) found that on YouTube videos most discussed in the YouTube
comment section included News & Politics and Science & Technology, whilst Comedy and
Music videos were the least likely to attract discussion, as shown in Figure 2.5, with videos
containing 250-998 comments (Thelwall et al. 2012). They also discuss a similar sample size
using 999+-comment videos which is found to be broadly consistent with the 250-998comment video results. Their research was limited because it was, "not based upon a random
sample but on searches from a list of predominantly English terms" (Thelwall et al. 2012, p.
626). The other problem was that the reported location, gender and age of the comment
authors could not be verified. SentiStrength does not pick up topic words and not all users
used the official reply function to answer other users. Hence, it is probable that some of the
discussions were missed (Thelwall et al. 2012). Thelwall et al. (2012) found that the topic
type of the video appears to be a key factor in determining whether the video generates
discussions, and that different audiences exist on YouTube, which would tie in with the claim
by Blumler and Katz (1974) that audiences consume media for their own needs. The
YouTube, "site should not be treated as an undifferentiated mass but as a place that is used by
different audiences in different ways" (Thelwall et al. 2012, p. 15). Some users may watch
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YouTube passively and not interact in discussions with other users to any significant degree
whereas other user types may engage in topics they feel are controversial or interesting
(Thelwall et al. 2012).

Figure 2.5: YouTube categories for the 100 videos with highest/lowest reply densities
(Thelwall et al. 2012, p. 12)

Building on Thelwall et al.’s (2012) research on YouTube comments, Madden et al. (2013)
created a categorisation scheme, in order to aid the understanding of YouTube audiences,
their purpose and communication. Madden et al. (2013) divided YouTube comments into 10
categories and 58 subcategories in order to identify the different ways in which YouTube
users utilised the comments section. Using 66,637 YouTube comments, Madden et al. (2013)
were able to create a YouTube comment classification schema for YouTube comment
research. The schema was created to help researchers, "identify particular types or uses of
comments and separate these out for analysis", which might identify other categories, or links
between commenting behaviour and different YouTube video genres (Madden 2011, p. 711).
Social feedback on YouTube videos has the potential to improve retrieval effectiveness,
according to Chelaru et al. (2014). Wesch (2009) believe that as new applications emerge, and
users are given new ways to relate to others online, new forms of self-awareness emerge and
how we view ourselves compared to others. YouTube comments are diverse and since not all
users use them in the same way, with most users not commenting at all, it could be difficult to
identify their emotional state. However, YouTube comments can hold the opinions of the
author on video content and this information could be useful for classifying the quality of
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video content. If video content is of poor quality it would be expected that more negative
opinions would be expressed in the video comments than on a video of higher quality.

2.4 Sentiment analysis
Wilson et al. (2005, p. 347) state that, "sentiment analysis is the task of identifying positive
and negative opinions, emotions and evaluations", and it is often performed on text-based
documents to identify positive and negative reviews. Wilson et al. (2005, p. 347) explain that
more complex tasks can require, "sentence-level or even phrase-level sentiment analysis".
Sentiment analysis is also referred to as opinion mining. In the most basic terms, the purpose
of sentiment analysis is to categorise expressions into either positive or negative attitude on a
particular subject. It has been applied in software applications to determine writer attitude in
text online (Nasukawa and Yi 2003). An advantage of sentiment analysis when compared
with traditional methods of opinion collecting, such as surveys, is that sentiment analysis can
potentially provide larger samples for a lower cost than traditional survey methods. Nasukawa
and Yi (2003) point out that customer surveys can be very limited and costly for organisations
to conduct. One of the existing challenges faced by sentiment analysis is the sheer variety of
data on the Internet available in various forms. This information is not static, as new
information is uploaded rapidly and most of it can be edited and changed over time (Khan et
al. 2009).
Humans can distinguish between positive and negative expressions. However, it is important
to note that personal bias can be a problem and differing interpretations can occur, so it is not
so simple as to say that human analysis is more sophisticated than sentiment analysis software
techniques (Nasukawa and Yi 2003). Liu (2010a) states that prior to the web, people often
asked family and friends for their opinions when trying to make decisions, and organisations
often conducted surveys with customers to find out their opinions. Since the advent of the
web, people increasingly use it to attain opinions from other web users, and organisations can
use social media as a direct way to communicate and obtain opinions about their products and
services from customers. However, obtaining the information in a usable format is still a
challenge, as so many opinions are placed in different places and forms on the web (Liu
2010a). One of the key challenges for sentiment analysis is spam because it can render an
opinion worthless and hence identifying spam to prevent it corrupting results is important
(Liu 2010a). Liu (2010a) believes that there are a number of challenges facing sentiment
analysis, which include object identification, feature extraction and synonym grouping,
opinion-orientation determination and integration.
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Work is being conducted in discovering online trends between YouTube comments and real
world events such as sport, politics and stock (Krishna et al. 2013). Siersdorfer et al. (2010),
Sureka et al. (2010) and Cheong and Cheong (2011) have all performed sentiment analysis on
social networks such as Twitter and YouTube. From 67,000 YouTube videos, 6 million
comments were collected and analysed by Siersdorfer et al. (2010). The effects of including
public mood information on the accuracy of “baseline” prediction models for the stock
market were assessed through Twitter (Bollen et al. 2011). Bollen et al. (2011) found that
only specific emotions improved MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error) values when
using sentiment analysis to discover widespread opinions and trends. Niwa and Nitta (1994,
p. 304) state that word vectors reflect the meaning of a word "to enable numerical approaches
to semantics". A distance vector is,
"defined as the list of distances from a word to a certain set of
selected words, which we call origins. For example, the definition
for a dictionary is 'a book in which the words of a language are
listed alphabetically'. The word dictionary is thus linked to the
words, book, word, language and alphabetical." (Niwa and Nitta
1994, p. 304).
Niwa and Nitta (1994) explain that a co-occurence vector is the likelihood of two words from
a text corpus appearing near each other in a specific order. For example, how likely the word
book might appear before the word language. Niwa and Nitta (1994) found that cooccurrence vectors were not as precise as distance vectors, which provided higher precision
when identifying positive and negative meaning words.
Spam can be defined as, "unsolicited and unrelated content sent to users" (Wang et al. 2013,
p. 1). Spam is not limited to email, it crosses over into many other domains. A user’s
experience is degraded by spam because it interferes with the consumption of non-spam
content. In its worst form, the spam may completely prevent a user from obtaining non-spam
content (Wang et al. 2013). Since 1998, "email spam has increased by as much as 90%"
(Wang et al. 2013, p. 1). Hence, it is possible to hypothesise that spam in other domains of the
Internet is also on the increase. Spam is a problem that costs both users and the service
provider time and resources. The financial impact may not be immediately apparent.
However, spam increases the load on the bandwidth for both the service provider and the
user. This can both waste user time and raise costs (Pelletier et al. 2004). Spam includes
“unwanted notices” estimated at 200 billion distributed per day, mostly by e-mail, but spam
occurs over a range of domains (Kim et al. 2011a). Severyn et al. (2016) conducted sentiment
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analysis on YouTube comments and found that less than 1% of the comments were spam,
whilst off-topic comments accounted for a much larger percentage of the total comments.
Another problem sentiment analysis faces is polarity classification. Polarity classification is
the basic task of opinion mining, identification of pro and con expressions in online reviews,
occurring when a piece of text stating an opinion on a single issue is classified as one of two
opposing sentiments (Cambria et al. 2013). Polarity classification is valuable as it enables the
reader to classify positive or negative reviews, hence saving time (Salvetti et al. 2004). The
context in which a word is used can change the meaning. Context is an element of sentiment
analysis that requires attention because, "sometimes the sentiment of a statement is not clear
from the words used, but can only be inferred either from its context or from world
knowledge" (Boiy and Moens 2009, p. 19). Adjectives can identify sentiment in the text, but
sentiment may still rely on the context (Hatzivassiloglou and Wiebe 2000).
In order to understand an opinion, there must be comprehension of the topic or object on
which an opinion is being expressed. This is what is called object identification. Object
identification is an important problem, “because without knowing the object on which an
opinion has been expressed, the opinion is of little use" (Liu 2010b, p. 3). The reason for this
is that opinion-mining applications are typically accessed to find an opinion on an object,
such as a product or service. This is why systems need to classify objects so that they can be
separated into relevant and irrelevant objects (Liu 2010b). Feature extraction is about
identifying aspects of particular goods or services being commented upon, e.g. the price of a
computer. This task is complex because the features cannot always be pre-determined in
certain fields (Siqueira and Barros 2010).
Huyen-Trang et al. (2011) explain that synonym grouping is where words applicable to
similar features are grouped together. Grouping synonyms are necessary, "as people often use
different words or phrases to describe the same feature" (Liu 2010b, p. 3) of goods or
services, and being able to link these words together is necessary to identify the feature of the
product or service being discussed. Opinion-orientation determination and integration are
concerned with the task of determining if an opinion is being expressed in a sentence, on a
feature of goods or services and if the opinion is positive or negative (Liu 2010b). This task is
not straightforward because the same word can mean the opposite in a different domain. Even
the same words used in the same domain may positively reinforce one feature and negatively
reinforce another. For example, within the sentence, "The battery life of the laptop is long",
the word "long" is used to express a positive opinion about the battery life. However, the
word "long" could also be used to express a negative opinion (Liu 2010b). For example, "The
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laptop took a long time to start up" (Liu 2010b). Liu (2010b, p. 4) states that, "integrating the
about tasks is also complex because we need to match the five pieces of information". These
five pieces of information are the opinion, which must be given by the opinion holder on a
feature of an object at a time, as shown in Figure 2.6 (Liu 2010b). Natural Language
Processing (NLP) techniques may help with the problems that arise because a sentence may,
"not explicitly mention some pieces of information, but they are implied due to pronouns,
language conventions, and the context" (Liu 2010b, p. 4). Software tools useful for sentiment
analysis include WordNet (Princeton University 2013, p. 1), "a large lexical database of
English. Nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms
(synsets), each expressing a distinct concept", making WordNet useful for grouping the
meanings of words and semantic relationships between words. For example, the semantic
relations for the word video can include picture, video recording and television. WordNetAffect is a linguistic resource containing affective concepts correlated with affective words
(Strapparava and Valitutti 2004). For example, the word mood corresponds to animosity
(noun) and amiable (adjective). The lexical resource SentiWordNet (Esuli and Sebastiani
2006) assigns a WordNet synset with a positive, negative, objective score. For example, the
synset, "estimable corresponding to the sense may be computed or estimated", has a positive
and negative score of 0.0 and an objective score of 1.0 (Esuli and Sebastiani 2006, p. 418).
Whilst the, "synset estimable corresponding to the sense, deserving of respect or high
regard", has a positive score of 0.75, a negative score of 0.0 and an objective score of 0.25
(Esuli and Sebastiani 2006, p. 418).

Figure 2.6: Five pieces of information for opinion mining (Liu 2010b)
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2.4.1 Natural language processing (NLP)
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a computerised form of analysing text, commonly
used for information retrieval on the Internet, to enable computers to understand human
(natural) language (Russell and Norvig 1995). NLP tools such as Apache UIMA (Apache
UIMA 2017) and Stanford CoreNLP (Stanford CoreNLP 2017) have been utilised in
applications such as cTAKES which processes clinical documents (Denecke 2014) and for
classifying user posts in online mental health forums to identify if a user is at risk, e.g. might
harm themselves (Almeida et al. 2016). NLP has also been utilised in opinion-mining systems
such as GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering) developed by Cunningham et al.
(1997). During the 1960s NLP was mainly applied to question-answering systems (Martin
and Jurafsky 2000). It is often applied to processing books, research papers and text on the
Internet, which all contain large quantities of information (Isom 2012). Gharehchopogh et al.
(2011) state that NLP's main aim is the understanding of natural languages to enable
machines to read and understand human language as we might write or speak it. Humans use
numerous different words and expressions to communicate and consequently NLP has to deal
with words and expressions that can mean different things based on their context (Kyaw
2013). Gharehchopogh et al. (2011) make a similar point when discussing that NLP systems
face problems, because words and expressions can have more than one interpretation, and
different words and expressions can mean the same thing.
Kyaw (2013) explains that in order for machines to take a significant step towards
understanding human languages and expressions, NLP is needed before the machine can
process the information. Kumar (2011) believes that the existing challenges for NLP are both
present in generation and understanding. For example, a natural language generator needs to
be capable of producing a grammatically correct sentence by using a model of morphology
and also be able to model the structure of words to enable it to understand English sentences
(Kumar 2011). Challenges that exist in sentiment analysis, have the potential to be addressed
with the use of NLP techniques (Liu 2010a), hence they must be assessed for suitability.
Falessi et al. (2013) discuss how evaluating the performance of NLP techniques can be done
in several ways, including precision and recall for correctness, in order to assess the quality
of the technique. Precision (Alvarez 2002) specifies the fraction of retrieved documents that
are relevant to a search query, e.g. the number of correctly retrieved documents divided by all
the documents returned. Precision is calculated by:
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TP = true positive, the case was positive and predicted as positive; TN = true negative, the
case was negative and predicted as negative; FP = false positive, the case was negative but
predicted as positive; FN = false negative, the case was positive but predicted as negative.
Recall (Alvarez 2002) specifies the fraction of documents that are relevant and successfully
retrieved by a search query, e.g. the number of correctly retrieved documents divided by the
number of documents that should have been retrieved. Recall is calculated by:

2.4.2 Machine learning
Machine learning is used in several fields of Artificial Intelligence and focuses on, "the study
of computational methods for the discovery of new knowledge and for the management of
existing knowledge" (Tzanis et al. 2006, p. 1). It has also been applied to a wide range of
areas in computing such as Sentiment Analysis (Pang and Lee 2008, Gautam and Yadav
2014). Machine learning has been used in preference to symbolic setting for sentiment
analysis (Boiy and Moens 2009). Symbolic setting only considers a text as a group of words
but does not consider there to be any relation, "between the individual words (bag-of-words
representation)" (Boiy and Moens 2009, p. 528). In comparison to symbolic setting, machine
learning is capable of capturing context, and adapts more easily to new types of input,
whereas symbolic setting does not consider possible connections between words, but instead
looks at each word individually (Boiy and Moens 2009).
Google (2014) developed the Google Prediction API, which provides a cloud-based RESTful
API for the building of machine learning models. The machine learning models can be used
to detect spam, sentiment and make recommendations (Google, 2014). The Google Prediction
API analyses text strings in order to classify them based on the labels provided by the user.
When creating a sentiment analysis model with the Google Prediction API, the sentiment
model is trained with examples matching the type of text data you intend to query, for
example, if querying tweets from Twitter then the user should train the model using tweets.
The text samples used for training the sentiment model must be labelled, so for example,
tweets would be labelled as positive or negative. The labelled text data provided to the
Google Prediction API for training the sentiment model must be in a comma-separated value
(CSV) file format. Once the Google Prediction API has been trained using the labelled text
data, sentiment predictions can be made by querying the model with new text strings.
However, machine learning is not without its downfalls. Irrelevant text on the Internet can be
considered noise which makes machine learning less effective in open networks such as the
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Internet, compared to closed networks where machine learning is less likely to encounter
noise (Mantere et al. 2012). Yessenov and Misailovic (2009) analyse sentiment within movie
review comments from the social network Digg using machine learning and believe that
accuracy can be improved with the use of larger datasets for training. Yessenov and
Misailovic (2009) believe that to improve the classification of text several factors must be
considered. These factors include the size of the corpus, potential mistakes in manually
annotated corpora, the relation between messages and their sentences, the topic of the
comments (as different domains may use specific language) and the community from which
the comments are taken from, because one website's community may differ to another in
behaviour (Yessenov and Misailovic 2009).

2.4.3 Datasets for sentiment analysis
Yessenov and Misailovic (2009) outline several factors to consider when using corpus
datasets for sentiment analysis such as the size of the corpus. Several datasets have been used
to train and test recommender system and sentiment analysis algorithms. An example is the
Netflix Prize dataset (Narayanan and Shmatikov 2006), containing 500,000 movie ratings
from Netflix (Netflix 2017) subscribers. Pang and Lee (2004) released a dataset that contains
1000 positive and 1000 negative movie reviews. Schneider (2011) sampled 6 million
comments from 67,000 YouTube videos to investigate dependencies and sentiment in the
comments. GroupLens (2013) collected a dataset containing, "10,000,054 ratings and 95580
tags applied to 10,681 movies by 71,567 users of the online movie recommender service
MovieLens" (GroupLens 2013, p. 1) and all users included had rated at least 20 movies.
Faridani's (2011) model used the Opinion Space (Faridani 2010) dataset which contained,
"over 4,700 proposition ratings, more than 2,400 textual comments
and over 17,400 numerical ratings for the comments. This
collection can serve as a data set for different natural language
processing algorithms" (Faridani 2011, p. 357).
Opinion Space is focused on US Foreign policy and not e-commerce but it has a similar
structure to private datasets like Zappos and TripAdvisor. Zappos, "allows customers to
review each pair of shoes on six numerical dimensions (comfort, style, size, width, arch
support and overall)" (Faridani 2011, p. 355). TripAdvisor, "allows users to rate each hotel on
six dimensions (value, rooms, location, cleanliness, service and sleep quality)" (Faridani
2011, p. 355).
Our discussuon of sentiment analysis has found it to be a powerful method for classifying
positive or negative opinions especially when large volumes of text make manual
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classification by humans almost impossible. Multiple formats of text online can be a
challenge as well as the presence of spam. However, sentiment analysis has demonstrated its
use in identifying trends from online data (Krishna et al. 2013). Liu (2010b) explains that
NLP techniques can help with the problems that arise within sentiment analysis and machine
learning can be used to aid in the understanding of context (Boiy and Moens 2009). Context
is important in sentiment analysis, as different domains can use the same words but for
different meanings (Yessenov and Misailovic 2009). Hence, choosing the right dataset to train
a model for sentiment analysis is crucial (Yessenov and Misailovic 2009).

2.5 Emotion modelling and affective computing
Affective computing is defined as, "computing that relates to, arises from, or influences
emotions" (Picard 1997, p. 1). Muñoz et al. (2012) identified that adapting educational
material based on the emotions of the learner could increase the student’s performance.
Tkalčič et al. (2012) tested the use of affective metadata on recommendations and their
hypothesis was that human decision-making is influenced by emotion. Tkalčič et al. (2012)
attached emotion attributes to an image, based on the emotional response of the end user to
that image. Their, "experimental results show that the performance of such a recommender
system is significantly better than the standard genre-based CBR" (Tkalčič et al. 2012, p.
306). González et al. (2004) were one of the first to attempt, "to use affective attributes in
recommender systems" (Tkalčič et al. 2012, p. 306-307). González et al. (2004) used the
emotional state of the user to influence the recommendation having found that emotional
information was useful for the recommendation process. González et al. (2007) believe
benefits can be found in business especially through understanding user emotions with regard
to their goods or services. González et al. (2007) created an adaptive system with,
"incremental learning capabilities to embed the user’s emotional intelligence in recommender
systems" (González et al. 2007, p. 8). This system has the ability to make predictions using
objective, subjective and emotional attributes obtained from the user’s interactions with the
recommendation process (Gonzâlez et al. 2007). Minsky (2007) states that many researchers
have tried to classify human states of mind, "by arranging terms like feelings, dispositions,
tempers, and moods into orderly charts or diagrams" (Minsky 2007, p. 18) in hopes of
defining emotions. However, the range of emotion words used to describe these changing
mental states is often too widespread and unspecific (Minsky 2007). Minsky (2007) explains
that researchers cannot, "settle the use of such terms because different traditions make
different distinctions, and different people have different ideas about how to describe their
various states of mind" (Minsky 2007, p. 18). Mayer and Gaschke (1988, p. 102) state, "mood
experience is comprised of at least two elements: the direct experience of the mood, and a
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meta-level of experience that consists of thoughts and feelings about the mood". When a user
watches a programme, whether on television or a movie screen, the user,
"experiences primary emotions as a direct response (unconscious
empathic reaction) to the content shown (for instance sadness when
seeing a sad movie), and monitors and evaluates these emotions on
a meta-level. This evaluation elicits ‘meta’ emotions; hence on a
meta level, one can for instance ‘enjoy’ this sadness" (Willaert et
al. 2013b, p. 32).
Hence, this theory postulates that meta-emotions are the true reflection of user reaction to
content and modelling meta-emotions becomes the challenge (Willaert et al. 2013). Some
users enjoy being scared and like to watch horror movies whereas others dislike this
experience, and though both may exhibit fear whilst watching the content their overall
enjoyment may be very different.
Lee et al. (2016) examined how much of an individual’s mood can be deduced from
monitoring their online activity on social networks like Facebook and Twitter. Participants
fell into, "three distinct groups: those whose mood correlates positively with their online
activity, those who correlate negatively and those who display a weak correlation" (Lee et al.
2016, p. 1171). Facebook’s Gross National Happiness (FGNH) index fails to accurately
identify Facebook users,
"mood on a given day, nor is related to general well-being. If
anything, it seems that the number of negative words used in
Facebook status updates constitutes a positive indicator of good
mood and well-being" (Wang et al. 2014, p. 489).
Whilst these results reported by Wang et al. (2014) may not be expected they believe there is
a likelihood that reasons for the results could include: (1) users trying to hide their true
feelings and portray a different online image, (2) the user status could be wrongly interpreted,
(3) the context of the status is not understood, or (4) sentiment analysis may not recognise
ironic status updates. Collectively, it could be the case that current sentiment analysis
methods used to automatically understand the mood of users online are limited in their
dependability (Wang et al. 2014).

2.5.1 Emotion and content viewing
Watching television generally is a passive experience because it utilises a one-way remote
control (Chung and Tseng 2010). Increased media through multiple platforms types has
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meant it is harder than ever to keep consumers attention, leading to, "the development of
second screen applications, i.e. applications that are available on mobile devices and that
extend the content that is available on the main television screen" (Willaert et al. 2013b, p.
29). Second screens/devices like tablets, laptops and mobile phones can provide extra
contextual information to a viewer while watching television (Moon et al. 2013). Second
screen and dual-device use has experienced difficulties, as often applications are not suitable
across a range of devices and are expensive (Willaert et al. 2013b). Sensum (Sensum 2014) is
an example of an unobtrusive and commercial wireless sensor for monitoring user
engagement.
Willaert et al. (2013a) outline their belief of the capabilities of future empathic television.
These interactions include the interactive smart TV utilising social media, a second screen,
body language tracking, emotion detection and recommendations (Willaert et al. 2013a). Tan
et al. (2013) believe user emotion can improve intelligent user interfaces, but current
implementations limit users’ ability to move, due to sensors in most cases, and this prevents
deployment outside experimental scenarios. Tan et al. (2013) used a depth camera to track
body posture using a combination of, "posture information with physiological sensors
measurements" (Tan et al. 2013, p. 235) which allows affective information about the user to
be collected in a nonintrusive way. Willaert et al. (2013b) believe that to develop empathic
systems, the extent which emotions can be captured in real life context needs to be examined
carefully. Willaert et al. (2013b, p. 29) state, "a fully automatic empathic system has to take
the emotional context of the user into account, and offer a personalised, nonintrusive
experience exploiting this context". Hence, a truly empathic system detects what the user
wants without directly asking the user.
Emotion detection in television viewing can be problematic because television can often be a
simultaneous group activity, rather than the monitoring of one individual user (Willaert et al.
2013b). The use of the second device is a possible way to solve this problem, and enables the
tailoring of individual monitoring and utilising the emotion data in a recommender system to
provide a personalised program guide (Willaert et al. 2013b). A Domestication Approach
studies, "how a user appropriated a new technology into his/her everyday life" (Chen 2013, p.
134). Chen (2013, p. 134) applied a Domestication Approach to examine the way users in
Taiwan and the United States used tablet computers in everyday life. Results showed
situation, location and age were the main factors of influence. Taiwan showed more shared
usage than more individualistic orientated United States users. This approach focused on how
users, "shared their (home) emotions, resources, relationships and spaces with the
technology", which showed their habits and attachment to their devices (Chen 2013, p. 136).
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Mark et al. (2014) compare the affect of Facebook and face-to-face interaction on the mood
of employees in the workplace. It was found that, "both face-to-face interactions and
Facebook use do influence positive affect in the workplace though differently." (Mark et al.
2014, p. 1092). This experiment focuses on the moods resulting from multitasking and
interactions in a workplace environment and it could be useful to consider how second
screens might affect emotion. Viewers watching television with a second screen are often
multitasking whilst watching their programme. Hence, it may be important to consider how
changing emotions may not always be invoked by the television programme, but rather
through the interactions of the second screen. It is important to note that experiments involved
highly skilled participants and the face-to-face interactions may have been underestimated
due to a problem with the SenseCam used to collect the face-to-face data, which was unable
to recognise faces sideways (Mark et al. 2014). In New York and Los Angeles 2,500
dedicated tablet users between 8 and 54 years old were surveyed and, "qualitative in-depth
interviews" conducted (PRNewswire 2012, p. 1). These tablets had become more prominent
than computers for second screen viewing and desktop and smartphone viewing had declined
(PRNewswire 2012). Many of the survey respondents used, "tablets to multitask or as a
complimentary experience via apps" (PRNewswire 2012, p. 1), instead of as a distraction to
the television programme. Users felt more emotionally connected to their tablet than to any
other electronic device in their home, with over 50% stating their tablet made them more
relaxed and feel happier (PRNewswire 2012). Tan et al. (2014) conducted two studies to get a
more thorough understanding of side activities and body postures and how these might
connect to the emotions of the TV viewer. Tan et al. (2014) use unobtrusive means to collect
data on viewer emotion. Body posture can be detected with relative accuracy but participants
in the study were found to rarely change the position of their body during viewing (Tan et al.
2014). Tan et al. (2014) surmise that perhaps the video clips used did not invoke a strong
emotional response in the viewer, or results were due to the viewer watching alone and group
viewing may have yielded different results. A possible correlation may be found between
emotion and activities such as using the remote control to change channels because the
current program is not pleasant and producing negative emotion (Tan et al. 2014).

2.5.2 Emotion and colour
Colour and emotion has been a widely studied field with many applications utilising colour in
various forms and often these are predefined manually assigned colours. Colour has been
used to reflect the emotions of people in public spaces (Kim et al. 2015) and to add personal
designs to items of clothing such as sneakers to allow the wearer creative control (ShiftWear
2015). Creating online personal diaries using colour and colour patterns to express moods and
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feelings enables users to create a record of their moods over time, visualise their moods as
strips of colour, find trends and identify specific colours they use for certain moods and share
them with the others (Li 2012). Colour has also been used in mobile services such as eMoto
where colours, shapes and animations convey affective messages to others (Sundström et al.
2005). We Feel Fine collected feelings from web blogs where the blog contained the text, “I
feel”, and, “I am feeling”, from the top 200 feelings expressed. Each feeling was then
assigned a colour, which loosely related to feeling tone. They assigned red to angry feelings,
bright yellow to happy positive feelings, green to calm feelings and dark blue to sad negative
feelings (Kamvar and Harris 2011). Colour has also been used in an application that gave
teenagers the freedom to express their mood within a closed group of friends by adding
meaning to the colours they shared (Balta and Read 2016). Colour has been used to help with
the understanding of online soccer reports with red used to indicate tension, yellow for
happiness, green for boredom and blue for sadness (Hanser et al. 2010). PlayPhysics utilised
colour along with other game elements to help students learn physics (Muñoz 2012).
Dael et al. (2016) predicted that for positive emotions such as joy, colours would be chosen
that have higher saturation and brightness values whereas negative emotions such as fear
would less likely to be related to higher brightness and saturation values. The context in
which the colour is delivered is important and the hue and saturation may convey more than
the colour itself. Zammito (2005) explains how colours and meanings associated with them
can originate from a person's cultural background, their personal experiences and pure instinct
(innate). Cultural backgrounds are diverse and each may have its own individual associations
between a colour and what it means. For example, in western cultures the colour white is
traditionally used for wedding dresses symbolising purity. However, in some Asian countries
white is traditionally worn at funerals because it represents mourning and death (Wang 2015).
Our personal experiences can shape our associations between colours and meaning. Being
exposed to certain colours in media advertising can potentially influence the meanings
associated with them. For example, the global brand coca cola uses red and white for its logo,
which many people will have been exposed to and familiar with, yet another individual’s
experiences may be more limited. A childhood bedroom decorated in a particular colour
could provide different meanings depending on childhood experiences. Kaya and Epps (2004)
investigated the relationship between colour and emotion with students and found that,
“colour-related emotion is highly dependent on personal preference and one's past experience
with that particular colour" (Kaya and Epps 2004, p. 7). The innate understanding of colour is
often, survival, for species and the communication of various signals (Langley 2016). Links
between emotion and colour can have widespread causes, such as biological, where a red face
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may suggest anger, personal experiences and cultural experiences where red might be
associated with a brand, a red warning sign indicating danger, or red for love and romance.
However, what becomes apparent is that the context that accompanies a colour is important
and this could be why there is no consensus on associations between emotion and colour.
Using colour to express messages could be ineffective and Muñoz (2012) believes colour on
its own could be ineffective when trying to communicate emotions. For example, Balta and
Read (2016) found they needed to provide a way for users to give meanings to the colours so
that others might understand what they are trying to express. Hanser et al. (2010) also used
other elements such as animation in combination with colour in order to help users understand
the mood of a football report. Globalisation has impacted the preferred colour choices for
certain products as Akcay et al. (2012) discuss similar colours being preferred for products in
different countries, with an indication of gradual changes over the last decade in colour
preferences and perceptions, but differences still exist due to different experiences and
cultures.
Colours are important in conveying certain messages and moods in culture, brands and
popular culture such as the mise-en-scène of a film (Hall and Walsh 2015). In gaming, colour
has the potential to influence our feelings (Geslin et al. 2016), motivate us creatively
(Studente et al. 2016) and help students engage when learning but may not necessarily
improve knowledge retention (Finn et al. 2011, Huchendorf 2007). Colour can provide both
positive and negative effects on mood (Mogilner et al. 2012). The meaning and associations
with different colours are dependent on context (Velasco et al. 2014, Madden et al. 2000).
However, colour plays an important role in marketing, helping to attract customers and
providing brand personality (Labrecque and Milne 2012). Meier et al. (2015) believe that the
effect of colour in our everyday lives is worth considering as it can affect our performance in
various contexts. Colour can play an important role in everyday life and help provide
information in a variety of forms, whether it is innate, cultural or personal experience (Kaya
and Epps 2004). We can help provide understanding to colours we choose through the context
in which they are delivered, as there is no consensus on the linkage of colours and emotions.

2.5.3 Emotion and weather
Weather can, “affect agricultural output, industrial output, energy demand, labour
productivity, health, conflict, political stability, and economic growth” (Dell et al. 2014, p.
790). Studies have been conducted which examine the link between weather and its effect on
human behaviour such as cognitive performance (Keller et al. 2005), affective experiences
(Kööts et al. 2011) and on travel behaviour (Böcker et al. 2013). Weather can directly affect
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functions within the human body. For example, sunlight affects the level of serotonin in the
human brain (Lambert et al. 2002) and humidity can increase and decrease blood pressure
(Schneider et al. 2008). Physical effects on the human body do not directly indicate a change
in emotion but weather can have both an emotional and physical impact on the body (Kööts et
al. 2011).
Examination of the relationship between weather variables and the mood of users on Twitter
found humidity to positively correlate to negative affect and atmospheric pressure and
temperature positively correlated to positive affect, but they believe further research was
necessary to address the exceptions found (Park et al. 2013). Hannak et al. (2012) examined
Twitter for population-wide sentiment patterns as a result of the time and weather. They
collected humidity, precipitation, wind speed, temperature and cloud cover alongside the
tweets and found that daily/weekly and climate-based patterns existed.
When examining social media data such as Twitter status updates and the well-being or mood
of the user it is important to consider that this relationship may not necessarily be as
straightforward as it first appears because users can present an artificial front as they may
desire to hide their actual feelings from their followers (Li et al. 2014). Ethayarajh and
Rudzicz (2017) investigated the relationship between photoperiod and the mood of users on
Reddit (Reddit Inc. 2017) and found no relationship between the two, but they did find a
small group of the Reddit population was sensitive to changes in photoperiod. Zong et al.
(2017, p. 883) conducted a causal analysis of how weather affected television viewing
patterns and found that some weather variables such as precipitation and pressure can, “cause
major changes in TV watching patterns”, and that using weather variables in context-aware
recommenders has the potential to improve recommendations. Bambia et al. (2016, p. 272)
believe that,
“an effective context-aware system must take into account several
types of contextual information. For instance, the current weather
and the week day of a user might have an impact on the relevance
of TV content”.
Bambia et al. (2016, p. 272) found that contextual data, “such as location, weather, week
day”, are often not included when recommending television content to viewers.
Howarth and Hoffman (1984) believe it is important to consider multiple weather variables
because if only one or two aspects of weather are examined then the relationship between
mood and weather could become oversimplified and hence weather variables, which may
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have collectively influenced mood, could be overlooked and attributed to just one weather
variable. Denissen et al. (2008) also believe that it is important to examine multiple weather
variables in order to distinguish how each weather variable affects mood. With bad weather it
would be expected that negative moods would be more likely and hence more positive moods
would occur in good weather, but one does not necessarily justify the other. It is important to
consider that weather can affect individuals differently. For example, old age or chronic
diseases may cause physiological tension in an individual, which could then lead to negative
emotions (Spasova 2012). Spasova (2012, p. 289) concluded from their research, “that
weather influences the simple and short-lived emotional states, while in the complicated and
long-lived emotions its effect is lower or non-existent”, but that further research is needed.
Denissen et al. (2008) examine how 6 different weather variables affected mood, which
include photoperiod, air pressure, sunlight, precipitation, wind power and temperature. They
found that overall the average effect that weather had on mood was insignificant.
Vandewalle et al. (2010) found that a person’s ability to process emotional stimuli in the
human brain can be directly affected by light. However, it depends on the spectral
composition of the light, especially blue light, which is abundant in daylight and less
commonly found in electric light sources. Connolly (2013) found that women responded
more to weather variables than men with women having lower life satisfaction on days with
higher precipitation, but the reasons for this were unclear. Connolly (2013) found that the
intensity of feelings of stress, tiredness, and happiness was most affected by temperature and
Noelke et al. (2016) found that, “ambient temperatures in excess of 70 °F, and especially
above 90 °F, significantly reduce emotional well-being” (Noelke et al. 2016. p. 128).
Weather can also play a part in affecting consumer spending (Murray et al. 2010), as well as
consumer search intensity using the Internet on mobile devices (Manchanda et al. 2015). Tian
et al. (2016) found that consumer behaviour could be affected by temperature and sunlight
and this information could be valuable to retailers especially for the purpose of targeting
specific demographics such as younger groups and females whom they found more sensitive
to the weather. Lee et al. (2014) found that bad weather actually increased an individual’s
productivity at work whereas individuals themselves thought the opposite believing that they
were more productive on days with good weather. An individual’s mood is not affected by
only one factor but can be affected by many variables, which are not necessarily weather
related (Li et al. 2014). For example, snow can lead to a negative mood but there is no clear
indication that this negative mood is,
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“caused by snow itself or other snow induced factors, such traffic
jams, traffic accidents or other unseen factors. As enumerating all
related factors in the real world and collecting correspondent data
are infeasible, it is hard to say which is primarily responsible” (Li
et al. 2014, p. 1316).
Weather is not static and whilst some weather systems may last for long periods of time some
others may be fleeting. Hence, duration of certain weather may play a role in the amount of
effect it has as well as the severity. For example, extreme weather conditions such as long
periods of drought could be distressing for certain populations because of its implications.
Hence, while links between weather and mood exist, it is quite likely that similar to colour
that it depends on the context of the weather. For example, someone who needs to get to work
could be frustrated or angered by the inconvenience of heavy snowfall, whilst someone else
receives a snow day at school and may have positive feelings about freedom from school.

2.5.4 Personality and preferences
An individual’s personality has a wide impact on the life choices they make including career,
family, education and entrepreneurial decisions (Wilke et al. 2006, Marrs et al. 2007, Page et
al. 2008, Caliendo et al. 2014). The brain plays an important role in the process of decisionmaking utilising individual past experiences and assessing their value, but memory can cause
bias in decision-making (Wimmer and Shohamy 2012). An individual’s ability to make
decisions can be impacted by psychological disorders (Brand et al. 2006, Svaldi et al. 2010,
Kim et al. 2011b, Danner et al. 2012, Svaldi et al. 2012). Johansson et al. (2006) found that an
individual’s personality and attitudes can influence their chosen methods of transport. Kern et
al. (2014) examined the words used in Facebook posts by 69,792 users and found that
differences existed which could be linked to personality. Khalil (2016) examined how
introverts and extroverts made decisions but they did not consider whether the decisions made
was positive or negative. However, Khalil (2016) did find that extroverts were not as good at
making decisions as introverts. Khalil (2016, p. 1537) states that,
“introverts rely on their intuition, inner feelings and reactions. The
majority of them basically counting on themselves, do not go for
impulsive decisions while on the other hand extroverts usually go
for snap decisions, quick decisions and decide what feels natural at
the moment”.
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Kim et al. (2013, p. 510) found that, “when introverted individuals used social media more
often, they tended to talk more frequently with heterogeneous people, compared to more
extroverted individuals".
The preferences of an individual can change over time. For example, whilst an individual’s
preferences within a job might change in importance, such as highly valuing the pay they
receive from a job, it doesn’t necessarily mean that the individual comes to reduce their value
of other factors within a job (Gallie et al. 2012). The rise of social media has given customers
the ability to be content publishers, not just readers of online content. This means it is more
critical than ever that customers preferences are known and if possible predicted in advance
so companies can remain profitable (Chua and Banerjee 2013). Consumers' experience of
popular culture during their youth can affect their lifelong preferences (Schindler and
Holbrook 2003). Abreu et al. (2013) found that the most important criteria for individuals
when choosing television was the genre, their mood, who they watched television with, and
the time they had available. Age can play a role in the preferences of an individual. For
example, younger individuals tend to have a preference for negative news stories compared to
middle age or older individuals (Kleemans et al. 2012). An individual's preferences can be
shaped by observing what others consume as more value can be placed in a product that is
consumed by family, friends and peers (Janssen and Jager 2001). For example, a product used
by an online blogger might appeal to their followers more because their followers are more
likely to place value in a product endorsed by someone they admire.
Traitify (Traitify 2017) is an online survey tool developed by Traitify’s internal psychology
team which collects user personality and preference data. Traitify has several assessments
available which include careers, core, heroes, introvert/extrovert, persuasion and movies
(Traitify 2017). Here we will discuss the Movie personality assessment as it not only helps
create a general understanding of user personality but it also applies to entertainment
recommendations such as television, film or other media related content curation, from the
personality data gathered during the assessment (Traitify 2017).
When using the movie personality assessment users are prompted to follow a short survey to
identify their preferences towards movies and on completion they are presented with their
scores for 7 core personality types used to predict user preferences in different movie
contexts. These 7 core personality types are: Believer, Dramatic, Indie, Laughaholic, Nail
Biter, Romantic and Stunt Double. Each of these 7 personality types consist of personality
traits. There are 42 personality traits within Traitify (Traitify 2017) defining each personality
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type. These can help with media recommendations and understanding user personality.
Definitions of the 42 personality traits are listed in Table 2.1 (Traitify 2017).

Table 2.1: Traitify 42 personality traits (Traitify 2017)

Personality Trait

Definition

Alert

Energized and aware of one’s surroundings.

Analytical

Examining critically to identify essential elements.

Attached

Able to connect with others or things.

Attuned

The ability to sense the emotional tenor of one’s
surroundings.

Caring

Emotionally invested.

Confident

Having a secure sense of one’s own worth.

Conventional

Concerned with what is generally held to be acceptable.

Creative

Original, artistic and imaginative.

Curious

Eager to learn or know.

Daring

Fearless and bold.

Deep

Enjoys uncovering layers of meaning.

Easy-Going

Can “go with the flow” and adjust preferences when
needed.

Eclectic

Having a variety of blended interests, tastes, beliefs, style.

Enthusiastic

Excitedly experiencing a lively interest in something.

Excitable

Easily agitated or emotionally aroused.

Extreme

Excessive and intense.

Future-Focused

Enjoys thinking about and planning for future events or
goals.

High-Energy

Possessing high stamina and motivation.

Imaginative

Able to think symbolically and play with ideas.

Impulsive

Driven to spontaneous action.
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Independent

Relies on oneself, not influenced or controlled by others.

IntellectuallyDriven

Motivated by activities of the mind.

Intense

Prefers to delve deeply into things.

Interactive

Prefers the company of other people.

Introspective

Thoughtfully valuing and examining one’s internal
experience.

Likes Familiarity

Prefers what is known and routine.

Likes Novelty

Prefers what is new, unusual and different.

Loyal

Devoted to relationships with important others.

Needs Instant
Gratification

Acts impulsively to satisfy one’s desires in the moment.

Open-Minded

Having a mind receptive to new ideas or ideas contrary to
one’s own beliefs.

Passionate

Intense and vivid interest and feeling.

Peaceful

Mellow and calm.

Playful

Fun-loving.

Progressive

Prefers improvement, change and reform.

Sensitive

Affected by and responsive to the feelings of self and
others.

Serious

Somber and earnest.

Sociable

Enjoys the open sharing of personal information, thoughts
and feelings.

Spontaneous

Acting freely and without constraint in the moment.

Tense

Feeling “keyed up” internally and with others.

Unconventional

Unconcerned or dismissing of what is generally held to be
acceptable.

Vigilant

Alertly scanning one’s environment for signs of danger.

Whimsical

Values the playful and capricious aspects of an activity.

When the survey commences the user is presented with an image slide, containing a statement
and two buttons, one button coloured blue is labelled "Me" and the second button coloured
red is labelled "Not Me", as shown in Figure 2.7 (Traitify 2017). If the user thinks that
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statement is like them, they choose "Me". However, if they believe the statement is not like
them, they choose "Not Me". In total the user has 42 slides to go through, selecting "Me" or
"Not Me". This process should take around 90 seconds to complete (Traitify 2017).

Figure 2.7: Traitify Movies personality assessment (Traitify 2017)

Once the user has completed the 42 slide survey they will be presented with the results which
include their main personality type (Traitify 2017). If the user scored highly in two of
personality types, then they can have a personality blend returned which shows two
personality types overlapping (Traitify 2017). As shown in Figure 2.8, users are given a short
description of the types of movies they will most likely enjoy based on their personality
type(s) (Traitify 2017). They are also presented with a score for each of the 7 personality
traits: Believer, Dramatic, Indie, Laughaholic, Nail Biter, Romantic and Stunt Double. Users
can then click on any of their scores for the 7 personality types and read further about these
types and their preferences for certain movie types. Underneath user scores for personality
types, 8 of their personality traits are listed along with their respective descriptions.
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Figure 2.8: Traitify Movies personality assessment sample results (Traitify 2017)

2.5.5 Emotion Imbued Choice (EIC) Model
Lerner et al. (2015) identified 8 major themes on decision-making and emotion. Whilst they
point out that this research field is in its infancy it nevertheless revealed,
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“rapid progress in mapping the psychology of emotion and
decision-making. Collectively, they elucidate one overarching
conclusion: Emotions powerfully, predictably, and pervasively
influence decision-making” (Lerner et al. p. 802).
Lerner et al. (2015) found that most research into decision making and emotion indirectly or
directly used a valence-based approach. However, this method could not be used to, “account
for all influences of affect on judgement and choice”, because emotions rated with the same
value for valence differ in certain characteristics and therefore valence does not capture all of
these possible variables (Lerner et al. 2015, p. 804).
Lerner et al. (2015) found emotions to be powerfully influential in decision-making and
propose a model of decision-making called the Emotion-Imbued Choice (EIC) model, as
shown in Figure 2.9, which synthesised their findings. The EIC model takes into account
emotions in two ways, firstly through the decision maker’s prediction of their expected
emotions as a result of the outcome of their decision and secondly, through the current
emotions of the decision maker, which traditionally have been excluded from rational choice
models (Lerner et al. 2015). The EIC model shown in Figure 2.9 explains the stages and
inputs that collectively result in a decision being made, and show which paths are included in
traditional models and which are not (Lerner et al. 2015). It is noted that the EIC model is
limited to a one-time decision being made between given options by the decision maker. It
does not display the actual outcomes, only the expected outcomes as a result of the chosen
decision. This, “model attempts to explain conscious or nonconscious decision-making but
not all human behaviour” (Lerner et al. 2015, p. 814). The EIC Model has 5 potential inputs
into Current Emotions (Figure 2.9, paths B’, C’, G’, F and H). All of these inputs combined
impact the Current Emotions of the decision maker which then feed into the Conscious
and/or Nonconscious Evaluation. There are 4 inputs into Conscious and/or Nonconscious
Evaluation including (Figure 2.9, paths A, B, C and G). All of these inputs together impact
the Conscious and/or Nonconscious Evaluation of the decision maker, which ultimately
results in a decision being made. Lerner et al. (2015) also discuss the difference between
integral emotions and incidental emotions. Integral emotions are emotions that can be directly
and logically related to the making of the decision (Figure 2.9, paths B’, C’, G’ and F).
However, incidental emotions result from an indirect cause and what essentially should be an
event unrelated to the making of the decision can also have an effect on it (Figure 2.9, link
H).
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Figure 2.9: The Emotion-Imbued Choice (EIC) model (Lerner et al. 2015, p. 815)

2.6 Gamification
Gamification is, "the use of game design elements in non-game contexts" (Deterding et al.
2011, p. 1). Game mechanics and game design techniques are used to enhance these nongame scenarios (Deterding et al. 2011). Gamification has been shown to be successful in
encouraging participation among users and maintaining engagement. A field experiment was
undertaken in a, "peer-to-peer trading service by implementing the game mechanic of badges
that users could earn from a variety of tasks" (Hamari 2013, p. 236). The field study showed
that implementing gamification mechanics, "does not automatically lead to significant
increases" (Hamari 2013, p. 236) in activity, but users who actively partake in monitoring
their progress in badges and other users’ badges showed increased user activity. Gamification
has become popular as a method for monitoring and analysing online communities, enabling
them to be categorised based on the contributions they make in that online community (Bista
et al. 2012). Gamification is increasingly used in marketing and product design because it
helps to improve user activity (Zichermann et al. 2010). Two common gamification
techniques include ‘badges’, given when a user reaches an achievement, and ‘leaderboards’,
which display the rank of a user in relation to the rest of the community (Lee et al. 2013).
Gartner, a leading information technology company, anticipate that, "while the current
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success of gamification is largely driven by novelty and hype, gamification is positioned to
become a highly significant trend over the next five years" (Gartner 2011, p. 1).
Gamification has shown improvement in learning and information retention in relation to
education and staff training (Landers et al. 2011), demonstrating that it is quite flexible in its
potential applications. It has also been used within recommender systems to improve
engagement (Faradani 2011). Gamification techniques, such as ‘achievements’, have been
used to improve student engagement with educational material (Charles et al. 2011). Game
mechanics are also being utilised to support the healthcare sector in areas such as
rehabilitation using serious games because the technology is widely accessible, economical
and entertaining (Ma et al. 2014). AmbiLearn (Hyndman et al. 2011, 2012), PlayPhysics
(Muñoz et al. 2011, 2012) and Downes et al. (2012) make use of game-based approaches to
improve learning at various academic levels. Using game-based techniques for learning can
provide an accurate portrayal of student knowledge, as demonstrated by AmbiLearn
(Hyndman et al. 2012). An example leaderboard is shown in Figure 2.10. The leaderboard
score is displayed for each user so that they can be ranked against each other, and the badges
are displayed beside each user detailing their achievements so far.

Figure 2.10: Example of leaderboard and badges

2.6.1 Octalysis
Chou (2015) developed a gamification design framework called Octalysis, which aims to
display the various gamification techniques used in applications, separating them into 8 core
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drives, as shown in Figure 2.11 and Table 2.2. Chou (2015) splits the 8 core drives down the
centre between the Left Brain (Extrinsic Tendency) and Right Brain (Intrinsic Tendency), as
shown in Figure 2.11. It is important to note that this is done for symbolic differentiation and
does not represent actual brain geography. The Left Brain contains core drives, "that are most
commonly associated with logic, analytical thought, and ownership" whilst the Right Brain
contains core drives, "that focus on creativity, self-expression, and social dynamics" (Chou
2015, p. 7). Chou (2015) takes this a step further and splits the core drives again between
White Hat Gamification and Black Hat Gamification. The top core drives are, "considered
very positive motivations, while the bottom Core Drives are considered to be more negative"
(Chou 2015, p. 9). Hence, Chou (2015) terms these top drives as White Hat Gamification
because techniques that rely on them are often seen as positive methods of motivation,
whereas the bottom core drives are termed Black Hat Gamification as they often rely heavily
on techniques that are seen to be negative methods of motivation.

Figure 2.11: The 8 core drives of gamification (Chou 2015)
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The Octalysis framework aims to demonstrate how users are motivated to do things by one or
more of these core drives in different ways and they can be seen in further detail in Table 2.2
(Chou 2015).

Table 2.2: The 8 core drives of gamification (Chou 2015)
Core Drive

Description
This core drive aims to motivate the user through the belief
that they are doing something greater than themselves; e.g.

Epic Meaning &
Calling

when someone who contributes to community projects like
Wikipedia where they get no monetary gain they simply feel
like they are adding to and protecting human knowledge and
history; this can also occur in a game when the user finds a
rare item, e.g. Beginners Luck because they feel special.
This core drive is our own internal drive for progress,
improving our skills to overcome challenges; PBLs (Points,

Development &

Badges and Leaderboards) are most often used to implement

Accomplishment this core drive but it is important that PBLs are awarded when
a challenge is actually challenging and not just for the sake of
it, or they will not be meaningful.
This core drive is often implemented as Evergreen Mechanics,
Empowerment

which mean the game designer does not need to add new

of Creativity &

content because users can create new content over and over

Feedback

which allows them to express their creativity and see the
results and feedback of doing so.
This core drive motivates users through the feeling of
ownership or control; it could be a project, organisation or a
process and is often implemented as virtual goods or

Ownership &

currencies, or it can even be the customising of a character,

Possession

because if someone spends time or money on something then
they are going to feel they have invested in it.
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This drive includes all the social factors that motivate
individuals
Social Influence
& Relatedness

and

it

can

include

competition,

envy,

companionship, social feedback, social acceptance and
mentorship; it works off the premise that when playing a game
with friends and witnessing them own an amazing virtual
good, or that they are very talented in a certain skill, then the
individual is also going to want to attain such.
This drive works to motivate a user to want something
because it is impossible to attain immediately as it is exclusive
or exceptionally rare; this can be implemented as, “Come back

Scarcity &

in 6 hours to receive your prize”, because this time limit

Impatience

makes them want it more and think about it more because they
cannot have it when they want.
This drive works at engaging the user by intriguing them; they

Unpredictability
& Curiosity

have no idea what is going to happen next and this drives them
to want to continue; this is common in gambling but it also
occurs often in television shows where the viewer needs to
wait for the next episode to find out what happens next.
This drive motivates individuals because they want to avoid a

Loss &
Avoidance

negative outcome, whether it’s a limited amount of time to
collect something in a game or they risk losing it forever;
quite often time limited special offers work in this manner to
motivate user purchases.

2.7 Recommender systems
Recommender systems recommend products and services when searching online content and
ranking them against others for comparison. Recommender systems are software tools and
techniques that aim to sort vast amounts of online information and present the most suitable
results to the user (Ricci et al. 2011). These systems have improved online decision-making
processes in respect of various online resources, particularly in electronic commerce, by
enabling online users to cope with the large amounts of information available to them (Ricci
et al. 2011). Recommender systems have been a benefit in business but have also posed social
challenges. Users may be reluctant to provide information for privacy reasons and hence
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some form of incentive may be required in order to persuade users to share their information
(Resnick and Varian 1997). Recommender systems help users identify which item in a
specific domain may best suit their needs, for example, in buying movies or booking a hotel
room (Bigdeli and Bahmani 2008).
Liu et al. (2015) discuss some of the main recommender system algorithms employed since
2008 which include content-based, collaborative filtering, network-based, hybrid and contextaware recommender systems. Content-based recommendations focus on recommending a
product or services to a user based on comparing the product or services description to user
interests. Collaborative filtering utilises user past behaviour or a similar user past behaviour to
recommend a product or service, e.g. PHOAKS (Terveen et al. 1997) and GroupLens
(Resnick et al. 1994). Network-based recommendations are, "based on resource allocation,
the key to the algorithm is to establish user-product binary association network" (Liu et al.
2015, p. 1219). Context-aware recommendations, on the other hand, seek to use context when
generating recommendations, considering user preferences and then using them to forecast
what they might like in future (Liu et al. 2015). Hybrid systems can employ a combination of
knowledge-based, collaborative and content-based techniques to overcome challenges which
some of them could not perform individually (Burke 2002). There is an assumption that
recommender systems feed off similar user interests and suggest items to a user, which is a
common method used in collaborative filtering algorithms (Sinha and Swearingen 2001).
These aim to imitate the social process by which people obtain recommendations outside the
sphere of recommender systems. Recommender system success in e-commerce and other
online areas appears to be largely a result of their ability to reduce time spent searching or
supporting decision making for large online communities.
Large online communities using recommender systems generate a large number of search
queries when searching for products or services. Although the search query from each
individual user may vary all of these interactions have a significant impact when used
collectively to help recommender systems learn (Jannach et al. 2011). Recommender systems
are reshaping e-commerce as users utilise them to find goods and services (Nayak and
Agrawal 2016), e.g. ChoiceStream (Leavitt 2006). Systems learn from their users and
recommend products based on the information they have gathered. Systems aim to support
the individual user in their online decision-making process in a way that they will find helpful
(Herlocker et al. 1999). Businesses have the potential to create large amounts of
recommendations to negatively affect competitors and positively affect their own sales
(Resnick and Varian 1997). A recommender system could be compared to how a sales
assistant in a shop might recommend another product based on information they have
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gathered from communicating with past and present customers. Algorithms used in
recommender systems need to effectively personalise the experience for the user (Linden et
al. 2003). This provides systems with a challenge, requiring efficient algorithms to supply
high quality recommendations to the end user (Śnieżyński 2005).
Beel et al. (2016) conducted a comprehensive survey of over 200 research papers on
recommender systems between 1998 to 2013. They found content-based filtering (CBF) to be
the predominantly used recommendation method. Content-based recommendations focus on
recommending a product or services based on matching the product or services description to
user interests (Liu et al. 2015). Examples of content-based recommender systems include
Tapestry (Goldberg et al. 1992), PolyLens (O’Connor et al. 2001) and WhatShouldIReadNext
(Rana et al. 2005). Beel et al. (2016, p. 327) identified two key problems, the first being that
lack of information from the authors, poor experimental design and evaluation made it
impossible for them to, "determine the most effective recommendation approaches".
Secondly, they found untapped potential in recommender systems for research papers,
stemming from two main causes, the first being research results often not being put into
practice, with few active recommender systems using current research approaches. The
second resulted from authors not considering that the satisfaction of users may not solely rely
on accuracy, "but also on factors such as privacy, data security, diversity, serendipity,
labelling, and presentation", as well as not considering runtime or automatically collected
information as most systems required users to input the research paper information manually
(Beel et al. 2016, p. 328).
Zhang et al. (2014) examined user psychological concerns in relation to personal information
they provide to recommender systems such as Amazon. They found that users need to feel
that they have control over the information they disclose to the system. The more control a
user has when using a recommender system then the more confident they will feel in
providing personal information to receive personalised recommendations (Zhang et al. 2014).
Jeckmans et al. (2013) explain that different privacy concerns exist depending on the
information that is utilised by a recommender system, and hence users must decide if they are
willing to provide more information in order to receive improved recommendations. While
privacy techniques should not negatively impact the recommender system, it is important
users are given control over what information they provide but there remains, "an inherent
trade-off between privacy, accuracy, and efficiency" (Jeckmans et al. 2013, p. 264-265). He et
al. (2016) used a framework for interactive visualisation within a recommender system in
order to help users understand the recommendation process and allow them the ability to
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direct the process of recommendation and they found users were more accepting of the
recommendations.
However, problems still exist in recommender systems such as, "the cold-start problem,
diversity, novelty and serendipity of recommendations are still under-explored" (He et al.
2016, p. 25). Koene et al. (2015) state that ethical concerns exist around privacy, lack of
transparency and the risk of recommendation manipulation for the purpose of commercial
gain within recommender systems. This makes users wary about providing information to the
recommender system to enable personalised recommendations. Hence, Koene et al. (2015)
proposed that personalised recommendations research should focus on 4 key areas: (1) sociopsychological effect, (2) allow users to control and understand their privacy, (3) developing
methodology to assess the quality of personalised recommendations and (4) reinforcing
ethical practices through corporate engagement. Ghazinour et al. (2016, p. 24) created a
privacy recommender system and applied it to Facebook, they found that their participants,
"were more willing to share information about their age, gender and education and less
willing to disclose their religion, political view and degree", and hence they concluded that
some information is considered more sensitive to users.
Lu et al. (2015) reviewed recent developments in recommender systems, focusing on their use
in online groups, resources services, commerce, government, business, libraries, learning and
tourism. They concluded that classic recommender system algorithms still feature heavily.
However, more hybrid systems play a role than solo methods, and recommender systems for
online learning typically use knowledge-based methods, compared to collaborative filtering
which is more commonly used in online resource services. New recommender systems have
emerged on social networks and more recently in domains such as mobile, television and
radio, moving away from the typical web-based systems. Ken-Arnett et al. (2015) developed
a recommender system for recommending smartphones. Lu et al. (2015) explain that whilst
innovation in recommender systems continues to advance there continues to be problems and
new problems have risen from these new domains such as mobile recommender systems and
e-government. Online shopping and tourism recommender systems suffer from problems
around location and real time, as users are often using these applications in real time, and they
need recommendations based on this context. In online shopping and learning recommender
systems user behaviour is a problem because it can change over time and there is a risk of
using dated information to generate recommendations. Hence, in changing environments such
as these, it is important that techniques be investigated to handle preference changes. It is
expected that big data will become important for recommender systems and smart devices
could also play a role in extracting more relevant data in some domains such as health.
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2.7.1 Hybrid recommender systems
Some of the challenges faced by recommender systems can be overcome through employing
a combination of different algorithms. These systems can be referred to as Hybrid
recommender systems, which may combine more than one of the typical approaches, such as
content-based and collaborative filtering, e.g. Fab (Balabanovic and Shoham 1997), in the
hope of dealing with larger or more complex chunks of data (Śnieżyński 2005). Hybrid
recommendations can be a combination of several other methods, though this is typically
executed through two main methods. The first method is the hybrid of recommended results,
"this method adopts a certain algorithm to fuse each recommended result, the final result
depends on the mix of each recommended result of recommendation system" (Liu et al. 2015,
p. 2019). The second method is the hybrid of recommendation algorithm that integrates,
"other recommendation algorithms into one algorithm to realise recommendation" (Liu et al.
2015 p. 2020). Whether one recommender system is more effective than another is open to
debate. When choosing a suitable system, evaluating each method employed by the
recommender system is crucial (Bigdeli and Bahmani 2008). Each has advantages and
disadvantages, but taking into consideration what you need the system to do and the
information processing required to attain high quality results for users, will result in improved
choices to create a more accurate and efficient recommender system (Bigdeli and Bahmani
2008). Some recommender systems that utilise hyrbid approaches include MovieLens (Miller
et al. 2003), S.U.M (González et al. 2004), Pandora (Iskold 2007), Last.FM (Shepitsen et al.
2008) and Faridani (2011).

2.7.2 Affective recommender systems
Affective recommender systems utilise sentiment data in order to aid the recommendation of
products or services. Faridani (2011) trained a model for recommendation for an online
clothes store using textual and numerical ratings from the Opinion Space dataset (Faridani et
al. 2010). Users could use numerical scales or textual forms to enter their desired product
qualities, demonstrating the model's ability to utilise either input to make product
recommendations (Faridani 2011). Online and offline learning was included, such as twitter
and blog feeds, so that multiple domains of data were included in the learning and real-time
data streams (Faridani 2011). Faridani examines a possible correlation between textual and
numerical ratings of products. For example, a textual rating would be where someone
commented using the text, "The boots were comfortable." Hence, we could expect that in the
numerical scale for "Comfort", the boots would score well (Faridani 2011). Hanser et al.
(2010) conduct similar work with NewsViz by giving numerical ratings to words, modelling
paragraphs and calculating the emotional impact of words and paragraphs, which can then be
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used to display the reporter's mood over the course of online football reports. NewsViz
models moods and emotions in the text and automatically creates short colour-coded
animations based on the mood of the football reporter, such as a red animation for tension
(Hanser et al. 2010). NewsViz enriches and tracks the emotions of the author, which
facilitates reader understanding by making the report more easily understood (Hanser et al.
2010).
Tkalčič et al. (2011) propose the Unifying Framework for emotion detection and inclusion in
recommender systems. This framework has three main phases: (1) entry, (2) consumption and
(3) exit, as shown in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12: The Unifying Framework: the role of emotions in user interaction (Tkalčič et al.
2011)
The Entry Stage begins when the system is tasked with detecting user mood without any
information on user prior activities. Identifying the mood of the user at the Entry Stage can
potentially improve the recommender's performance (Tkalčič et al. 2011). The Consumption
Stage is where the user experiences emotional responses from the content with which they are
currently interacting. For example, if this was a video, their emotional response may change
over time, unlike perhaps a photograph where the emotional response might be stable
(Tkalčič et al. 2011). The Exit Stage occurs once the user has finished with the content. This
stage has the most effect on what the user will do next. If they continue to use the system their
exit mood becomes the entry mood. The exit mood can help the recommender system to
identify how the user responded to the recommended content (Tkalčič et al. 2011). Tkalčič et
al. (2011, p. 11) believe that to, "build true affective recommender systems" there are four
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main areas to be focused on, "(i) using emotions as context in the entry stage, (ii) modelling
affective content profiles, (iii) using affective profiles for recommending content and (iv)
building a set of datasets".
Most research has shown how, "emotions can be influential contextual variables in making
recommendations" (Zheng et al. 2013, p. 22). Little research has explored, "how emotions
interact with recommendation algorithms - the usage of emotional variables in the
recommendation process" (Zheng et al. 2013 p. 22). Tkalčič et al. (2013a) investigate how
facial expressiveness affects emotion detection accuracy and find that in the case of users
with highly expressive faces the accuracy actually decreased, which was unexpected.
Polignano and de Gemmis (2015) believe that current recommender systems that utilise
emotions in the recommendation process have done so in a limited manner. They propose that
an emotion-aware recommender system could calculate and recommend products and
services utilising case based reasoning alongside an affective user profile. Typical
recommender systems contain user profiles that contain a feedback list on products and
services created by the user. Polignano and de Gemmis (2015) propose to use an affective
user profile that would extend the current standard user profiles utilised in recommender
systems. Their affective user profile for recommendation would combine personality traits,
historical decision cases, context and user expertise. Polignano and de Gemmis (2015) state
that understanding the unique personality traits of the user and their behaviour allows their
decisions and preferences to be predicted. The historical decision case, "contains emotions
felt during the decision process and the description of the decision task" (Polignano and de
Gemmis 2015, p. 46). Polignano and de Gemmis (2015, p. 46) state that,
"context is characterized by explicit features that describe user
preferences in the domain. The expertise of a user in a specific
domain is defined in terms of the number of decisions taken in that
context."
They believe that emotions influence the decision-making process and that personality traits,
historical decision cases, context and user expertise can be used to create an affective profile.

2.7.3 Explicit and implicit feedback
Recommender systems often include relevant feedback methods such as user ratings for
products and services. For example, YouTube (YouTube API 2017) enables users to rate a
video with a like or a dislike button and includes further analytics for video producers such as
the average length of time viewers viewed a video. Implicit user feedback is collected
seamlessly through observing user behaviour whereas explicit user feedback requires users to
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rate a product or service using a scale (Jawaheer et al. 2014). Methods for collecting explicit
feedback on products or services range from slightly invasive to intensely invasive, whilst
implicit feedback is acquired, "as a by-product of the user interacting with a system"
(Schnabel et al. 2016, p. 996). Jawaheer et al. (2014) examine implicit and explicit feedback
use in recommender systems. Explicit user feedback is more commonly employed in
recommender systems even though implicit feedback may be a more suitable choice for
tracking online behaviour (Jawaheer et al. 2014). S.U.M (González et al. 2004) personalised
recommends for tourism related services using implicit and explicit information. The main
benefit of implicit user feedback is that it can be captured without prompting the user to rate a
product or service but this makes measuring implicit feedback problematic. On the other
hand, measuring explicit feedback is more straightforward because the user has been asked to
rate a product or a service but has the downside of being potentially obtrusive to the user
because they will be asked to rate each product or service (Oard and Kim 1998). Dooms et al.
(2011) found the main limitation of explicit feedback is the reluctance of users to provide
feedback with less than 1% of users doing so. Schnabel et al. (2016) believe this is because
users do not see an immediate benefit for themselves by providing feedback. Implicit
feedback can overcome this problem because it tracks the actions of all users (Schnabel et al.
2016). Tkalčič et al. (2013b) utilised generic metadata along with implicit affective and
explicit affective labels and found that affective labelling can help improve performance of
content-based recommender systems. Recommender systems which require content items to
be labelled with affective metadata need to be able to collect the metadata either, "(i)
explicitly (i.e. asking the user to give an explicit affective label for the observed item) or (ii)
implicitly (i.e. automatically detecting the user’s affective response)" (Tkalčič et al. 2013b, p.
391). Each method has its pros and cons. Explicit affective labels may be influenced by users’
personal motives or users may find explicit affective labels unwelcome. On the other hand,
implicit affective labels, whilst unobtrusive, could be inaccurate and provide poor
recommendations to the user (Tkalčič et al. 2013b). In order to obtain sufficient feedback on
products and services from users it is important that users engage with the recommender
system.

2.7.4 User choice and engagement
In psychology, Baddeley (1999) and Crowder (2014) found that people have limits on their
short-term memory, ranging from 3 to 9 pieces of information at one time. Bollen et al.
(2010) investigated choice overload within recommender systems. Their results suggested
that recommending between 5 and 20 items to the user was ideal, but that further experiments
were necessary to identify the optimal number. D’Angelo and Toma (2017) examined the
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effect of choice overload on user satisfaction on dating website recommendations and they
found that, "when it comes to choice, websites can range from default views of only four
potential matches (eHarmony) to as many as 40 or more matches (Plenty of Fish) on a single
web page" (D’Angelo and Toma 2017, p. 20-21). In the case of Netflix there is a risk that if
the user does not find something to watch they are likely to quit the application and this leads
to an increased risk of abandoning their subscription. A typical Netflix user will lose, "interest
after perhaps 60 to 90 seconds of choosing, having reviewed 10 to 20 titles (perhaps 3 in
detail) on one or two screens" (Gomez-Uribe and Hunt 2016, p. 13). Another problem arises
around webpage load time. Akamai.com and Gomez.com conducted surveys which found that
40% of website users will leave the website if the page load time is more than 3 seconds
(KISSmetrics 2011). They also found 79% customers who are dissatisfied with the
performance of the website are unlikely to return and even just a 1 second increase in
webpage load time increased customer dissatisfaction by 16%, which leads to major
implications for websites with poor performance potentially losing customers and hence
revenue (KISSmetrics 2011).

2.7.5 Video recommender systems
Recommender systems are often used when ranking video content such as television
programmes, movies and online videos. Bell et al. (2007) used a hybrid approach with both
collaborative filtering and content-based filtering to improve television and movie
recommendations in the popular media provider Netflix (Netflix 2017). Movie ratings from
Netflix have been used to improve video recommendations on Netflix (Narayanan and
Shmatikov 2006) and other recommender systems use movie ratings and reviews for the same
purpose (Pang and Lee 2004, GroupLens 2013). Hybrid approaches are commonly utilised
within video recommendation systems (Mei et al. 2007, Arapakis et al. 2009, Davidson 2010,
Singh et al. 2011, Kincaid 2011, Niu et al. 2013, Deldjoo et al. 2017).
Singh et al. (2011) used a hybrid approach by combining collaborative filtering with
sentiment analysis to recommend movies. Other video recommender systems applying
sentiment analysis are discussed by Bell et al. (2007), Fflick (Kincaid 2011), Affivir (Niu et
al. 2013) and Deldjoo et al. (2017). For example, Fflick (Kincaid 2011) utilised sentiment
analysis and social data from Twitter to rate movies. Arapakis et al. (2009) discuss the only
video recommender system to utilise emotion detection. Emotion detection is not commonly
used in recommender systems, probably because it is commonly conducted by invasive
methods such as wearable sensors. None of the video recommender systems employ
integrated sentiment analysis, emotion detection and gamification to improve the
recommendation of video content.
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2.7.6 Summary of recommender systems
Table 2.3 shows a comparison of recommender systems for the recommendation of various
types of products and services. The majority of recommender systems use hybrid approaches
for the recommendation of products and services, and most are available online, as shown in
Table 2.3. Recommender systems that do not use a hybrid approach included Tapestry
(Goldberg et al. 1992), PolyLens (O’Connor et al. 2001) and WhatShouldIReadNext (Rana et
al. 2005) which all utilised content-based filtering. Collaborative filtering techniques are
included in GroupLens (Resnick et al. 1994), PHOAKS (Terveen et al. 1997) and the Pandora
(Iskold 2007) recommender system. Text and video analysis appears to be the most popular
forms of data analysis included in recommender systems. For example, the YouTube
Recommendations System (Davidson 2010) uses video titles, categories and meta data to
recommend video content and Ken-Arnett et al. (2015) also utilise text data for
recommendations. Social and audio data analysis are not common. Fflick (Kincaid 2011) uses
sentiment analysis and social data from Twitter to rate movies. Last.FM (Shepitsen et al.
2008) recommends music based on the listening habits of their collective users. No
recommender system collectively uses sentiment analysis, emotion detection and gamification
for recommendations.

Year
1992
1994
1994
1997
2001

Reference

Goldberg et al.
(1992)

Resnick et al.
(1994)

Balabanovic and
Shoham (1997)

Terveen et al. 1997

O’Connor et al.
2001

System

Tapestry

GroupLens

Fab

PHOAKS

PolyLens

Application Domain
Multi-Domain Item
Recommendations

Usenet News

Document Retrieval

News Articles

Document Retrieval

Text
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Video
✔

✔

Social Media
✔

Content-based filtering
✔

✔

Collaborative filtering
✔

✔

Hybrid
✔

Sentiment Analysis

Audio

Online
✔

✔

✔

✔

Architecture
Features

✔

✔

Web Services

Approach

Modular

Data Analysed

System Library

Table 2.3: Comparison of recommender systems
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Emotion Detection
Gamification

2004

2007
2007
2008

González et al.
2004

Rana et al. 2005

Leavitt 2006

Iskold 2007

Mei et al. 2007

Netflix 2017 and
Bell et al. 2007

Shepitsen et al.
2008

Arapakis et al. 2009

Davidson 2010

Singh et al. 2011

S.U.M

WhatShouldIRea
dNext

ChoiceStream

Pandora

VideoReach

Netflix

Last.FM

Arapakis et al.

YouTube
Recommendation
s System

Singh et al.
2011

2010

2009

2007

2006

2005

2003

Miller et al. 2003

MovieLens

✔

Personalised internet
radio

Video

Video

Video

Online music catalogue

Movie

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Personalised marketing
solutions

Video

✔

✔

✔

Literature

Multi-domain

Sentiment analysing
unstructured content

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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2013
2015

Niu et al. 2013

Ken-Arnett et al.
2015

Deldjoo et al. 2017

Affivir

Ken-Arnett et al.

Deldjoo et al.

2017

2011

Faridani 2011

Faridani

2011

Kincaid 2011

Fflick

Video

Smartphone
✔

✔

✔

Product
Recommendation
Video

✔

Video

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔
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2.8 Summary
This chapter has discussed that now more video content is available online than ever before,
finding effective methods to evaluate video quality is important. The influence of emotion
was considered together with how emotion-centred techniques can be applied to video
evaluation. If users do not find enjoyable video content to watch then they are unlikely to
return to watch more. Hence, it is important to evaluate video quality and recommend high
quality videos to users that are more likely to be enjoyed. The variety of genres of video as
well as the differing preferences of individual viewers creates a challenge in evaluating
videos. High quality video content to one individual can be considered poor quality by
another. Recommender systems are one of the most popular methods of ranking and
recommending videos online, e.g. Netflix. Recommender systems widely use text data
analysis and video analysis, whilst social and audio data analysis is not common. Sentiment
analysis, which enables the classification of opinions in text has been used to improve video
and movie recommender systems. Emotion detection within recommender systems is not
common, probably due to its common invasive means, such as wearable sensors required for
capturing a user's emotional state. However, Lerner et al. (2015) found emotions to be
powerfully influential in decision-making and proposed a model for decision-making called
the Emotion-Imbued Choice (EIC). Emotions have the potential to improve recommender
systems and the Unifying Framework (Tkalčič et al. 2011) demonstrates how emotions could
be utilised for this purpose. No recommender system was found to collectively use sentiment
analysis, emotion detection and gamification for improving recommendations. Chapter 3
discusses an emotion-centred model of video evaluation.
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Chapter 3:

Emotion-centred model of video

evaluation

The key aim of this research is to analyse how sentiment analysis, emotion detection and
gamification applied to people's interaction with online videos can augment evaluation of
video quality. The user and their watch history is monitored whilst they view video content
without interfering with the user's experience or enjoyment. Content creators can analyse data
from their users in order to understand why users may not be enjoying their content and
enable them to identify ways to improve it. As video-sharing sites can contain many types of
videos it is crucial that when designing a model for video quality evaluation that it is not
limited to single video genre. Video content can be sorted into editorial categories using
innumerable meta-tags and video titles, but not all videos will be suitable for categorisation.
Hence, an effective model for monitoring emotions in video viewing needs to have the ability
to adapt to numerous different video genres. Enhancing video quality classification with
gamification, sentiment analysis and emotion modelling has the potential to meet this
requirement. Here we discuss an emotion-centred model of video evaluation.

3.1 Emotion-centred model
As discussed in Chapter 2, since the advent of the Internet and its rapid evolution, it is more
important than ever to have effective tools in place to filter and organise information in an
easy to use and beneficial format. The social process of obtaining advice and guidance has
traditionally been to ask family and friends. However, this social process is now often
orchestrated online which leads to a greater need for more effective systems for evaluating the
quality of content. Online video sites such as YouTube have become one of the main sources
of freely available video content of multiple genres. For example, YouTube educational
videos on channels such as YouTube EDU enable users to learn online. Identifying video
content that meets user needs is critical because, as discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.6
content associated with emotional states can improve learning performance. Supplementing
online video site recommendations with these techniques would improve the identification of
high quality video content. In Table 3.1 motivation for applying sentiment analysis, emotion
detection and gamification in an emotion-centred model is shown. Using sentiment analysis
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to classify quality video content will help to automatically identify such content for users.
Utilising emotion detection to classify the user's emotional state will enable user interactions
to be monitored in order to identify their current emotional state including any other
influencing factors. Gamification within the emotion-centred model encourages user
engagement and monitors user progress and behaviour.
Table 3.1: Motivation for emotion-centred model

Method

Objective

Motivation

Sentiment
Analysis

Evaluate
quality of video
content.

Identify quality video content for users.

Emotion
Detection

Classify user
emotional state.

Monitor user interaction to identify their
current emotional state and other
influencing factors.

Gamification

Monitor user
progress.

Encourage user engagement and enable user
modelling.

An emotion-centred model for video evaluation based on monitoring user interaction with
online video content will involve a combination of features from the following components:
(1) sentiment analysis, (2) emotion detection and (3) gamification.
The sentiment analysis component of our emotion-centred model utilises the sentiment from
video text comments in order to predict how users will interact with content. Sentiment
analysis is automatically conducted on comments collected from videos in order to evaluate
video quality as high or low from the opinions expressed in the comments. If a user is
provided with high quality content it is expected that he/she will enjoy the content more than
low quality content.
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The emotion detection component of our emotion-centred model utilises the Unifying
framework (Tkalčič et al. 2011) discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.7.2 and Emotion Imbued
Choice model (Lerner et al. 2015) discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.5.5. The Unifying
framework (Tkalčič et al. 2011) for emotion detection has three main phases (entry,
consumption and exit) which assess user interaction from initiation to completion. Tkalčič et
al. (2011) believe that emotion detection should monitor user behaviour throughout the user's
interaction with video content. The Emotion Imbued Choice model (Lerner et al. 2015)
considers how emotions can influence decision-making from a variety of inputs. As users
interact with video content they will make decisions and emotion detection aids our
understanding of their choices, influential factors and their current emotional state. The
collection of emotion feedback both from the user on their state of mind and from their
emotional experience of a video is important as one may influence the other. It is important to
understand user moods and their thoughts and feelings about their moods, which is more
refined than simple like and dislike buttons.
The gamification component of our emotion-centred model focuses on encouraging users to
engage with video content and provide feedback. As users proactively provide feedback and
engage with the model, the more feedback and interactions are collected on them. When these
individual interactions are compared with the interactions of other users it enables user
modelling based on collective user behaviours. For example, monitoring the video genres
selected by individual users when compared collectively could show the majority of users
have a preference towards music videos compared to horror.
Table 3.2 highlights the different stages of the Unifying Framework (Tkalčič et al. 2011) and
indicates where the Emotion Imbued Choice model (Lerner et al. 2015) can be employed
within the different stages of the Unifying Framework (Tkalčič et al. 2011) for the emotion
detection component of our emotion-centred model. In the pre-entry stage the user's
Characteristics, e.g., preferences, personality, along with the Characteristics of Options, e.g.,
likelihood or probability, time delay, interpersonal outcomes, of using the system need to be
detected. As seen in Table 3.2, the Characteristics of Options continues into the entry stage
along with the Incidental Influences, e.g., mood, weather, carryover effects, Current
Emotions, i.e., emotions felt at the time of decision, Conscious and/or Non-conscious
evaluation and the final Decision. The Conscious and/or Non-conscious evaluation continue
into the consumption stage along with the Current Emotions, i.e., emotions felt at the time of
decision. As users view video content during the consumption stage they may evaluate video
content consciously or unconsciously and experience related emotions. The Conscious and/or
Non-conscious evaluation remain until the exit stage, which may become the entry stage if the
user decides to watch more video content.
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Table 3.2: Relating the EIC model (Lerner et al. 2015) and Unifying Framework (Tkalčič et
al. 2011)

Emotion Imbued Choice Model

Characteristics of Decision Maker

User Sign
Up

Unifying Framework Stage

Pre-Entry

Entry Consumption Exit

✔

(e.g. preferences, personality)
Characteristics of Options
(e.g. likelihood or probability, time delay,
interpersonal outcomes)
Incidental Influences

✔

✔

✔

(e.g. mood, weather, carryover effects)
Current Emotions

✔

✔

Conscious and/or Non-conscious evaluation

✔

✔

Decision

✔

Expected Outcomes (including expected
emotions)

✔

(i.e. emotions felt at the time of decision)
✔

Table 3.3 lists the role of influences on user affective state. The emotion detection component
of our emotion-centred model utilises the Characteristics of Decision Maker which comprise
personalities and preferences of users in relation to video content which can also affect how
they interact with the content. The Characteristics of Options is based on the options the user
has available to them, such as the number of videos on offer. Incidental Influences include
moods, weather or other external factors which logically should not impact users' current
mood but can impact their decisions. Current Emotions comprise the emotions felt by users at
the time they made a decision. Current Emotions are influenced by Characteristics of the
Decision Maker, Options, Incidental Influences, Conscious and/or Nonconscious evaluation
and Expected outcomes which collectively affect user current emotional state. Conscious
and/or nonconscious evaluation takes place prior to a decision being made and whilst some
factors influencing users decisions will be consciously noticed by them the rest will not. So
when users are leaving video feedback they may be conscious that they enjoyed music in the
video but unaware of other factors influencing their feedback. The Decision takes place when
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a user makes a decision, whether that is selecting which video to watch or what feedback to
leave on the video. Finally, Expected Outcomes also include the expected emotions users
have. For example, users may choose a video which covers educational content in the hope
that they will learn something new and they might expect to feel happy about learning a new
subject.
Table 3.3: Influences on user affective state
Influence

Description

Characteristics of Decision
Maker

User preferences towards video content need to be
collected during the system pre-entry stage, preferably
during user-sign up; includes user personality traits that
can also affect user interaction with video content.

(e.g. preferences,
personality)
Characteristics of Options
(e.g. likelihood or
probability, time delay,
interpersonal outcomes)
Incidental Influences
(e.g. mood, weather,
carryover effects)
Current Emotions
(i.e. emotions felt at the
time of decision)

User presented options that will impact user decisionmaking, e.g. the given number of videos from which to
choose from and other factors such as adverts on videos or
low bandwidth Internet affecting video playback.
Incidental influences are external factors including
previous moods, weather, carryover effects and external
events related to users; these are factors that should be
logically excluded from impacting on user current mood
but they can impact user choice.
Current emotions consist of Characteristics of the Decision
Maker, Options, Incidental Influences, Conscious and/or
Nonconscious evaluation and the Expected outcomes; all
these factors come together to affect user current emotional
state.

Conscious and/or
nonconscious evaluation

Occurs prior to decision being made; users will be
conscious of some factors whilst deciding to watch a video
or leave feedback; users will not always be aware of all of
the factors that led to that decision.

Decision

Users make decisions and interact with the system, e.g.
select a video to view leaving feedback.

Expected Outcomes
(Including expected
emotions)

Expected outcomes users have from selecting a video;
users may expect to gain new knowledge if watching an
educational video or may expect to experience particular
emotions from watching a video; users may even expect to
dislike or find the video boring.
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Key objectives of the emotion-centred model are:
(1) Sentiment Analysis:
•

Evaluate quality of video content applying sentiment analysis to video comments.

•

Predict user feedback (positive or negative) based on video quality.

(2) Emotion Detection:
•

Detect users' current emotions to identify users' current emotional state.

•

Measure incidental influences, e.g. weather, previous moods, which may impact
users' current emotional state.

•

Assess options such as the number of videos on offer to users.

•

Assess user preferences and personality to categorise users and predict their
behaviour.

•

Monitor users to detect conscious and non-conscious feedback.

•

Detect decisions made by users including expected outcomes and emotions related to
decisions.

(3) Gamification
•

Monitor user progress and encourage user engagement.

3.2 Emotion-centred model requirements specification
The influences on user affective state listed in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 inform the requirements
specification for the emotion-centred model. Requirements are separated into functional
requirements, which cover functions the emotion-centred model must address, e.g. storing
information in a database, and non-functional requirements, which cover non-functions the
emotion-centred model must address, e.g. aesthetics of the user interface and instructions.

3.2.1 Functional requirements
Table 3.4 lists 10 functional requirements of the emotion-centred model. These include
storing information on each user and maintaining their user profile (FR-1). Providing a userfriendly interface that keeps users focused (FR-2) and enables them to provide their
preferences (FR-3). Users must be provided with a means of giving explicit feedback (FR-4)
and implicit feedback may be automatically detected (FR-5). User interactions must be
collected and stored securely (FR-6). Video content quality must be automatically classified
(FR-7) and a means must be provided to enable users to rate videos (FR-8). Relevant data
must be collected on each video in order to assess individual videos (FR-9) and finally to
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provide an interface with an uncluttered navigation menu (FR-10). These 10 functional
requirements ensure that the emotion-centred model collects relevant information from the
user during interaction.
Table 3.4: Emotion-centred model functional requirements
Functional

Description

Requirement
FR-1

Store information on each individual user and maintain user profiles.

FR-2

Provide a user-friendly interface keeping users focused.

FR-3

Provide a method for users to provide user preferences.

FR-4

Provide a method for users to provide explicit feedback.

FR-5

Collect implicit feedback on users automatically.

FR-6

Store collected data from all user interactions securely.

FR-7

Automatically classify quality of video content.

FR-8

Provide a method to enable users to rate videos.

FR-9

Collect relevant data to assess individual videos.

FR-10

Provide an interface with uncluttered navigation menu.

3.2.2 Non-functional requirements
Table 3.5 lists 5 non-functional requirements of the emotion-centred model. These include
reducing cognitive load on users through an intuitive user interface (NFR-1). The components
of the user interface should be positioned in a logical order based on their functionality (NFR2) and user instructions should be easy to follow (NFR-3). The user interface must be
aesthetically pleasing and consistent in how it presents information, positioning of
components and text formatting (NFR-4). Finally, the user interface should be designed in a
manner that motivates users to interact with its desired elements (NFR-5). These nonfunctional requirements aim to ensure that the user interface is appropriate for use.
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Table 3.5: Emotion-centred model non-functional requirements
Non-Functional

Description

Requirement
NFR-1

NFR-2

NFR-3

Create an intuitive user interface to reduce cognitive load on
users.
Components of the user interface should be positioned in a
logical order based on their functionality.
User instructions should be clear and easy to follow.
The user interface should be aesthetically pleasing and

NFR-4

consistent in how it presents information, positioning of
components and text formatting.

NFR-5

The user interface should be designed in a manner that
motivates users to interact with its desired elements.

3.3 Summary
In this chapter, we have outlined our emotion-centred model for video evaluation based on
monitoring user interaction with online video content which comprises the following
components: (1) sentiment analysis, (2) emotion detection and (3) gamification. The emotioncentred model aims to evaluate video content quality from video text comments using
sentiment analysis in order to predict user feedback on videos. Emotion detection is utilised to
monitor user interactions to enable the classification of the user's emotional state including
any other influencing factors, e.g. weather. The emotion detection component of our emotioncentred model employs the Unifying framework (Tkalčič et al. 2011) and Emotion Imbued
Choice model (Lerner et al. 2015) to monitor users throughout their interaction with video
content. The Emotion Imbued Choice model (Lerner et al. 2015) considers the emotion
factors which influence decisions and by using emotion detection aid our understanding of
user choices, influential factors and their current emotional state.
The collection of emotion feedback both from the user on their state of mind and from their
emotional experience of a video is important as one may influence the other. The emotion
detection component will collect current emotions to identify users' current emotional state,
measure incidental influences which may impact users' current emotional state, assess the
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characteristic of options such as the number of videos on offer to the user, evaluate user
preferences and personality to categorise the user and predict behaviour whilst monitoring the
user to collect conscious and non-conscious feedback. In addition, decisions made by users
and expected outcomes and emotions from those decisions are collected. The gamification
component of our emotion-centred model focuses on encouraging users to engage with the
video content and provide feedback. As users proactively provide feedback and engage with
the emotion-centred model, feedback gained from them can enable user modelling. The
requirements of our emotion-centred model are separated into 10 functional requirements,
which cover functions the model must address, such as collecting relevant information during
user interaction, e.g. storing information in a database. The 5 non-functional requirements of
the emotion-centred model must address the user interface to ensure it is appropriate for use,
e.g. aesthetics of the user interface and instructions. Chapter 4 discusses the design of 360MAM-Affect, a software system which implements the emotion-centred model.
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Chapter 4:

Design of 360-MAM-Affect

This chapter discusses the design of 360-MAM-Affect, a software system which implements
our emotion-centred model of video evaluation. The design of 360-MAM-Affect's system
architecture and its sub-modules for sentiment analysis, emotion detection and 360-Gamify
are discussed together with architecture diagrams and storyboards. 360-MAM-Affect's video
interface is discussed with its associated storyboard. The functional and non-functional
requirements of the emotion-centred model discussed in Chapter 3 are revisited here. The
Video-Sentiment Hypothesis (H1) and Video-Emotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2) discussed
in Chapter 1 will be tested with 360-MAM-Affect. 360-MAM-Affect will be applied to online
video sharing websites such as YouTube having multiple video genres.

4.1 Architecture of 360-MAM-Affect
The high-level architecture of 360-MAM-Affect and 360-Gamify is shown in Figure 4.1. 360MAM-Affect's Sentiment Analysis module, as shown on the right-hand side of Figure 4.1,
collects text comments from online videos, which are then processed with sentiment analysis
algorithms in order to determine if they are positive or negative. These videos are given a
positivity or negativity rating. The design of the Sentiment Analysis module addresses FR-7:
Automatically classify quality of video content discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.
360-MAM-Affect's Emotion Detection module, as shown on the left-hand side of Figure 4.1,
collects emotion feedback on media assets as well as data on the user's emotional state. The
data collected by the Emotion Detection module is obtained from 4 sub-modules: (1) emotion
feedback (on media assets), (2) explicit mood feedback, (3) implicit mood feedback, and (4)
user personality and preferences).
Emotion feedback is collected on an online video with an emotion feedback popup, which
collects a primary emotion (Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad, Surprise or Fear) and a meta-emotion
(Positive, Negative or Neutral) from the user. Once the primary and meta-emotion are
collected the user is asked to give the video a star rating, enabling a numerical rating to be
assigned to the video. The design of the Emotion Feedback module addresses FR-8: Provide
a method to enable users to rate videos. In order to collect Explicit Mood Feedback from the
user, he/she is also asked to select a current mood and a colour choice. The design of the
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Explicit Mood Feedback module addresses FR-3: Provide a method for users to provide user
preferences. User Personality and Preferences are collected through user questionnaires. The
design of the User Personality and Preferences module addresses FR-4: Provide a method for
users to provide explicit feedback.

Figure 4.1: Architecture of 360-MAM-Affect
Implicit mood feedback is collected using several methods that include user video selection,
duration, up/down-button clicks and state, i.e. playing or paused. User tracking can be
conducted by algorithms, which observe where users click on the interface, where users are
moving the mouse and how far they scroll down the user interface, and presented as
heatmaps. The current user location can be tracked from their IP address. The design of the
Implicit mood feedback sub-module addresses FR-5: Collect implicit feedback on users
automatically and FR-9: Collect relevant data to assess individual videos.
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360-Gamify, as shown in the centre of Figure 4.1, uses gamification techniques to encourage
the user to proactively provide feedback, and engage with 360-MAM-Affect. In order to
motivate user engagement 360-Gamify enables users to keep track of their individual progress
each day through a video feedback counter which increments the daily score for each video
viewed and rated. The design of 360-Gamify addresses NFR-5: The user interface should be
designed in a manner that motivates users to interact with its desired elements.

4.2 Sentiment analysis module
A storyboard showing the design of the Sentiment Analysis module of 360-MAM-Affect is
given in Figure 4.2. People's text comments on online videos (e.g. YouTube) are collected
and classified as positive or negative with sentiment analysis algorithms. The sentiment score
enables ranking of videos before their being suggested to users. This enables the automatic
evaluation of online videos based on the sentiment expressed in viewer comments. This
feature addresses FR-7: Automatically classify quality of video content.

Figure 4.2: Sentiment analysis module storyboard
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4.3 Emotion detection module
The Emotion Detection module includes 4 sub-modules: (1) emotion feedback (on media
assets), (2) explicit mood feedback, (3) implicit mood feedback and (4) user personality and
preferences. The Emotion Feedback module addresses FR-8: Provide a method to enable
users to rate videos. The Explicit Mood Feedback module addresses FR-3: Provide a method
for users to provide user preferences and FR-4: Provide a method for users to provide explicit
feedback. The Implicit mood feedback module addresses FR-5: Collect implicit feedback on
users automatically and FR-9: Collect relevant data to assess individual videos. The User
Personality and Preferences module addresses FR-3: Provide a method for users to provide
user preferences and FR-4: Provide a method for users to provide explicit feedback.

4.3.1 Emotion feedback
The Emotion Feedback Emoticon Popup presents 6 pre-set emoticons (Anger, Disgust, Joy,
Sad, Surprise or Fear) below the selected video from which the user can choose. This enables
the user to select an emoticon to exhibit their current emotional state (primary emotion) and
whether they felt positive, negative or neutral about feeling that emotion (meta-emotion).
Hence, the Emotion Feedback sub-module enables 360-MAM-Affect to collect primary and
meta-emotion feedback on video content.
The design of the emotion feedback emoticon popup includes three basic choices, positive,
negative and neutral. On user selection of one of these choices an emoticon popup opens to
display more fine-tuned emotions. This enables the collection of primary and meta-emotions,
as more emotions are presented to the user after initial selection of positive or negative. The
selection of the neutral button does not offer more emotions, as neutral indicates that the user
is impartial. The storyboard in Figure 4.3 shows 6 emotions (Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad,
Surprise or Fear) presented when the user selects positive. The popup design enables the
emoticon popup to only require space for the positive, negative and neutral button. Anger,
Disgust, Joy, Sad, Surprise or Fear are only displayed on selection of the initial positive or
negative. Hence, the initial choice (e.g. positive, negative and neutral) followed by 6
subsequent emotions to chose from (Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad, Surprise or Fear) reduces
cognitive load as users are not presented with all options at the same time.

Figure 4.3: Emotion feedback emoticon popup storyboard
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The storyboard in Figure 4.4 shows features of the Emotion Detection module of 360-MAMAffect. When a user selects emotion feedback on a video, the video must be tagged with an
emotion together with the thoughts and feelings about that emotion in order to enable
collection of user primary and meta-emotions. This addresses FR-8: Provide a method to
enable users to rate videos. Emotions selected by a user on a video are collected and a history
of the emotion feedback for that video is stored in database tables. This enables the review of
emotion feedback from all users for a specific video and individual user emotion feedback
history for all the videos on which they provided emotion feedback. Storing emotion feedback
for a video in database tables addresses FR-1: Store information on each individual user and
maintain user profiles and FR-6: Store collected data from all user interactions securely.
During collection of emotion feedback on videos, the user's interactions are monitored with
Explicit mood feedback, Implicit mood feedback, and User personality and preferences.

4.3.2 Explicit mood feedback
Explicit Mood Feedback is collected from the user once per day, as he/she is asked to provide
a current mood and a colour choice. Each user of 360-MAM-Affect has a history of current
moods and colours they selected as well as their age, location and gender saved to tables in an
online database. This addresses FR-1: Store information on each individual user and maintain
user profiles and FR-6: Store collected data from all user interactions securely.

4.3.3 Implicit mood feedback
A user’s current emotion results from a variety of inputs including incidental influences such
as weather and previous moods, their own expected outcomes of watching video content,
options in relation to video content on offer, user characteristics which include their
preferences towards video content and their conscious/non-conscious thoughts. In order to
understand the current emotional state of the user it is important that as much user
information as possible is gathered in order to determine whether external factors were
affecting their emotion feedback. Hence, Implicit mood feedback is utilised to collect video
data including selection, duration, up/down-button clicks and state, i.e. playing or stopped.
Collecting video data in relation to how the user interacted with the video makes it possible to
review how long a video was watched and may give some indication of how engaging the
user found the video. It is expected that a high quality video will keep users engaged longer
than a low quality one. User tracking can be conducted with algorithms to observe where
users click on the interface, where they are moving the mouse and how far they scroll down
the user interface, and presented as heatmaps. Tracking user behaviour with heatmaps can
give some indication to how much they engaged with the interface and whether they used the
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interface as expected. Also, User tracking, another form of Implicit mood feedback can
collect a user's current location from their IP address.

4.3.4 Personality and preferences
User Personality and Preferences collected through user questionnaires can help to explain
certain preferences users may exhibit towards certain video genres.

Figure 4.4: Initial storyboard including features of 360-MAM-Affect's Emotion Detection
module

4.4 360-Gamify
Figure 4.5 shows how gamification is employed within 360-Gamify to keep track of the
number of videos on which the user has left feedback, i.e. a feedback counter. The counter for
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video feedback present on the user interface aims to motivate user engagement by enabling
the user to keep track of their own individual progress whilst providing feedback. This
addresses NFR-5: The user interface should be designed in a manner that motivates users to
interact with its desired elements. Each video the user watches and rates increments the user's
daily video counter. The user may rate the same video multiple times, but only rating
different videos will increment the counter. The layout of 360-MAM-Affect's user interface
was informed by gamification theories from Octalysis (Chou 2015), specifically Octalysis
Core-Drive-2 (Development & Accomplishment) discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.6.1.

Figure 4.5: 360-Gamify video feedback counter above video player

4.5 360-MAM-Affect video interface
Initial storyboard designs for 360-MAM-Affect's main user interface are shown in Figure 4.6.
These designs include the main video player that displays the video chosen by the user for
viewing. The video can be played and paused at any time with the play and pause buttons.
The Emotion Feedback Emoticon Popup sub-module discussed in Section 4.3.1 is positioned
under the main video player. Also shown to the right-hand side of the main player window is
the means of displaying other videos, which can be chosen. The video feedback counter as
discussed in Section 4.4 is positioned above the main video player. The number of videos on
display and buttons on-screen should not cause cognitive overload in users. Hence, the design
of 360-MAM-Affect's video interface is uncluttered and easy to understand to avoid
overloading the user which could discourage user interaction. This addresses FR-2: Provide a
user-friendly interface keeping users focused and FR-10: Provide an interface with
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uncluttered navigation menu. 360-MAM-Affect's interface also addresses NFR-1: Create an
intuitive user interface to reduce cognitive load on users, NFR-2: Components of the user
interface should be positioned in a logical order based on their functionality, NFR-3: User
instructions should be clear and easy to follow and NFR-4: The user interface should be
aesthetically pleasing and consistent in how it presents information, positioning of
components and text formatting.

Figure 4.6: 360-MAM-Affect initial video player interface storyboard
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4.6 Summary
This chapter discussed the design of 360-MAM-Affect, a software system which implements
our emotion-centred model of video evaluation. The design of 360-MAM-Affect's system
architecture and its modules and sub-modules were discussed together with architecture
diagrams and storyboards. 360-MAM-Affect's video interface was discussed with its
associated storyboard. 360-MAM-Affect and its sub-modules address each of the functional
and non-functional requirements of the emotion-centred model. The following chapter
discusses the implementation of 360-MAM-Affect based on this design.
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Chapter 5:

Implementation of 360-MAM-Affect

This chapter discusses how the design of 360-MAM-Affect, which collects emotion feedback
on video content using emotion detection, sentiment analysis and gamification, as discussed
in Chapter 4 is implemented. The following sections discuss the implementation of 360MAM-Affect's layered architecture, database and how the functional and non-functional
requirements of the emotion-centred model discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.2 are addressed
within 360-MAM-Affect and its modules: sentiment analysis, emotion detection and 360Gamify. Thorough functionality testing is conducted on 360-MAM-Affect to ensure all PHP,
Javascript and CSS code functions as expected. Finally, the range of functionality of 360MAM-Affect is demonstrated with three example user walkthroughs.

5.1 Layered architecture of 360-MAM-Affect
A layered view of 360-MAM-Affect’s architecture is shown in Figure 5.1 building on the
system architecture discussed in Chapter 4, Figure 4.1. The GUI (Graphical User Interface)
layer denotes the visual user interface, which is accessed through a web browser. The Logic
layer stores a web domain called Videre Online which is the website interface of 360-MAMAffect developed in WordPress (WordPress 2017). Within Videre Online is the manually
developed WordPress plugin named Videre. The Videre plugin is manually developed to
encompass the functionality required by 360-MAM-Affect as discussed in Chapter 3, Section
3.2. This plugin interfaces to 360-MAM-Affect's Emotion Detection module, its respective
sub-modules and 360-Gamify. The Videre plugin stores PHP, HTML, JSON, MySQL,
JavaScript, Ajax and CSS code for implementation of 360-MAM-Affect's combined
functionality. The Videre plugin makes external Application Programming Interface (API)
calls to the YouTube API (YouTube API 2017) to retrieve user-selected YouTube videos for
auto-play in the video player. The APIXU API (APIXU 2017) collects current weather
forecasts for a user's location. The Storage layer stores the MyPHPAdmin database where
information collected by the Logic layer is stored in database tables. The PHP and JavaScript
files within the Videre plugin contain Ajax, HTML, JSON and MySQL code enabling
function calls and queries to be exchanged between application API WordPress Plugins and
the MyPHPAdmin database. The CSS file stores CSS code, images (IMG) and styles required
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by Videre. Other WordPress plugins include Traitify (Traitify 2017) for collection of user
personality attributes and preferences, BuddyPress (BuddyPress 2017) for creation of user
profiles, Userheat (User Local Inc. 2017) for user tracking using heatmaps and Ptengine
(Ptengine 2017) for user heatmap analytics. Each of the components mentioned above within
the Logic layer provide the necessary functionality to support the Logic layer that
communicates via function calls with the GUI layer and queries to and from the Storage
layer.

Figure 5.1: Layered view of 360-MAM-Affect's architecture

5.2 360-MAM-Affect database
The database stores all tables required by 360-MAM-Affect and its modules including the
Sentiment Analysis module, Emotion Detection module and 360-Gamify. The database is
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populated with tables that are required during 360-MAM-Affect processing, as shown in
Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. The implementation of 360-MAM-Affect's database addresses FR-1:
Store information on each individual user and maintain user profiles and FR-6: Store
collected data from all user interactions securely. WordPress automatically populates
PHPMyAdmin with WordPress default tables including BuddyPress (BuddyPress 2017) and
Traitify (Traitify 2017) plugin tables. The YouTube video data table (Table 5.1) stores
YouTube video data collected and classified by the sentiment analysis module. The YouTube
video data table stores a video_id that holds the unique number of each video in the database
table. The video_label stores the video playlist or channel. The video_url stores the short and
unique URL address to the video on YouTube. The video_text_file_path stores the original
location of the text file containing YouTube video comments. The negative_score stores the
negative score for the video. The positive_score stores the positive score for the video and the
prediction_label stores the label of positive or negative depending on the score for positive
and negative. Only the video_id uses an integer type. The positive_score and negative_score
are both decimal numbers. Table rows video_label, video_url, video_text_file_path, and
prediction_label have variable characters (varchar) with varying lengths.
Table 5.1: YouTube video data table
Column

Type (length)

Description

video_id

int(11)

Video unique id.

video_label

varchar(19)

Video channel or playlist.

video_url

varchar(11)

Short URL to video on YouTube.

video_text_file_path

varchar(90)

negative_score

decimal(3,3)

Negative score for video.

positive_score

decimal(3,3)

Positive score for video.

prediction_label

varchar(8)

Original text file location of YouTube
video comments.

Prediction label of video based on its
score for positive and negative.

Tables required by the Videre WordPress plugin are shown below in Table 5.2. These include
wp_360_select_colour

which

stores

the

user's

daily

colour

selection.

The
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wp_360_select_feelings table stores the daily current mood selected by the user. The
wp_360_select_videre table comprises all user primary and meta emotion video feedback.
The wp_360_select_videre_button table holds a record of all user up and down button clicks.
The wp_360_select_videre_duration table saves a record of the length of time a user spent
watching

a

video

together

with

the

total

length

of

that

video.

The

wp_360_select_videre_selection table keeps a record of every video a user selects from the
thumbnail sidebar. The wp_360_select_star table stores all the star rating feedback from a
user on a video. The wp_360_select_state table comprises all video states (playing, paused,
ended, buffering or un-started). The wp_360_select_weather table holds records for the user's
login time, time last seen, IP address, country, city, current location weather conditions,
temperature, precipitation, humidity, cloud cover, wind speed, wind direction and
atmospheric pressure.

Table 5.2: 360-MAM-Affect database tables required by Videre plugin
Table
wp_360_select_colour

wp_360_select_feelings

wp_360_select_videre

wp_360_select_videre_button

Summary

Description

User id, selected colour &

Saves user's daily

timestamp (yyyy-mm-dd).

colour selection.

User id, current mood selected

Saves user's daily

& the timestamp (yyyy-mm-dd).

current mood.

User id, video_id, emotion_id &

Saves primary &

timestamp (yyyy-mm-dd

meta emotion

hh:mm:ss).

video feedback.

User id, button_id & timestamp

Saves selection

(yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss).

of up & down
button clicks.

wp_360_select_videre_duration

User_id, video_id, video_state,

Saves duration of

video_duration,

a video watched

video_current_time &

by the user.

timestamp (yyyy-mm-dd
hh:mm:ss).
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wp_360_select_videre_selection User_id, video_id & timestamp
(yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss).

Saves selected
video, on the
click of a
thumbnail in the
sidebar.

wp_360_select_star

User_id, video_id, star_id,

Saves star rating

timestamp (yyyy-mm-dd

feedback left on

hh:mm:ss) & currentday (yyyy-

a video.

mm-dd).
wp_360_select_state

wp_360_select_weather

User_id, video_id, video_state

Saves current

& timestamp (yyyy-mm-dd

video state of a

hh:mm:ss).

video.

User_id, time_login,

Saves current

time_last_seen, ip_address,

weather for a

country, city, weather, temp_c,

user.

feelslike_c, is_day, precip_mm,
precip_in, humidity, cloud,
wind_kph, wind_dir, pressure_in
& pressure_mb.

5.3 Sentiment analysis module
360-MAM-Affect's Sentiment Analysis module predicts the sentiment of a video based on
people's video text comments. People's text comments on online (e.g. YouTube) videos are
collected and classified as positive or negative with sentiment analysis algorithms. This
enables the automatic evaluation of the quality of online videos based on sentiment expressed
in viewer comments. The sentiment score enables ranking of videos before being suggested to
users. The Sentiment Analysis module of 360-MAM-Affect addresses FR-7: Automatically
classify quality of video content. Three alternative models of the sentiment analysis module
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were developed: (1) Google Prediction API model, (2) GATE ANNIE Gazetteer model, and
(3) RapidMiner Support Vector Machine (SVM) model.

5.3.1 Google Prediction API model
Using the Google Prediction API (Google 2014), two sentiment analysis prediction models
were developed: (1) SentimentClassifer and (2) EmoSenticNetClassifer. Prior to processing
any YouTube comments, a manually created text file containing fictional arbitrary English
sentences similar to YouTube comments were labelled as positive, negative or neutral in
terms of sentiment. In total, 39 sentences were used, 13 positive, 13 negative and 13 neutral.
The SentimentClassifer model was trained with the Google Prediction API and it identified 3
numberLabels (examples of Positive, Neutral or Negative sentiment) and predicted a
classification accuracy of 61%.
A second model was developed (EmoSenticNetClassifer model) with the Google Prediction
API, using EmoSenticNet (Gelbukh 2015). EmoSenticNet is a lexical resource that uses
SenticNet (SenticNet 2017), a semantic network of commonsense knowledge that contains
words and multiword expressions and WordNet Affect (Strapparava and Valitutti 2009), a
linguistic resource containing affective concepts correlated with affective words.
EmoSenticNet assigns 6 WordNet Affect emotion labels (Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad, Surprise
and Fear) to SenticNet concepts (e.g. Absence_Light) and can be applied to sentiment
analysis and other forms of opinion mining. EmoSenticNet values such as those shown in
Table 5.3 are stored in an XLS (eXceL Spreadsheet) file format (see Appendix A, Figure
A.1). The values denote Concepts that relate to associated emotions: Anger, Disgust, Joy,
Sad, Surprise and Fear. The value "0" means a given emotion is not associated with a given
concept whereas the value "1" means the emotion is associated with a given concept. For
example, the concept Absence_Light is associated with Sad and Fear, but not associated with
Anger, Disgust, Joy or Surprise. EmoSenticNet XLS files were converted into a CSV
(Comma Separated Values) text file format (see Appendix A, Figure A.2) suitable for Google
Prediction API processing. The EmoSenticNetClassifer model was then trained on the
EmoSenticNet data. The concepts from EmoSenticNet are features and the emotions from
EmoSenticNet are labels. The numbers (i.e. 0 and 1) shown in Table 5.3 were replaced by the
text for Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad, Surprise and Fear inside the CSV text file. Hence,
Absence_Light would have originally been displayed as “Absence_Light”, “0,0,0,1,0,1”
which was then converted into two separate lines “Absence_Light”, “Sad” and
“Absence_Light”, “Fear”.
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Table 5.3: EmoSenticNet example values (Gelbukh 2015)
Associated Emotions
Concept
Anger Disgust Joy Sad Surprise Fear
Absence_Light

0

0

0

1

0

1

Turmoil

1

0

0

0

0

0

Self-Esteem

0

0

1

0

0

0

Despair

0

0

0

1

0

0

Shudder

0

0

0

0

0

1

Demoralisation

0

1

0

0

0

0

Daze

0

0

0

0

1

0

5.3.2 GATE Annie Gazetteer model
Another model was developed (GATE Annie Gazetteer model) with the natural language
processing and text engineering tool GATE (Cunningham et al. 1997), and its information
extractor ANNIE. Within ANNIE there are several natural processing functions including the
ANNIE Gazetteer for classifying text based on text lists, text lists represent a group of names
such as the names of countries, e.g. England, Wales, Scotland, Ireland and Northern Ireland.
Hence, if the ANNIE Gazetteer finds the word England in a text document, England is
classified as a country from the country text list. The ANNIE Gazetteer was modified to
include a text list from EmoSenticNet (Gelbukh 2015). EmoSenticNet was employed inside
the ANNIE Gazetteer for identifying emotion words. RapidMiner (RapidMiner 2017), a text
processing application which can be used for data preparation, machine learning, deep
learning, text mining, and predictive analytics was then employed in counting the frequency
of emotion words identified by the ANNIE Gazetteer. Rapidminer contains operators, which
are the building blocks of RapidMiner processes. Each operator is defined by expected inputs
and supplied outputs. The operator performs an action, "on the inputs, which ultimately leads
to the supply of the outputs" (RapidMiner 2014, p. 32). In RapidMiner the, "inputs and
outputs of operators are generated or consumed via ports. A port expects a specific type of
input" (RapidMiner 2014, p. 32). In Figure 5.2 we see an operator from RapidMiner, which
has input ports on the left side and output ports on the right side. Ports from one operator can
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be connected to the ports of another operator if the ports are compatible, e.g. passing CSV
files to a port expecting eXcel files will be incompatible. Above each operator is the name of
the operator (e.g. Apply Model), which explains the operator's purpose among the hundreds
of operators available within RapidMiner. If the same operator is used more than once during
a RapidMiner process then a number will be included behind the operator's name in brackets.
The number inside brackets indicates how many of these operators exist. For example, if there
are 2 Apply Model operators then they will be called Apply Model (1) and Apply Model (2).

Figure 5.2 An operator can be connected via its input ports (left) and output ports (right)
(RapidMiner 2014, p. 33).
YouTube comments from 4 YouTube channels were collected. 2 channels (Brit Lab/Head
Squeeze and YouTube EDU) contain mostly science and educational videos, the third is a
Vlogger’s Channel called Sam Pepper which contains a variety of video genres and the
fourth, MyTop100Videos is collected from a playlist containing a selection of the most
disliked videos on YouTube which vary in genre from education to music and Vlogs. In total
1,433 videos were collected across all 4 YouTube channels. Figure 5.3 shows a storyboard
outlining implementation of the Sentiment Analysis module. First, the Sentiment Analysis
module collects people's YouTube text comments with TubeKit (Shah 2017), a YouTube
crawler. TubeKit (Shah 2017) is hosted inside AMPPS (Softaculous 2017), a software stack
for website development and web hosting, which includes Apache, MySQL, MongoDB, PHP,
Perl and Python. The reaped YouTube text comments are then passed to RapidMiner
(RapidMiner 2017) for general text processing to remove blank comments, remove duplicate
entries and further pre-processing before being stored in a MyPHPAdmin database within
AMPPS (Softaculous 2017), as shown in Figure 5.4. The YouTube text comment information
saved into the database includes the video id, text, author and URL. Video URLs are
harvested using Google’s YouTube API (YouTube API 2017). The YouTube API and
TubeKit are used to reap the 100 most recent user comments from each video URL

Figure 5.3: Sentiment analysis module storyboard
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Figure 5.4: MyPHPAdmin database table containing YouTube text comments

After the YouTube text comments are successfully saved into the database they are passed to
GATE and its information extractor ANNIE. The ANNIE Gazetteer was modified to include
a text list from EmoSenticNet, which was employed inside the ANNIE Gazetteer for
identifying emotion words. When these emotion words are identified within a YouTube text
comment, the comment is tagged with the relevant emotion, which can include Anger,
Disgust, Joy, Sad, Surprise, Fear and Neutral, as shown in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5: YouTube comments labelled with relevant emotion
Once all the YouTube text comments have been tagged successfully they are output as
separate plain text files for each URL, with each comment collected separated by a new line,
as shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: YouTube text comments output as separate plain text files for each URL
The files are then renamed to the unique YouTube URL they were retrieved from using a
short Java function so that RapidMiner can sort them by channel. The text files are passed
back to RapidMiner in order to identify the frequency of tagged emotions within separate
URLs from respective YouTube channels, as shown in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7: Frequency of tagged EmoSenticNet emotions for each URL

5.3.3 RapidMiner Support Vector Machine (SVM) model
A third sentiment analysis model was developed (RapidMiner Support Vector Machine
(SVM) model) with the Support Vector Machine (SVM) supervised machine learning feature
of RapidMiner. In the previous GATE Annie Gazetteer model RapidMiner was only used to
tag the frequency of emotion words found by the ANNIE Gazetteer.
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This RapidMiner SVM model utilises 1000 positive and 1000 negative movie reviews from
Pang and Lee (2004) available in plain text file format to train. Pang and Lee (2004) preclassified the movie reviews by determining whether they were positive or negative by
positioning the explicit ratings they extracted alongside the movie review text. For example,
in a 5 star rating system, 3 and a half stars or more was considered a positive movie review
and 2 stars or less considered a negative review. In Figure 5.8, i.e. inside the green box, is the
RapidMiner SVM model showing multiple operators within RapidMiner for training and
testing the SVM model that labels data positively and negatively based on its prediction.
There are also two sub-processes within the SVM model, as shown in Figure 5.8, i.e. inside
the red and blue boxes. Sub-process (A) occurs inside RapidMiner's Validation operator for
evaluating statistical performance of a learning model and Sub-process (B) occurs inside
RapidMiner's Process Documents from files operators which retrieve text documents from a
specified file location for text processing, e.g. Drive/Documents/document1.txt. Pange and
Lee's (2004) positive and negative labelled movie reviews are input into the first Process
Documents from files (1) operator located on the left-side of Figure 5.8, which generates word
vectors from the movie reviews. A word vector is a list of words categorised together, e.g. if
the words abandon, abandonment, abandoners, abandoning, abandoned, abandoner,
abandons occur in the movie reviews then a word vector called abandon will be created
which will match all words beginning with the letters abandon to this category. This is
achieved applying Sub-process (A) inside the Process documents from files (1) operator that
utilises the Tokenize operator to split the movie review text into a sequence of tokens. For
example, the comment "This video is about pet abandonment" would be split into This, video,
is, about, pet, abandonment. These tokens are then passed into the Filter Tokens operator,
which filters tokens based on the number of characters they contain (default 4-25 characters).
The tokens are then passed to the Stem (Porter) operator, which stems English words using
the Porter stemming algorithm (Porter 2006). For example, abandonment, abandoners,
abandoning would become abandon using the Stem (Porter) operator. The Generate n-Grams
operator creates n-Gram tokens, which are "a set of co-occurring words" of a specified length
(n = length) (Ganesan 2014, p. 1). For example, "This video is about pet abandonment" if set
to n=2 would be: this video, is about, pet abandonment. The Filter Stopwords operator
removes English stopwords, which typically include the most commonly used words in the
English language (Computer Hope 2017a). For example, the Filter Stopwords operator would
remove common English words like this, is and about from, "This video is about pet
abandonment".

Figure 5.8 Training and testing the RapidMiner SVM model
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The occurrences of a word vector, e.g. abandon, in the positive movie reviews and negative
movie reviews are collected and stored in the Store (1) operator, as shown in Figure 5.8.
In Figure 5.8 the Validation (X-Validation) operator retrieves the positive and negative
labelled movie reviews from the first Process documents from files (1) operator. The
Validation (X-Validation) operator contains Sub-process (B), which contains a training phase
and a testing phase. The Validation (X-Validation) operator runs Sub-process (B) 10 times,
i.e. 2000 movie reviews (1000 positive and 1000 negative) are divided into 10 subsets of 200
movie reviews each. Each time the RapidMiner SVM model is trained with 9 of the 10 subsets
and the remaining subset is used to test the RapidMiner SVM model after the training phase
has completed. The training phase contains a SVM Linear (Linear Support Vector Machine)
operator that uses the positively and negatively labelled movie reviews to train a model to
assign new examples to either the positive or negative category based on its prediction. For
example, if the word vector abandon was found to be present more frequently in negative
reviews than positive reviews, the likelihood is that a new movie review containing the word
vector abandon when provided to the RapidMiner SVM model for classification, would
classify the movie review text as negative. The testing phase of the Validation (X-Validation)
operator contains the Apply Model operator and Performance operator. The Apply Model
operator applies the trained model from the SVM Linear operator to the testing subset of the
movie reviews to test the RapidMiner SVM model. The Performance operator evaluates the
performance of the RapidMiner SVM model with respect to precision and recall.

TP = true positive, the case was positive and predicted as positive. TN = true negative, the
case was negative and predicted as negative. FP = false positive, the case was negative but
predicted as positive. FN = false negative, the case was positive but predicted as negative.
Precision (Alvarez 2002) is the ratio of the number of relevant movie reviews retrieved by the
RapidMiner SVM model as positive or negative to the total number of irrelevant and relevant
movie reviews retrieved by the RapidMiner SVM model as positive or negative. Recall
(Alvarez 2002) specifies the number of movie reviews that were successfully identified as
positive or negative by the RapidMiner SVM model. For example, if the RapidMiner SVM
model recalled 2000 movie reviews as positive or negative correctly, then the recall ratio is
1.0 (100%). If the RapidMiner SVM model identified 1600 movie reviews correctly as
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positive or negative then the recall ratio would be 0.8 (80%). The RapidMiner SVM model is
saved into the second Store (2) operator from the Validation operator's output port, as shown
in Figure 5.8.
In Figure 5.8 the Store (1) operator passes the word vector list created by the first Process
Documents from files (1) operator to the Multiply operator. The Multiply operator passes the
word vector list to the second Process Documents from files (2) operator, as shown in Figure
5.8. The second Process Documents from files (2) operator is given the previously harvested
user comments (discussed in Section 5.3.2) from Brit Lab/Head Squeeze, YouTube EDU, Sam
Pepper and MyTop100Videos. Sub-process (A) runs inside Process Documents from files (2)
to create a word vector list from the user comments found in the word vector list created from
the first Process Documents from files (1) operator. This word vector list contains the
occurrences of word vectors in user comments. Hence, if the word vector abandon occurs
more frequently in negatively labelled movie reviews than positive movie reviews, when the
occurances of abandon are analysed within user comments3, then user comments containing
abandon are more likely to be labelled negative.
The user comments are passed from Process Documents from files (2) operator to the Apply
Model (2) operator which contains the RapidMiner SVM model trained using the movie
reviews inside the Validation (X-Validation) operator. The Apply Model (2) operator applies
the trained RapidMiner SVM model to the harvested YouTube user comments to classify them
as positive or negative. The RapidMiner SVM model predicts the positive and negative score
for each YouTube video based on the collective word vectors found within the user comments
for that video. Using the RapidMiner Sort operator the YouTube videos were sorted from
most positive video to most negative video based on their positive and negative score from
the RapidMiner SVM model. Finally, the Write Excel File operator located on the right side of
Figure 5.8 writes an eXceL Spreadsheet file containing the sorted scores for the 1,433
YouTube videos from the RapidMiner SVM model (see Appendix A, Figure A.3).

5.4 Emotion detection module
This section discusses the implementation of the Emotion Detection module of 360-MAMAffect that collects emotion feedback on video media assets together with user data as
discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.1 and Chapter 4, Section 4.3. Emotion Detection module
data is collected by 4 sub-modules: (1) emotion feedback, (2) explicit mood feedback, (3)
implicit mood feedback and (4) user personality & preferences. First, 360-MAM-Affect's web

3

User comments from Brit Lab, YouTube EDU, Sam Pepper and MyTop100Videos.
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interface Videre Online created in WordPress (WordPress 2017) is discussed and then each of
the 4 sub-modules.

5.4.1 360-MAM-Affect's web interface
Videre Online contains a Registration, Log-in, Home, Personality, Videos, Profile and Logout page. The Resgistration and Log-in page are hidden when the user is signed in, as shown
in Figure 5.9. The Registration page enables users to sign-up to use Videre Online and all
sign-up fields are contained within this page. The Log-in page enables users to sign in to
Videre Online with the username and password they had created during registration. Once
users log in they are directed to the Homepage that contains information on how to use Videre
Online as well as a short video demonstrating how to use Videre Online in greater detail. The
Personality page contains personality information. The Videos page contains a video player
interface (see Figure 5.10). The Profile page enables users to change their password if
necessary. The Log-out page enables users to sign out of Videre Online.

Figure 5.9: View of 360-MAM-Affect user web login home page (Videre Online)
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When a registered user visits the videos page on 360-MAM-Affect's Videre Online website
they are presented with a video viewing interface, as shown in Figure 5.10. There are 7 main
sections to the video GUI, namely the colour picker, current mood, the number of videos
available, daily feedback counter, main video player, primary and meta feedback buttons and
the thumbnail sidebar, as shown in Figure 5.10. To reduce cognitive load, 360-MAM-Affect's
Videre Online's web interface was designed and implemented to ensure fewer options are
displayed on-screen. This creates a less cluttered user interface enabling users to focus on the
task of viewing and leaving feedback on videos. 360-MAM-Affect's user interface
implementation Videre Online addresses the functional and non-functional requirements from
Chapter 3, Section 3.2, FR-2: Provide a user-friendly interface keeping users focused and FR10: Provide an interface with uncluttered navigation menu. 360-MAM-Affect's user interface
implementation also addresses NFR-1: Create an intuitive user interface to reduce cognitive
load on users, NFR-2: Components of the user interface should be positioned in a logical
order based on their functionality, NFR-3: User instructions should be clear and easy to
follow and NFR-4: The user interface should be aesthetically pleasing and consistent in how
it presents information, positioning of components and text formatting.

Figure 5.10: 360-MAM-Affect user interface with section labels prior to any user action
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5.4.2 Emotion feedback
The Emotion feedback sub-module of 360-MAM-Affect's Emotion Detection module collects
emotional reaction on a video media asset with an emotion feedback popup, as shown in
Table 5.4. Primary emotions (Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad, Surprise or Fear) and meta-emotions
(Positive, Negative or Neutral) are obtained from the user (see Primary & Meta Feedback
Buttons in Figure 5.10). Once the primary and meta-emotion are collected the user is invited
to give the video a star rating, enabling a numerical rating to be assigned to the video. The
implementation of the Emotion Feedback sub-module addresses the functional requirement
FR-8: Provide a method to enable users to rate videos.
Table 5.4 Types of Emotion Feedback data types collected

Emotion Feedback

Primary & MetaEmotion Feedback

Star Rating

Description

User selects an emotion from Positive, Neutral or Negative. If
Positive or Negative is selected by the user then they must also
choose from Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad, Surprise and Fear when
leaving feedback on a video.
After selecting Positive, Neutral or Negative feedback user is
prompted to provide a star rating for the video from 1 to 10 stars.

Once a video is loaded into the main video player window the user can then leave video
feedback with the Positive, Neutral or Negative buttons. Below the buttons the following text
is displayed: “Select from the buttons above to leave feedback for a video”. Once the user
hovers over these feedback buttons two of them (Positive, Negative) open further options, as
shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. Selecting the Positive and Negative buttons presents the user
with further options including Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad, Surprise and Fear, as shown in
Figures 5.11 and 5.12.

Figure 5.11: 360-MAM-Affect interface status on hovering on the Positive button
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Figure 5.12: 360-MAM-Affect interface on hovering on the Negative button

Selecting the Neutral button, on the other hand, does not result in the display of any further
options. When the user leaves feedback with the Positive, Neutral or Negative feedback
buttons, text is displayed for a few seconds under the main video player window to inform the
user of their chosen selection, as shown in Figure 5.13. This text is only displayed for a few
seconds in order to notify users of their selection, e.g. "You selected neutral".

Figure 5.13: 360-MAM-Affect interface on hovering on Neutral button

After selection of the Positive, Negative or Neutral feedback button a popup then appears onscreen prompting the user to provide a star rating for the video they have selected, as shown
in Figure 5.14. This is presented as a drop-down box with text stating, “Please choose a star
rating”, and the user is asked to, “Choose one of the following...”.
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Figure 5.14: 360-MAM-Affect interface on choosing a star rating for Positive, Negative or
Neutral
Once the user opens the drop down menu for star rating feedback, he/she can choose from 1
to 10 stars, as shown in Figure 5.15.

Figure 5.15: 360-MAM-Affect interface drop-down menu to provide a star rating for Positive,
Negative or Neutral

Once the user selects either Positive, Neutral or Negative feedback and provides a star rating
for a video the text is updated to indicate how many videos on which feedback has been
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given, as shown in Figure 5.16. The text total, e.g. "You have left feedback for 3 videos
today", shows how many distinct videos on which a user has left feedback for that day.
Leaving multiple feedback on the same video does not increment the text total but it is still
saved as feedback to the 360-MAM-Affect database as discussed in Section 5.2. This total is
reset to zero at the start of each new day, i.e. "You have left feedback for 0 videos today".

Figure 5.16: 360-MAM-Affect interface showing daily video feedback count

5.4.3 Explicit mood feedback
The Explicit Mood Feedback sub-module of 360-MAM-Affect's Emotion Detection module
invites the user to provide a current mood and a colour choice (see Colour Picker and Current
Mood in Figure 5.10) from a selection of options, as shown in Table 5.5. The implementation
of the Explicit Mood Feedback module of 360-MAM-Affect addresses the functional
requirement, FR-4: Provide a method for users to provide explicit feedback.
Table 5.5: Types of Explicit mood feedback collected
Explicit
Mood
Feedback

Description

Colour
Choice

User selects a colour once per day from a set of pre-set colours including
Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Purple, Brown, Grey and Black.

Current
Mood

User selects a current mood once per day from a set of pre-set current
moods including Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad, Surprise, Fear and Neutral.

The user is asked to pick a colour from 9 possible options, Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue,
Purple, Brown, Grey and Black, as shown in Figure 5.17. Once users select a colour they are
notified of the colour they chose with an on-screen popup alert and then the colour panel
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disappears from the user interface. The colour picker is only presented to the user once per
day and only disappears once the user has selected a colour.

Figure 5.17: Colour selection panel
The user is also asked to pick their current mood from 7 possible options, which include
Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad, Surprise, Fear and Neutral, as shown in Figure 5.18. Moods are
presented as a box of text buttons. Once users select a current mood they are notified of their
chosen mood by an on-screen popup alert and the box disappears from the user interface.
Current mood selection is only presented to the user once per day and only disappears once
the user has selected a current mood.

Figure 5.18: Current mood selection panel
Once the user has selected a colour and a current mood for the day they are presented with a
GUI with fewer options, as shown in Figure 5.19. This GUI is tailored to focus the user on
viewing videos and leaving feedback on them. As shown in Figure 5.19 the user is notified of
the number of videos available for viewing in the sidebar with text placed above the main
video player window stating, “100 randomly ordered videos to choose from”. Randomisation
of the videos is aimed at preventing feedback bias circumventing users assuming the order in
which videos are presented had any bearing on their rating. As shown in Figure 5.19 the
following text is also visible to users stating: “You have left feedback for 0 videos today”.
The main video player window displays the message, “Select a video from the side bar to
watch”. This informs users on how to commence viewing videos and also acts as a prompt
without the need for a popup or on-screen alert. Users can scroll through the videos on offer
by selecting the up- or down- button in the video sidebar. Users can play a video in the main
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video player window by selecting any of the video thumbnails in the sidebar resulting in the
video automatically commencing to play.

Figure 5.19: 360-MAM-Affect interface post colour and current mood selection

5.4.4 Implicit mood feedback
The Implicit Mood Feedback sub-module (see Thumbnail Sidebar and Main Video Player in
Figure 5.10) of 360-MAM-Affect's Emotion Detection module collects implicit mood
feedback with several methods including video selection, video duration, up button, down
button, video state (i.e. playing or paused), user tracking and current weather, as shown in
Table 5.6. Software applications (Userheat 2017, Ptengine 2017, Inspectlet 2017) observe
where users click on the interface, where users are moving the mouse to and how far users
scroll down the user interface, and present results as heatmaps. The implementation of the
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Implicit Mood Feedback module addresses the functional requirements, FR-5: Collect implicit
feedback on users automatically and FR-9: Collect relevant data to assess individual videos.
Table 5.6: Types of Impilict mood feedback data types collected
Implicit Mood

Description

Feedback

Video
Selection

Up button

Down button

Video
Duration

When user selects a video to watch from the thumbnail
sidebar the selection is saved into the 360-MAM-Affect
database.
Every time the user selects the up button the selection is
automatically saved into the database.
Every time the user selects the down button the selection
is automatically saved into the database.
Length of time user spends watching a video is recorded
at automatic 15-second intervals and saved into the
database.
The state of a video is automatically saved each time the

Video State

video state changes, this includes when a video is playing,
paused, buffering, un-started or ended.
Userheat 2017, Ptengine 2017, Inspectlet 2017

User Tracking automatically track and generate heatmaps that display
user behaviour.
Current

Current weather forecast automatically collected using the

Weather

user’s location obtained from their IP address.

Once a user clicks on one of the video thumbnails presented in the thumbnail sidebar the
selected video is loaded into the main video player window directly from YouTube as each
video thumbnail corresponds to a specific YouTube video URL address. The original
message stating, “Select a video from the side bar to watch”, which was displayed in the main
video player window then disappears as the YouTube video is loaded into the main video
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player window, as shown in Figure 5.20. The video then plays automatically in the main
video player window and hence the user does not need to select play once a video is selected
for viewing.

Figure 5.20: 360-MAM-Affect interface after selection of a video thumbnail
The up and down buttons are located on the right-hand side of the 360-MAM-Affect
interface, as shown in Figure 5.21. The up button is at the top of the video thumbnail sidebar
and the down button is at the bottom of the video thumbnail sidebar. The up button enables
users to scroll up through the video list and the down button enables users to scroll down
through the video list. The videos always start at the beginning of the randomly ordered list.
Hence, users need to select down to scroll to the next 4 videos and so on. If they want to
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return to the start of the randomly ordered list of videos users have to click on the up button
until they reach the beginning of the video list.

Figure 5.21: Video selection up and down buttons on the 360-MAM-Affect interface
Once they reach either the first 4 or last 4 videos in the list they are prompted with a message
notifying them that they have reached the beginning or the end of the list, as shown in Figure
5.22 and Figure 5.23. Each time the page is loaded the videos are randomly reordered so that
the position of a specific video will change.
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Figure 5.22: Alert on clicking up button when top of random video list reached

Figure 5.23: Alert on clicking down button when bottom of random video list reached
When a user views a video, the video duration is collected with the YouTube API (YouTube
API 2017). This enables collection of the approximate video viewing time for each video
chosen for viewing. The YouTube API also collects video states (Unstarted, Ended, Playing,
Paused, Buffering and Queued). Unstarted indicates a video which has not yet begun, Ended
applies to videos which have played to the end of the video length, Playing indicates videos
which are in progress of being viewed, Paused indicates videos which have been paused by
the user during playback, Buffering indicates a video which is being loaded and is not playing
and Queued indicates videos which are queued for playback inside a playlist.
Userheat (User Local Inc. 2017), Ptengine (Ptengine 2017) and Inspectlet (Inspectlet 2017)
automatically track and generate heatmaps that display user behaviour. Inspectlet records user
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mouse movements, scroll movements and clicks on webpages. There are 3 heatmaps offered
by Inspectlet. These include attention (eye-tracking) heatmaps, which use mouse movements
to predict where users are looking on screen. The click heatmap indicates where users click
on the user interface including links, buttons, images and text. Scroll heatmaps display how
far users scroll down the webpage. Ptengine records user mouse movements, scroll
movements and clicks on webpages. There are 3 heatmaps offered by Ptengine. These include
attention heatmaps providing a thermographic representation of the webpage based on the
amount of time a user focuses on that region of the webpage. The click heatmap indicates
where users click on the user interface. Scroll heatmaps display how far users scroll down the
webpage. Heatmaps are also automatically generated with Userheat's heat map generator
which records user clicks on webpages in order to generate click heatmaps which show where
users click on-screen.
Current weather forecast data is collected based on the user's IP address. User IP addresses
are automatically collected with WordPress (WordPress 2017) each time a user signs into the
360-MAM-Affect website interface. The IP address is used by APIXU API (APIXU 2017) to
query the current weather forecast for the geographic location of the user. The weather data is
then saved to 360-MAM-Affect's database as discussed in Section 5.2.

5.4.5 Personality and preferences
The User Personality & Preferences sub-module of 360-MAM-Affect's Emotion Detection
module collects user personality and preferences through user questionnaires, as shown in
Table 5.7. The implementation of the User Personality & Preferences sub-module addresses
the functional requirement, FR-3: Provide a method for users to provide user preferences.
Table 5.7: Type of User Personality & Preferences data type collected
User
Personality &
Preferences
User
Personality &
Preferences

Description

User fills in a short survey from Traitify selecting “Me” or “Not Me”
relating to a phrase and an image, scoring them in 7 personality types
based on 42 traits.

Once users have completed the creation of their account through the sign-up questionnaire
they are invited to complete a short personality and preferences questionnaire from Traitify
(Tratify 2017) by visiting the Personality page on 360-MAM-Affect's Videre Online
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webpage. The Traitify questionnaire measures aspects of the user's personality in respect of
movie preferences.
Interests and preferences of users are captured through a short assessment which takes
approximately 90 seconds to complete and covers 42 personality traits (see Chapter 2, Section
2.5.4, Table 2.1). The user is required to select “Me” or “Not Me” depending on the text and
image they are presented with, as shown in Figure 5.24. The user selects “Me” if the image
and text are like them or “Not Me” if the image and text are not like them. For example, if the
user doesn't identify with the "Charades" text and associated image shown in Figure 5.24 they
would select “Not Me” and is then presented with a new image and text. The questionnaire
enables Tratify to score users across seven personality types (Believer, Dramatic, Indie,
Laughaholic, Nail Biter, Romantic and Stunt Double), as discussed in Chapter 2, Section
2.5.4. The user's personality score is stored in Traitify's WordPress plugin mentioned in
Section 5.1.

Figure 5.24: Traitify personality and media preferences questionnaire
Once users have completed the 42 slide survey from Traitify they are presented with the
results which include their main personality type(s), as shown in Figure 5.25. The Traitify
survey provides users with a short description of the types of movies they will most likely
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enjoy based on their personality type(s). Users can click on any of their scores for the 7
personality types and read further about these types and their preferences for certain movie
types. Underneath user scores for personality types, 8 of their personality traits from the
possible 42 personality traits discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.5.4 are listed along with their
respective descriptions.

Figure 5.25: Traitify movies personality assessment sample results
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5.5 360-Gamify
For implementation of the 360-Gamify module, gamification methods suitable for interfacing
with 360-MAM-Affect were considered in the emotion-centred model in Chapter 3, Section
3.1 and its design in Chapter 4, Section 4.4. Gamification can improve interaction especially
with users who monitor their own progress. In 360-Gamify users are not compared through a
leaderboard or given badges. Instead, a limited interface reducing cognitive overload enables
users to focus on specific tasks, e.g. watching video content. Hence, a video counter was
implemented to enable users to keep track of their progress each day. A visual reminder for
the number of individual videos on which the user has left feedback on a particular day is
displayed above the main video player window, as shown in Figure 5.26. This reminder is for

Figure 5.26: 360-MAM-Affect user interface prior to any user action
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motivating users to reach the minimum target number of videos for feedback per day. Options
for selecting a colour and a current mood once per day are placed at the top of the screen
above the main video player, as shown in Figure 5.26. Once users select either a current mood
or a colour they are notified by an on-screen popup alert as to which choice they made and
then that option is hidden from the screen to reduce cognitive load. Fewer options are then
displayed on-screen which creates a less cluttered user interface enabling users to focus on the
task of viewing and leaving feedback on videos. The implementation of 360-Gamify
addresses the non-functional requirement, NFR-5: The user interface should be designed in a
manner that motivates users to interact with its desired elements.

5.6 User sign-up questionnaire
When a user signs up to use 360-MAM-Affect they are presented with a sign-up
questionnaire in order to determine gender, age, computer equipment, Internet speed and the
speed at which YouTube videos load for them, as shown in Figures 5.27 to 5.32. They are
also asked to state their level of confidence when using a computer and the Internet, how
frequently they watch YouTube videos and their preferred YouTube video category. The
sign-up questionnaire is conducted prior to user interaction with 360-MAM-Affect. Each user
must have completed all sections of the questionnaire in order to use 360-MAM-Affect. If
any section is not filled in then the user is unable to sign up to 360-MAM-Affect, as all fields
are required for successful login. This prevents users from missing any questionnaire input
fields and hence no loss of information is incurred. Some questions contain text fields and
radio buttons for electronic consent, as shown in Figure 5.27.

Figure 5.27: Create an account page
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Some fields have drop-down menus such as Age group selection, as shown in Figure 5.28.

Figure 5.28: Sign-up survey profile details page
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Other fields use multiple choice with the selection of more than one option as shown in
Figure 5.29.

Figure 5.29: Device and internet information in sign-up questionnaire
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Other radio button fields require participants to select only one option, as shown in Figure
5.30.

Figure 5.30: Sign-up questionnaire confidence levels and YouTube video watch frequency
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Users are also asked what their preferred categories are when choosing a YouTube video for
viewing. These categories are the fixed default categories offered by YouTube and are shown
in Figure 5.31.

Figure 5.31: Preferred YouTube video category page

Users are also asked to select what is most important to them when choosing a YouTube
video for viewing. These features shown in Figure 5.32 are composed from analysis of
YouTube videos. Measurable features for videos include the total number of subscribers of
the channel which created it, the number of likes versus dislikes, duration, resolution and total
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views. Aesthetic features include a video having an eye-catching thumbnail, use of graphics
or animation and overall aesthesis. Some features may fall into more than one category. For
example, video resolution is measurable in pixels and will also affect video aesthetics, where
higher resolution is more likely to be associated with positive perception compared with lowresolution. Some features are more focused on providing video information such as topic or
subject, captions/subtitles and title. Other features are more difficult to rate such as high
quality sound, good story/narrative and video presenter. For example, some users may like
certain presenters whilst others find them boring.

Figure 5.32: Salient feature when choosing a YouTube video for viewing
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5.7 Testing of 360-MAM-Affect
This section discusses the functionality testing of 360-MAM-Affect and associated PHP,
Javascript and CSS code. The functionality of 360-MAM-Affect was developed inside a
WordPress plugin, Videre, which is hosted through Videre Online, the website domain and
web interface of 360-MAM-Affect. During development of the WordPress plugin Videre
each section of code was tested as it was developed in order to ensure that it functioned as
expected. Testing included the functions within WordPress, the database, external API, our
Videre WordPress plugin, WordPress plugins Traitify (Traitify 2017) for collection of user
personality attributes and preferences, BuddyPress (BuddyPress 2017) for creation of user
profiles, Userheat (User Local Inc. 2017) for user tracking using heatmaps and Ptengine
(Ptengine 2017) for user heatmap analytics and the web browser. 360-MAM-Affect was then
tested as an integrated system to ensure all of its functionality worked as required. 360MAM-Affect functionality was tested with Google Chrome (Google Chrome 2017), Safari
(Apple Inc. 2017) and Firefox (Mozilla 2017) web browsers to ensure it would be accessible
to all users and function as required.

5.7.1 Functionality testing
Table 5.8 shows the functions of 360-MAM-Affect, which are tested within 360-MAMAffect's Videre Online website and database to ensure they performed as required. Each Affect
Function is listed in the left-hand side column. The column 360-MAM-Affect Functionality
contains a description of each function. The column Test indicates if the function passed or
failed when tested. If the function failed then the error was rectified to ensure the function
worked as required. The final column Functional Requirement indicates which functional
requirement from Chapter 3, Section 3.2, the Affect Function addresses.
During functionality testing of 360-MAM-Affect an error occurred, as shown in Table 5.8.
Sign-up e-mails from WordPress were not being sent on request from the user. This error was
subsequently fixed using the SendGrid (SendGrid 2017) e-mail application which was set up
to send and receive e-mails for the Videre Online website. It incorporated thorough reporting
mechanisms which included confirmation of e-mails reaching the sender and notification of
opened e-mails and in-depth reports on website e-mail statistics.
Of the 10 functional requirements of the emotion-centred model discussed in Chapter 3,
Section 3.2, 6 of the 10 functional requirements are achieved by the affect functions tested, as
shown in Table 5.8 (i.e. FR-1, FR-2, FR-3, FR-5, FR-6 and FR-10).
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Table 5.8: Functionality testing of 360-MAM-Affect
Affect
Function

360-MAM-Affect Functionality

Test
Pass Fail

AF-1

Establish a successful connection to
the database.

✔

AF-2

Ensure queries to the database return
the correct information.

✔

AF-3

Ensure saves made to the database
save the correct information in the
correct location.

✔

AF-4

Ensure user can securely log in and
log out of the website.

✔

AF-5

Store user profile securely in the
database.

✔

AF-6

If the user isn’t logged in prompt user
to login to use the website.

✔

AF-7

Retrieve user profile from the
database.

✔

AF-8

All navigation buttons and menus are
clearly visible and maintain placing.

✔

AF-9

All navigation buttons direct the user
to the correct screen.

✔

AF-10

All user sign-up emails sent from
WordPress.

AF-11

BuddyPress (Buddy Press 2017),
Userheat (User Local Inc. 2017),
Ptengine (Ptengine 2017), Traitify
(Traitify 2017) plugins functions as
required.

Rectified

Functional
Requirement
FR-1, FR-6
FR-1, FR-6
FR-1, FR-6

FR-1
FR-1, FR-6
FR-2
FR-1, FR-6
FR-2, FR-10
FR-2, FR-10

✗

✔

FR-2
FR-3, FR-5

✔

5.7.2 PHP functionality testing
Table 5.9 shows the PHP functions of 360-MAM-Affect, which are tested within 360-MAMAffect's Videre Online website and database to ensure they performed as required. Each PHP
Function is listed in the left-hand side column. The column PHP Functionality contains a
description of this function. The column Test indicates if the PHP function passed or failed
when tested. If the PHP function failed then the PHP error was rectified to ensure the PHP
function worked as required. The final column Functional & Non-Functional Requirement
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indicates which functional and non-functional requirements from Chapter 3, Section 3.2, the
PHP Function addresses.
The primary and meta-emotion buttons on 360-MAM-Affect's user interface did not function
as expected during testing of PHP functionality, as shown in Table 5.9. In the Firefox
(Mozilla 2017) and Safari (Apple Inc. 2017) browsers there was a problem with the emotion
feedback buttons (Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad, Surprise and Fear), which did not display when
the mouse hovered over the Positive or Negative buttons and made it impossible for users to
click the desired emotion button. This error was corrected so that users could successfully
select the correct emotion button (Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad, Surprise and Fear) in order to
leave feedback on a video.
Of the 10 functional requirements of the emotion-centred model discussed in Chapter 3,
Section 3.2, 9 of the 10 functional requirements are achieved by the PHP functions tested in
Table 5.9 (i.e. FR-1, FR-2, FR-3, FR-4, FR-5, FR-6, FR-8, FR-9 and FR-10). Of the 5 nonfunctional requirements of the emotion-centred model discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.2,
only NFR-5 is achieved by the PHP functions tested, as shown in Table 5.9.
Table 5.9: PHP functionality testing
PHP
Function
PHP-1

PHP-2

PHP-3

PHP-4

Test
PHP Functionality
Queue all necessary scripts and
styles necessary to run the Videre
plugin; this includes Videre's own
scripts and styles as well as
Bootstrap, Ajax and YouTube API.

Pass Fail

Rectified

FR-1, FR-2, FR3, FR-4, FR-5,
FR-6, FR-8, FR9, FR-10

✔

The main interface is displaying and
functioning correctly; this includes
buttons for choosing a colour,
current mood, up, down, thumbnails,
emotion buttons for positive, neutral
and negative, as well as displaying
the total video count, daily total of
watched videos, the main video
player.

Functional &
Non-Functional
Requirement

FR-2, FR-10,
NFR-5
✗

Check if the current user is logged in
before allowing further function
calls.

✔

Check the current user id.

✔

✔

FR-1

FR-1
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PHP-5

Save the selected video choice.

✔

PHP-6

Save the emotion button selection
for both positive, neutral and
negative.

✔

Retrieve the videos from the
database to be displayed in the
thumbnails.

✔

PHP-7

FR-9
FR-4, FR-8

FR-6

Collect IP address from login history
and query this IP address to the IP
Geolocation API and return the users
country and city.

✔

Take user’s current city and provide
to APIXU API and collect the
current weather for this location.

✔

PHP-10

Save the current weather for this
user.

✔

PHP-11

Save the current video duration.

✔

FR-5, FR-6

PHP-12

Save the current video state.

✔

FR-5, FR-6

PHP-13

Generate the current date.

✔

FR-5, FR-6

PHP-14

Save the chosen colour.

✔

FR-1

PHP-15

Check if the user has already chosen
a colour for the day.

✔

PHP-16

Save the chosen current mood.

✔

FR-1

PHP-17

Check if the user has already chosen
a current mood for the day.

✔

FR-1, FR-5, FR6

PHP-18

Save the selection of the click of an
up or down button.

✔

PHP-19

Save the selected star rating.

✔

FR-1

PHP-20

Check the number of videos the
current user has left feedback for.

✔

FR-1, FR-6, FR8, NFR-5

PHP-8

PHP-9

FR-5, FR-6

FR-5, FR-6

FR-1

FR-1

FR-5, FR-6

5.7.3 Javascript functionality testing
Table 5.10 shows the Javascript functions of 360-MAM-Affect, which are tested within 360MAM-Affect's Videre Online website and database to ensure they performed as required.
Each Javascript Function is listed in the left-hand side column. The column Javascript
Functionality contains a description of this function. The column Test indicates if the
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Javascript function passed or failed when tested. If the Javascript function failed then the
Javascript error was rectified to ensure the Javascript function worked as required. The final
column Functional Requirement indicates which functional requirements from Chapter 3,
Section 3.2, the Javascript function addresses.
An error occurred during testing of 360-MAM-Affect's JavaScript functionality, as shown in
Table 5.10. Function JS-2, which checks for the number of videos with feedback was
incrementing the count even when the user left multiple feedback on the same video. To
encourage users to leave feedback on multiple videos JS-2 was altered to count only the
feedback left on different videos. Whilst users could still leave multiple emotional feedback
for the same video it would now only be counted once. Another error occurred within the
current mood function (JS-6, JS-7). The current mood originally only displayed after the user
had selected a colour for the day. However, during testing the current mood selection panel
failed to load on some occasions even when the user had selected a colour. It was decided that
the current mood selection box would be displayed below the colour selection box
simultaneously and would only be hidden once a current mood was selected, which fixed the
error.
Of the 10 functional requirements of the emotion-centred model discussed in Chapter 3,
Section 3.2, 8 of the 10 functional requirements are achieved by the Javascript functions
tested, as shown in Table 5.10 (i.e. FR-1, FR-2, FR-4, FR-5, FR-6, FR-8, FR-9 and FR-10).

Table 5.10: JavaScript functionality testing
Javascript
Function

Javascript Functionality

Test
Pass Fail

JS-1

Inspectlet embedded code for
website tracking.

JS-2

Check the number of videos with
feedback.

JS-3

Check if star rating has been
selected.

✔

JS-4

Provide star rating selection using
bootbox.prompt.

✔

JS-5

Save up or down button selection.

✔

Rectified

Functional
Requirement
FR-5

✔

✗

✔

FR-2
FR-2
FR-2
FR-1, FR-6
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JS-6

JS-7

Check if the user has selected current
mood for the current day; if they
have not picked a current mood then
show the current mood selection box.

✗

✔

If the user has chosen a current mood
for the day hide current mood
selector.

✗

✔

FR-2, FR-4

FR-2, FR-10

JS-8

Save current mood selected by the
user.

✔

JS-9

Alert user to what current mood they
selected.

✔

JS-10

Check if this user has picked a colour
for the current day; if they have not
picked a colour then show the colour
selection box.

✔

If the user has already picked a
colour today hide the colour
selection box.

✔

JS-12

Save current colour selected by the
user.

✔

JS-13

Alert user to what current colour they
selected.

✔

JS-14

Create a YouTube API Player.

✔

JS-15

Check the current video state of the
video in the YouTube (YouTube API
2017) API Player.

✔

JS-16

Get the current user’s city.

✔

JS-17

Get the current weather for that
user’s current city; APIXU (APIXU
2017) API.

✔

JS-18

Save the current weather for that
user’s current city.

✔

JS-19

Display the hover mouse when
hovering on thumbnails in the
sidebar and remove it on leaving the
thumbnail.

✔

Display the positive meta-emotion
buttons only on hover of the positive
button.

✔

Display the negative meta-emotion
buttons only on hover of the negative

✔

JS-11

JS-20

JS-21

FR-1, FR-6
FR-2
FR-2, FR-4

FR-2, FR-10

FR-1, FR-6
FR-2
FR-2
FR-5

FR-5
FR-5

FR-1, FR-6
FR-2

FR-2

FR-2
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button.
Display the selected emotion to the
user by text and then fade out after a
set time.

✔

JS-23

Save the emotion button selected by
the user.

✔

JS-24

Get the total number of videos on
offer to the user from the database.

✔

JS-25

If the user isn't logged in prompt
them to log in to use the website.

✔

JS-26

Assign videos to the thumbnail
sidebar at random.

✔

JS-27

Get the list of video ID's to be loaded
into the thumbnail sidebar.

✔

JS-28

On click of the up button, move up
through the videos in the thumbnail
sidebar.

✔

On click of the down button, move
down through the videos in the
thumbnail sidebar.

✔

On the click of the video thumbnail
the correct video loads into the main
video player.

✔

JS-31

Save the chosen video that was
selected to the database.

✔

JS-32

Save the current video state of the
video to the database.

✔

JS-33

Save the current video duration of
the video to the database.

✔

JS-22

JS-29

JS-30

FR-2

FR-8
FR-9
FR-2
FR-10
FR-9
FR-2

FR-2

FR-2

FR-6
FR-6
FR-6

5.7.4 CSS functionality testing
Table 5.11 shows the CSS functions of 360-MAM-Affect, which are tested within 360MAM-Affect's Videre Online website to ensure they performed as required. Each CSS
Function is listed in the left-hand side column. The column CSS Functionality contains a
description of this function. Each CSS Function is listed in the left-hand side column. The
column CSS Functionality contains a description of this function. The column Test indicates
if the CSS function passed or failed when tested. If the CSS function failed then the CSS error
was rectified to ensure the CSS function worked as required. The final column Non-
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Functional Requirement indicates which non-functional requirements from Chapter 3, Section
3.2, the CSS Function addressed.
During testing of 360-MAM-Affect's CSS functionality testing, as shown in Table 5.11, CSS13 produced an error. On some occasions the cursor did not display the correct cursor type
when hovering over certain elements on the screen. This was corrected so that users would
know which elements on the screen they could interact with based on the cursor type.
Of the 5 non-functional requirements of the emotion-centred model discussed in Chapter 3,
Section 3.2, all 5 non-functional requirements are achieved by the CSS functions tested, as
shown in Table 5.11 (i.e. NFR-1, NFR-2, NFR-3, NFR-4 and NFR-5).
Table 5.11: CSS functionality testing
CSS
Function

CSS Functionality

CSS-1

Set the layout of the user interface.

✔

CSS-2

Set the layout for the YouTube API
video player.

✔

CSS-3

Set the layout for the emotion
buttons positive, neutral and
negative including their colours.

✔

Test
Pass Fail

Non-Functional
Requirements
NFR-1
NFR-4
NFR-4

On hovering over an emotion
button, modify the text colour to
indicate mouse hover.

✔

CSS-5

Set the colour and layout of the
meta-emotion buttons.

✔

CSS-6

Set the images contained in the
IMG folder to each emotion button.

✔

CSS-7

Set the positive emotion button to
green

✔

CSS-8

Set the negative emotion button to
red.

✔

CSS-9

Set the neutral emotion button to
amber.

✔

CSS-10

Set the layout of the up and down
button.

✔

CSS-4

Rectified

NFR-5

NFR-4
NFR-4
NFR-4
NFR-4
NFR-4
NFR-2
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CSS-11

Set the layout of the video
thumbnails in the sidebar.

CSS-12

Set the correct colours to each
button of the current colour picker
(Red, Orange, Yellow, Green,
Blue, Purple, Brown, Grey and
Black).

CSS-13

NFR-2

✔

NFR-4
✔

Assign the cursor type to pointer on
hover of certain interface elements.

✗

✔

NFR-3, NFR-4

5.8 Example user walkthroughs of 360-MAM-Affect
To demonstrate how users interact with 360-MAM-Affect, three example user walkthroughs
are discussed here. The user walkthroughs are from participants who interacted with 360MAM-Affect during Experiment V discussed later in Chapter 6.

5.8.1 Example 1: Female-A participant
Female-A signs up to 360-MAM-Affect through the registration page of its website Videre
Online, as shown in Figure 5.33. Users are required to fill out all fields in order to register
successfully as discussed in Section 5.4.1. Once all fields on the sign-up page are filled in
correctly Female-A could click to complete the sign-up.

Figure 5.33: Female-A sign-up registration page
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On completion of sign-up Female-A was able to login to use 360-MAM-Affect's website
Videre Online using the login page, as shown in Figure 5.34. Users are asked to provide their
username or email address, along with their password as discussed in Section 5.4.1.

Figure 5.34: Female-A logs in
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Once Female-A logged into 360-MAM-Affect's website Videre Online she was automatically
directed to Videre Online'a homepage which outlines 360-MAM-Affect's objectives together
with a short video demonstration of 360-MAM-Affect, as shown in Figure 5.35.

Figure 5.35: Female-A directed to homepage screen
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Female-A is then asked in the instructions provided in the short video demonstration to
complete the personality survey on the Personality page after she has signed up. A screen
from Female-A's personality survey is shown in Figure 5.36.

Figure 5.36: Screen from Female-A personality survey
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As shown in Figure 5.37, Female-A was then provided with the individual scores of her
choices in the personality survey. She scored highest for the Romantic and Dramatic
personality types from the 7 possible personality types and she was also presented with her
main personality traits.

Figure 5.37: Female-A presented with her personality results
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Female-A then visited the Videos page and selected Blue for her colour choice for that day.
After selecting her choice an on-screen popup informed her that she had chosen the colour
Blue, as shown in Figure 5.38.

Figure 5.38: Female-A selects a colour for the current day
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After Female-A selected the colour Blue, she selected Joy for her current mood for that day.
A popup on screen then informs her that she chose Joy for that day, as shown in Figure 5.39.

Figure 5.39: Female-A chooses Joy for her current mood
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Female-A selected 6 videos for viewing from the thumbnail sidebar during the course of her
interaction for that day. She left Positive Joy feedback on 9 occasions during this session
including more than once on some videos. As shown in Figure 5.40 she hovers over the
Positive emotion feedback button, which then displays the Positive emotion feedback buttons
displayed in green for Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad, Surprise and Fear.

Figure 5.40: Female-A selects Positive Joy feedback
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Female-A was prompted each time she left emotion feedback to provide a star rating. From
the 9 occasions she left Positive Joy feedback during this session she selected star rating
scores between 6 and 9 stars. An example of this star rating feedback prompt is shown in
Figure 5.41.

Figure 5.41: Female-A selects a 9-star rating
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During the session Female-A left feedback 9 times on 6 different videos. She always selected
Positive Joy when leaving emotion feedback on videos and all of her star ratings ranged
between 6 and 9 stars. As shown in Figure 5.42, Female-A is informed that she has left
feedback for 6 videos today.

Figure 5.42: Female-A leaves feedback on 6 different videos during the session
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5.8.2 Example 2: Male-A participant
Male-A signs up to 360-MAM-Affect through the registration page of its website Videre
Online. On completion of sign-up Male-A was able to login to 360-MAM-Affect using the
login page on Videre Online, by providing his username or email address, together with his
password. Once Male-A logged into 360-MAM-Affect's website Videre Online he was
automatically directed to Videre Online's homepage which outlines 360-MAM-Affect's
objectives together with a short video demonstration of 360-MAM-Affect, as shown in Figure
5.43.

Figure 5.43: Male-A directed to homepage screen
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Male-A is then asked in the instructions provided in the short video demonstration to
complete the personality survey on the Personality page after he has signed up, as shown in
Figure 5.44.

Figure 5.44: Screen from Male-A personality survey
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As shown in Figure 5.45, Male-A was provided with his individual scores from completing
the personality survey. He scored highest for Stunt Double and Believer personality types
from the 7 possible personality types.

Figure 5.45: Male-A presented with his personality results
Male-A then visited the Videos page and selected Grey for his colour choice for that day.
Then an on-screen popup informed him that he had chosen the colour Grey, as shown in
Figure 5.46.

Figure 5.46: Male-A selects a colour for the current day
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After Male-A selected the colour Grey, he selected Fear for his current mood for that day. An
on-screen popup informed him that he chose Fear for that day, as shown in Figure 5.47.

Figure 5.47: Male-A chooses Fear for his current mood

Male-A made 5 total video selections for viewing from the thumbnail sidebar during the
course of his interaction for that day. Male-A did not leave feedback more than once on the
same video. During this session, he left Positive Joy feedback on 3 of those 5 occasions and
he chose Neutral on 2 of those 5 occasions. As shown in Figure 5.48 when Male-A hovered
on Neutral, the text of the Neutral button darkened. No further emotions are displayed unlike
when selecting Positive and Negative, which offers the user a selection of emotions including
Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad, Surprise and Fear.

Figure 5.48: Male-A selects Neutral feedback
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Male-A was prompted each time he left emotion feedback to provide a star rating. From the 5
occasions he left feedback during this session, he selected star rating scores between 1 and 10
stars. On the 3 occasions he selected Positive Joy he selected a star rating between 7 and 10
stars. On the 2 occasions he selected Neutral feedback he selected between 1 and 4 stars, as
shown in Figure 5.49.

Figure 5.49: Male-A selects a 1-star rating
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During this session Male-A left feedback 5 times on 5 different videos. Male-A selected
Positive Joy on 3 occasions when leaving emotion feedback on videos and all of the star
ratings for that feedback ranged between 8 and 10 stars. On the remaining 2 cases of emotion
feedback Male-A selected Neutral and all of the star ratings ranged between 1 and 4 stars. As
shown in Figure 5.50 Male-A is informed he has left feedback for 5 videos today.

Figure 5.50: Male-A leaves feedback on 5 different videos during the session
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5.8.3 Example 3: Female-B participant
Female-B signs up to 360-MAM-Affect through the registration page of its website Videre
Online, as shown in Figure 5.51. The user was required to fill out all fields in order to register
successfully to Videre Online. Once all fields on the sign-up page are selected Female-B can
click to complete the sign-up survey.

Figure 5.51: Female-B sign-up registration page
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On completion of sign-up Female-B is able to login to the 360-MAM-Affect website Videre
Online using the login page. Once Female-B logged into 360-MAM-Affect's website interface
Videre Online she was automatically directed to Videre Online's home page which outlines
360-MAM-Affect's objectives together with a short video demonstration of 360-MAMAffect, as shown in Figure 5.52.

Figure 5.52: Female-B directed to homepage screen
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During the short video demonstration Female-B was instructed to complete the personality
survey on the Personality page after she had signed up to Videre Online, as shown in Figure
5.53.

Figure 5.53: Screen from Female-B personality survey
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As shown in Figure 5.54, Female-B was provided with the individual scores of her choices in
the personality survey. She scored highest for Romantic and Indie personality types from the
7 possible personality types.

Figure 5.54: Female-B presented with her personality results
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Female-B then visited the Videos page and selected Red for her colour choice for that day. An
on-screen popup informed her that she chose the colour Red, as shown in Figure 5.55.

Figure 5.55: Female-B selects a colour for the current day
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After Female-B selected the colour Red she selected Joy for her current mood for that day. An
on-screen popup informed her that she chose Joy for that day, as shown in Figure 5.56.

Figure 5.56: Female-B chooses Joy for her current mood
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Female-B selected 10 videos for viewing from the thumbnail sidebar during the course of the
session on that day. She left Positive Joy feedback on 1 occasion and Neutral feedback 4
times during this session. Female-B did not leave feedback more than once on any video
during this session. Female-B was prompted each time she left emotion feedback to provide a
star rating. On the 4 occasions she left Neutral feedback on a video she selected between 4
and 6 stars during the session. For the 1 occasion she left Positive Joy feedback, she selected
a star rating score of 4 stars. Figure 5.57 shows an example of this star rating feedback
prompt.

Figure 5.57: Female-B selects a 4-star rating
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During this session Female-B left feedback 5 times on 5 different videos. Female-B only
selected Positive Joy on 1 occasion and Neutral for all other occasions when leaving emotion
feedback on videos and all of the star ratings she provided ranged from 4 to 6 stars. As shown
in Figure 5.58, Female-B is informed that she has left feedback for 5 videos today.

Figure 5.58: Female-B leaves feedback on 5 different videos during the session
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If the user logged out of Videre Online and attempted to leave video feedback, he/she
received a prompt on the screen stating: “You are not logged in, sign in to leave emotion
feedback”. This feature prevented users who had signed out from attempting to leave any
feedback, as shown in Figure 5.59.

Figure 5.59: Female-B receives on-screen prompt after sign-out

5.9 Summary
This chapter discussed the implementation of 360-MAM-Affect's design from Chapter 4. 360MAM-Affect collects emotion feedback on video content with emotion detection, sentiment
analysis and gamification. The implementation of 360-MAM-Affect, its layered architecture
and 360-MAM-Affect database were discussed. The emotion-centred model for video quality
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evaluation based on monitoring user interaction with online video content was implemented
within 360-MAM-Affect and its sentiment analysis, emotion detection and 360-Gamify
modules. The functional and non-functional requirements of the emotion-centred model
discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.2 were discussed in relation to the implementation of 360MAM-Affect.
Videre Online, which was created in WordPress (WordPress 2017), hosts the website
interface for 360-MAM-Affect. Videre Online contains a Registration, Log-in, Home,
Personality, Videos, Profile and Log-out page. 360-MAM-Affect's Sentiment Analysis
module collects text comments from YouTube videos, which are then processed in order to
determine if they are positive or negative. 360-MAM-Affect's Emotion Detection module
collects emotion feedback on video media assets together with user data through 4 submodules: (1) emotion feedback (on video media assets), (2) explicit mood feedback, (3)
implicit mood feedback and (4) user personality and preferences. 360-Gamify motivates user
engagement by enabling users to keep track of their individual progress each day through a
video feedback counter that increments when the user views and rates a video. Testing 360MAM-Affect's functionality ensured that PHP, Javascript and CSS code errors were
identified. 360-MAM-Affect's functionality covered all 10 functional requirements and 5 nonfunctional requirements of the emotion-centred model. Discussion of 3 example user
walkthroughs demonstrates the functionality of 360-MAM-Affect's Emotion Detection
module and 360-Gamify. The next chapter discusses the results of 5 experiments conducted
with 360-MAM-Affect.
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Chapter 6:

Experimental results

This chapter discusses 5 experiments conducted with 360-MAM-Affect to test the VideoSentiment Hypothesis (H1) and Video-Emotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2), as discussed in
Chapter 1, Section 1.1. The first 4 experiments (I, II, III and IV) are conducted on 360-MAMAffect's Sentiment Analysis module in order to test the Video-Sentiment Hypothesis (H1).
Experiment V is conducted with 360-MAM-Affect's Emotion detection module and 360Gamify in order to test the Video-Emotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2). The following
sections discuss the formulation and results of these 5 experiments.

6.1 Sentiment analysis experiments
360-MAM-Affect's Sentiment Analysis module predicts people's sentiment on a video based
on their text comments, as discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.3. To test our Video-Sentiment
Hypothesis (H1) with 360-MAM-Affect, 4 experiments are conducted on the 4 Sentiment
Analysis models discussed in Section 5.3:
•

Experiment I: SentimentClassifer model

•

Experiment II: EmoSenticNetClassifer model

•

Experiment III: GATE Annie Gazetteer model

•

Experiment IV: RapidMiner Support Vector Machine (SVM) model

6.1.1 Experiment I: SentimentClassifer model
The Google Prediction API (Google 2014) was used to develop the sentiment analysis
prediction model, SentimentClassifer, as discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.3.1. The model
was queried with 10 arbitrary sentences not present in the training data discussed in Section
5.3.1 to see if SentimentClassifer model identified them as positive, negative or neutral.
SentimentClassifer had no difficulty identifying the sentiment of straightforward sentences
such as sentences 1 and 2 given in Table 6.1. When processing more ambiguous sentences
such as sentences 4 and 5, SentimentClassifer failed to identify the correct sentiment (Table
6.1). However, accuracy could be improved with a larger training data set. The Google
Prediction API documentation explains that for best results, the training data should be of
similar text length to the expected queries. Using long text strings for training and short text
strings in the queries (or vice versa) can potentially alter the results. The training data and
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queries are of similar length, so it is unlikely to have caused distortion in the results shown in
Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Testing SentimentClassifer with arbitrary sentences
SentimentClassifer Model
Emotion outputLabel

Sentence
Number

Queried Sentence

1

There are five birds on the overhead
cables.

0.00

0.00

1.00

2

I am so excited for this event tonight.

1.00

0.00

0.00

3

I can say that I do not like apples, but I
do love pears.

1.00

0.00

0.00

4

Not like I care about what happens to
you.

1.00

0.00

0.00

5

I hate you more than you will ever know.

0.63

0.37

0.00

6

Got to love this guy but I really hate the
situation they place him in, they are just
not fair.

0.99

0.01

0.00

7

Hate this film it is just a terrible squeal.

0.77

0.22

0.00

8

I bought ten chickens for dinner, and only
2 carrots.

1.00

0.00

0.00

9

This car park can hold twenty-four cars.

0.00

0.00

1.00

10

Your videos have been getting worse
over time, it is not up to the standard that
it once was. I think I will unsubscribe.

0.35

0.65

0.00

Positive Negative Neutral

6.1.2 Experiment II: EmoSenticNetClassifer model
EmoSenticNet (Gelbukh 2015) and the Google Prediction API (Google 2014) are employed
in developing the sentiment analysis prediction model, EmoSenticNetClassifer, as discussed
in Chapter 5, Section 5.3.1. In total, there are 15,035 EmoSenticNet concepts, 3,236 of these
are duplicate entries of concepts related to more than one emotion. 11,786 of the concepts are
only related to one out of the 6 emotions and there was no overlap with other emotions. 13
concepts are found to be unrelated to any of the 6 emotions, and therefore neutral. No concept
was found to possess all 6 emotions, the most found was 5 and the least found was 0. Table
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6.2 shows the frequencies of instances where a concept in EmoSenticNet was associated with
one emotion.
Table 6.2: EmoSenticNet concepts associated with one emotion
Total

Concepts With Single Emotions
Anger Disgust
257

595

Joy

Sad

8,821 1,283

Concepts

Surprise Fear
330

500

11,786

Figure 6.1 shows frequencies (%) of instances where a concept in EmoSenticNet was
associated with 2 emotions. In these instances, all concepts related to 2 of the emotions, and
hence overlap with other emotions. For example, there are 65 occurrences of Anger & Disgust
labelled concepts, 762 concept labels associated with Joy & Surprise. However, only 3 are
associated with Anger & Surprise. From Figure 6.1 it can be observed that the emotions Fear
or Disgust often accompanied concepts that are associated with Anger. Joy was most often
associated to Surprise and vice versa.

Figure 6.1: Frequencies (%) of 2 emotions per concept
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Figure 6.2 shows concepts that contained 3 emotion labels. There are 404 concepts associated
with three emotion labels, which is 2.69% of the total data set. Disgust, Fear and Anger
represented a total of 340 of the 404 triple labelled concepts.

300
250
200
150

Sad

Fear

Surprise

Disgust

Anger

0

(1) Emotion

50

Anger
Disgust
Joy
Sad
Surprise
Fear

100

Joy

Number of Concepts Related to 3 Emotions

350

Anger Disgust Joy
Sad Surprise Fear
Combined (2) Emotions

Figure 6.2: Combination of 3 emotions per concept

Results for concepts that contained 4 or more emotion labels are not included due to the small
data sizes. A total of 20 concepts contained 4 emotion labels and only 4 concepts contained 5
emotion labels. No concept was found to contain all of the 6 emotion labels.
Using the Google Prediction API, the EmoSenticNetClassifer model was trained with the
modified EmoSenticNet text file containing 15,033 EmoSenticNet concepts (289.81 KB). It
returned 7 numberLabels (Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad, Surprise, Fear and Neutral) with a
classification accuracy of 59%. The EmoSenticNetClassifer model was queried with 12
common arbitrary words as well as 2 concepts (Rotten Fruit and Alcoholism), which are
present in the training data file. Out of the 12 queries, Joy was labelled the “outputLabel” for
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7 of the 12 queries as seen in Table 6.3. The results are reasonably accurate with 5 concepts
being highest rated in the expected emotion label. However, 7 concepts failed to return the
highest rating in the expected emotion label. The 2 queries (Rotten Fruit and Alcoholism),
which are present in the training data file were expected to be highly rated in Anger, Disgust
and Sad, but on both (Rotten Fruit and Alcoholism) instances Joy was still highly rated in
comparison to earlier queries. This may be explained by the fact that Joy had the highest
frequency of entries in the training data. In the case of 'Rotten Fruit', the reason why Joy was
highly rated compared to Disgust could be the result of the noun 'fruit'. Hence, the
EmoSenticNetClassifier model should only rate adjective or noun modifiers or weigh the
rating to place more emphasis on adjectives and noun modifiers in order to improve accuracy,
e.g. 'rotten (adj) fruit' or 'chocolate (noun) bar'.
Table 6.3: Results of EmoSenticNetClassifer model
Emotion Labels
Query
Anger

Disgust

Joy

Sad

Surprise

Fear

Neutral

Good

0.139

0.138

0.175

0.137

0.136

0.138

0.133

Bad

0.108

0.107

0.227

0.106

0.239

0.107

0.103

Sad

0.139

0.138

0.175

0.137

0.136

0.137

0.133

Terrible

0.139

0.138

0.175

0.137

0.136

0.138

0.133

Happy

0.189

0.187

0.175

0.188

0.086

0.087

0.084

Horrible

0.139

0.138

0.175

0.137

0.136

0.138

0.133

Bland

0.139

0.138

0.175

0.137

0.136

0.138

0.133

Sweet

0.139

0.138

0.175

0.137

0.136

0.138

0.133

Funny

0.139

0.138

0.175

0.137

0.136

0.138

0.133

Smile

0.139

0.138

0.175

0.137

0.136

0.138

0.133

0.108

0.107

0.227

0.239

0.105

0.107

0.103

0.189

0.184

0.182

0.184

0.086

0.088

0.084

Rotten
Fruit
Alcoholism
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Figure 6.3 shows Table 6.3 in graph form and joy shows consistently higher prediction

Prediction frequency (Score 0.0 - 1.0)

frequencies compared to other emotions labels.
0.3

EmoSenticNetClassifer Model

Query
Good
Bad

0.2

Sad
Terrible
Happy

0.1

Horrible
Bland
Sweet

0
Anger Disgust

Joy

Sad Surprise
Emotion

Fear

Neutral

Funny
Smile
Rotten Fruit
Alcoholism

Figure 6.3: EmoSenticNetClassifer prediction frequencies
Results from testing SentimentClassifer (Google Prediction API) in Experiment I and
EmoSenticNetClassifer (Google Prediction API + EmoSenticNet) in Experiment II show
potential for application within 360-MAM-Affect's Sentiment Analysis module. However, in
training sentiment analysis models it is important that balanced examples of each type of
sentiment are provided, otherwise, results may be skewed as was observed for Joy in Figure
6.3.

6.1.3 Experiment III: GATE Annie Gazetteer model
The GATE Annie Gazetteer model identified the frequency of tagged emotions within
separate URLs from respective YouTube channels, as discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.3.2.
Comments are gathered from four different YouTube Channels, as shown in Table 6.4. Two
of these channels (Brit Lab/Head Squeeze, YouTube EDU) contained mostly science and
educational videos, the third was a Vlogger’s Channel called Sam Pepper, which contained a
variety of video genres and the fourth, MyTop100Videos, was collected from a playlist
containing a selection of the most disliked videos on YouTube which varied in genre from
education to music and Vlogs
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Table 6.4: YouTube channel video URLs harvested
YouTube Channel

Collection
Playlist

Brit Lab/Head Squeeze

Total Collected URLs

Channel
✔

490

YouTube EDU

✔

389

Sam Pepper

✔

128

MyTop100Videos

✔

426

Total Video URLs Collected

1,433

These tagged text files containing YouTube comments processed by RapidMiner identified
the frequency of tagged emotions within each separate URL from each YouTube channel. Up
to 100 of the most recent comments are reaped from each of the 1,433 videos. The average
frequency of tags for Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad, Surprise, Fear and Neutral was calculated
across all of the YouTube channels, as shown in Figure 6.4.

Average Emotion frequencies across YouTube Channels
MyTop100Videos

Sam Pepper

Brit Lab / Head Squeeze

YouTube EDU

Average Emotion Frequencies

140.0
120.0
100.0
80.0
60.0
40.0
20.0
.0
Emotion
Figure 6.4: Average emotion frequencies across YouTube channels
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These averages are calculated by arithmetic mean:

A = average emotion frequency, S = total sum of given tagged emotion and N = total number
of video URLs for given channel. 3 (Sad, Surprise and Joy) of the 7 emotion tags are above
20 for average emotion frequency, which has previously been found to be more frequently
related to concepts from EmoSenticNet. Anger, Disgust, Fear and Neutral are considerably
lower with none of these 4 emotions being higher than 3 for their average emotion frequency.
However, this could be attributed to fewer concepts in EmoSenticNet being linked to these
emotion tags. The least common emotion was, Neutral, with an average emotion frequency of
only 1, though this was not unexpected due to the low number of concepts in EmoSenticNet
that were found to be Neutral. It is surprising that the channels, MyTop100Videos and Sam
Pepper do not appear to have a higher average number of emotion tags for Anger, Disgust,
Sad or Fear, considering the playlist chosen from MyTop100Videos includes some of the
most disliked videos on YouTube. Sam Pepper has incurred a huge degree of criticism online
for abusive and harassing actions in his videos. Hence, it was expected that more negative
emotions would have been found in comments on his videos. It is noted that both
MyTop100Videos and Sam Pepper scored much lower in Joy and Surprise on average than
the two educational YouTube channels, Brit Lab/Head Squeeze and YouTube EDU.

6.1.4 Experiment IV: RapidMiner Support Vector Machine (SVM) model
The RapidMiner Support Vector Machine (SVM) model was trained with RapidMiner
(RapidMiner 2017) and the movie review dataset (Pang and Lee 2004) as discussed in
Chapter 5, Section 5.3.3. The RapidMiner SVM model was evaluated with RapidMiner’s
Performance operator, which gave the precision and recall results in Table 6.5 for movie
reviews, prior to using the RapidMiner SVM model to classify YouTube comments from
MyTop100Videos, Sam Pepper, Brit Lab/Head Squeeze and YouTube EDU. In Table 6.5, 829
accounts of movie reviews predicted as negative by the RapidMiner SVM model are correctly
identified as negative movie reviews. 172 accounts of movie reviews predicted as positive are
in fact negative movie reviews. 154 accounts of movie reviews predicted by the SVM model
as negative are in fact positive movie reviews. 847 accounts of movie reviews predicted as
positive which are correctly identified as positive by the RapidMiner SVM model.
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Precision (Alvarez 2002) classifies how many of the movie reviews that were identified by
the RapidMiner SVM model were correctly predicted as positive or negative and is calculated
by:

Recall (Alvarez 2002) specifies the number of movie reviews that were successfully
identified by the RapidMiner SVM model as positive or negative and is calculated by:

TP = true positive, the case was positive and predicted as positive; TN = true negative, the
case was negative and predicted as negative; FP = false positive, the case was negative but
predicted as positive; FN = false negative, the case was positive but predicted as negative.
For example, the precision (%) of the RapidMiner SVM model for negative movie reviews is:

For example, the recall (%) of the RapidMiner SVM model for negative movie reviews is:

Table 6.5: Predicted precision and recall of movie reviews
True Negative

True Positive
Class Precision (%)

Movie Reviews Movie Reviews
Predicted Negative Movie Reviews

829.00

154.00

84.33

Predicted Positive Movie Reviews

172.00

847.00

83.12

Class Recall (%)

82.82

84.62

The RapidMiner SVM model, which was trained using the movie review dataset (Pang and
Lee 2004), was then applied to classifying YouTube comments from MyTop100Videos, Sam
Pepper, Brit Lab/Head Squeeze and YouTube EDU. YouTube comments were previously
collected from 1,433 videos as discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.3.2. The results from this
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sentiment analysis model implementation showed that out of 1,433 videos 55% are predicted
to have overall negative sentiment, whilst the remaining 45% are predicted to have positive
sentiment, as shown in Figure 6.5.
Total Sentiment Prediction

Negative
55%

Positive
45%

Figure 6.5: Total positive and negative sentiment labelled videos
Out of 1,433 videos, Brit Lab/Head Squeeze accounted for 490, MyTop100Videos for 426,
YouTube EDU for 389 and Sam Pepper for 128. The breakdown of each channel's overall
predicted video sentiment is shown in Figure 6.6. Results for each video from Brit Lab/Head
Squeeze, Top100Videos, Sam Pepper and YouTube EDU are given in Appendix B.1, Table
B.1.

Figure 6.6: Video +/- sentiment prediction frequency (%) across different channels
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The RapidMiner SVM model was found to be the most suited to classifying negative/positive
YouTube text comments. The predictions of this model did not exhibit the skewed results
observed with the SentimentClassifer, EmoSenticNetClassifer and GATE ANNIE Gazetteer
models.
In sum, Experiments I-IV demonstrate how sentiment analysis can enhance the evaluation of
online videos using user text comments. The RapidMiner SVM model shows the most
promise and provides evidence to support the Video-Sentiment Hypothesis (H1).

6.2 Experiment V: Emotion detection & gamification
To test the Video-Emotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2), Experiment V is conducted with 360MAM-Affect's Emotion Detection module, 360-Gamify and Videre Online web interface.
Experiment V is conducted over two weeks (Week-1, Week-2). The Emotion Detection
module of 360-MAM-Affect collects emotion feedback on video media assets together with
user data, e.g. current mood, as discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.4. Emotion Detection
module data is collected by 4 sub-modules: (1) emotion feedback, (2) explicit mood feedback,
(3) implicit mood feedback and (4) user personality & preferences. 360-MAM-Affect's
gamification module, 360-Gamify engages users during Experiment V, as discussed in
Chapter 5, Section 5.5.

6.2.1 YouTube video data
Of the original 1,433 YouTube videos (see Appendix B.1, Table B.1) classified by the
RapidMiner SVM model in Experiment IV, see Chapter 5, Section 5.3.3. The 100 most
positive and 100 most negative videos that continued to be available on YouTube are selected
as data for Experiment V. These videos are provided to participants in the thumbnail sidebar
for viewing, as discussed in Chapter 5, Figure 5.10. Of the original 1,433 videos some videos
had since become unavailable on YouTube and hence were removed so that an equal set of
100 positive and 100 negative videos remained. Further detail on these videos is given in
Appendix I, Tables I.1 and I.2
The 100 most positive videos that remained available on YouTube were presented to
participants in the thumbnail sidebar during Week-1 of Experiment V. Of the 100 most
positive videos, 1 is from Sam Pepper's channel, 26 are from Brit Lab/Head Squeeze's
channel, 35 from YouTube EDU's channel and 38 from MyTop100Videos' channel as shown
in Figure 6.7, ordered from least positive to most positive across the x-axis. The least
positively rated video has a positivity rating of 71% and the most positively rated video has a
positivity rating of 91.7% as determined by the RapidMiner SVM model discussed in Chapter
5, Section 5.3.3. Only 128 of the 1,433 videos rated by the RapidMiner SVM model came
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from Sam Pepper's channel and Sam Pepper has incurred a huge degree of criticism online
for abusive and harassing actions in his videos. Hence, it was not unexpected that only 1 of
his videos was rated amongst the 100 most positive compared to Brit Lab/Head Squeeze,
MyTop100Videos and YouTube EDU.

Total Videos

YouTubeEdu

Sam Pepper

MyTop100Videos

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
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28
27
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25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

20
40
60
80
RapidMiner SVM Model Positive Rating Score (%)

Figure 6.7: RapidMiner SVM model 100 most positively rated videos

100
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The 100 most negative videos that remained available on YouTube were presented
to participants in the thumbnail sidebar during Week-2 of Experiment V. Of the 100 most
negative videos, 5 are from Sam Pepper's channel, 42 are from Brit Lab/Head Squeeze's
channel, 17 from YouTube EDU's channel and 36 from MyTop100Videos' channel as shown
in Figure 6.8, ordered from least negative to most negative across the x-axis. The least
negatively rated video has a negativity rating of 74.9% and the most negatively rated video
has a negativity rating of 99% as determined by the RapidMiner SVM model discussed in
Chapter 5, Section 5.3.3.
YouTubeEdu

Sam Pepper

MyTop100Videos

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

41
39
37
35

33
31
29

Total Videos

27
25
23
21
19
17
15
13
11
9
7

5
3
1
0

20
40
60
80
RapidMiner SVM Model Negative Score Rating (%)

Figure 6.8: SVM model 100 most negatively rated videos

100
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6.2.2 Experimental setup
Voluntary participants for Experiment V were recruited randomly from online student and
gaming communities through Facebook. It was important that those participating in the
experiment were familiar with social media and video-sharing websites such as YouTube. 25
voluntary participants were recruited to take part in Experiment V. However, 3 participants
later dropped out during Week-1 and their (partial) results are not included. Of the original 25
participants, 22 successfully completed the experiment, including 19 females and 3 males. In
order to collect sufficient data during Experiment V participants were asked to agree to the
statements given in Appendix C, Table C.1. All participants used their own devices to access
the 360-MAM-Affect online website Videre Online during Experiment V. They were
provided with a means of direct communication with the experimenter throughout
Experiment V in case they had any queries. Participants were required to fill out an online
sign-up questionnaire as discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.6, prior to commencing
Experiment V in order to obtain participant demographics, computing facilities available to
them, YouTube experience, and video genre preferences. Once participants completed the
sign-up questionnaire they could login to 360-MAM-Affect's web interface Videre Online, as
discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.6. Participants were also provided with a short video
demonstrating how to use the online website from sign-up through to placing video feedback,
as shown in Figures 6.9, 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12. Outlined below is a brief overview of the steps
each participant was directed to follow as instructed by the video on the homepage, which are
given in detail in Appendix C, Table C.1.
On the first day of Experiment V, participants accessed 360-MAM-Affect's online website
interface Videre Online (as shown in Figure 6.9) and were required to:
1. Sign up to the website by completing the sign-up survey.
2. Login to the website.
3. View the instructional video on the website Homepage which demonstrated website
features.
4. Complete the Traitify (Traitify 2017) movie personality survey hosted on the
Personality page by visiting the personality page from the navigation menu (shown in
the top right corner of Videre Online's interface in Figure 6.9).
5. Go to the Videos page from the navigation menu of Videre Online; continue to Steps
6 and 7.
Each day participants accessed the website they were required to:
6. Choose a colour and mood once per day on the Videos page.
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7. Select emotion feedback and a star rating on 5 different videos per day on the Videos
page.

Figure 6.9: 360-MAM-Affect Videre Online homepage instructional video
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Figure 6.10: Participant directed to visit the personality page upon sign-up

Figure 6.11: Participant directed to complete the movie personality survey
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Figure 6.12: Participant instructed to go to videos page on completing personality survey

Experiment V was conducted over a two-week period with the 360-MAM-Affect interface
shown in Figure 6.13. Example user walkthroughs discussed in in Chapter 5, Section 5.8
demonstrated how 3 participants interacted with 360-MAM-Affect's user interface. During
Week-1 participants were presented with the 100 most positive YouTube videos as discussed
in Section 6.2.1 and shown in Appendix I, Table I.1. During Week-2 participants were
provided with the 100 most negative videos YouTube videos as discussed in Section 6.2.1
and shown in Appendix I, Table I.2. These videos were provided in the thumbnail sidebar
shown in Figure 6.13. Participants were not informed that the videos were classified as
positive or negative. Participants were only informed that 100 randomly ordered videos were
being provided for viewing each week. This enabled us to identify whether participants
enjoyed the videos from Week-1 more than Week-2 and vice versa, without bias. Participants
were asked to provide minimum feedback for 5 different videos per day through the 360MAM-Affect Emotion Feedback sub-module, i.e. positive, neutral and negative buttons
located below the main video player, as shown in Figure 6.13 and discussed in Chapter 5,
Section 5.4.2. Participants were asked to engage with 360-MAM-Affect for at least 5 days per
each week of Experiment V. This benchmark was set in order to maximise the data collected
per participant. The only variable altered from Week-1 to Week-2 was the positive or
negative classification of videos provided to participants. Participants were also invited to
choose a colour and a current mood once per day, as shown in Figure 6.13 and discussed in
Section 5.4.3.
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Figure 6.13: 360-MAM-Affect videos page where participant view video content

6.2.3 Participant 360-MAM-Affect sign-up questionnaire
No participant over the age of 65 volunteered to take part in the Experiment V and the
majority of participants were females aged between 18 and 34, as shown in Figure 6.14.
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Age & Gender
10
9
Total Partipants

8
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6
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3
2

1
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18 to 24 25 to 34 35 to 44 45 to 54 55 to 64
Age Group

65+

Figure 6.14: Age group and gender of participants
All of the 22 participants had access to working speakers with the equipment they were using.
10 of the 22 participants had access to a desktop computer, 13 had access to a laptop, 13 had
access to a mobile device and 7 had tablets, as shown in Figure 6.15.
Select all of the relevant statements that describe most
accurately the computer equipment you are using
Total Partipants

25

22

20
15
10

10

13

13
7

5

0

0
Desktop

Laptop

Tablet

Mobile

It has
It does not
working
have
speakers. working
speakers.

Equipment Type

Figure 6.15: Participant internet access equipment
Of the 22 participants, 15 had moderate Internet speeds, 6 reported having fast Internet
speeds and only 1 reported having slow Internet speed, as shown in Figure 6.16.

Total Partipants
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Select the statement that most accurately describes your
internet speed
15
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6
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0
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user events (It quickly to user events (It user events (It slowly
opens the internet
opens the internet
opens the internet
window)
window with
window)
moderate speed)
Figure 6.16: Participant equipment internet speed

Of the 22 participants, 16 had moderate loading speeds for YouTube videos, 6 reported
having fast loading speeds and none reported having slow loading speeds for YouTube
videos, as shown in Figure 6.17.

Total Partipants

When loading YouTube videos on your device…
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16
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YouTube videos
load moderately

YouTube videos
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Figure 6.17: Participant equipment YouTube video loading speed

Of the 22 participants, 11 reported feeling very confident whilst using a computer or laptop, 9
reported feeling confident and 2 reported feeling neutral. None of the 22 participants reported
feeling not confident or extremely not confident, as shown in Figure 6.18.
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Total Participants
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Figure 6.18: Participant confidence levels when using devices

Of the 22 participants, 11 reported feeling very confident whilst using the Internet and 11
reported feeling confident. None of the 22 participants reported feeling neutral, not confident

Total Partipants

or extremely not confident, as shown in Figure 6.19.
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Figure 6.19: Participant confidence levels whilst using the Internet

Of the 22 participants, 5 reported that they always watch YouTube videos, 7 reported
watching them frequently, 7 reported watching them occasionally and only 3 reported
watching them rarely. None of the 22 participants reported having never watched a YouTube
video, as shown in Figure 6.20.
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Total Participants

How frequently do you watch YouTube
videos?
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0

7

5
3
0

Figure 6.20: Participant YouTube video viewing frequency

Of the 22 participants, 8 reported that they preferred Music, 4 reported they preferred
Comedy, 3 reported to preferring Gaming, 2 preferred How-to & Style and 2 reported Pets &
Animals. 1 reported People & Blogs and 1 other choose Science & Technology. None of the
22 participants chose Auto & Vehicles, Entertainment, Film & Animation, News & Politics,
Nonprofits & Activism, Sports or Travel & Events, as shown in Figure 6.21.

Total Partipants

Select your preferred YouTube Video category
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

8
4
0

3
1

0

0

2
0

0

1

2

1

0

0

Figure 6.21: Participant preferred YouTube video category
Of the 22 participants, 6 reported that the Videos Topic/Subject was the most important
feature when choosing a YouTube video to watch, a further 3 reported Video Title and 3
participants chose Other. 2 participants chose High Quality Sound, 2 participants, Good
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Story/Narrative and 2 participants, Presenter. 1 participant chose Eye Catching Thumbnail
and 1 participant, Video Aesthetics. Video Resolution (Size in Pixels) and Video's Total Views
were also each chosen by 1 participant. Features which were not chosen by any of the 22
participants included the Channel's Total Subscribers, Number of Likes Vs. Dislike, Use of
Graphics/Animations, Video Captions/Subtitles and the Video Duration (length of the video),
as shown in Figure 6.22.
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Figure 6.22: Most important feature to participants when choosing a video
From the findings of the participant sign-up questionnaire, it is noted all participants are
confident using electronic devices and the Internet. None of the participants had never
watched a YouTube video and they all had devices and Internet speeds suitable for viewing
YouTube videos. However, their preferred YouTube video categories varied, as did the
features they felt had the largest impact on their video choices. Participants' country,
operating system and internet browser were also collected during the experiment and this data
is shown in Appendix D, Figures D.1, D.2 and D.3.

6.2.4 Emotion feedback
During Experiment V participant Emotion feedback on the YouTube videos (media assets)
was obtained with an emotion feedback popup, as discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.2. A
primary emotion (Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad, Surprise or Fear) and a meta-emotion (Positive,
Negative or Neutral) are selected by the participant. Once the primary and meta-emotion are
obtained the participant is asked to give each video a star rating, enabling a numerical rating
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to be assigned to the video. During Experiment V participants could leave emotion feedback
on a video using the set of emotion feedback buttons below the main video player, as
discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.2. During Week-1 of Experiment V participants were
provided with the 100 most positively rated videos through the interface thumbnail
sidebar, as discussed in Section 6.2.1. Out of 655 selections of emotion feedback, 37% were
Neutral, Positive Joy accounted for 26% and Positive Surprise 14%, as shown in Figure 6.23.
Negative feedback accounted for a much smaller percentage of the overall emotion feedback
left on YouTube videos during Week-1.
Week-1 Video Emotion Feedback
Positive Anger
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Figure 6.23: Participant Week-1 emotion selection
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During Week-2 of Experiment V participants were provided with the 100 most negatively
rated videos through the interface thumbnail sidebar, as discussed in Section 6.2.1. Out of 754
selections of emotion feedback, 43% were Neutral, Positive Joy accounted for 16% and
Positive Surprise 14%. Overall there was more Neutral feedback compared to Week-1, there
was a 10% drop in Positive Joy feedback, whilst Positive Surprise remained the same as
Week-1. As shown in Figure 6.24, Week-2 has an overall increase in the percentage of
Negative feedback left by participants when compared to Week-1.
Week-2 Video Emotion Feedback
Positive Anger

Negative Anger

Positive Disgust

Negative Disgust

Positive Joy

Negative Joy

Positive Sad

Negative Sad

Positive Surprise

Negative Surprise Positive Fear

Negative Fear

Neutral
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3%
9%
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16%
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1%

14%
2% 1%
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Figure 6.24: Participant Week-2 emotion selection
On examining the occurrence of Positive emotion selections in Week-1 and Week-2 it is
noted that Positive Joy and Positive Surprise were selected by participants significantly more
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than Positive Anger, Disgust, Sad or Fear, as shown in Figure 6.25. This is not unexpected as

Total Selections

Anger, Disgust, Sad and Fear are emotions which have negative connotations.
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Figure 6.25: Participant overall positive emotions
Feedback on Negative emotion selections during Week-1 and Week-2 is shown in Figure
6.26. The number of selections of Negative Joy is significantly lower than any other Negative
feedback. Overall Negative Disgust accounts for most Negative selections, Surprise, Sad,
Anger and Fear are less frequent than Disgust but much more frequently selected than Joy.
This is not surprising because Anger, Disgust, Sad and Fear are often negatively associated
emotions. Surprise is an emotion that can be both positive and negative, which is likely to
account for the similar results seen for Week-1 and Week-2.
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Figure 6.26: Participant overall negative emotions
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Next, participants were prompted to provide a star rating for each video by an on-screen
popup as discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.2. Figure 6.27 shows the star ratings chosen by
participants in Week-1. 20% of participants failed to select a star rating in Week-1 as
indicated by "? Star" in Figure 6.27 and 10% in Week-2, as shown in Figure 6.28. It is
possible participants did not understand the star-rating feature of the Experiment V. There is a
drop of 10% in failed star rating selections between Week-1 and Week-2 and it is possible
that participants understood better the star-rating feature in Week-2. On further analysis of
Figure 6.27, the highest percentage of star ratings are between 5 and 8 stars and ratings of 9 to
10 stars accounted for 8% overall. Ratings between 1 to 4 stars accounted for 31% of the
overall total for Week-1.

9%
One Star

20%

7%

Two Star
Three Star
8%

4%

Four Star
Five Star
Six Star

4%

7%

Seven Star
Eight Star

10%

Nine Star
11%
11%

Ten Star
? Star

9%

Figure 6.27: Participant Week-1 star ratings
There was a 10% increase in participant star ratings between 1 and 4 stars from Week-2
(31%) to Week-1 (41%), as shown in Figure 6.28. Star ratings between 5 and 8 stars were
only marginally higher in Week-2 and ratings of 9 to 10 stars accounted for 5%.
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Figure 6.28: Participant Week-2 star ratings

On further analysis of star ratings between Week-1 and Week-2, it is observed that more
selections were made in Week-2 for lower star ratings, as shown in Figure 6.29. Star ratings
between 8 to 10 stars were higher in Week-1 than in Week-2, which is expected. However,
the number of missing star ratings for Week-1 was higher than Week-2, and with missing
ratings it is not possible to conclude conclusively that participants enjoyed the videos from
Week-1 more than Week-2. The linear trend lines shown in Figure 6.29 do suggest that
participants rated the videos as expected, as the Week-1 linear trend line increases as the
number of stars increases, but in Week-2 the linear trend line decreases as the star rating
number increases.
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Figure 6.29: Participant overall star ratings
The Emotion Feedback results from Experiment V provide evidence for the Video-EmotionalReaction Hypothesis (H2) because users are monitored during the viewing of video content
and emotional reaction to video content is collected, i.e. primary, meta emotions and
star ratings. The majority of emotion feedback was Neutral, which suggests that the VideoEmotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2) may not be affective at detecting more subtle emotions.
However, Week-1 received more positive feedback on video content, i.e. primary and meta
emotions, and higher star ratings, which indicates participants generally preferred the videos
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from Week-1 to Week-2. The videos from Week-1 were the most positively rated videos by
the RapidMiner SVM model in Experiment IV, which supports the Video-Sentiment
Hypothesis (H1), as participants enjoy the videos that were predicted to be positive more than
the negatively predicted videos provided in Week-2.

6.2.5 Explicit mood feedback: colour and current mood selection
In order to collect Explicit Mood Feedback from participants they were asked to provide a
current mood and a colour choice. Participants were prompted to select a colour once per day
for each day they interacted with the 360-MAM-Affect website interface, Videre Online
discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.3. Overall the colour Purple had the highest frequency of
selection throughout the two-week period and there is no significant difference in colour
selections between Week-1 and Week-2, as shown in Figure 6.30. When an active participant
failed to select a colour alongside a chosen current mood for the day this is indicated with a ?
in Figures 6.30, 6.31 and 6.32.

Colour
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25
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?

Figure 6.30: Participant colour selections during the two-week period

As shown in Figures 6.31 and 6.32, the colour Purple was selected by participants every day
during Experiment V and no other colour was selected every day. However, Yellow, Green
and Blue were selected every day during Week-2. Black and Brown were the least selected
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colours during Experiment V which included 222 colour selections. There were only 2
occasions out of 224 records in which a colour was not selected alongside a current mood.
107 colours were selected in Week-1 (Figure 6.31) and 117 in Week-2 (Figure 6.32).
Week-1 Colour Selections

Colour Frequency
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Figure 6.31: Participant colour selections during Week-1

Week-2 Colour Selections
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Figure 6.32: Participant colour selections during Week-2
Participants were asked to select their current mood each day during Experiment V. Current
mood selections between Week-1 and Week-2 were similar with little change seen, as shown
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in Figure 6.33. Neutral accounted for 52% of the selected current mood, Joy accounted for
24% and Sad accounted for 13%. The least selected current moods included Surprise and
Disgust. When an active participant failed to select a current mood alongside a chosen colour
for that day this is indicated by a ? in Figures 6.33, 6.34 and 6.35. There were only 4
occasions out of 224 records in which a current mood was not selected alongside a colour.
107 current moods were selected in Week-1 (Figure 6.34) and 117 in Week-2 (Figure 6.35).
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Figure 6.33: Participant current mood selections during Experiment V
As shown in Figures 6.34 and 6.35, Neutral and Joy were the only current moods chosen by
participants every day during Experiment V.
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Figure 6.34: Participant current mood selections during Week-1
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Week-2 Current Mood
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Figure 6.35: Participant current mood selections during Week-2
218 successful daily selections for colour and current mood were made during Experiment V,
as shown in Figure 6.36. The most frequently chosen colours included Purple, Green and
Orange on the same day that participants chose the current mood Neutral. Of the 218
selections made, 14% were Purple Neutral, 9% Green Neutral and 7% Orange Neutral. As
participants were not specifically asked to choose a colour to match their current mood it is
not possible to hypothesise that choices made by them were due to preconceived notions of
colour suggesting their emotion.
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Figure 6.36: Participant colour and current mood selection correlations
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The Explicit Mood Feedback results from Experiment V provide some evidence for
monitoring users using the Video-Emotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2) because users can
provide their current emotional state, e.g. current mood. Neutral mood feedback was the most
frequently selected current mood and little change was observed between Week-1 and Week2. As participants were not specifically asked to choose a colour to match their current mood
it is not possible to hypothesise that choices made by them were due to preconceived notions
of colour suggesting their emotion and hence the colour choice selection of Explicit Mood
Feedback module cannot fully support the Video-Emotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2).

6.2.6 Implicit mood feedback
During Experiment V, Implicit mood feedback was obtained using several methods that
include user video selection, duration, up/down-button clicks and state, i.e. playing or paused.
User tracking was conducted with Inspectlet (Inspectlet 2017), Ptenginge (Ptenginge 2017)
and Userheat (User Local Inc. 2017) which observe respectively where users click on the
interface, where they are moving the mouse and how far they scroll down the user interface,
and present results as heatmaps, as discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.4. The current weather
forecast for a participant's current user location can be tracked using their IP address.
Participant video selection
Participant video selection frequencies for each day of the week for Week-1 and Week-2 are
shown in Figure 6.37. A selection was made when a video thumbnail was clicked in the
thumbnail sidebar thus automatically loading that video into the main video player window
for viewing. There was little change in the frequency of videos watched on each day of the
week, though the frequency for Tuesday of Week-1 was much lower than Week-2. This can
be attributed to unscheduled maintenance conducted by the website host, as all sites provided
by BlueHost (BlueHost 2017) were offline on Tuesday of Week-1 from approximately 10am
to 6pm. Hence, this restricted the window for participants to view videos during this period.
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Figure 6.37: Video selection frequencies for each week day over both weeks

Over both weeks more videos were selected for viewing on Monday than any other day of the
week and Sunday had the least number of selections. Over both weeks little change is
observed in the total percentage of selections during the week, as shown in Figure 6.38.
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Figure 6.38: Videos selected per day over both weeks

Participant video lengths and view durations
From the 100 most positive videos available to participants in Week-1, none of the videos
were less than 60 seconds long, 1% of the videos were 61-120 seconds, 9% were 121-180
seconds, 19% were 181-240 seconds, with 29% between 241-300 seconds and 42% over 5
minutes (301+ seconds), as shown in Figure 6.39.
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Figure 6.39: Week-1 video lengths
From the 100 most negative videos provided to participants during Week-2 the lengths were
more varied than in Week-1. However, none of the videos were less than 30 seconds long, 2%
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were 30-60 seconds, 6% were 121-180 seconds, 15% were 181-240 seconds, 17% were 241300 seconds and 44% were over 5 minutes (301+ seconds), as shown in Figure 6.40.
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Figure 6.40: Week-2 video lengths
In relation to the length of the 100 positive videos from Week-1, the majority of participants
viewed videos for 0-15 seconds, as shown in Figure 6.41. The percentage of participants who
watched 16-30 seconds of a video and over 5 minutes (301+ seconds) was 9% for both. The
percentage of participants who watched videos for more than 31-300 seconds tended to have
similar watch time ranging from 11-14%, as shown in Figure 6.41.
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Figure 6.41: Week-1 participant video viewing time
In relation to the length of the 100 negative videos from Week-2, the majority of participants
viewed videos for 0-15 seconds, as shown in Figure 6.42. It is noted that participants who
viewed for 0-15 seconds in Week-1 accounted for 22% compared to 30% for Week-2 .There
was also an increase in the percentage of participants who viewed 16-30 seconds of a video,
9% in Week-1 compared to 13% for Week-2. In Week-2 video viewing time for 31-240
seconds long ranged between 8-16%. Only 3% of participants viewed videos for 241-300
seconds and only 5% viewed for over 5 minutes (301+ seconds), which is less than the same
watch time in Week-1.
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Figure 6.42: Week-2 participant video viewing time
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Figure 6.43 shows video length and participant video view times combined for Week-1 and
Week-2. Overall the videos in Week-1 had longer lengths than those in Week-2 and videos in
Week-2 had a greater range of lengths. Videos under 180 seconds in length had a higher
watch time in Week-2 than in Week-1. For videos over 181 seconds in length, watch time is
higher for Week-1 than Week-2. This could suggest the more positively rated videos were
more likely to keep participants viewing for longer.
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Figure 6.43: Frequency of video length and participant viewing

Participant up & down button selections
The up button enables users to scroll up through the video list and the down button enables
users to scroll down through the video list as discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.4. It was
expected that the down button would have more selections than the up button during both
weeks. This was due to the videos always starting at the beginning of the randomly ordered
list. Hence, participants had to select down to scroll to the next 4 videos and so on. If they
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wanted to return to the start of the randomly ordered list of videos they would have to click on
the up button until they reached the beginning of the video list. Once they reached either the
first 4 or last 4 videos in the list they were prompted with a message notifying them that they
had reached the beginning or the end of the list as discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.4. Each
time the page was loaded the videos would be randomly reordered so that the position of a
specific video would change. As shown in Figure 6.44, more selections were made of the up
and down buttons in Week-1, compared to Week-2. This was due to the videos always
starting at the beginning of the randomly ordered list when the 360-MAM-Affect videos page
was loaded. Hence, participants had to select down to scroll to the next 4 videos and so on. As
expected the down button was selected more than the up button throughout Experiment V.
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Figure 6.44: Up and down button selections

In Week-1 participants clicked the down button 81% of the time and the up button 19% of the
time, as shown in Figure 6.45. It was desired that participants would select the down button
more than the up button due to the design of the video list.
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Figure 6.45: Week-1 up and down button selections
In Week-2 participants clicked the down button 86% of the time and the up button 14% of the
time, as shown in Figure 6.46. This slight increase could be attributed to the videos on offer
being less interesting for viewing and hence participants spent more time going through the
video list than in Week-1. However, Week-1 had 2,091 selections of the up or down button
and Week-2 had 1,627 selections of up or down. So from Week-1 to Week-2 participants
made less overall selections of up or down. This could be due to increased familiarity with
360-MAM-Affect or simply due to less interaction during Week-2. Overall there was little
difference between up and down button selections between Week-1 and Week-2, as shown in
Figure 6.45 and Figure 6.46 which would indicate consistent participant behaviour when it
came to selecting the up or down button during Experiment V.
Week 2 (Up)

Week 2 (Down)
Week 2 (Up)
15%

Week 2
(Down)
85%

Figure 6.46: Week-2 up and down button selections
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Participant video states
Video states are provided by YouTube (YouTube API 2017) and include Unstarted, Ended,
Playing, Paused and Buffering. The Queued video state is also available from YouTube but as
no playlists were used in this experiment this state was not applicable. When a video state
changed on the YouTube video present in the main video player window this video state was
captured. Over Week-1 and Week-2 there is little difference in video state changes, as shown
in Figure 6.47. More detailed results on video states are given in Appendix E, Figures E.1,
E.2 and and Tables E.1 and E.2.
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Figure 6.47: Participant video state changes during Experiment V

From all the video states recorded for Week-1 and Week-2, 76% of these were recorded as
Playing. For all the videos viewed over both weeks by participants only 9% were viewed to
their end (recorded as Ended), as shown in Figure 6.48. The total percentage of videos being
Paused or in a state of Buffering were of a similar value (6-8%) and the lowest recorded video
state was Unstarted at just 1%, which could be due to the automatic play function on the main
video player window.
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Figure 6.48: Total participant video state changes during Experiment V

Participant tracking
During Experiment V, Inspeclet (Inspeclet 2017), Ptengine (Ptengine 2017) and Userheat
(User Local Inc. 2017) monitored participant interaction in terms of participant attention and
on-screen clicks on 360-MAM-Affect's Videre Online interface, as discussed in Chapter 5,
Section 5.4.4.
Inspectlet
During Experiment V, heat maps were automatically generated from participant mouse and
scroll movements and clicks on webpages on 360-MAM-Affect's interface with Inspectlet’s
heat map generator as discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.4. Detailed screenshots from
Inspectlet heat maps during Experiment V are given in Appendix F, Figures F.1 to F.15. As
shown in Figure 6.49, there is a high concentration of clicks occurring in the region of the
YouTube video thumbnail images and where the down-button is placed once all of the
thumbnails load on screen. It is noted that the snapshot from Inspectlet does not display all
the elements on the page as the screenshot of the website interface is a snapshot obtained
before all elements have loaded on-screen. However, the main areas of heat map colour do
align with where the YouTube thumbnails and down-button would be situated on screen once
all on-screen elements have loaded. There are also some heat spots alongside the main video
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player which could be a result of participants clicking on the side of the main video player
screen to pause the video. There are also some heat spots around the feedback buttons for
Positive, Neutral and Negative. Overall the highest concentration of click heat spots occur on
the right side of the main video player and the area in which the YouTube thumbnails, upand down- buttons are situated. Some variations in click heat spot locations exist which may
be the result of different screen sizes, but there is little evidence of heat spots in areas outside
expected regions of the 360-MAM-Affect user interface. Hence, participants appear to be
using the user interface as intended because they are clicking in the expected regions which
include the up and down buttons, YouTube video Thumbnails, emotion feedback buttons,
main video player and the main menu at the top of the screen.

Figure 6.49: Inspectlet Click Heatmap for complete duration of Experiment V
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Participants were also monitored with Inspectlet’s attention (eye-tracking) heatmaps that
visualised the mouse movements (not clicks) of participants in order to identify the area on
the screen where they were most probably looking. As was observed in the previous heatmap
of on-screen clicks (Figure 6.49), similarly positioned concentrations of heat spots are shown
in Figure 6.50. This suggests participants were focusing on the YouTube thumbnails,
up/down buttons, feedback buttons, main video player and the main menu, with the highest
concentration around the YouTube video thumbnails and up-/down- buttons. There are more
heat spots spread throughout the 360-MAM-Affect website screen and this is not unexpected
as mouse movement (eye movement) would be more varied than mouse clicks. Overall
participants seem to be focusing on the desired area of the screen, and there is no concentrated
of heat spots in the periphery regions of the website page.

Figure 6.50: Inspectlet Mouse Movement (Eye Tracking) Heatmap for complete duration of
Experiment V
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Inspectlet also monitored where participants scrolled to on the 360-MAM-Affect website
page. As shown in Figure 6.51, the scroll heat map shows how far participants scrolled down
the main video player page. The colour Green indicates 100% of participants scrolled to this
area of the webpage, Yellow indicates 75%, Yellow/Blue indicates 50% and Blue indicates
under 25%. The highest concentration of Green is seen at the top of the webpage which is not
unexpected as the website automatically starts at the top of the page. A shift to Yellow is seen
at the top of the main video player window which drops to Blue just over half way down the
main video player. Fewer participants scrolled further down the page to just above the
feedback buttons. Hence, this indicates that participants did not scroll very far down the
webpage. It is not known how much different screen sizes could have affected this scroll heat
map, but the heat map indicates that the most frequent focus was on the upper part of the
page. It is possible that altering the 360-MAM-Affect user interface to avoid elements
appearing in the blue areas could increase emotion feedback and general engagement with the
user interface. However, it is seen in Figures 6.49 and 6.50 that participants were clicking and
looking respectively in the desired regions.

Figure 6.51: Inspectlet Scroll Heatmap for complete duration of Experiment V
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Ptengine
During Experiment V, heat maps were automatically generated from participant mouse
movements, scroll movements and clicks on webpages on 360-MAM-Affect's interface with
Ptengine's (Ptengine 2017) heat map generator, as discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.4.
Detailed screenshots from Ptengine heat maps during Experiment V are given in Appendix F,
Figures F.16 to F.24.
Ptengine's Attention heat map for the complete duration of Experiment V is shown in Figure
6.52. This heat map shows how long participants attended to particular regions of the
webpage, Red indicating the highest degree of attention and Blue indicating those regions
receiving least attention. As shown in Figure 6.52, most of the 360-MAM-Affect user
interface is within the Red area of the heat map and it is noted that the emotion feedback
buttons at the bottom of the main video player were within the Yellow and Green areas.
However, once a participant chose a colour and a daily mood, these elements would disappear
and the rest of the interface would shift up which would then place these elements within the
Red to Yellow region of the heat map.

Figure 6.52: Ptengine Attention Heat map for complete duration of Experiment V
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Figure 6.53 shows Ptengine’s record of participant clicks on elements of the 360-MAMAffect webpage. Participant clicks are predominantly seen on the buttons for Yellow, Green
and Purple, the current mood buttons for Neutral and Joy, the feedback buttons for Neutral,
and the thumbnails and up and down button, with the down button having a high
concentration of red heat spots. Small clusters of blue dots are also spread across the
webpage, which may be due to a range of factors such as varying screen sizes or accidental
clicks. However, the majority of clicks are concentrated in the expected regions and there is
no major concentration of clicks occurring outside these, which would suggest that
participants were focused on desired areas of the 360-MAM-Affect website interface.

Figure 6.53: Ptengine Click Heat map for complete duration of Experiment V
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Userheat
During Experiment V, heat maps were automatically generated from participant clicks on
webpages on 360-MAM-Affect's interface with Userheat's (User Local Inc. 2017) heat map
generator, as discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.4. Detailed screenshots from Userheat (User
Local Inc. 2017) heat maps during Experiment V are given in Appendix F, Figures F.25 to
F.34.
A high concentration of clicks occurred on 360-MAM-Affect's main website interface, whilst
there are no heat spots over the emotion feedback buttons, as shown in Figure 6.54. This
would most likely be a result of the colour and mood buttons not being hidden in the snapshot
of the interface. When the colour and current mood elements are hidden it causes all
following elements to move up the screen and this would explain the high concentration of
heat spots occurring on the main video player window and around the top part of the
thumbnails. This heat map from Userheat augments the insight gained from the Inspectlet and
Ptengine heatmaps discussed previously. They provide further evidence that participants were
focused on desired areas of 360-MAM-Affect's website interface including where they
scrolled and focused their attention on the screen.

Figure 6.54: Userheat Click Heat map for complete duration Experiment V
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Current weather
During Experiment V, current weather forecast data was collected based on the participants'
IP address. Participant IP addresses were automatically collected with WordPress (WordPress
2017) each time participants signed into the 360-MAM-Affect website to access the Videos
page. The IP address was then used by the APIXU API (APIXU API 2017) to query the
current weather forecast for the geographic location. No significant changes in weather were
observed during Experiment V. However, Week-1 had more Partly Cloudy, Clear and Sunny
weather than Week-2 which had more Light Rain, Fog and Mist than Week-1, as shown in
Figure 6.55. Other weather conditions were less frequent over the two weeks and Week-2 had
more variable weather than Week-1.
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0
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Figure 6.55: Weather conditions during Experiment V
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Over both weeks 60% of the current weather forecast was Partly Cloudy, was 14% Clear, and
Light Rain was 6%, as shown in Figure 6.56.
Patchy light
rain
1%

Sunny
4%

Clear
14%

Partly cloudy
60%

Cloudy Freezing fog
1%
1%
Heavy rain at
Fog
times
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0%
Light drizzle
Light rain 1%
6%

Light rain
shower
0%
Light snow
0%
Mist
4%
Moderate or
heavy rain
shower
Overcast Moderate rain
0%
1%
4%

Figure 6.56: Total weather frequency during Experiment V

When examining the current weather forecast data obtained the weather averages were
calculated by arithmetic mean:

A = average weather frequency; S = total sum of given weather type and N = total number of
weather records. In Figure 6.57 the average temperature (C) was calculated for Week-1 and
Week-2, together with the “feels like temperature” (C). The average temperature is the actual
temperature and “feels like temperature” is based on wind chill, which is used to determine
the rate of heat being lost from human skin due to the wind (National Weather Service 2017).
Hence, “feels like temperature” will often to be lower than the actual temperature because
wind will cause the loss of heat from human skin outdoors. For Week-2 there were slightly
higher average temperatures than Week-1.
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Figure 6.57: Average temperature (C) during Experiment V

The average precipitation (mm, in.) was lower in Week-1 than Week-2, as shown in Figure
6.58.
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Figure 6.58: Average precipitation (mm, in.) during Experiment V
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The average humidity (%) for Week-2 was approximately 10% higher than for Week-1, as
shown in Figure 6.59.
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Figure 6.59: Average humidity during Experiment V
There was lower average cloud cover in Week-1 than in Week-2, as shown in Figure 6.60.
This was not unexpected as overall Week-1 had more occurrences of Partly Cloudy, Clear
and Sunny weather compared to Week-2 which had more occurrences of weather conditions
indicating more cloud cover.
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Figure 6.60: Average cloud cover during Experiment V
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Week-1 had a lower average wind speed (km/h) when than Week-2, as shown in Figure 6.61.
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Figure 6.61: Average Wind Speed (km/h) during Experiment V

The average atmospheric pressure (mbar, in.) was higher in Week-1 than Week-2, as shown
in Figure 6.62.
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Figure 6.62: Average atmospheric pressure during Experiment V
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Figure 6.63 shows the occurrences of specific wind directions recorded during Experiment V.
Week-1 had higher frequencies of West-Southwest to South-Southeast wind directions than
Week-2. Week-2 spiked highly for South-Southwest to South wind directions, which could
explain the slightly higher average temperatures during Week-2.
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Figure 6.63: Wind direction during Experiment V

Overall there was little difference in the weather conditions between Week-1 and Week-2.
However, wind direction had considerable change between Week-1 and Week-2 as well as
Week-2 having more precipitation than Week-1.
The Implicit Mood Feedback results from Experiment V provide evidence for the VideoEmotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2) as users video selections were collected successfully,
though little change was observed between Week-1 and Week-2 selections. However, the
length of time participants watched video content may indicate how they felt about the video
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content they were viewing. For example, videos over 181 seconds in length had higher watch
time for Week-1 than for Week-2. This could suggest the more positively rated videos were
more likely to keep participants viewing for longer, which provides evidence to support
the Video-Sentiment Hypothesis (H1) as videos in Week-1 were rated positively by the
RapidMiner SVM model in Experiment IV.
The selection of the up and down button showed little change between Week-1 and Week-2
which would indicate users were consistently using these buttons during Experiment V. The
video states captured during Experiment V did show more playing, paused, and ended video
states for Week-2. However, the difference did not appear significant and is unlikely to
suggest that users preferred Week-2 videos to Week-1. Inspectlet (Inspectlet 2017), Ptengine
(Ptenginge 2017) and Userheat (User Local Inc. 2017) provide evidence that participants were
focused on the desired areas of the 360-MAM-Affect website interface including where they
scrolled and focused their attention on the screen. These results indicate that participants were
engaged and supports the Video-Emotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2). Overall there was little
difference in the weather conditions between Week-1 and Week-2. However, wind direction
had considerable change between Week-1 and Week-2 as well as Week-2 having more
precipitation than Week-1. It is not presently possible to determine how much impact the
weather had on the emotional states of the users or if it affected the ratings they chose for
videos.

6.2.7 Participant personality survey
Once the participant sign-up survey was completed participants were directed to complete a
short movie personality and preferences survey using Traitify (Traitify 2017), as discussed in
Chapter 5, Section 5.4.5. The results from all 22 participants are shown in Figure 6.64 for the
personality types, Believer, Dramatic, Indie, Laughaholic, Nail Biter, Romantic and Stunt
Double. Each personality type is ranked out of a score of 100 based on the selections made by
the participant. The score for each personality type then determines the primary and
secondary personality type of the participant, as discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.5.4. For
example, the individual personality results for Participant-1 were 29 for Believer, 73 for
Dramatic, 42 for Indie, 34 for Laughaholic, 22 for Nail Biter, 81 for Romantic and 28 for
Stunt Double. Hence, Participant-1 has a primary personality type of Romantic (81) and a
secondary type of Dramatic (73). The individual results of the Traitify survey are given in
Appendix G, Figures G.1 to G.7.
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Figure 6.64: Participant personality type scores
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The median score for each personality type across all 22 participants is shown in Figure 6.65.
Overall Romantic had the highest score. It is a possibility that this is the result of the majority
of participants being female. Without an equal number of male participants with which to
compare it is not possible to be conclusive this as the cause of the higher median score for
Romantic.
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Figure 6.65: Participant personality type median scores
On examination of the primary and second personality types, Romantic was the primary
personality type for 59% of the participants and Stunt Double was the next most common at
14%, as shown in Figure 6.66. The only personality type that did not occur as a primary type
was Indie.
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Figure 6.66: Participant primary personality type
In Figure 6.67 all personality types occurred as a secondary type, with Dramatic and Believer
being the most common secondary types.
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Figure 6.67: Participant secondary personality type
The number of participants who had each personality type as primary or secondary is shown
in Figure 6.68. For each personality type the primary and secondary personality types were
those the participants scored highest in during experiment V.
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Figure 6.68: Primary and secondary personality type participant frequency

The User Personality and Preferences results from Experiment V indicate that the majority of
participants prefer romantic video content, which is possibly a result of the majority of
participants being female. As the video genres provided to participants included mostly
educational content, music and vlogs the participants video preferences might not have been
met. The results of the personality questionnaire do provide some indication of
participant video preferences and evidence to support the Video-Emotional-Reaction
Hypothesis (H2).

6.2.8 Participant 360-MAM-Affect usability debriefing questionnaire
On completion of Experiment V, participants were invited to complete a questionnaire via
Survey Monkey (Survey Monkey 2017) with questions building on some of the those in the
sign-up questionnaire discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.6 and on 360-MAM-Affect emotion
and explicit mood feedback modules. The results of this questionnaire are discussed below.
The screenshots from Survey Monkey of the participant debriefing questions are shown in
Appendix H, Figures H.1 to H.7. There were 19 females and 3 male participants, as shown in
Figure 6.69.
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What is your gender?

Male
14%

Female
86%

Figure 6.69: What is your gender?

The majority of participants were 25 to 34 years of age, as shown in Figure 6.70. No one over
the age of 65 participated in the experiment which could be attributed to a lack of over 65’s
using social media, from where the participants were recruited.

What is your age?
45 to 54
5%

55 to 64 65 And Over
5%
0%

35 to 44
18%

18 to 24
27%

25 to 34
45%

Figure 6.70: What is your age?

In the sign-up survey participants were asked to choose the video category from YouTube
they preferred most. This was expanded on in the debriefing questionnaire and participants
were asked to choose their 5 most enjoyed YouTube video categories, in order to identify
which categories were more popular. Results from the sign-up and debriefing questionnaires
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were similar, with no major differences observed in preferred categories. Music was still the
highest chosen category, followed by Comedy, as shown in Figure 6.71.
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Figure 6.71: Most enjoyed YouTube video categories
Participants were then invited to select YouTube video categories they least enjoyed with the
aim of identifying any key categories that were unfavourable. Autos & Vehicles was chosen
as the least enjoyed category with 77% of participants choosing this, Sports was the next least
favoured category at 68% and News & Politics and Nonprofits & Activism at 63%. Howto &
Style, People & Blogs and Travel & Events all scored 45% for least enjoyed YouTube video
categories, as shown in Figure 6.72. These results were not unexpected due to the results of
the sign-up survey and only Gaming had the same score for both most enjoyed and least
enjoyed video category with 31%, as shown in Figures 6.71 and 7.72.
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Figure 6.72: Least enjoyed YouTube video categories
Participants were then provided with a list of YouTube video features and asked to, “Choose
5 of the following which you feel most influences what YouTube video you choose to
watch”, and to, “Choose 5 of the following which you feel least influences what YouTube
video you choose to watch”. The results for what participants believed most affected their
choice and what least affected their choice of what to watch are shown in Figure 6.73. 90% of
participants chose the Channel’s Total Subscribers and the Video’s Total Views as features
which had the least influence on whether they choose a video to watch or not, the Number of
Likes Vs Dislikes reached 72% and the Presenter/YouTuber 59%. The highest chosen for the
most likely features to affect a participant’s choice were The Videos Topic/Subject with 72%,
Eye Catching Thumbnail at 68%, Good Story/Narrative and Video Aesthetics (How the video
looks) at 54% and the Video Duration (Length of the video) at 50%. Of the 15 YouTube video
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features we asked participants to choose from, 7 features received over 40% for most
influence. Only 4 of the 15 YouTube features (i.e. Channel’s Total Subscribers, Video’s Total
Views, Number of Likes Vs Dislikes and Presenter/YouTuber) received over 40% for least
influence on video choice. Overall there seem to be more video features (e.g. The Videos
Topic/Subject) that participants believe influence their video choice, but participants feel
some video features (e.g. Channel’s Total Subscribers) will be less likely to influence their
video choice.
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Figure 6.73: Influences on YouTube video viewing choice
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Participants were then asked to state how much they agreed with 5 separate statements.
Participants could choose from the Likert scale: Strongly Agree, Mostly Agree, Neutral,
Disagree, Mostly Disagree and Strongly Disagree.
Table 6.6 and Figure 6.74 show results from these 5 statements. For the first statement, “I
enjoyed watching the videos from week ONE”, the majority of participants Mostly Agree or
Agree with that statement. For the second statement, “I enjoyed watching the videos from
week TWO”, the majority of participants choose Strongly Agree, Mostly Agree or Agree. The
third statement, “I preferred watching the videos from week ONE compared with week
TWO”, had 9 responses in the Mostly Agree to Agree section of the Likert scale, 7 for Neutral
and 6 responses for Disagree or Strongly Disagree. When examining the results of the fourth
statement, “I preferred watching the videos from week TWO compared with week ONE”, it
was observed that 7 responded in the Strongly Agree to Agree section of the Likert scale, 9 for
Neutral and 6 responded for Disagree or Mostly Disagree. There does not appear to be a
significant difference between the third and fourth statements. The fifth statement, “I did
NOT experience any change in video enjoyment between week ONE and TWO”, aimed to
identify whether participants experienced no change between both weeks and very few
participants chose between Strongly Agree to Agree on the Likert scale. However, almost
twice as many participants selected Disagree, Mostly Disagree and Strongly Disagree. Hence,
indicating that the majority of participants did experience a change in video enjoyment
between weeks 1 and 2, but there does not appear to be a significant and clear indication as to
which week was enjoyed the most. It is observed that when participants were asked if they
enjoyed watching during Week-1 more than 2 there was more selection of Strongly Agree but
there was also equal selections of Neutral, and when participants were asked if they enjoyed
Week-2 more than Week-1 we see more Neutral and Strongly Disagree feedback. This could
indicate that Week-1’s videos were preferred to Week-2, but it is not possible to be
conclusive on this as there was no majority consensus amongst participants.
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Table 6.6: Video enjoyment statement frequencies
Mostly
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0
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0
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How much do you agree with the following statements?
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Figure 6.74: Video enjoyment statement frequencies
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Participants were then provided with statements about 360-MAM-Affect's user interface
which they were also asked to rate on the Likert scale: Strongly Agree, Mostly Agree, Neutral,
Disagree, Mostly Disagree and Strongly Disagree. For the first statement, “The user interface
of Videre Online is easy to use”, no participant selected from the range, Disagree to Strongly
Disagree. The majority of selections indicated that participants found the interface easy to
use. The majority of participants agreed with the following statement, “The smiley faces
helped my understanding of the emotion feedback buttons (Positive, Neutral & Negative)”.
Only 4 participants selected Disagree, indicating that the majority of participants found that
the smiley faces aided their understanding of the emotion feedback buttons. The majority of
participants selected between Strongly Agree to Agree with the following statement: “The use
of colour helped my understanding of the emotion feedback buttons (Positive, Neutral &
Negative)”. Whilst the majority agreed that the use of colour aided their understanding of the
emotion feedback buttons, 8 of the 22 participants selected Neutral or Disagree. This
indicated that most participants found the smiley faces more effective than colour in
improving their understanding of the emotion feedback buttons, as shown in Table 6.7 and
Figure 6.75.
Table 6.7: User interface evaluation statement frequencies

Answer Options
The user interface
of Videre Online
is easy to use.
The smiley faces
helped my
understanding of
the emotion
feedback buttons
(Positive, Neutral
& Negative).
The use of colour
helped my
understanding of
the emotion
feedback buttons
(Positive, Neutral
& Negative).

Strongly

Mostly

Agree

Agree

8

Mostly

Strongly

Disagree

Disagree

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

5

3

0

0

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

4

8

2

4

6

8

3

4

7
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How much do you agree with the following statements?
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(Positive, Neutral &
Negative).
Negative).
Statement
Figure 6.75: User interface evaluation statement frequencies

Participants were asked to identify how much they agreed with statements on emotion
feedback and video display, as shown in Table 6.8 and Figure 6.76. When they were asked if,
“The emotion feedback buttons are easy to understand (Positive, Neutral & Negative)”, the
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majority chose between Strongly Agree to Agree, 3 participants selected Neutral and only 1
participant selected mostly Disagree. Hence, the majority of participants easily understood
the emotion feedback buttons but they could be improved so that everyone would find them
easy to understand. When participants were asked if, “The emotion feedback buttons need
more sub-emotions to choose from (Positive, Neutral & Negative)” the majority chose
between Strongly Agree to Agree, 2 participants selected Neutral and none of the participants
selected Mostly Disagree to Strongly Disagree. This indicated that participants did not feel
they could express themselves fully through the emotion feedback buttons provided.
Participants were then asked if, “The number of videos displayed in the sidebar at any one
time was adequate”, and the majority chose between Strongly Agree to Agree, 2 participants
selected Neutral and 6 selected Disagree to Mostly Disagree with none selecting Strongly
Disagree. Hence, the current number of videos on offer to the participant at any one time
could be increased.
Table 6.8: Emotion feedback statement frequencies
Answer
Options
The emotion
feedback
buttons are
easy to
understand
(Positive,
Neutral &
Negative).
The emotion
feedback
buttons need
more subemotions to
choose from
(Positive,
Neutral &
Negative).
The number
of videos
displayed in
the side bar
at any one
time was
adequate.

Strongly
Agree

Mostly
Agree

4

6

8

3

0
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0
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4

2

0

0
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4

4
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1

0
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Mostly
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Disagree Disagree
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How much do you agree with the following statements?
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Figure 6.76: Emotion feedback statement frequencies

Participants were asked to identify how much they agreed with statements on emotion
feedback and star rating, as shown in Table 6.9 and Figure 6.77. No participant selected
Disagree to Strongly Disagree when provided the statement, “I liked being able to choose
positive or negative for the same emotion (e.g. Positive Fear or Negative Fear)”. 8 of the 22
participants selected Neutral, but the majority of 14 participants selected from the range
Strongly Agree to Agree. The next statement, “I think the neutral button was sufficient for
neutral feedback”, had only 1 occurrence of Disagree, and 21 participants selected from the
range Strongly Agree to Agree, indicating that they felt the neutral feedback button was
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sufficient for them when they selected neutral feedback. The majority of participants selected
from the range Strongly Agree to Agree with the statement, “I liked being able to provide a
star rating for the videos”, only 1 participant selected Neutral and 2 participants selected
Disagree. Overall this feature seems to be favoured by participants.

Table 6.9: Feedback and star rating statement frequencies
Answer

Strongly

Mostly

Mostly

Strongly

Options

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Disagree

7

5

2

8

0

0

0

8

3
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0

0
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0
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being able
to provide a
star rating
for the
videos.
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How much do you agree with the following statements?
Strongly Agree
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Figure 6.77: Emotion feedback and star rating statement frequencies
When participants were asked whether, “The range of emotions on offer to choose from
ONCE per day was sufficient (Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad Surprise, Fear and Neutral)”, 12
participants selected from the range Strongly Agree to Agree, but 9 selected from the range
Disagree to Strongly Disagree and 1 selected Neutral. This indicates that no overall
agreement can be reached on the range of emotions on offer being sufficient to cover the full
range from which participants wish to select. Participants were asked whether, “The range of
colours on offer to choose from ONCE per day was sufficient (Red, Orange, Yellow, Green,
Blue, Purple, Brown, Grey and Black)". 16 participants selected from the range Strongly
Agree to Agree, 3 selected Neutral and 3 selected Disagree, indicating that the majority felt
the colours on offer were sufficient, as shown in Table 6.10 and Figure 6.78. Overall this
feedback indicates that both features could be improved on to increase the number of
participants selecting Strongly Agree to Agree.
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Table 6.10: Range of emotions and colours statement frequencies

Answer Options

Strongly Mostly

Agree Neutral Disagree

Mostly

Strongly

Agree

Agree

Disagree Disagree

2

5

5

1

5

1

3

6

4

6

3

3

0

0

The range of
emotions on
offer to choose
from ONCE per
day was
sufficient
(Anger, Disgust,
Joy, Sad
Surprise, Fear
and Neutral)
The range of
colours on offer
to choose
from ONCE per
day was
sufficient (Red,
Orange, Yellow,
Green, Blue,
Purple, Brown,
Grey and Black)
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How much do you agree with the following statements?
Strongly Agree

Mostly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Mostly Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Neutral

7

6

Response Frequency

5

4

3

2

1

0
The range of emotions on offer to
The range of colours on offer to choose
choose from ONCE per day was
from ONCE per day was sufficient
sufficient (Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad
(Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue,
Surprise, Fear and Neutral)
Purple, Brown, Grey and Black)
Statement

Figure 6.78: Range of emotions and colours statement frequencies

Participants were asked, “If you could add more emotions to choose for daily mood what
would they be? (If the answer is none, simply write NONE)”. From the 22 responses obtained
Bored/Boredom was quite a common choice, as was Tired and Happy. From the 22
participants, 7 indicated that they would not add any further emotions and the remaining 15
provided either 1 or more emotions that they would add, as shown in Table 6.11.
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Table 6.11: Additional emotions

Response

If you could add more emotions to choose
for daily mood what would they be? (If the
answer is none, simply write NONE)

1

Awe

2

Bored

3

Bored

4

Bored

5

Bored

6

Boredom, Annoyed Alongside Anger

7

Boring

8

Confused

9

Enthusiastic, Relaxed, Bored, Mild
Annoyance, Impressed

10

Happy

11

Happy, Shock

12

None

13

None

14

None

15

None

16

None

17

None

18

None

19

One for funny/laughter

20

Tired

21

Tired, Curious, Shocked

22

Tired, Happy, Fed-up, Annoyed
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Participants were asked, “If you could choose more colours to include for daily choice what
would they be? (If the answer is none, simply write NONE)”. 20 participants selected None,
as shown in Figure 6.79. This was surprising because a greater number participants had
indicated earlier that the number of colours on offer was not sufficient. 1 participant wanted
Pink added to the daily choices and another wanted White added.

If you could choose more colours to include for daily
choice what would they be? (If the answer is none,
simple write NONE)

None
White
Pink

Figure 6.79: Additional colours

Participants were asked to select the emotion they most associated with a colour and were
only able to choose a colour once. Red was most associated with Anger with a large majority
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of the participants selecting Red and the rest selected the colour Black for Anger. Disgust, on
the other hand, had a range of colours associated to it by the participants, as did Fear and
Neutral, but Disgust was mostly associated with Brown. Fear and Neutral were more
associated with Grey. Joy was more associated with Yellow but participants also selected
other colours for Joy. In the case of Sad, cool colours such as Blue, Grey and Black were
selected with Blue associated the most. For Surprise, there is a wide range of colours selected
with Orange being predominant. Whilst there are some trends observed it is not possible to
identify any particular colour totally agreed upon by participants, as shown in Figure 6.80.

Select the emotion you most associate with each
colour (you may only choose a colour once)
Red

Orange Yellow Green

Purple

Brown

Grey

Blue

Black

25

Response Frequency

20

15

10

5

0
Anger

Disgust

Joy

Sad Surprise
Emotion

Fear

Neutral

Figure 6.80: Participant emotion and colour association frequencies
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On completion of the debriefing questionnaire participants were asked to select the mood
most relevant to their current mood from Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad, Surprise, Fear and
Neutral. The majority of the participants selected Neutral. No participant selected Disgust or
Fear, 1 selected Sad and Surprise and 2 participants selected Anger, and 5 Joy, as shown in
Figure 6.81.

Please select the mood most relevant to your current
mood:
Anger

Disgust

Joy

Sad

Surprise

Fear

Disgust
0%

Neutral
Anger
9%

Joy
23%
Neutral
59%

Fear
0%

Sad
4%
Surprise
5%

Figure 6.81: Participant mood on completion of Experiment V
The usability debriefing questionnaire results from Experiment V indicate that participants
did experience a change in viewing experience between Week-1 and Week-2. There was
some indication that participants preferred Week-1 over Week-2, but it is not possible to be
conclusive on this as there was no majority of agreement amongst participants, so there is no
clear evidence to support the Video-Sentiment Hypothesis (H1). Overall, the majority of
participants found the user interface easy to use and the use of smiley faces and colour aided
understanding of emotion feedback buttons. Participants did indicate that the number of
emotions on offer was not sufficient, which may have left them feeling that they were unable
to express the emotions they felt. The majority of participants chose Bored/Boredom, Tired
and Happy when asked what other emotions they would like to have available. Hence, whilst
participants could be monitored during the viewing of video content, which supports the
Video-Emotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2) there is also evidence to suggest that participants
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felt limited by some of the features on offer. Hence, if participants couldn't find the right
emotion to express themselves they may have just chosen Neutral.

6.2.9 YouTube video thumbnails
All of the YouTube videos for Experiment V had thumbnails that were either created by the
video creator or auto-generated by YouTube from clips of the video. These thumbnails were
displayed to participants in the thumbnail sidebar during both weeks. A table containing four
key features was manually created in Microsoft Word, which included the presence of Logos,
Text/Words, Face/Faces and Bright Colours. In order to investigate if the presence of certain
features such as logos had an influence on the number of times a video was selected by
participants a visual analysis was conducted of each video thumbnail. For example, if a Logo
was present in the video thumbnail a 1 was marked in the Table column for true and 0 for
false. An example of the visual analysis of video thumbnail features is shown in Table 6.12.
The visual analysis of video thumbnail features was conducted for videos in both weeks and
the in-depth tables are given in Appendix I, Tables I.1 and I.2.
Table 6.12: Labelling video thumbnail features
Video

Video Thumbnail

Logo

Text/Words

Face/Faces

Bright

Selections

Colours
1

1

1

0

1

15

2

1

0

1

0

4

Some video thumbnails contained none of the 4 features whilst others contained all 4. As the
thumbnails were the only information provided to participants prior to selecting a video for
viewing the aim of analysing the features of each thumbnail was to identify whether a
thumbnail containing more of these features (logo, text/words, face/faces or bright colours)
was more likely to be selected by participants. The selection frequency for the 100 most
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positive videos provided in Week-1 is shown in Figure 6.82 together with the total feature
frequencies for each video with some videos having none of the features to some containing
all 4. The videos in Figure 6.82 are arranged according to the lowest number of video features
to the highest (from 0 to 4) in order to compare the feature frequency to the participant
selection frequency. A linear trend line for video selections is plotted which has a very slight
increase as the number of features increases. This indicates that there was little difference in
selection frequencies for videos based on their thumbnail feature frequency. It could be
argued that perhaps some thumbnails were presented to the participants more frequently than
others. However, as the video presentation order was randomised it is unlikely that any videos
were being presented to participants more than others. During Week-1 only 1 video was not
selected by any of the participants.

Week-1
Selections

Total Features

Linear (Selections)

20
18
16

Feature/Selection

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
1

6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 76 81 86 91 96
Total Videos

Figure 6.82: Selections of 100 most positive videos vs. thumbnail features
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Figure 6.83 shows the frequency of selections of the 100 most negative videos provided in
Week-2. The videos in Figure 6.83 are arranged according to the lowest number of video
features to the highest (from 0 to 4) in order to compare the feature frequency to the
participant selection frequency. The frequency of thumbnail features for each video ranges
from some videos having none of the features to some containing all 4. A linear trend line for
video selections is plotted which has a minor decrease as the number of features increases.
This indicates that the more thumbnail features the negative videos had the less they were
selected. However, in Week-1 we saw a slight increase which indicates that there is little
correlation between frequency of selection and number of thumbnail features. As the videos
in Week-2 were also randomised, the likelihood that any videos were being presented to
participants for selection more than other videos is unlikely. During Week-2 all the videos on
offer to participants were chosen at least once during that week.

Week-2
Selections

Total Features

Linear (Selections)

25

Feature/Selection Frequency

20

15

10

5

0
1

6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 76 81 86 91 96
Total Videos

Figure 6.83: Selections of 100 most negative videos vs. thumbnail features
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No clear correlation is observed between frequency of selections of a video and the total
number of thumbnail features. Perhaps other thumbnail features should be examined. Perhaps
in the case of logos analysis should have been conducted on how recognisable a logo is to
participants, not just whether a logo is present in the thumbnail. In the case of the presence of
text/words in video thumbnails, the occurrence of text could be more to do with what the
words say, how much they tell the participant about the video and whether the text is easily
read. In terms of Bright Colours, whilst these colours may be eye-catching compared to dark
colours, they may not be providing the participant with further information on video content.
The presence of Face/Faces may only be important if the faces are recognised by participants
who may have distinct associations towards these faces. Hence, it is important to note that
these features were examined on a basic level and a more thorough analysis should be
conducted in order to identify the potential presence of any correlation between YouTube
video thumbnails and their selection frequencies. It could also be the case that some features
were not identified or are open for further discussion, and a more accurate picture may be
possible if multiple individuals were to classify the features of the YouTube thumbnails. The
presence of specific video thumbnail features was examined over both sets of 100 videos to
identify if any major differences existed between Week-1 and 2. As shown in Figure 6.84, for
Week-1 out of the 100 most positive videos 77% of the thumbnails contain a face or faces,
50% contain bright colours, 62% had text/words and 41% had logos.

Week-1 Thumbnail Features
90
77

80

Frequency (%)

70

62

60
50

50
41

40
30
20
10

0
Logo

Text/Words

Face/Faces

Bright Colours

Thumbnail Feature
Figure 6.84: Week-1 video thumbnail features
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As shown in Figure 6.85, out of the 100 most negative videos out of the 100 most negative
videos in Week-2, 80% of the videos thumbnails contain a face or faces, 53% of them
contained bright colours, 44% had text/words and 28% had logos. Whilst there is a minor
increase in the presence of a face or faces in the video thumbnails and bright colours, there is
a drop in the presence of text/words and logos from Week-1 to Week-2.

Week-2 Thumbnail Features
90
80

80
70

Frequency (%)

60

53

50

44

40
30

28

20
10
0
Logo

Text/Words
Face/Faces
Thumbnail Feature

Bright Colours

Figure 6.85: Week-2 video thumbnail features

It had been expected that there would be some correlation between the number of video
thumbnail features and the total selections made for certain videos. There was no strong
evidence that the presence of video thumbnail features had a significant impact on video
selection. However, further analysis is required to ensure any video thumbnail features or
sub-features are not overlooked because they provide information about the video before the
participant selects them. Hence, the features of the video thumbnail are likely to impact the
participant's decision to select or not select a video for viewing.
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6.3 Summary
This chapter discusses 5 experiments conducted with 360-MAM-Affect in order to test the
Video-Sentiment Hypothesis (H1) and Video-Emotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2), as
discussed in Section 1.1. The first 4 experiments (I, II, III and IV) are conducted on 360MAM-Affect's Sentiment Analysis module in order to test the Video-Sentiment Hypothesis
(H1). Experiment V was conducted with 360-MAM-Affect's Emotion detection module and
360-Gamify in order to test the Video-Emotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2).
In order to test the Video-Sentiment Hypothesis (H1), 4 experiments were conducted on 4
models of 360-MAM-Affect's Sentiment Analysis module. Testing of the SentimentClassifer
model (Google Prediction API) in Experiment I found that whilst SentimentClassifer had no
difficulty identifying the correct sentiment in straightforward sentences it struggled with more
ambiguous sentences. Testing of the EmoSenticNetClassifer model (Google Prediction API +
EmoSenticNet) in Experiment II showed potential for application within 360-MAM-Affect's
Sentiment Analysis module. However, in training sentiment analysis models it is important
that balanced examples of each type of sentiment are provided. Otherwise, results may be
skewed as was observed for Joy in Experiment II. Testing of the GATE Annie Gazetter model
in Experiment III on 1,433 YouTube text comments from MyTop100Videos, Sam Pepper,
Brit Lab/Head Squeeze and YouTube EDU gave higher frequencies of Sad, Surprise and Joy
concepts from EmoSenticNet. The frequencies of Anger, Disgust, Fear and Neutral concepts
were considerably lower than the frequencies of Sad, Surprise and Joy concepts in the
YouTube comments. These results are not suprising as fewer concepts in EmoSenticNet are
linked to the emotion tags, Anger, Disgust, Fear and Neutral, whilst more concepts from
EmoSenticNet relate to Sad, Suprise and Joy. It is surprising that the channels,
MyTop100Videos and Sam Pepper do not appear to have a higher average number of emotion
concepts for Anger, Disgust, Sad or Fear, considering the playlist chosen from
MyTop100Videos includes some of the most disliked videos on YouTube. Sam Pepper's
channel has incurred a huge degree of criticism online for abusive and harassing actions in his
videos. Hence, it was expected that more negative emotions concepts would have been found
in comments on his videos. However, both MyTop100Videos and Sam Pepper had much
lower frequencies of Joy and Surprise concepts on average than the two educational YouTube
channels, Brit Lab/Head Squeeze and YouTube EDU. Testing of the RapidMiner SVM model
(RapidMiner + Pang and Lee's (2004) movie review dataset) in Experiment IV was found to
be the most suited to classifying negative/positive YouTube text comments. The predictions
of this model did not exhibit the skewed results found in Experiments I, III and III. Results
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obtained from these 4 experiments provide evidence for the Video-Sentiment Hypothesis
(H1).
To test the Video-Emotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2), Experiment V was conducted with
360-MAM-Affect's Emotion Detection module and its 4 sub-modules: (1) emotion feedback,
(2) explicit mood feedback, (3) implicit mood feedback and (4) user personality &
preferences, and 360-Gamify. Experiment V was conducted over two weeks (Week-1, Week2) with 22 voluntary participants, including 19 females and 3 males. YouTube video data for
Experiment V was classified by 360-MAM-Affect's RapidMiner SVM model. The 100 most
positive YouTube videos were used in Week-1 and the 100 most negative YouTube videos in
Week-2. Hence, it was expected that participants would enjoy Week-1 videos more than
Week-2 due to 360-MAM-Affect's sentiment analysis module classification, providing further
evidence for the Video-Sentiment Hypothesis (H1). The positive and negative emotion video
feedback from 360-MAM-Affect's emotion detection emotion feedback sub-module showed
higher percentages of negative and neutral feedback in Week-2 compared with Week-1.
Participants left 10% more positive joy feedback on videos in Week-1. Participants also
provided more 8 to 10 star ratings on videos in Week-1 than in Week-2. Emotion feedback is
more positive and star ratings higher for Week-1 than Week-2 providing additional evidence
for the Video-Sentiment Hypothesis (H1). 360-MAM-Affect's emotion-detection explicit
mood feedback sub-module obtains participant colour and current mood selections. No strong
correlation was observed between the colour chosen each day by participants and their current
mood. However, their current mood does enable participant’s emotional state to be
collected which supports the Video-Emotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2).
During Experiment V, 360-MAM-Affect's Emotion Detection, implicit mood feedback submodule obtained video selection, duration, up/down button, state, user tracking, and weather
data. During Experiment V there was little change in the total percentage of video selections
from Week-1 to Week-2. Videos in Week-1 had longer lengths than those in Week-2 and
videos in Week-2 had a greater range of lengths. Videos under 180 seconds in length had a
higher watch time in Week-2 than in Week-1. For videos over 181 seconds in length, watch
time is higher for Week-1 than Week-2. This could suggest the more positively rated videos
were more likely to keep participants viewing for longer. Overall, there was little difference
between up and down button selections between Week-1 and Week-2 which would indicate
consistent participant behaviour during Experiment V when it came to selecting the up or
down button. During Experiemnt V there is little difference in video states between Week-1
and Week-2. From all the video states recorded the highest was Playing (76%) and the lowest
recorded video state was Unstarted at just 1%, which could be due to the automatic play
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function on the main video player window. The heatmaps generated by Inspectlet (Inspectley
2017), Ptengine (Ptengine 2017) and Userheat (User Local Inc. 2017) showed similar results,
with a high concentration of clicks occurring on the main website interface of 360-MAMAffect. These heatmaps provide evidence that participants were focused on desired areas of
360-MAM-Affect's website interface including where they scrolled and focused their
attention on the screen. During Experiment V there was little difference in the weather
conditions between Week-1 and Week-2. However, wind direction had considerable change
between Week-1 and Week-2 as well as Week-2 having more precipitation than Week-1.
Overall, 360-MAM-Affect's implicit mood feedback sub-module provides evidence to support
Video-Emotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2) because users can be monitored with emotion
detection during the viewing of video content to collect their current emotional state and their
emotional reaction to video content, without resorting to wearable sensors.
360-MAM-Affect's user personality & preferences emotion-detection sub-module gathered
data on participant personality and preferences towards media content using Traitify's
(Traitify 2017) movie personality survey and the Romantic personality type was found to be
the most dominant, which is probably the result of 19 of the 22 participants being female. The
results of this survey help to gain the preferences of participants towards video content, which
can help predict their emotional reaction to that content, which supports the Video-EmotionalReaction Hypothesis (H2).
The debriefing questionnaire provided to participants did indicate that participants
experienced a change in enjoyment between Week-1 and Week-2 videos. There were more
participants who Strongly Agreed that they enjoyed Week-1 videos compared to Week-2.
There was no significant difference in feedback to indicate that participants preferred one
week to another. Hence, there is no clear evidence to support the Video-Sentiment Hypothesis
(H1). Participants were asked if the range of emotions offered to them was sufficient and
feedback indicated that more options were desirable. For example, bored/boredom was a
popular suggestion from participants. The colour choices offered to participants were found to
be sufficient. Hence, whilst participants could be monitored during the viewing of video
content, which supports the Video-Emotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2) there is also evidence
to suggest that participants felt limited by some of the features on offer.
No clear correlation was observed between frequency of selections of a video and the total
number of thumbnail features. Hence, there is no strong evidence that the presence of video
thumbnail features had a significant impact on video selection. However, further analysis is
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required to ensure any video thumbnail features or sub-features are not overlooked because
they provide information about the video before the participant selects them.
The sentiment analysis results obtained from Experiments I-IV give evidence to support
the Video-Sentiment

Hypothesis

(H1),

which

is

further

supported

by

evidence

from Experiment V. Experiment V also provides evidence to support the Video-EmotionalReaction Hypothesis (H2). Next, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and discusses potential
avenues for future work.
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Chapter 7:

Conclusion

This thesis addresses the use of sentiment analysis, emotion detection and gamification in an
emotion-centred model for the evaluation of online YouTube video content. The sheer
volume of online video content provides a real challenge in identifying high quality video
content amongst the 100 hours of video content uploaded every minute to YouTube alone
(YouTube 2013). With so many online videos to choose from, recommender systems have
become one of the most effective methods of recommending online videos to users. However,
it can be difficult to identify sufficient high quality content personalised to a particular user if
insufficient information exists about the user's tastes and preferences. A video might have,
e.g. a good script, acting, aesthetics, but the viewer still doesn't enjoy viewing it. As there is
so much video content online it is necessary to promote the right videos to the right audience.
Identifying video content that will entertain and emotionally engage users based on their
individual preferences will encourage users to return to the video viewing site in future.

7.1 Summary
This thesis proposes an emotion-centred model for evaluating online video content using
emotion detection, sentiment analysis and gamification. The emotion-centred model
combines two separate theories, the Unifying framework (Tkalčič et al. 2011) and the
Emotion Imbued Choice model (Lerner et al. 2015) from psychology.
The two hypotheses of this thesis are:
•

Video-Sentiment Hypothesis (H1): Sentiment analysis can enhance the quality
evaluation of online videos.

•

Video-Emotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2): Users can be monitored with emotion
detection and gamification during video viewing to identify their current emotional
state and emotional reaction to video content.

A literature review of media asset management, video quality, video comments, sentiment
analysis, emotion modelling, affective computing, gamification, and recommender systems is
conducted. Evaluating the quality of online video leads to investigating what defines quality
video because high quality in one context does not necessarily apply in another. If users do
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not find enjoyable video content to watch then they are unlikely to return to watch more.
Hence, it is important to evaluate video quality and recommend high quality videos to users
that are more likely to be enjoyed. Recommender systems are one of the most popular
methods of ranking and recommending products and services online, e.g. Netflix has a
recommender system for movie content. The variety of genres of video together with the
differing preferences of individual viewers creates a challenge in evaluating videos. An
important factor when evaluating video content for an individual is the personality and
preferences of that individual because these have a high impact on an individual's decision
making (Lerner et al. 2015). Sentiment analysis automatically classifies text as positive or
negative in a variety of domains and has been applied to Twitter and YouTube to discover
trends and track public mood using user comments. Sentiment analysis has also been applied
to improving video and movie recommender systems by analysing textual reviews from users,
e.g. to identify their thoughts and feelings about a movie. A user's emotional state can be
tracked during the viewing of video content using emotion detection and affective computing
(Tkalčič et al. 2011). For example, implicit feedback methods such as heatmaps can track user
behaviour automatically without asking the user to perform any specific action. Explicit
feedback methods which ask the user to rate a feature on a scale such as star ratings have been
applied in observing user behaviour. How digital content is organised and distributed greatly
affects how users interact with that digital content and Media Assest Management (MAM)
can enable digital assets to be distributed, organised and retrieved with greater ease to retain
and entice users (Wray and Risby 1997). Gamification is the use of game techniques in nongame scenarios and is a recognised method of encouraging user participation and monitoring
user behaviour in education and online communities.
Our emotion-centred model for video evaluation based on monitoring user interaction with
online video content comprises the following components: sentiment analysis, emotion
detection, and gamification. The emotion-centred model evaluates video content quality from
video comments by applying the sentiment analysis component to classifying positive or
negative user feedback on videos. Emotion detection is utilised to monitor user interactions in
order to determine the user's emotional state including any other influencing factors, e.g.
weather. The emotion detection component of our emotion-centred model employs the
Unifying framework (Tkalčič et al. 2011) and Emotion Imbued Choice model (Lerner et al.
2015) to monitor the user throughout their interactions with video content. The Emotion
Imbued Choice model (Lerner et al. 2015) considers the emotion factors which influence
decisions and by employing emotion detection aid our understanding of user choices,
influential factors and their current emotional state. The collection of emotion feedback both
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from the user on their state of mind and from their emotional experience of a video is
important as one may influence the other. The emotion detection component collects current
emotions to identify users' current emotional state, measures incidental influences, e.g.
weather, which may impact users' current emotional state, assesses option characteristics such
as the number of videos on offer to the user, evaluates user preferences and personality to
categorise key user personality traits and predict user behaviour whilst monitoring users to
collect conscious and non-conscious feedback. In addition, decisions made by users, e.g.
videos they choose, the expected outcome and expected emotions of that video choice are
collected. The gamification component of our emotion-centred model focuses on encouraging
users to engage with the video content and provide feedback. Feedback gained from user
interactions with the emotion-centred model can enable user modelling as feedback from
multiple users is compared to identify collective user behaviour. The system requirements for
our emotion-centred model are separated into 10 functional requirements, which cover
functions it must perform such as collecting relevant data during user interaction, e.g. storing
information in a database. The 5 non-functional requirements for our emotion-centred model
ensure that the user interface is appropriate for use, e.g. aesthetics of the user interface and
user instructions.
360-MAM-Affect is the software implementation of the emotion-centred model. The design
of 360-MAM-Affect and its sub-modules for sentiment analysis, emotion detection and
gamification address each of the 10 functional and 5 non-functional requirements of the
emotion-centred model. The implementation of 360-MAM-Affect including its layered
architecture and database were discussed. 360-MAM-Affect's web interface is implemented
in WordPress (WordPress 2017) in an online website, Videre Online. 360-MAM-Affect's
Sentiment Analysis module collects people's text comments from YouTube videos, which are
then processed in order to determine if they are positive or negative. 360-MAM-Affect's
Emotion Detection module collects emotion feedback on video media assets together with
user data through 4 sub-modules: (1) emotion feedback (on video media assets), (2) explicit
mood feedback, (3) implicit feedback and (4) user personality and preferences. 360-Gamify
motivates user engagement by enabling users to keep track of their individual progress each
day through a video feedback counter that increments when the user views and rates a video.
360-MAM-Affect's functionality covers all 10 functional requirements and 5 non-functional
requirements of the emotion-centred model. Testing 360-MAM-Affect's functionality ensured
that PHP, Javascript and CSS code errors were corrected. Discussion of 3 example user
walkthroughs demonstrates the functionality of 360-MAM-Affect's Emotion Detection
module and 360-Gamify.
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Five experiments are conducted with 360-MAM-Affect to test the Video-Sentiment
Hypothesis (H1) and the Video-Emotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2). The first 4 experiments
(I, II, III and IV) test (H1) and are conducted in respect of 360-MAM-Affect's Sentiment
Analysis module. Experiment V is conducted to test (H2) with 360-MAM-Affect's Emotion
detection module and 360-Gamify. Results from the 5 experiments demonstrate how
sentiment analysis can enhance the quality evaluation of online videos. These results support
the Video-Sentiment Hypothesis (H1) but more work is required to improve video evaluation
accuracy. Results from Experiment V enable identification of the users' current emotional
state and their reaction to video content. These results demonstrate that it is possible to detect
emotion by monitoring participant interaction with video content. These results support the
Video-Emotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2) but more work is required on processing user
feedback to improve video content quality evaluation.

7.2 Relation to other work
This section discusses the results of this thesis in relation to other work. 360-MAM-Affect's
approach combines both the Unifying Framework (Tkalčič et al. 2011) and the EmotionImbued Choice (EIC) model (Lerner et al. 2015). The Unifying Framework (Tkalčič et al.
2011), which aims to monitor the user at every stage of interaction with video content is
mirrored in the design of 360-MAM-Affect because users are monitored at the beginning of
the content interaction, during content viewing and viewing completion. This enables data
collection on user preferences and behaviours towards video content throughout interaction,
which can increase our understanding of what type of videos users will prefer to watch in
order to keep them engaged with the video viewing site and encourage them to return to use it
in future. 360-MAM-Affect collects personality traits and emotion responses from users
during different stages of their interaction with video content, to determine if any correlation
exists between their reactions to the content and video quality classification. The EmotionImbued Choice (EIC) model (Lerner et al. 2015) outlines the stages and inputs that
collectively result in a one-time decision being made. In order to collect various inputs from
the user, 360-MAM-Affect employs both implicit feedback, e.g. the automatic collection of
weather data based on user location and explicit feedback, e.g. asking users to provide their
current mood.
The gamification design framework, Octalysis (Chou 2015) displays the various gamification
techniques used to motivate and monitor users in applications. 360-MAM-Affect's
gamification module 360-Gamify motivates and monitors user engagement with video
content deploying some of the core drives from Octalysis (Chou 2015). For example,
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Octalysis Core-Drive-2 (Development & Accomplishment) is included in 360-MAM-Affect's
interface as a daily counter to motivate users to provide feedback on at least 5 videos per day.
Recommender system design (Tkalčič et al. 2011) is instrumental in shaping the design of
360-MAM-Affect. Tkalčič et al. (2011) created a recommender system design that monitors
the user during all stages of interaction, i.e. entry, consumption and exit. 360-MAM-Affect
collects user data and monitors the user throughout user interaction, e.g. the entry,
consumption and exit stages. Polignano and Gemmis (2015) propose a recommender system
process that will utilise personality traits, historical decision cases, context and user expertise
because they believe that emotions influence the decision-making process and that these
elements can facilitate developing an affective profile for recommendation. Polignano and
Gemmis (2015) believe an emotion-aware recommender system could calculate and
recommend products and services utilising case-based reasoning together with an affective
user profile. The affective user profile they propose would extend the current standard user
profiles utilised in recommender systems that typically contain a feedback list on products
and services created by the user. At the beginning of Experiment V, Traitify collects user
personality traits. However, collecting personality results with Traitify is for the purpose of
observing participants, whereas Polignano and Gemmis (2015) propose that personality traits
would be used within the recommendation process. 360-MAM-Affect collects feedback on
videos rated by users, but it also collects other data such as how long users watch videos and
pause them and other video playback information. 360-MAM-Affect collects emotional
variables but does not utilise them within a recommendation process and whilst it is similar to
what Polignano and Gemmis (2015) propose by including emotional variables, the emotional
variables 360-MAM-Affect collects are not used to recommend videos. Instead, they are used
to observe the user, except in the case of 360-MAM-Affect's sentiment analysis module
which evaluates the quality of a video from emotion words found in text comments.
Recommender systems for video content include VideoReach (Mei et al. 2007), Netflix
(Netflix 2017), Arapakis et al. (Arapakis et al. 2009), YouTube Recommendations System
(Davidson 2010), Singh et al. (2011), Fflick (Kincaid 2011), Affivir (Niu et al. 2013) and
Deldjoo et al. (2017). For example, Bell et al. (2007) propose a hybrid approach using both
collaborative filtering and content-based filtering to improve the television and movie content
recommendations from Netflix, a popular media provider. Singh et al. (2011) propose a
hybrid approach by combining collaborative filtering with sentiment analysis to recommend
movies. Video and movie recommender systems which employ sentiment analysis include
Netflix (Netflix 2017), Fflick (Kincaid 2011), Affivir (Niu et al. 2013) and Deldjoo et al.
(2017). For example, Fflick (Kincaid 2011) employs sentiment analysis and social data from
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Twitter to rate movies. Arapakis et al. (2009) discuss the only video recommender system to
utilise emotion detection with a camera to monitor users' real time facial expressions to
collect their affective state. This is probably due to the constraints of using invasive means of
data collection such as wearable sensors. No video recommender system uses sentiment
analysis in combination with emotion detection and gamification to improve the
recommendation of video content. 360-MAM-Affect utilises sentiment analysis and multiple
emotion detection methods applied to text comments on video content in order to gather a
wider range of emotion and mood feedback from the user.
360-MAM-Affect has the ability to improve upon methods employed in existing video
recommender systems by supporting improved understanding of user behaviour with video
content through sentiment analysis and emotion detection. Results from the evaluation of
360-MAM-Affect with online participants shows that using multiple methods of user
feedback including implicit and explicit feedback can provide a better understanding than
simple like and dislike buttons because it provides users with more means of expressing their
thoughts and feelings on video content. Recommender systems that support decision making
currently use emotions in a limited manner because so few embed personality traits and
emotions into the recommender algorithm (Polignano and Gemmis 2015). Our emotioncentred model shows how emotions can be employed to overcome such limitations by
utilising the multiple inputs from the EIC model (Lerner et al. 2015) which facilitates a more
comprehensive decision-making process.
Thelwall et al. (2012) found that certain video genres such as News & Politics and Science &
Technology generated more discussion than other genres such as Music. Madden et al. (2013)
built on this work from Thelwall et al. (2012) to create a YouTube comment classification
schema for YouTube comment research, in order to attempt to identify links between
commenting behaviour on certain video genres. 360-MAM-Affect on the other hand utilises
sentiment analysis on YouTube comments in order to classify a video as positive or negative,
by assigning it both a positive and a negative score. 360-MAM-Affect does not consider
different genres or discussions within the YouTube comments.

7.3 Future work
There are numerous opportunities for future work including the improvement and extension
of sentiment analysis, emotion detection and gamification within 360-MAM-Affect. Future
work includes extending the implementation of 360-MAM-Affect and how it may be
incorporated within a recommender system in order to improve user participation and
recommendations. 360-MAM-Affect may be best employed within a hybrid recommender
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system. A limitation of solely using sentiment analysis to classify online videos is that new
videos will not automatically have many comments as available data sources and without a
large sample of available comments this could lead to a cold-start problem. However,
sentiment analysis can provide more information on a video when used in combination with
video titles, video descriptions and video meta-data such as tags. Sentiment analysis should
not be disregarded as it has potential to be applied to video descriptions, titles and tags and
not just video comments to further improve the recommendation of video content. Also,
methods may be employed to improve the effectiveness of sentiment analysis applied to
online comments. For example, spam comments or comments that are not relevant to the
actual video may be removed. Feature extraction, which identifies what particular feature of a
product or service is being commented upon, is not applied within 360-MAM-Affect and
future work should explore the use of feature extraction for different video genres to identify
both common and unique features. Feature extraction could potentially improve the accuracy
of evaluating videos with sentiment analysis because it could enable the identification of
features that are the most valuable to individual users, e.g. high-quality sound, video narrative
or the presenter and enable videos to be filtered based on these features.
Incorporating 360-MAM-Affect within a recommender system would provide a means of
expanding features of the 360-Gamify module. 360-Gamify only utilises 1 of Octalysis'
(Chou 2015) 8 core drives, i.e. Core-Drive-2 (Development & Accomplishment). Examination
of recommender systems in Chapter 2 found that none used both sentiment analysis on video
comments together with gamification. 360-MAM-Affect uses sentiment analysis to classify
videos from user comments to identify higher quality video content. Video recommendations
could be improved if a video recommender system recognises the different sentiment
expressed by users. Expanding 360-Gamify with more of the 8 core drivers of Octalysis
(Chou 2015) will help to improve and encourage user interaction with the recommender
system by encouraging users to interact with video content using multiple drives.
Other areas to be explored include how implicit and explicit emotion feedback might be used
within a recommender system to predict user behaviours towards video content.
Consideration could be given to how these methods would be integrated into a hybrid
recommender system, together with factors such as the weather and colour, which have been
found to be influential in some contexts, but there is no certainty that they influence the
emotional experience of watching online video content. During experiment V the current
weather condition, temperature, precipitation, humidity, cloud cover, pressure, wind speed
and wind direction were collected from each of the 22 participants locations along with their
emotion feedback. However, the weather and emotion data were not compared to identify if
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any correlations existed between participant emotion and their current weather conditions.
Future work could explore whether any correlations exist between weather and emotion in the
context of watching online video content. Future work would also include larger participant
sample sizes in addition to conducting the experiment over a longer period of time in order to
thoroughly examine if the weather has any influence on participant emotions.
Experiment V involved 22 participants, the majority of which are female. Our experiment is
limited in participant size and further experiments with more participants of equal gender
demographics could be conducted in future work. Although more people responded to the
voluntary call for participants through social media, only a small proportion actually took part
and 3 participants dropped out shortly after Experiment V commenced. Most participants for
Experiment V are located in the United Kingdom and whilst there is a wide range of ages (18
to 65) no participants are >65 years of age and this is most likely due to less >65 year olds
using social media. Experiment V took place between November and December during the
beginning of the winter season. In future work a larger sample size would be accessed to
participate in experiments over the fall seasonal cycle. The weather conditions during the
summer months are often brighter and this may affect the emotions of some participants.
Future work includes exploring and comparing different video genres with 360-MAM-affect
which is tested on 4 YouTube channels in total, which included 2 educational channels that
covered general knowledge, science, technology and mathematics and 2 channels that had
more variable content, which included music and blogs. The methods of emotion detection
and sentiment analysis within 360-MAM-Affect are applied to multiple video genres.
However, future work needs to identify whether these methods are more applicable to
particular video categories or all of them. It is also important to note that over half of the
videos used during Experiment V were less than 5 minutes in length, those over 5 minutes
ranged in length with some being a few hours long. No video timestamp was collected when
users left emotion feedback on a video and further work could investigate whether short and
long-form video content could potentially benefit from identifying the exact times in the
which users leave video feedback. It would be expected that long-form video content may
invoke more emotional responses from users compared to short-form videos which may only
invoke one or two emotional responses.
User input data recording could be improved such as the automatic collection of the current
timestamp on a video which is collected at 15 second intervals in order to track how many
minutes and seconds of a video a user has viewed. It would be desirable to make this more
accurate by tracking the exact number of hours, minutes, seconds and milliseconds viewed by
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the user. However, this would need to be implemented in a manner that would not negatively
impact the user experience. Methods on obtaining user feedback such as star rating feedback
could be improved as in Week-1 of Experiment V 20% of participants failed to select a star
rating and 10% failed in Week-2. It is possible participants did not understand this feature so
it would be important that it is improved to prevent the loss of user feedback. When
participants are asked whether the range of emotions (Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad Surprise, Fear
and Neutral) from which to choose per day is sufficient, participants indicated that they
wanted more to choose from. Hence, further work could include investigation into what kinds
of emotions may be most relevant for this purpose. Several participants indicated that they
wished to have the option to select bored or boredom. When participants were asked if the
emotion feedback buttons (Positive, Neutral & Negative) for videos needed more subemotions from which to choose, the majority indicated that they could not express themselves
fully through the emotion feedback buttons that are provided. Hence, further work needs to
investigate what sub-emotions might be most relevant to the viewing of video and feedback.
Further work could also include investigating the optimum number of videos to provide to the
user in the video sidebar as some participants indicated the number of videos on offer is not
sufficient. It is also observed that the star rating feedback popup could be improved as in
Week-1 of Experiment V 20% of participants failed to select a star rating and 10% in Week-2,
which suggests participants did not understand this feature. Hence, discovering the cause of
the loss of star rating feedback is important so that this feature can be improved to prevent
further feedback losses. The current drop-down text menu for the star rating selection is not
ideal because of the space required and an improved star rating user interface could include a
box containing images of 10 stars rather than text for user selection that highlight on user
interaction. The user would hover over the appropriate star image to select the number of stars
out of ten, e.g. hovering over and then clicking on the 5th star in the row of 10 star images,
would select 5 stars out of 10. Experiment V collected emotion feedback on video content and
allowed participants to leave multiple emotion feedback on the same video. However, with
this emotion reporting no video timestamp is collected when emotion feedback is selected by
the user and further work could include this feature so that emotion reporting by the
participant can be observed at various time points in the video, which may identify emotion
patterns over the course of video content.
We considered how the video thumbnails affected the number of selections made on the
videos provided to participants during Experiment V and no strong link is found between the
number of thumbnail features such as logos, text/words, face/faces and bright colours and the
total number of selections made on a video. Future work could explore what factors made
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some videos more attractive to click on than others. An extended analysis of thumbnail
features could be conducted in order to identify the potential presence of any correlation
between YouTube video thumbnails and their selection frequencies. Future work could use
multiple individuals to classify the features of YouTube thumbnails in order to determine if
more understanding can be gained.
Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) cover online interactions of various types that occur
between tutors and students (JISC 2009). Future work includes how 360-MAM-Affect could
be employd within VLEs. Game-based techniques (Hyndman et al. 2012) and emotions
(Muñoz et al. 2012) have been used in VLEs to improve learning and knowledge retention.
Educational content is becoming more freely available than ever before. Examples include
TED (TED 2014), 360 Production’s channel ‘Brit Lab/Head Squeeze’ (Head Squeeze/BritLab
2014), thenewboston Education (thenewboston 2013), the Khan Academy (Khan Academy
2014), YouTube EDU (YouTube EDU 2014a, 2014b), Academic Earth (Academic Earth
2014) and Brightstorm (Brightstorm 2013). Incorporating 360-MAM-Affect within a video
recommender system could be useful for VLEs. If high quality educational videos are
recommended to students using the VLE then student learning and understanding could be
improved by supplementing course content with high quality video explanations.
Although our work focuses on non-invasive methods of emotion detection, e.g. no wearable
sensors, more invasive methods could be utilised to improve emotion detection. For example,
eye-gaze (Hickson et al. 2017) could be monitored using a gaze-tracking camera within a
Virtual Reality (VR) headset to identify where the user is looking whilst viewing video
content. As some emotions can be unconscious and only expressed for a split second, user
facial expressions could be tracked with facial recognition cameras to pick up these
unconscious emotions during the viewing of video content in order to annotate a video with
the emotions of the user over time (Soleymani et al. 2017). Although most users maybe
mostly stationary when viewing video content, the increased use of mobile devices to watch
online content could mean tracking body gestures may identify user emotions. However, it
could also be applied to the video content itself, for example, to recognise gestures made by a
video participant. Advances in gesture recognition offer the opportunity to track user gestures
from the body, hands, head and face in order to recognise emotion with devices such as the
Kinect (Patwardhan and Knapp 2016). Image processing could be utilised if the viewer's face
is photographed at frequent intervals during the viewing of video content in order to
determine the emotion expressed and annotate the video with the viewer's expressed emotion.
However, this might be a privacy issue and not something a user might be prepared to allow.
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Speech recognition could identify emotion within user speech (Han et al. 2014) by identifying
emotion words and changes in pitch, e.g. shouting angrily. Emotions could be identified with
speech recognition by determining the emotions of the video viewers if they spoke during the
viewing of video content. For example, they might be more expressive whilst watching a
football match than watching a weather report. Recognising emotion in speech could also be
applied to video audio to determine what type of video the user is watching, e.g. music video
or a funny video. If speech is identified within the video it could determine what the video is
about and if any emotions are expressed in it. For example, vlogs may be a suitable video
type to apply speech recognition to for identifying emotion because vlogs contains, "a
journalistic video documentation on the web of a person's life, thoughts, opinions, and
interests" (Urban Dictionary 2017). Image processing has also been applied to emotion
recognition such as sadness and anger in images where faces have been detected (Halder et al.
2016). Improvements in technology for eye-gaze, facial recognition, gesture recognition,
speech recognition and image processing offer many opportunities for further research on
emotion detection within 360-MAM-Affect.

7.4 Conclusion
This thesis provides evidence to support the Video-Sentiment Hypothesis (H1) and VideoEmotional-Reaction Hypothesis (H2). Our emotion-centred model which is implemented in
360-MAM-Affect and its modules for sentiment analysis, emotion detection and gamification
are used to test our two hypotheses. 360-MAM-Affect has shown that sentiment analysis can
automatically classify the quality of online videos and aid in the identification of high quality
video content. It has also shown that users can be monitored using emotion detection and
gamification within a video viewing experience to identify their current emotional state and
emotional reaction to video content, without resorting to wearable sensors. However, further
studies need to be conducted to discover how sentiment analysis, emotion detection and
gamification can augment the algorithms of recommender systems. Further research is also
needed to understand what emotions are most relevant for viewing online video content and if
more subtle emotions may reduce the number of user neutral feedback selections, which
dominated during experimentation. Additional work could also be conducted to investigate
how people's explicit and implicit mood feedback could augment video quality evaluation
within a recommender system.
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Appendices
Appendix A Experiments II-IV: XLS and CSV file examples
This appendix gives examples of the EmoSenticNet (Gelhukh 2015) XLS and CSV file
formats from Experiments II-IV.

A.1

EmoSenticNet (Gelbukh 2015) in XLS file format

Figure A.1 shows emosenticnet.xls, a worksheet file containing columns and rows in
Microsoft Excel (Microsoft 2017). EmoSenticNet is a lexical resource that uses SenticNet
(SenticNet 2017), a semantic network of commonsense knowledge that contains words and
multiword expressions and WordNet Affect (Strapparava and Valitutti 2009), a linguistic
resource containing affective concepts correlated with affective words. EmoSenticNet assigns
6 WordNet Affect emotion labels (Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad, Surprise and Fear) to SenticNet
Concepts (e.g. Abandon). The values denote Concepts that relate to associated emotions:
Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sad, Surprise and Fear. The value "0" means a given emotion is not
associated with a given concept whereas the value "1" means the emotion is associated with a
given concept. For example, the concept Abandon is associated with Disgust and Sad, but not
associated with Anger, Joy, Surprise or Fear.

Figure A.1: EmoSenticNet (Gelbukh 2015) in XLS file format
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A.2

EmoSenticNet (Gelbukh 2015) in CSV file format

Figure A.2 shows Emosenticnet_.csv, a comma-separated values (CSV) file storing
information in a tabular format as a plain text file. Each new line of the CSV file holds a data
record and each record stores one or more fields which are seperated by commas (Computer
Hope 2017b). EmoSenticNet XLS files (see Appendix A, Figure A.1) were converted into a
CSV text file format. The concepts from EmoSenticNet are features and the emotions from
EmoSenticNet are labels. The value "0" means a given emotion is not associated with a given
concept whereas the value "1" means the emotion is associated with a given concept. Hence,
Abandon would be displayed as “Abandon”, “0,1,0,1,0,0” and therefore associated with
Disgust and Sad, but not associated with Anger, Joy, Surprise or Fear.

Figure A.2: EmoSenticNet (Gelbukh 2015) in CSV file format
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A.3

Experiment IV sorted scores of 1,433 YouTube videos

Figure A.3 shows a snapshot of Experiment IV with 28 sorted scores of 1,433 YouTube
videos listed from most positive score to most negative score in XLS file format (Microsoft
2017). The Metadata file column displays the unique text file name for a given video based
on its YouTube unique identification URL address.The Metadata date column displays when
the YouTube comments were harvested from YouTube. The Label column lists the video
channel name. The Confidence(negative) column indicates negative score out of 0.0-1.0. The
Confidence(positive) column indicates positive score out of 0.0-1.0. The Prediction column
indicates whether the video is predicted to be positive or negative based on the scores from
the Confidence(negative) and Confidence(positive) column.

Figure A.3: Sorted scores of 1,433 YouTube videos from Experiment IV in XLS file format
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Appendix B Experiment IV: RapidMiner Support Vector Machine (SVM)
model results
Table B.1 shows the 1,433 videos collected from YouTube in Experiment IV, ordered from
most positive score to most negative score. Each video was assigned a Positive (%) and
Negative (%) score by 360-MAM-Affect's RapidMiner Support Vector Machine (SVM)
sentiment analysis model during Experiment IV. The Number column indicates the number of
videos collected. The Metadata file column displays the unique text file name for a given
video based on its YouTube unique identification URL address.The Metadata date column
displays when the YouTube comments were harvested from YouTube. The Channel column
lists the video channel name. The Prediction column indicates whether the video is predicted
to be positive or negative.
Table B.1: Sentiment classification of 1,433 YouTube videos
Number

Metadata File

Metadata Date

Channel

Positive (%)

Negative (%)

Prediction

1

7OHMqdMpsj8.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:54

MyTop100Videos

91.7

8.3

positive

2

-yEtBps-BnI.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:35

YouTubeEdu

88.2

11.8

positive

3

kO8t0_UsBIs.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:46

YouTubeEdu

87.9

12.1

positive

4

NiKtZgImdlY.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:44

YouTubeEdu

87.0

13.0

positive

5

GIJK3dwCWCw.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:20

YouTubeEdu

86.7

13.3

positive

6

HTFdMwCXpMw.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:32

YouTubeEdu

85.3

14.7

positive

7

fR3NxCR9z2U.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:13

YouTubeEdu

85.0

15.0

positive

8

Joalg73L_gw.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:55

YouTubeEdu

83.9

16.1

positive

9

P0TNJrTlbBQ.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:58

YouTubeEdu

83.8

16.2

positive

10

m_uuXBeAFns.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:30

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

83.7

16.3

positive

11

6pA_Tou-DPI.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:19

MyTop100Videos

83.6

16.4

positive

12

ei2-RjJDBHc.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:52

MyTop100Videos

83.2

16.8

positive

13

DjByja9ejTQ.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:03

YouTubeEdu

82.9

17.1

positive

14

5GIfISN4-G8.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:27

YouTubeEdu

82.6

17.4

positive

15

X_xR5Kes4Rs.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:46

YouTubeEdu

82.1

17.9

positive

16

tH4J6zlxCG8.txt

2015-12-07 14:16:07

Sam Pepper

81.4

18.6

positive

17

Z8eXaXoUJRQ.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:42

MyTop100Videos

81.3

18.7

positive

18

4Z_hMYGAQ6k.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:59

YouTubeEdu

81.2

18.8

positive

19

2vjPBrBU-TM.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:20

MyTop100Videos

81.1

18.9

positive

20

SQggDnScsvI.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:35

YouTubeEdu

80.7

19.3

positive

21

VJw8r_YWJ9k.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:35

YouTubeEdu

80.5

19.5

positive

22

CafzeA-9Qz8.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:29

MyTop100Videos

79.8

20.2

positive

23

66SGcBAs04w.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:18

YouTubeEdu

79.6

20.4

positive

24

_Fwf45pIAtM.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:47

MyTop100Videos

79.5

20.5

positive
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25

mF4q_K6YsjE.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:58

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

79.5

20.5

positive

26

fAoNuUUp3w8.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:18

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

79.5

20.5

positive

27

L8eRzOYhLuw.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:47

MyTop100Videos

79.2

20.8

positive

28

xXYhua4IwoE.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:25

YouTubeEdu

78.6

21.4

positive

29

0MDyXaTDX3E.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:26

YouTubeEdu

78.6

21.4

positive

30

QqWjNsBsRes.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:33

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

78.4

21.6

positive

31

g5qU7p7yOY8.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:47

MyTop100Videos

78.4

21.6

positive

32

FTXvd5CFnYk.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:36

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

78.1

21.9

positive

33

JF8BRvqGCNs.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:48

MyTop100Videos

78.1

21.9

positive

34

KQ6zr6kCPj8.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:17

MyTop100Videos

78.0

22.0

positive

35

orxXlAltFQg.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:21

MyTop100Videos

77.9

22.1

positive

36

-dK0aBeyGUg.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:09

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

77.8

22.2

positive

37

sNIIxzR-d_Q.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:48

YouTubeEdu

77.7

22.3

positive

38

w-yc3BPqOg4.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:06

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

77.7

22.3

positive

39

pANZnvRGAD8.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:06

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

77.5

22.5

positive

40

JAcZpQCLb4E.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:21

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

77.4

22.6

positive

41

19P33GK5AM4.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:40

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

77.4

22.6

positive

42

450p7goxZqg.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:33

MyTop100Videos

76.6

23.4

positive

43

-MYB8butQwQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:21

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

76.5

23.5

positive

44

iO2IR0ixD08.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:30

MyTop100Videos

76.3

23.7

positive

45

7tPzO7ynAAA.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:43

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

76.3

23.7

positive

46

9dV0CJb4qtg.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:56

YouTubeEdu

76.3

23.7

positive

47

UGov-KH7hkM.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:41

MyTop100Videos

76.1

23.9

positive

48

vh8-ZUIX_1o.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:19

YouTubeEdu

75.9

24.1

positive

49

LTXTeAt2mpg.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:24

YouTubeEdu

75.9

24.1

positive

50

I7orwMgTQ5I.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:26

YouTubeEdu

75.7

24.3

positive

51

BGa3AqeqRy0.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:17

MyTop100Videos

75.5

24.5

positive

52

Ie2j7GpC4JU.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:52

YouTubeEdu

75.3

24.7

positive

53

W-TE_Ys4iwM.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:32

MyTop100Videos

75.1

24.9

positive

54

mB-oGkquwZo.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:09

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

75.1

24.9

positive

55

w7-jOEi80Rw.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:09

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

75.0

25.0

positive

56

Q7gVhxcSvrM.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:22

YouTubeEdu

74.9

25.1

positive

57

ulShj4keKNw.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:41

YouTubeEdu

74.9

25.1

positive

58

eP-mv5IjFzY.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:30

YouTubeEdu

74.9

25.1

positive

59

AbKkjwZivmE.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:11

YouTubeEdu

74.9

25.1

positive

60

BELlZKpi1Zs.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:46

MyTop100Videos

74.8

25.2

positive
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61

Y1xs_xPb46M.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:00

MyTop100Videos

74.7

25.3

positive

62

LlAEJGxv5_4.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:19

YouTubeEdu

74.5

25.5

positive

63

AByfaYcOm4A.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:40

MyTop100Videos

74.5

25.5

positive

64

l7VsurR48Ew.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:07

MyTop100Videos

74.4

25.6

positive

65

o9tJW9MDs2M.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:39

MyTop100Videos

74.4

25.6

positive

66

_UR-l3QI2nE.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:22

MyTop100Videos

74.2

25.8

positive

67

vtv_VSw_nhg.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:49

MyTop100Videos

74.1

25.9

positive

68

1i7p0vTGcBk.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:04

MyTop100Videos

73.9

26.1

positive

69

HJvgrCodUw4.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:28

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

73.8

26.2

positive

70

p1JPKLa-Ofc.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:51

MyTop100Videos

73.6

26.4

positive

71

bTTkNLF5tUQ.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:52

Sam Pepper

73.5

26.5

positive

72

p4b8BMnolDI.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:38

MyTop100Videos

73.4

26.6

positive

73

JSVrPUQK16w.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:53

Sam Pepper

73.4

26.6

positive

74

6cfSz7E5pcI.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:27

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

73.4

26.6

positive

75

r2ozuCXpVJY.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:35

MyTop100Videos

73.3

26.7

positive

76

y6Sxv-sUYtM.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:10

MyTop100Videos

73.3

26.7

positive

77

h6szTEZn1m4.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:12

MyTop100Videos

73.1

26.9

positive

78

6eVxDOQtvAw.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:17

MyTop100Videos

73.0

27.0

positive

79

tA33ZqvF7Rc.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:24

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

72.9

27.1

positive

80

oysI-OUbWjs.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:38

Sam Pepper

72.8

27.2

positive

81

uBGl2BujkPQ.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:41

YouTubeEdu

72.8

27.2

positive

82

FNRanlbBtmQ.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:30

Sam Pepper

72.6

27.4

positive

83

aFEL3bAj3zw.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:06

MyTop100Videos

72.5

27.5

positive

84

AjpvFygUuc4.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:05

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

72.3

27.7

positive

85

B4-lungQBTM.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:11

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

72.2

27.8

positive

86

Mj06h8BeeOA.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:37

YouTubeEdu

72.1

27.9

positive

87

TapXs54Ah3E.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:59

MyTop100Videos

72.0

28.0

positive

88

CeatgOeyem0.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:52

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

71.9

28.1

positive

89

BSXbC7DEzR8.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:20

YouTubeEdu

71.9

28.1

positive

90

BV_JunPx20Y.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:38

YouTubeEdu

71.9

28.1

positive

91

ayb9kK5uwgQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:28

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

71.9

28.1

positive

92

89shevn24L8.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:47

YouTubeEdu

71.8

28.2

positive

93

Q74O2hwR4iY.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:10

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

71.8

28.2

positive

94

MlAlOZIkm2M.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:30

YouTubeEdu

71.7

28.3

positive

95

iS1g8G_njx8.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:42

MyTop100Videos

71.7

28.3

positive

96

4qEfzb4wcgs.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:35

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

71.6

28.4

positive
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97

SmM0653YvXU.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:56

MyTop100Videos

71.5

28.5

positive

98

9W3sWiZ-iO8.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:05

MyTop100Videos

71.5

28.5

positive

99

SeIJmciN8mo.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:15

MyTop100Videos

71.5

28.5

positive

100

hG26ukSC89A.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:13

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

71.5

28.5

positive

101

HFhFhNNd1sU.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:55

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

71.4

28.6

positive

102

aVobqydayA4.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:22

Sam Pepper

71.4

28.6

positive

103

JHekM29L588.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:58

YouTubeEdu

71.2

28.8

positive

104

vdrqA93sW-8.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:30

MyTop100Videos

71.2

28.8

positive

105

VGMnztltVh0.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:44

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

71.0

29.0

positive

106

vDKsQoJC3xA.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:46

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

70.7

29.3

positive

107

BrGwJC6PiB0.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:44

MyTop100Videos

70.4

29.6

positive

108

jNgP6d9HraI.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:27

YouTubeEdu

70.3

29.7

positive

109

ZyhrYis509A.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:05

MyTop100Videos

70.3

29.7

positive

110

94fED4EErcU.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:48

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

70.2

29.8

positive

111

2xY9XbrsfWM.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:12

YouTubeEdu

70.2

29.8

positive

112

bdOXnTbyk0g.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:20

MyTop100Videos

70.1

29.9

positive

113

kHSFpGBFGHY.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:19

MyTop100Videos

70.1

29.9

positive

114

343ORgL3kIc.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:10

YouTubeEdu

69.9

30.1

positive

115

HP-MbfHFUqs.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:33

MyTop100Videos

69.9

30.1

positive

116

frPQ0EUlIMY.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:34

YouTubeEdu

69.9

30.1

positive

117

tWy2QfC9APM.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:03

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

69.9

30.1

positive

118

C1LSWfEJtkA.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:18

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

69.8

30.2

positive

119

zoVILkXlOrQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:32

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

69.8

30.2

positive

120

7-7knsP2n5w.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:59

MyTop100Videos

69.7

30.3

positive

121

tZvjh1dxz08.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:44

YouTubeEdu

69.7

30.3

positive

122

Ziu929ZQfq8.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:57

MyTop100Videos

69.5

30.5

positive

123

hL1UPA_guvo.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:19

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

69.3

30.7

positive

124

haqi4xvjvKo.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:46

YouTubeEdu

69.2

30.8

positive

125

Wqwq1Lx0w64.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:51

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

69.2

30.8

positive

126

1MyK_ATJH_0.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:02

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

69.0

31.0

positive

127

Pr9AnCeXWmI.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:32

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

68.9

31.1

positive

128

3ExWsVFJlFo.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:07

MyTop100Videos

68.9

31.1

positive

129

KlyXNRrsk4A.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:20

MyTop100Videos

68.8

31.2

positive

130

zCfm-vWuQRk.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:05

MyTop100Videos

68.8

31.2

positive

131

9tRc8EVp2vY.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:56

Sam Pepper

68.6

31.4

positive

132

xUKTWtyJz5g.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:29

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

68.5

31.5

positive
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133

wpwClytg38k.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:18

YouTubeEdu

68.5

31.5

positive

134

JC2yu2a9sHk.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:16

MyTop100Videos

68.5

31.5

positive

135

bjgFH01k0gU.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:27

MyTop100Videos

68.3

31.7

positive

136

W1tzURKYFNs.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:51

MyTop100Videos

68.3

31.7

positive

137

dsF-tAf58Vg.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:11

YouTubeEdu

68.3

31.7

positive

138

kYtGl1dX5qI.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:01

MyTop100Videos

68.2

31.8

positive

139

IaMnRrrQx48.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:05

YouTubeEdu

68.2

31.8

positive

140

G-Wn48geCJ8.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:49

MyTop100Videos

68.1

31.9

positive

141

DUjjQchy_HU.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:17

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

68.0

32.0

positive

142

lpctMYwMiR8.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:24

MyTop100Videos

68.0

32.0

positive

143

4JGmy_RUWYc.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:47

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

67.9

32.1

positive

144

WwiiOjyfvAU.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:58

YouTubeEdu

67.8

32.2

positive

145

6JpLD3PUAZk.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:36

YouTubeEdu

67.7

32.3

positive

146

X0nWmTeQPfo.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:12

YouTubeEdu

67.7

32.3

positive

147

-GGx6bBJv2U.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:14

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

67.6

32.4

positive

148

WC7JaanLLk0.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:17

YouTubeEdu

67.6

32.4

positive

149

RKauKqlxLxs.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:57

YouTubeEdu

67.5

32.5

positive

150

3CSKt1F-Zj0.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:25

YouTubeEdu

67.5

32.5

positive

151

p60rN9JEapg.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:31

YouTubeEdu

67.5

32.5

positive

152

tEie0Q_fbiw.txt

2015-12-07 14:16:03

Sam Pepper

67.5

32.5

positive

153

RnpyRe_7jZA.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:42

MyTop100Videos

67.3

32.7

positive

154

7RMQksXpQSk.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:25

MyTop100Videos

67.3

32.7

positive

155

jIAltUyFo5o.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:05

YouTubeEdu

67.2

32.8

positive

156

Sjyl-ti3xAY.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:39

YouTubeEdu

67.1

32.9

positive

157

PPwzUNGXOXA.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:28

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

67.1

32.9

positive

158

SaolVEJEjV4.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:12

MyTop100Videos

67.1

32.9

positive

159

SJEU3PT0O5g.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:37

YouTubeEdu

67.1

32.9

positive

160

rP54LFFSZ1Q.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:27

YouTubeEdu

67.0

33.0

positive

161

avDOH65ptOc.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:44

MyTop100Videos

66.9

33.1

positive

162

ibVofIHq71s.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:28

YouTubeEdu

66.8

33.2

positive

163

47YClVMlthI.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:59

MyTop100Videos

66.8

33.2

positive

164

qdDVtFvJwUc.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:18

MyTop100Videos

66.8

33.2

positive

165

nlcIKh6sBtc.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:52

MyTop100Videos

66.7

33.3

positive

166

J7Jh31p9RME.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:49

YouTubeEdu

66.7

33.3

positive

167

wmwP4fX1MM4.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:43

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

66.6

33.4

positive

168

EEuQU6a90Pc.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:49

MyTop100Videos

66.6

33.4

positive
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169

C5SXi-Xe3Y0.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:35

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

66.5

33.5

positive

170

htraBtY9Hew.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:02

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

66.5

33.5

positive

171

97sHPWlhpdA.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:26

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

66.5

33.5

positive

172

ztkNLWFgYH8.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:59

YouTubeEdu

66.4

33.6

positive

173

v54sXgU746Y.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:02

Sam Pepper

66.4

33.6

positive

174

OP6v0UURJSY.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:37

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

66.3

33.7

positive

175

OPf0YbXqDm0.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:08

MyTop100Videos

66.3

33.7

positive

176

UB0vsiLMM40.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:30

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

66.2

33.8

positive

177

8dYU_Vx7RH4.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:39

YouTubeEdu

66.1

33.9

positive

178

7VJ4cRWCpDw.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:23

YouTubeEdu

66.0

34.0

positive

179

Ic0czeUJrGE.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:55

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

65.8

34.2

positive

180

ARJIzIL3Fvc.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:42

YouTubeEdu

65.8

34.2

positive

181

rbobPcf4bvM.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:59

YouTubeEdu

65.8

34.2

positive

182

m17sHxbVjOg.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:42

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

65.7

34.3

positive

183

quYNNIXRtOA.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:52

Sam Pepper

65.7

34.3

positive

184

r7x-RGfd0Yk.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:07

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

65.7

34.3

positive

185

nEkhsLEI2ek.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:11

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

65.6

34.4

positive

186

8b8cbgLnUVQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:33

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

65.6

34.4

positive

187

lm_n3hg-Gbg.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:15

MyTop100Videos

65.5

34.5

positive

188

JO8udc4v0mg.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:09

YouTubeEdu

65.5

34.5

positive

189

PDrElHWBT6A.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:55

YouTubeEdu

65.5

34.5

positive

190

AIlji543PJw.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:02

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

65.4

34.6

positive

191

OWXoRSIxyIU.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:09

YouTubeEdu

65.4

34.6

positive

192

_3zg8Xph4Qw.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:25

YouTubeEdu

65.4

34.6

positive

193

iP6XpLQM2Cs.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:46

MyTop100Videos

65.4

34.6

positive

194

bkhhCi7nMFI.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:09

YouTubeEdu

65.2

34.8

positive

195

eZl9l9vET44.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:23

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

65.2

34.8

positive

196

Rj2QkLaaj2E.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:53

MyTop100Videos

65.2

34.8

positive

197

kelqnANJrhA.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:50

Sam Pepper

65.2

34.8

positive

198

ShlW5plD_40.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:16

MyTop100Videos

65.1

34.9

positive

199

GSirHU4fuhg.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:38

MyTop100Videos

65.1

34.9

positive

200

09mpgUzVc5g.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:25

YouTubeEdu

65.0

35.0

positive

201

UFeOw1tC_ew.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:55

YouTubeEdu

64.9

35.1

positive

202

yIoTRGfcMqM.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:29

YouTubeEdu

64.9

35.1

positive

203

3vUQumOFXhs.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:28

Sam Pepper

64.9

35.1

positive

204

hmb066Vzdek.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:54

YouTubeEdu

64.9

35.1

positive
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205

kHue-HaXXzg.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:24

MyTop100Videos

64.8

35.2

positive

206

DnT3FgV7pzU.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:14

YouTubeEdu

64.8

35.2

positive

207

mI0FKAIlSeU.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:41

MyTop100Videos

64.7

35.3

positive

208

moSFlvxnbgk.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:33

MyTop100Videos

64.6

35.4

positive

209

sue_esAhcUI.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:20

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

64.6

35.4

positive

210

pYHgd-slrOA.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:47

Sam Pepper

64.6

35.4

positive

211

LXUSaVw3Mvk.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:50

MyTop100Videos

64.6

35.4

positive

212

scfV7G54KY0.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:07

YouTubeEdu

64.5

35.5

positive

213

trZgC8icFVU.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:11

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

64.4

35.6

positive

214

y2euBvdP28c.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:59

YouTubeEdu

64.4

35.6

positive

215

HrIrB9reWwQ.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:34

YouTubeEdu

64.4

35.6

positive

216

IiQA3XSw5UM.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:26

YouTubeEdu

64.4

35.6

positive

217

ToCQZRlztZQ.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:10

YouTubeEdu

64.4

35.6

positive

218

Jwgf3wmiA04.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:05

MyTop100Videos

64.3

35.7

positive

219

-igS7zEQd1E.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:09

MyTop100Videos

64.3

35.7

positive

220

e5zH4N3ohR0.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:15

YouTubeEdu

64.3

35.7

positive

221

cZxUA0KDoVg.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:07

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

64.3

35.7

positive

222

GfNJC4GMIFA.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:43

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

64.3

35.7

positive

223

NafbGOQBlQs.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:54

YouTubeEdu

64.3

35.7

positive

224

qXLFn6Fnu_I.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:12

Sam Pepper

64.2

35.8

positive

225

lBA99QVqnwI.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:44

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

64.2

35.8

positive

226

-h8TRSWiQng.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:19

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

64.1

35.9

positive

227

ZSBq8geuJk0.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:55

MyTop100Videos

64.1

35.9

positive

228

sdbyG2MrBHk.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:25

MyTop100Videos

64.1

35.9

positive

229

FfnQemkjPjM.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:27

MyTop100Videos

64.0

36.0

positive

230

ug5UafJFEYc.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:07

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

63.9

36.1

positive

231

PbG1Q9Mdcnc.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:41

YouTubeEdu

63.9

36.1

positive

232

cE3LzPQgQmk.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:34

MyTop100Videos

63.9

36.1

positive

233

ir1xdtIb-g0.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:10

MyTop100Videos

63.8

36.2

positive

234

Rh9vBczqMk0.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:26

YouTubeEdu

63.8

36.2

positive

235

f7ld-3nZUxA.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:36

MyTop100Videos

63.8

36.2

positive

236

K0i_yL4llbg.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:23

MyTop100Videos

63.8

36.2

positive

237

nfWlot6h_JM.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:34

MyTop100Videos

63.8

36.2

positive

238

UPBJX1SW7AA.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:59

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

63.7

36.3

positive

239

VfwMxtdoOnM.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:41

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

63.7

36.3

positive

240

o8YUM2Y2vvY.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:46

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

63.7

36.3

positive
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241

le1iAZB-aHc.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:22

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

63.7

36.3

positive

242

lhYFxsUqLD0.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:37

YouTubeEdu

63.7

36.3

positive

243

ywDE57CtaTM.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:06

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

63.6

36.4

positive

244

u2gxEgZoOMM.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:36

Sam Pepper

63.6

36.4

positive

245

cKVlRSX7gqs.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:17

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

63.5

36.5

positive

246

0rHUDWjR5gg.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:33

YouTubeEdu

63.5

36.5

positive

247

0HDdjwpPM3Y.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:25

MyTop100Videos

63.4

36.6

positive

248

v7n7wZhHJj8.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:15

YouTubeEdu

63.4

36.6

positive

249

_sV0S8qWSy0.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:43

MyTop100Videos

63.4

36.6

positive

250

KWZGAExj-es.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:21

MyTop100Videos

63.4

36.6

positive

251

NUsoVlDFqZg.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:36

MyTop100Videos

63.3

36.7

positive

252

v4OliM1GXXY.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:34

YouTubeEdu

63.3

36.7

positive

253

LJbrLSU2Tk4.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:36

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

63.3

36.7

positive

254

UpsKGvPjAgw.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:02

MyTop100Videos

63.3

36.7

positive

255

HSlon_3VBn4.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:03

MyTop100Videos

63.3

36.7

positive

256

KoUyMuMVJQY.txt

2015-12-11 15:31:17

YouTubeEdu

63.3

36.7

positive

257

ytHsDlmAo0g.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:24

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

63.2

36.8

positive

258

hHUbLv4ThOo.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:56

MyTop100Videos

63.2

36.8

positive

259

ihv4f7VMeJw.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:32

YouTubeEdu

63.1

36.9

positive

260

k0BWlvnBmIE.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:57

MyTop100Videos

63.0

37.0

positive

261

1TsVjvEkc4s.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:23

MyTop100Videos

62.9

37.1

positive

262

FTQGlQdtG3E.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:58

MyTop100Videos

62.8

37.2

positive

263

B51A5fw8bA4.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:59

Sam Pepper

62.8

37.2

positive

264

8UVNT4wvIGY.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:36

MyTop100Videos

62.8

37.2

positive

265

Ig_e_IqRcWE.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:17

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

62.8

37.2

positive

266

CevxZvSJLk8.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:45

MyTop100Videos

62.8

37.2

positive

267

a52ZSCIAoRk.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:27

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

62.7

37.3

positive

268

hg_BfgbfAUA.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:55

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

62.3

37.7

positive

269

ea7lJkEhytA.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:51

YouTubeEdu

62.3

37.7

positive

270

JhzJbQP3UWQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:13

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

62.3

37.7

positive

271

xd12hR68sWM.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:17

MyTop100Videos

62.1

37.9

positive

272

qm5KeaPhSYk.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:27

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

62.1

37.9

positive

273

IdneKLhsWOQ.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:06

MyTop100Videos

62.1

37.9

positive

274

IQA16G0JLDQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:36

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

62.0

38.0

positive

275

PS5p9caXS4U.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:55

YouTubeEdu

62.0

38.0

positive

276

bYXZP8eZKCw.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:12

YouTubeEdu

62.0

38.0

positive
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277

fL2pJKVnkvg.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:00

YouTubeEdu

62.0

38.0

positive

278

hcm55lU9knw.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:34

MyTop100Videos

62.0

38.0

positive

279

MR5wUszRW8w.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:39

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

62.0

38.0

positive

280

n-D1EB74Ckg.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:08

MyTop100Videos

61.9

38.1

positive

281

qrYbhPWRnmQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:53

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

61.9

38.1

positive

282

uU_FFtbCcLc.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:01

MyTop100Videos

61.9

38.1

positive

283

uuFf3gecj8M.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:07

YouTubeEdu

61.9

38.1

positive

284

E6kA27m1Vmo.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:23

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

61.8

38.2

positive

285

6otsZNOwLUw.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:40

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

61.8

38.2

positive

286

hXI8RQYC36Q.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:03

MyTop100Videos

61.8

38.2

positive

287

QHpyN7gnq9Q.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:45

MyTop100Videos

61.8

38.2

positive

288

0PGrtdcvlVE.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:29

MyTop100Videos

61.8

38.2

positive

289

NwX5zfC0hgc.txt

2015-12-10 14:28:04

YouTubeEdu

61.7

38.3

positive

290

1aLCwDT-X6c.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:38

YouTubeEdu

61.6

38.4

positive

291

oOjYT9EqH5E.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:38

YouTubeEdu

61.6

38.4

positive

292

JI-5kh_4gO0.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:14

MyTop100Videos

61.4

38.6

positive

293

2PEG82Udb90.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:24

MyTop100Videos

61.4

38.6

positive

294

EwTZ2xpQwpA.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:17

MyTop100Videos

61.4

38.6

positive

295

gSpXMH9xJy0.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:16

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

61.4

38.6

positive

296

NaGndICPT8I.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:57

YouTubeEdu

61.4

38.6

positive

297

KrBWp5dLZ5Q.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:10

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

61.3

38.7

positive

298

YF8AAJSTJoM.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:37

YouTubeEdu

61.3

38.7

positive

299

leSiCuFqhwc.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:30

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

61.2

38.8

positive

300

zXYsxCU15K4.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:41

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

61.1

38.9

positive

301

T59TwAQ_ka8.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:17

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

61.1

38.9

positive

302

t5Sd5c4o9UM.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:45

MyTop100Videos

61.0

39.0

positive

303

ASO_zypdnsQ.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:29

MyTop100Videos

61.0

39.0

positive

304

SCV_m91mN-Q.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:15

YouTubeEdu

61.0

39.0

positive

305

wv-BvwRYiXE.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:42

YouTubeEdu

60.9

39.1

positive

306

AxF-PdnecXw.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:39

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

60.9

39.1

positive

307

68A_Azsqqg4.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:40

YouTubeEdu

60.9

39.1

positive

308

Hkw_L6pq_ic.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:20

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

60.8

39.2

positive

309

8lyqFkFsH28.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:02

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

60.8

39.2

positive

310

VVAKFJ8VVp4.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:34

YouTubeEdu

60.6

39.4

positive

311

7Ee3O5kpEkE.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:25

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

60.6

39.4

positive

312

C_zFhWdM4ic.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:09

YouTubeEdu

60.6

39.4

positive
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313

UFccvtrP1d8.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:14

MyTop100Videos

60.5

39.5

positive

314

w00TTelIew4.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:35

Sam Pepper

60.5

39.5

positive

315

zOmAwy-eslQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:15

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

60.5

39.5

positive

316

TUoJc0NPajQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:49

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

60.4

39.6

positive

317

KGABwm9lCIc.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:12

MyTop100Videos

60.4

39.6

positive

318

vBX-KulgJ1o.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:45

YouTubeEdu

60.3

39.7

positive

319

z25UlNNHGTw.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:55

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

60.3

39.7

positive

320

7zp1TbLFPp8.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:20

MyTop100Videos

60.3

39.7

positive

321

fyRyZ1zKtyA.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:02

YouTubeEdu

60.2

39.8

positive

322

EyE3auvOroU.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:01

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

60.2

39.8

positive

323

i5eEU8098_o.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:10

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

60.2

39.8

positive

324

ZW3aV7U-aik.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:28

YouTubeEdu

60.2

39.8

positive

325

H_4EKENWB7c.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:34

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

60.1

39.9

positive

326

KY44zvhWhp4.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:23

MyTop100Videos

60.1

39.9

positive

327

zXtsGAkyeIo.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:31

MyTop100Videos

60.1

39.9

positive

328

y6zR6eFvWAs.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:20

YouTubeEdu

60.0

40.0

positive

329

vjW8wmF5VWc.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:56

MyTop100Videos

60.0

40.0

positive

330

5TD3qp4OM94.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:00

YouTubeEdu

60.0

40.0

positive

331

_Z5-P9v3F8w.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:39

MyTop100Videos

60.0

40.0

positive

332

YvHpZimMEvE.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:19

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

60.0

40.0

positive

333

KVy5aO2DHmI.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:57

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

60.0

40.0

positive

334

_-agl0pOQfs.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:03

MyTop100Videos

59.9

40.1

positive

335

mz8EVnOxOyM.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:05

MyTop100Videos

59.9

40.1

positive

336

e3mZ9m7Ndlg.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:48

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

59.9

40.1

positive

337

k7dTDjRnBqU.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:08

YouTubeEdu

59.9

40.1

positive

338

SzLoWDkBKXk.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:35

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

59.9

40.1

positive

339

tyjgn5YO1Lk.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:03

YouTubeEdu

59.9

40.1

positive

340

hLQl3WQQoQ0.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:55

MyTop100Videos

59.8

40.2

positive

341

Xos1tJDZRNU.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:59

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

59.8

40.2

positive

342

1lo8EomDrwA.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:30

YouTubeEdu

59.8

40.2

positive

343

qrO4YZeyl0I.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:27

MyTop100Videos

59.8

40.2

positive

344

xYoxBQ03wUQ.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:18

MyTop100Videos

59.7

40.3

positive

345

pocNl2YhZdM.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:14

YouTubeEdu

59.7

40.3

positive

346

IcrbM1l_BoI.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:30

MyTop100Videos

59.7

40.3

positive

347

vRCE3cWLiuY.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:56

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

59.7

40.3

positive

348

XJRDRHEKY7M.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:08

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

59.7

40.3

positive
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349

lp-EO5I60KA.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:36

MyTop100Videos

59.6

40.4

positive

350

_mmUlo88Utw.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:21

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

59.6

40.4

positive

351

oiKj0Z_Xnjc.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:04

MyTop100Videos

59.6

40.4

positive

352

kStNPPpbGDI.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:45

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

59.5

40.5

positive

353

WtVtikkrdeE.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:04

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

59.5

40.5

positive

354

Aw71zanwMnY.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:29

YouTubeEdu

59.5

40.5

positive

355

MYMZrMQXqI4.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:23

YouTubeEdu

59.5

40.5

positive

356

8tBJbv_y-u4.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:55

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

59.5

40.5

positive

357

f7XQrqf4EZ0.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:35

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

59.5

40.5

positive

358

Zph5usgWkN0.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:49

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

59.5

40.5

positive

359

HffWFd_6bJ0.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:22

YouTubeEdu

59.4

40.6

positive

360

QvlwO4_KZ9k.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:45

YouTubeEdu

59.4

40.6

positive

361

WSDRF7VGmIs.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:08

YouTubeEdu

59.4

40.6

positive

362

ZdR54Gutdqw.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:49

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

59.4

40.6

positive

363

OpQFFLBMEPI.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:36

MyTop100Videos

59.4

40.6

positive

364

Cqt4LjHnMEA.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:33

YouTubeEdu

59.3

40.7

positive

365

N7XwUwCDLig.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:41

MyTop100Videos

59.3

40.7

positive

366

BGACvb3Mm60.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:31

YouTubeEdu

59.2

40.8

positive

367

vqCOss4hqnE.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:47

YouTubeEdu

59.2

40.8

positive

368

2R-cEpAqaRQ.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:44

Sam Pepper

59.2

40.8

positive

369

5iOdUyXf3aw.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:45

YouTubeEdu

59.2

40.8

positive

370

sqrnShjM4II.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:14

YouTubeEdu

59.1

40.9

positive

371

HLq5IRyTgFk.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:04

YouTubeEdu

59.1

40.9

positive

372

CGyAPZgYydI.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:41

YouTubeEdu

59.1

40.9

positive

373

Cs1uud8HiCQ.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:56

YouTubeEdu

59.1

40.9

positive

374

5l_1613EQPA.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:24

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

58.9

41.1

positive

375

tFtF4TYzoa4.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:51

YouTubeEdu

58.9

41.1

positive

376

5b3UiDxxgp4.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:53

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

58.8

41.2

positive

377

vVzG0ymFofA.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:14

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

58.8

41.2

positive

378

Xowen_a787Y.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:37

YouTubeEdu

58.8

41.2

positive

379

l128tW1H5a8.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:03

YouTubeEdu

58.8

41.2

positive

380

9IRSpIBqCYg.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:23

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

58.8

41.2

positive

381

6Jlv8F9cerA.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:46

MyTop100Videos

58.8

41.2

positive

382

qG2QrVqOkjU.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:10

YouTubeEdu

58.8

41.2

positive

383

auxpcdQimCs.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:29

YouTubeEdu

58.7

41.3

positive

384

vvPDRp3x620.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:47

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

58.7

41.3

positive
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385

2OxWD85Ngz4.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:28

MyTop100Videos

58.7

41.3

positive

386

EpJKRD9pyt8.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:53

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

58.6

41.4

positive

387

gi9BJP7PnOo.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:18

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

58.6

41.4

positive

388

jX2h67S1ODg.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:26

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

58.5

41.5

positive

389

KYniUCGPGLs.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:38

MyTop100Videos

58.5

41.5

positive

390

qX16WmqMjDE.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:05

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

58.5

41.5

positive

391

Nqv-0qd7sBg.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:15

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

58.5

41.5

positive

392

L0MK7qz13bU.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:13

MyTop100Videos

58.4

41.6

positive

393

rsTE6pV4wpU.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:57

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

58.4

41.6

positive

394

jEAr7ThsYew.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:55

YouTubeEdu

58.3

41.7

positive

395

LvWdkVgJidY.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:01

YouTubeEdu

58.3

41.7

positive

396

-xsEpXXE7jA.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:12

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

58.1

41.9

positive

397

NeJEkdSo0Yc.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:16

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

58.1

41.9

positive

398

6jUpX7J7ySo.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:53

YouTubeEdu

58.1

41.9

positive

399

OkhK7bNdgVM.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:26

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

57.9

42.1

positive

400

7bNmHGdBRYg.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:50

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

57.9

42.1

positive

401

Q2EEquNfnVM.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:35

MyTop100Videos

57.9

42.1

positive

402

VBmMU_iwe6U.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:19

MyTop100Videos

57.9

42.1

positive

403

AjFIzWjT5I4.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:16

MyTop100Videos

57.8

42.2

positive

404

OZLUa8JUR18.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:56

MyTop100Videos

57.8

42.2

positive

405

OuEd-KnQoUc.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:14

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

57.8

42.2

positive

406

iyvXZcWUbI0.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:23

YouTubeEdu

57.8

42.2

positive

407

cggNqDAtJYU.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:38

MyTop100Videos

57.7

42.3

positive

408

kwfNGatxUJI.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:37

YouTubeEdu

57.7

42.3

positive

409

s6hUOaMzpLU.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:49

YouTubeEdu

57.7

42.3

positive

410

ofqmNlEjQo0.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:21

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

57.7

42.3

positive

411

-jXpczQUvKw.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:54

Sam Pepper

57.7

42.3

positive

412

n3gsBaXHk_0.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:19

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

57.6

42.4

positive

413

EgT_us6AsDg.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:34

MyTop100Videos

57.6

42.4

positive

414

Hr0Wv5DJhuk.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:49

MyTop100Videos

57.6

42.4

positive

415

9rIt640i7eE.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:39

Sam Pepper

57.6

42.4

positive

416

Ld18mC_g-d8.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:33

Sam Pepper

57.6

42.4

positive

417

wV1FrqwZyKw.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:14

MyTop100Videos

57.6

42.4

positive

418

AIELdEhiskc.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:44

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

57.6

42.4

positive

419

AbPED9bisSc.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:31

MyTop100Videos

57.5

42.5

positive

420

ij_0p_6qTss.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:31

MyTop100Videos

57.4

42.6

positive
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421

9gQoG0AT3kY.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:39

YouTubeEdu

57.4

42.6

positive

422

0YKmbKRElHY.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:08

MyTop100Videos

57.4

42.6

positive

423

1dx-Tx5dPKk.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:42

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

57.3

42.7

positive

424

11Uekg5DSLk.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:03

YouTubeEdu

57.3

42.7

positive

425

8Kjf5x-1-_s.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:36

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

57.2

42.8

positive

426

gp9bQBYCNu0.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:21

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

57.2

42.8

positive

427

rxJ12d1K7-I.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:42

YouTubeEdu

57.1

42.9

positive

428

lWA2pjMjpBs.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:42

MyTop100Videos

57.0

43.0

positive

429

BugtEW7ME90.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:46

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

57.0

43.0

positive

430

845-ZU9pcms.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:50

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

57.0

43.0

positive

431

TG8vGybn9wI.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:49

YouTubeEdu

57.0

43.0

positive

432

gHbBiJCrNTI.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:15

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

56.9

43.1

positive

433

1wo2TLlMhiw.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:20

YouTubeEdu

56.9

43.1

positive

434

F8ZVq_rMP-s.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:54

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

56.9

43.1

positive

435

dmjsZ2CUZS4.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:44

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

56.9

43.1

positive

436

pNqq116lLHY.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:36

YouTubeEdu

56.8

43.2

positive

437

XTuIlX4XpT8.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:29

YouTubeEdu

56.8

43.2

positive

438

dF7cbKMJ-rg.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:13

MyTop100Videos

56.8

43.2

positive

439

E_Ia4WW3Tx0.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:57

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

56.7

43.3

positive

440

ME2Hufquz0k.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:40

MyTop100Videos

56.7

43.3

positive

441

0UqtCpe07Lk.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:43

Sam Pepper

56.7

43.3

positive

442

jOtmgk-qWV4.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:10

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

56.7

43.3

positive

443

eAAUEszh2-g.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:35

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

56.7

43.3

positive

444

RbtPXFlZlHg.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:35

MyTop100Videos

56.6

43.4

positive

445

HTov4WFzdQ0.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:39

YouTubeEdu

56.6

43.4

positive

446

ir1wcFJGi4I.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:13

YouTubeEdu

56.5

43.5

positive

447

GVCzdpagXOQ.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:52

MyTop100Videos

56.5

43.5

positive

448

GrmvowQOJFA.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:43

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

56.4

43.6

positive

449

hoC29Ee19uo.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:58

YouTubeEdu

56.4

43.6

positive

450

iibZa2tbGEg.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:06

MyTop100Videos

56.3

43.7

positive

451

fBzfNUYEG9c.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:07

Sam Pepper

56.3

43.7

positive

452

ljbZKQIUZvM.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:13

MyTop100Videos

56.3

43.7

positive

453

uDe83TXz1nY.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:23

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

56.3

43.7

positive

454

mufgxiy6ggY.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:08

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

56.2

43.8

positive

455

4XgISSdmW8A.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:04

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

56.1

43.9

positive

456

fGcM3z86tHg.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:46

YouTubeEdu

56.1

43.9

positive
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457

9VXL1qRVrjY.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:22

YouTubeEdu

56.0

44.0

positive

458

wcLNteez3c4.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:42

MyTop100Videos

56.0

44.0

positive

459

rTfWNZ_XlLw.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:38

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

56.0

44.0

positive

460

59GM_xjPhco.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:51

MyTop100Videos

56.0

44.0

positive

461

9bZkp7q19f0.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:22

MyTop100Videos

55.9

44.1

positive

462

yg4TIYJkps0.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:07

MyTop100Videos

55.9

44.1

positive

463

Akd7MMRKDwc.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:31

YouTubeEdu

55.9

44.1

positive

464

3NYHycpgk6E.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:42

YouTubeEdu

55.9

44.1

positive

465

27EBed9rzs8.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:18

YouTubeEdu

55.8

44.2

positive

466

ad4TvMiZ1fY.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:22

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

55.8

44.2

positive

467

e-ORhEE9VVg.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:42

MyTop100Videos

55.8

44.2

positive

468

d_5DU5opOFk.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:13

YouTubeEdu

55.8

44.2

positive

469

URK9Z2G71j8.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:17

YouTubeEdu

55.7

44.3

positive

470

O7v0iMjXKeY.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:36

Sam Pepper

55.7

44.3

positive

471

lAZ_Moic9FY.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:30

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

55.7

44.3

positive

472

MEX2J_sAdGs.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:31

YouTubeEdu

55.7

44.3

positive

473

tozEuziqdpg.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:45

YouTubeEdu

55.7

44.3

positive

474

mbdur2TjTbk.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:21

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

55.6

44.4

positive

475

mscI-QN11pA.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:05

Sam Pepper

55.6

44.4

positive

476

ToqNa0rqUtY.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:54

MyTop100Videos

55.6

44.4

positive

477

QK8mJJJvaes.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:22

MyTop100Videos

55.6

44.4

positive

478

7Pq-S557XQU.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:47

YouTubeEdu

55.6

44.4

positive

479

Qymp_VaFo9M.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:40

YouTubeEdu

55.5

44.5

positive

480

jofNR_WkoCE.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:35

MyTop100Videos

55.5

44.5

positive

481

LNDE_LDWXW0.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:06

YouTubeEdu

55.4

44.6

positive

482

iwgfEQk4p4U.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:51

MyTop100Videos

55.4

44.6

positive

483

QlWZluzBNxM.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:21

MyTop100Videos

55.4

44.6

positive

484

QFDSw-TKeQs.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:24

YouTubeEdu

55.4

44.6

positive

485

QFDSw-TKeQs.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:10

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

55.4

44.6

positive

486

UqvXc4q0NyM.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:43

YouTubeEdu

55.3

44.7

positive

487

EB8IA_e4EpY.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:28

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

55.3

44.7

positive

488

Tldlt2RhrDw.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:20

MyTop100Videos

55.3

44.7

positive

489

3aNhzLUL2ys.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:05

YouTubeEdu

55.2

44.8

positive

490

ymKLymvwD2U.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:11

MyTop100Videos

55.2

44.8

positive

491

rN557NHXnI0.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:48

YouTubeEdu

55.2

44.8

positive

492

g52thUHrgz0.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:25

YouTubeEdu

55.2

44.8

positive
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493

0IDgBlCHVsA.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:04

YouTubeEdu

55.1

44.9

positive

494

InsdcG6mwXc.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:44

Sam Pepper

55.0

45.0

positive

495

ZipzqCphi8s.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:03

YouTubeEdu

55.0

45.0

positive

496

EgLcmU4OxJo.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:25

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

55.0

45.0

positive

497

6QG4n3-rKTs.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:19

MyTop100Videos

55.0

45.0

positive

498

xEGHmH9A3A8.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:33

MyTop100Videos

54.9

45.1

positive

499

k1ja6XAfrZI.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:04

YouTubeEdu

54.9

45.1

positive

500

mq9PAguP86o.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:34

YouTubeEdu

54.9

45.1

positive

501

ICbZxA1h-TU.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:56

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

54.9

45.1

positive

502

gQmDs7mIAdU.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:26

MyTop100Videos

54.9

45.1

positive

503

pt8VYOfr8To.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:44

MyTop100Videos

54.8

45.2

positive

504

qDc_5zpBj7s.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:54

MyTop100Videos

54.7

45.3

positive

505

dMH0bHeiRNg.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:28

MyTop100Videos

54.7

45.3

positive

506

o_v9MY_FMcw.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:07

MyTop100Videos

54.7

45.3

positive

507

AgFeZr5ptV8.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:18

MyTop100Videos

54.6

45.4

positive

508

ussCHoQttyQ.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:57

MyTop100Videos

54.6

45.4

positive

509

DGIgXP9SvB8.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:37

MyTop100Videos

54.6

45.4

positive

510

A3w7j32YIxE.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:16

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

54.6

45.4

positive

511

mFm3yA1nslE.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:57

YouTubeEdu

54.6

45.4

positive

512

gqoXN5-1M0k.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:19

MyTop100Videos

54.5

45.5

positive

513

kfVsfOSbJY0.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:21

MyTop100Videos

54.4

45.6

positive

514

-kTDmsNumVE.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:05

YouTubeEdu

54.4

45.6

positive

515

W4pdgarL6_Q.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:30

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

54.4

45.6

positive

516

zzmVn1BHCS4.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:12

MyTop100Videos

54.4

45.6

positive

517

Nw31gQW8chM.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:44

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

54.3

45.7

positive

518

D3cVy91El8c.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:56

YouTubeEdu

54.3

45.7

positive

519

po43Ud0AqOU.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:58

Sam Pepper

54.2

45.8

positive

520

BiOmXeKyrxo.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:44

MyTop100Videos

54.2

45.8

positive

521

BVzyAwVT5M0.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:37

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

54.1

45.9

positive

522

T4cdfRohhcg.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:14

MyTop100Videos

54.1

45.9

positive

523

j5-yKhDd64s.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:07

MyTop100Videos

54.1

45.9

positive

524

mUMG2mvh_kE.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:23

Sam Pepper

54.0

46.0

positive

525

QjvZgBbrAY8.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:06

YouTubeEdu

54.0

46.0

positive

526

annVRxRjj4c.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:13

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

54.0

46.0

positive

527

1Xp_imnO6WE.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:54

YouTubeEdu

54.0

46.0

positive

528

rrDJ8Ri3pXk.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:21

YouTubeEdu

54.0

46.0

positive
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529

keo0dglCj7I.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:17

YouTubeEdu

54.0

46.0

positive

530

oC-GflRB0y4.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:45

MyTop100Videos

53.9

46.1

positive

531

o9BqrSAHbTc.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:45

YouTubeEdu

53.9

46.1

positive

532

RPgDtuaFXlk.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:34

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

53.9

46.1

positive

533

7ol7OY79R9Y.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:25

MyTop100Videos

53.9

46.1

positive

534

HRvMUdtiZPE.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:15

MyTop100Videos

53.9

46.1

positive

535

IHsZipODAY4.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:37

MyTop100Videos

53.9

46.1

positive

536

ruMX4xx39JM.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:03

MyTop100Videos

53.9

46.1

positive

537

fGFNmEOntFA.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:38

MyTop100Videos

53.8

46.2

positive

538

00lLL82_YjY.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:18

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

53.8

46.2

positive

539

NK6BCPoR40A.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:40

MyTop100Videos

53.8

46.2

positive

540

Pyx4hkHCgjg.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:51

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

53.7

46.3

positive

541

G-CnAvI2ae4.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:34

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

53.7

46.3

positive

542

2b7pGfR7gFg.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:37

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

53.7

46.3

positive

543

fRQG8C94yJ4.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:27

YouTubeEdu

53.7

46.3

positive

544

NXRVtfCpLr4.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:40

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

53.6

46.4

positive

545

ESXgJ9-H-2U.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:25

MyTop100Videos

53.6

46.4

positive

546

wq7ftOZBy0E.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:30

MyTop100Videos

53.5

46.5

positive

547

cjn0D-SoGlM.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:37

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

53.5

46.5

positive

548

LXw7x7b61qE.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:16

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

53.5

46.5

positive

549

1Hqm0dYKUx4.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:23

YouTubeEdu

53.4

46.6

positive

550

yyDUC1LUXSU.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:37

MyTop100Videos

53.4

46.6

positive

551

BrqhJSazIY8.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:57

Sam Pepper

53.3

46.7

positive

552

de2Hsvxaf8M.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:45

YouTubeEdu

53.3

46.7

positive

553

lf_wVfwpfp8.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:06

MyTop100Videos

53.3

46.7

positive

554

ut8mYGi0YRs.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:17

YouTubeEdu

53.3

46.7

positive

555

QC2x_RRnk8E.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:01

YouTubeEdu

53.3

46.7

positive

556

KAi7CyByInM.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:39

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

53.2

46.8

positive

557

PYJ7DbdxlMA.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:32

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

53.2

46.8

positive

558

tg00YEETFzg.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:49

MyTop100Videos

53.2

46.8

positive

559

0KdF0pyCXNI.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:54

YouTubeEdu

53.2

46.8

positive

560

F_W6F863uZA.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:05

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

53.1

46.9

positive

561

vPszR0-vTqc.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:35

YouTubeEdu

53.1

46.9

positive

562

vNoKguSdy4Y.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:01

MyTop100Videos

53.0

47.0

positive

563

DU78X6NPDpE.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:47

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

53.0

47.0

positive

564

ZPBFDxVgHac.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:09

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

53.0

47.0

positive
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565

U6EAtbKBvfc.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:48

YouTubeEdu

52.9

47.1

positive

566

YQHsXMglC9A.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:34

MyTop100Videos

52.9

47.1

positive

567

KbUsKWbOqUU.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:26

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

52.9

47.1

positive

568

8e1XX-ngJcc.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:06

YouTubeEdu

52.8

47.2

positive

569

MrjLz207SzY.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:40

YouTubeEdu

52.8

47.2

positive

570

LcV7IOuMuR0.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:53

YouTubeEdu

52.7

47.3

positive

571

l3OQIJ0buDo.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:23

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

52.7

47.3

positive

572

zg1o0gbsVIc.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:54

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

52.7

47.3

positive

573

7VkTrzdoiyk.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:54

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

52.6

47.4

positive

574

yCjJyiqpAuU.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:54

MyTop100Videos

52.6

47.4

positive

575

TcxZSmzPw8k.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:38

YouTubeEdu

52.6

47.4

positive

576

KFfdaWHRwTk.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:19

YouTubeEdu

52.6

47.4

positive

577

5uokCrxrk14.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:20

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

52.5

47.5

positive

578

vMCaXvKKq_o.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:31

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

52.5

47.5

positive

579

xNUcO-gnbeQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:48

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

52.5

47.5

positive

580

TcFtH3eW_AE.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:13

MyTop100Videos

52.4

47.6

positive

581

RemtSxZv_AM.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:18

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

52.4

47.6

positive

582

DPnWCh-b0aQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:00

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

52.4

47.6

positive

583

09zOOveEVew.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:39

MyTop100Videos

52.4

47.6

positive

584

cA5KC1zz6uY.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:44

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

52.4

47.6

positive

585

U4b-Mv_3e4U.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:50

YouTubeEdu

52.4

47.6

positive

586

GRP1I7UPhng.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:36

YouTubeEdu

52.3

47.7

positive

587

kXFcr6oy5dk.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:00

MyTop100Videos

52.2

47.8

positive

588

P7ydNafXxJI.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:33

YouTubeEdu

52.2

47.8

positive

589

TuLT8_1k2Ag.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:08

MyTop100Videos

52.2

47.8

positive

590

3sEHDH3ePEY.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:22

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

52.1

47.9

positive

591

U3vAoJhIWms.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:38

YouTubeEdu

51.8

48.2

positive

592

PPGTfUr6O8o.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:49

YouTubeEdu

51.8

48.2

positive

593

g7AQ7No84Uc.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:24

MyTop100Videos

51.8

48.2

positive

594

QFs3PIZb3js.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:07

MyTop100Videos

51.8

48.2

positive

595

hehY2FCWuDo.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:59

YouTubeEdu

51.8

48.2

positive

596

9yswzITbAbA.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:54

YouTubeEdu

51.7

48.3

positive

597

WyFkuIQcmf8.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:52

Sam Pepper

51.7

48.3

positive

598

098v_7pfVnE.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:14

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

51.6

48.4

positive

599

JQO6VgqdM9I.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:50

YouTubeEdu

51.6

48.4

positive

600

etr7e2PBL4U.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:36

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

51.6

48.4

positive
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601

gdSu9YOiNYs.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:14

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

51.6

48.4

positive

602

q8NtmDrb_qo.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:18

YouTubeEdu

51.5

48.5

positive

603

wmIodQq5Erk.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:35

YouTubeEdu

51.5

48.5

positive

604

uoC2ZGRI8a8.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:41

YouTubeEdu

51.5

48.5

positive

605

Zj0DEebVqJA.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:17

YouTubeEdu

51.4

48.6

positive

606

My2FRPA3Gf8.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:23

MyTop100Videos

51.4

48.6

positive

607

Ks0SOn8hjG8.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:02

YouTubeEdu

51.3

48.7

positive

608

FjA6hlOwy28.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:46

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

51.3

48.7

positive

609

BPJ0729NVjw.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:16

YouTubeEdu

51.3

48.7

positive

610

LHupgR2RGk8.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:11

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

51.3

48.7

positive

611

CWMh61yutjU.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:08

YouTubeEdu

51.3

48.7

positive

612

JTvcpdfGUtQ.txt

2015-12-10 14:28:02

YouTubeEdu

51.2

48.8

positive

613

5PPxjEvF2Ps.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:08

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

51.2

48.8

positive

614

ktvTqknDobU.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:47

MyTop100Videos

51.0

49.0

positive

615

0r3cEKZiLmg.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:52

YouTubeEdu

50.9

49.1

positive

616

RgEQls0wvzU.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:28

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

50.9

49.1

positive

617

8gyLR4NfMiI.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:15

MyTop100Videos

50.8

49.2

positive

618

s7HqYfIR5zg.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:29

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

50.8

49.2

positive

619

sFeibGnZ6tc.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:48

YouTubeEdu

50.8

49.2

positive

620

TGtWWb9emYI.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:10

MyTop100Videos

50.8

49.2

positive

621

kyuI4n5ILP8.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:23

YouTubeEdu

50.8

49.2

positive

622

jIMihpDmBpY.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:48

YouTubeEdu

50.7

49.3

positive

623

rEniG2uf35U.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:40

YouTubeEdu

50.6

49.4

positive

624

mHeo62B0d0E.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:17

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

50.6

49.4

positive

625

AwssKoeMCqQ.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:29

Sam Pepper

50.6

49.4

positive

626

Ks-EfUp94m0.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:48

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

50.6

49.4

positive

627

JyVXWH87jXo.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:41

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

50.6

49.4

positive

628

aARDFNyZIGc.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:02

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

50.5

49.5

positive

629

uMUDcWD0beY.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:39

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

50.5

49.5

positive

630

lGcE5x8s0B8.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:42

YouTubeEdu

50.5

49.5

positive

631

ckSoDW2-wrc.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:00

YouTubeEdu

50.5

49.5

positive

632

2aKFeUVI4sg.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:36

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

50.5

49.5

positive

633

97Q4BddmA3U.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:29

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

50.3

49.7

positive

634

-5VssjzSSFk.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:57

MyTop100Videos

50.3

49.7

positive

635

o7aCWFcuKJE.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:10

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

50.3

49.7

positive

636

5UWpNE5ElQE.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:06

MyTop100Videos

50.2

49.8

positive
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637

uM7nlIsBLoc.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:36

MyTop100Videos

50.2

49.8

positive

638

XidGb1QtM88.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:47

YouTubeEdu

50.2

49.8

positive

639

CONe3iW-xww.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:27

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

50.1

49.9

positive

640

I82ADyJC7wE.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:51

YouTubeEdu

50.1

49.9

positive

641

0j74jcxSunY.txt

2015-12-10 14:28:01

YouTubeEdu

50.1

49.9

positive

642

UAy0DMUtlu4.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:42

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

50.1

49.9

positive

643

astISOttCQ0.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:15

MyTop100Videos

50.1

49.9

positive

644

ecVRwJrXahQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:18

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

50.0

50.0

negative

645

6qYgew1FKqs.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:49

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

50.0

50.0

negative

646

QJO3ROT-A4E.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:48

MyTop100Videos

49.9

50.1

negative

647

X9AozZLZnCU.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:33

YouTubeEdu

49.9

50.1

negative

648

0mgmayMSESI.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:35

YouTubeEdu

49.8

50.2

negative

649

sjMMrU_sBY4.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:24

Sam Pepper

49.8

50.2

negative

650

TSJw_oQklz8.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:26

YouTubeEdu

49.8

50.2

negative

651

bZA92IcmJp0.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:37

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

49.8

50.2

negative

652

uuwfgXD8qV8.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:32

MyTop100Videos

49.7

50.3

negative

653

zM8B31W_TX8.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:22

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

49.6

50.4

negative

654

qpgTC9MDx1o.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:03

MyTop100Videos

49.6

50.4

negative

655

Lo8NmoDL9T8.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:13

YouTubeEdu

49.6

50.4

negative

656

-QO5yITChro.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:26

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

49.5

50.5

negative

657

fRh_vgS2dFE.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:12

MyTop100Videos

49.5

50.5

negative

658

EHkozMIXZ8w.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:16

MyTop100Videos

49.5

50.5

negative

659

YJVmu6yttiw.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:29

MyTop100Videos

49.5

50.5

negative

660

BFy1Z_i3zDQ.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:41

Sam Pepper

49.5

50.5

negative

661

RqBWKBgvdYo.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:51

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

49.4

50.6

negative

662

N91UiT6ULs8.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:38

YouTubeEdu

49.3

50.7

negative

663

N91UiT6ULs8.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:40

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

49.3

50.7

negative

664

BfrhrONsFIg.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:40

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

49.3

50.7

negative

665

cJCczZd7HVk.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:04

YouTubeEdu

49.3

50.7

negative

666

RwDXtjJmZTc.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:19

Sam Pepper

49.3

50.7

negative

667

708mjaHTwKc.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:55

MyTop100Videos

49.3

50.7

negative

668

hzFQ6LefGCo.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:02

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

49.3

50.7

negative

669

RBumgq5yVrA.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:26

MyTop100Videos

49.2

50.8

negative

670

CGyEd0aKWZE.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:41

MyTop100Videos

49.2

50.8

negative

671

qMxX-QOV9tI.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:18

MyTop100Videos

49.2

50.8

negative

672

kcTwu6TFZ08.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:37

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

49.2

50.8

negative
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673

xcL-oGPxgCg.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:59

MyTop100Videos

49.2

50.8

negative

674

QCUg2r3vyJc.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:01

MyTop100Videos

49.1

50.9

negative

675

sNhhvQGsMEc.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:53

YouTubeEdu

49.1

50.9

negative

676

R4em3LKQCAQ.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:04

MyTop100Videos

49.0

51.0

negative

677

cR1tVq-MwAI.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:13

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

49.0

51.0

negative

678

E0lyzcz4GcE.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:09

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

49.0

51.0

negative

679

cHhed723nGQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:33

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

49.0

51.0

negative

680

-XXlvPjL6Kk.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:08

YouTubeEdu

48.9

51.1

negative

681

Bznxx12Ptl0.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:09

MyTop100Videos

48.9

51.1

negative

682

FDVNdn0CvKI.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:28

YouTubeEdu

48.9

51.1

negative

683

Q1FdnfGSZaA.txt

2015-12-07 14:16:05

Sam Pepper

48.8

51.2

negative

684

ZbdMMI6ty0o.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:01

YouTubeEdu

48.8

51.2

negative

685

ZGZst_SltlA.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:48

YouTubeEdu

48.8

51.2

negative

686

PplaBASQ_3M.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:50

YouTubeEdu

48.8

51.2

negative

687

D71hPMg7-tg.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:33

YouTubeEdu

48.8

51.2

negative

688

fitLT-atk-g.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:15

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

48.8

51.2

negative

689

1aHub80AHFk.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:08

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

48.7

51.3

negative

690

tlb6H15yPUA.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:08

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

48.7

51.3

negative

691

wagn8Wrmzuc.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:44

MyTop100Videos

48.7

51.3

negative

692

Da7675KmzW4.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:35

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

48.7

51.3

negative

693

1soguQgnLL0.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:32

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

48.6

51.4

negative

694

9MBcmbLdZXI.txt

2015-12-07 14:16:06

Sam Pepper

48.6

51.4

negative

695

xnTd32wJ6yk.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:53

MyTop100Videos

48.6

51.4

negative

696

aYDp1wyPAS8.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:46

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

48.6

51.4

negative

697

9SajWU0C4Co.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:32

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

48.6

51.4

negative

698

JAQXJ1dLejM.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:21

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

48.5

51.5

negative

699

fh_Rg6e4SY8.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:02

YouTubeEdu

48.5

51.5

negative

700

-DlVaFZjOug.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:45

MyTop100Videos

48.5

51.5

negative

701

UYWBLX7aexI.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:22

YouTubeEdu

48.5

51.5

negative

702

ADLPNnld_nk.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:41

YouTubeEdu

48.5

51.5

negative

703

sWp4wgJzlCk.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:17

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

48.5

51.5

negative

704

AvB0q3mg4sQ.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:37

YouTubeEdu

48.5

51.5

negative

705

WiajdXrOfsc.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:04

MyTop100Videos

48.4

51.6

negative

706

cV5vHdiTKus.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:05

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

48.4

51.6

negative

707

xPKfpO-_cSE.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:14

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

48.4

51.6

negative

708

2hhW25NzJcQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:09

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

48.4

51.6

negative
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709

YxgsxaFWWHQ.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:57

YouTubeEdu

48.3

51.7

negative

710

TlNLT_qy4F0.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:38

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

48.3

51.7

negative

711

1zrWAnVv2_M.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:06

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

48.3

51.7

negative

712

msPCQgRPPjI.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:15

YouTubeEdu

48.3

51.7

negative

713

zrL6C-XUNJo.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:36

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

48.2

51.8

negative

714

o3mP3mJDL2k.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:32

MyTop100Videos

48.2

51.8

negative

715

nGYtRbs6-e4.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:06

Sam Pepper

48.2

51.8

negative

716

pZ12_E5R3qc.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:28

MyTop100Videos

48.2

51.8

negative

717

attAQfOb4iY.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:03

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

48.2

51.8

negative

718

kLpGHta0kWQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:37

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

48.1

51.9

negative

719

znZKCHv3Tvk.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:18

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

48.1

51.9

negative

720

cmSbXsFE3l8.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:32

MyTop100Videos

48.1

51.9

negative

721

110MI90LZQA.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:31

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

48.0

52.0

negative

722

sTvqIijqvTg.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:38

YouTubeEdu

48.0

52.0

negative

723

BPC7e8W8u18.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:36

YouTubeEdu

47.9

52.1

negative

724

mQhIMFy-stM.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:08

MyTop100Videos

47.9

52.1

negative

725

bRdu7WwtxGA.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:07

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

47.9

52.1

negative

726

l2Xr1kcsNFY.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:48

Sam Pepper

47.9

52.1

negative

727

2a7z91KdaFE.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:05

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

47.8

52.2

negative

728

mX0NB9IyYpU.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:34

YouTubeEdu

47.8

52.2

negative

729

6CTqtMU5ZNE.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:12

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

47.8

52.2

negative

730

IqJwpKaXxNs.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:51

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

47.8

52.2

negative

731

x1fe8-Qli9E.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:57

MyTop100Videos

47.8

52.2

negative

732

wPSzykdu7Y0.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:46

Sam Pepper

47.7

52.3

negative

733

M11SvDtPBhA.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:02

MyTop100Videos

47.7

52.3

negative

734

XFxF_WBbFXY.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:30

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

47.7

52.3

negative

735

yoMOAIzBSpY.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:52

YouTubeEdu

47.7

52.3

negative

736

WDZXzpiQ_ME.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:23

Sam Pepper

47.6

52.4

negative

737

gwUN8XK3ZO8.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:15

YouTubeEdu

47.6

52.4

negative

738

h3-Pj-zbEq8.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:07

YouTubeEdu

47.6

52.4

negative

739

lf1kRqVugEU.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:53

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

47.6

52.4

negative

740

gNppYM2rqeQ.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:56

MyTop100Videos

47.5

52.5

negative

741

XQ_OOmSGN2o.txt

2015-12-07 14:16:04

Sam Pepper

47.5

52.5

negative

742

kt0g4dWxEBo.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:00

MyTop100Videos

47.5

52.5

negative

743

jMGUshTRMss.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:02

MyTop100Videos

47.3

52.7

negative

744

i7qFAB0a4yM.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:50

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

47.3

52.7

negative
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745

-yFZGF8FHSg.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:51

YouTubeEdu

47.3

52.7

negative

746

_kqQDCxRCzM.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:22

MyTop100Videos

47.3

52.7

negative

747

ShUC139XL-k.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:39

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

47.2

52.8

negative

748

Z6xXEaWz5Iw.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:43

MyTop100Videos

47.2

52.8

negative

749

vhGEsgJ0UIY.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:28

YouTubeEdu

47.2

52.8

negative

750

qRp3-D3SMwI.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:29

MyTop100Videos

47.2

52.8

negative

751

n7euqm-d8IY.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:34

Sam Pepper

47.2

52.8

negative

752

jgspUYDwnzQ.txt

2015-12-10 14:28:00

YouTubeEdu

47.1

52.9

negative

753

TvcbIXvWl_k.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:18

YouTubeEdu

47.1

52.9

negative

754

1VDtKIs0Oj0.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:11

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

47.1

52.9

negative

755

toh1wpm2uj4.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:54

YouTubeEdu

47.1

52.9

negative

756

Tz1kjyE6kVg.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:50

MyTop100Videos

47.1

52.9

negative

757

cPaCG98_8Lk.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:03

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

47.1

52.9

negative

758

-m9qfR-N5iQ.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:29

YouTubeEdu

47.0

53.0

negative

759

4Txcuc3GOXU.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:10

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

47.0

53.0

negative

760

vQyHDl_V3j0.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:06

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

47.0

53.0

negative

761

t4H_Zoh7G5A.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:26

MyTop100Videos

47.0

53.0

negative

762

Zna4fY0qT98.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:31

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

46.9

53.1

negative

763

I7mxN_IeHjU.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:22

Sam Pepper

46.9

53.1

negative

764

Z_15zbgNpHk.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:11

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

46.9

53.1

negative

765

QGJuMBdaqIw.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:23

MyTop100Videos

46.8

53.2

negative

766

1IAhDGYlpqY.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:17

MyTop100Videos

46.8

53.2

negative

767

JZdBF3auAvo.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:41

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

46.8

53.2

negative

768

7s2ZUDrCIEg.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:33

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

46.7

53.3

negative

769

tFG3CG6KXt0.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:22

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

46.7

53.3

negative

770

LCzcIOQ9jMg.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:25

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

46.7

53.3

negative

771

36mCEZzzQ3o.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:25

MyTop100Videos

46.7

53.3

negative

772

GPJBw-TLYZQ.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:11

YouTubeEdu

46.6

53.4

negative

773

IETzf_GWZJE.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:23

MyTop100Videos

46.6

53.4

negative

774

E4M-K9geKiE.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:33

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

46.6

53.4

negative

775

MrtQfZDn7mU.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:43

MyTop100Videos

46.6

53.4

negative

776

AskAQwOBvhc.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:55

YouTubeEdu

46.6

53.4

negative

777

Z8zU7PyUrdU.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:05

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

46.5

53.5

negative

778

HCh3N8j41hc.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:27

Sam Pepper

46.4

53.6

negative

779

sjSG6z_13-Q.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:21

MyTop100Videos

46.4

53.6

negative

780

rWlZLdpE1jc.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:03

Sam Pepper

46.4

53.6

negative
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781

kla5EVFitsc.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:34

MyTop100Videos

46.3

53.7

negative

782

CHVhwcOg6y8.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:32

MyTop100Videos

46.3

53.7

negative

783

7PCkvCPvDXk.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:36

MyTop100Videos

46.2

53.8

negative

784

d9uqr-8mHDM.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:25

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

46.2

53.8

negative

785

RYZ5QcrKOgM.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:07

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

46.2

53.8

negative

786

TnNixMosUIo.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:02

YouTubeEdu

46.2

53.8

negative

787

RvGKlllGJwE.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:37

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

46.1

53.9

negative

788

PAV0u-W4iL8.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:28

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

46.1

53.9

negative

789

i_kF4zLNKio.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:13

MyTop100Videos

46.0

54.0

negative

790

OpQk_apgnMQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:41

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

46.0

54.0

negative

791

7XRLhOToouI.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:57

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

45.9

54.1

negative

792

OfdiE-BmPq0.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:13

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

45.9

54.1

negative

793

JEYh5WACqEk.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:30

YouTubeEdu

45.8

54.2

negative

794

W-tMIf3QjWw.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:18

YouTubeEdu

45.8

54.2

negative

795

GvvH9gd1Njk.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:43

YouTubeEdu

45.7

54.3

negative

796

AuoqHdarSgc.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:25

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

45.7

54.3

negative

797

xyU34Fhi0FY.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:26

YouTubeEdu

45.7

54.3

negative

798

9e__f8Ydu8Q.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:24

YouTubeEdu

45.6

54.4

negative

799

niqrrmev4mA.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:53

MyTop100Videos

45.6

54.4

negative

800

-FyN5_-njAU.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:49

YouTubeEdu

45.6

54.4

negative

801

Bzsv_3krgx8.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:53

MyTop100Videos

45.6

54.4

negative

802

ixy0ZSyZhuM.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:29

MyTop100Videos

45.6

54.4

negative

803

d9_X0GKDwBM.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:35

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

45.6

54.4

negative

804

B3eAMGXFw1o.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:22

MyTop100Videos

45.5

54.5

negative

805

ooNQxECTsJI.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:32

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

45.5

54.5

negative

806

8JlvmjRnXH8.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:39

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

45.5

54.5

negative

807

fqWS10TD3ng.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:00

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

45.5

54.5

negative

808

TvyooadtSaU.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:52

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

45.4

54.6

negative

809

tq6be-CZJ3w.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:17

YouTubeEdu

45.4

54.6

negative

810

FA4_7v8KtAo.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:59

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

45.4

54.6

negative

811

s4XQo4txlk0.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:52

YouTubeEdu

45.4

54.6

negative

812

85diRmuk-ow.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:08

YouTubeEdu

45.4

54.6

negative

813

UmXZRZM_ewM.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:18

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

45.3

54.7

negative

814

KWSojY6ELnA.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:25

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

45.3

54.7

negative

815

RgGN9IfW5wk.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:40

Sam Pepper

45.3

54.7

negative

816

pZbThhDHyV0.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:32

Sam Pepper

45.3

54.7

negative
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817

VgW7JMUipXg.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:26

MyTop100Videos

45.3

54.7

negative

818

I7yy4H1wiGI.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:45

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

45.3

54.7

negative

819

pco91kroVgQ.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:28

MyTop100Videos

45.2

54.8

negative

820

V3ROsVTKVDw.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:48

MyTop100Videos

45.2

54.8

negative

821

0EOvh0DH_2E.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:02

YouTubeEdu

45.1

54.9

negative

822

zZjSX01P5dE.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:22

MyTop100Videos

45.0

55.0

negative

823

MtN1YnoL46Q.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:50

MyTop100Videos

45.0

55.0

negative

824

VxJCtAqB3RQ.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:59

Sam Pepper

45.0

55.0

negative

825

c2ByEeR9Jbg.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:18

MyTop100Videos

44.9

55.1

negative

826

guh7i7tHeZk.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:21

YouTubeEdu

44.9

55.1

negative

827

4l8M5P__Qd8.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:16

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

44.9

55.1

negative

828

TDwBuPsrSM4.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:48

MyTop100Videos

44.9

55.1

negative

829

oQUWw60PAQg.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:32

YouTubeEdu

44.9

55.1

negative

830

0diS49kvWWE.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:52

YouTubeEdu

44.8

55.2

negative

831

kqhoLNUTS8I.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:46

YouTubeEdu

44.8

55.2

negative

832

VhsGAYu_tow.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:57

Sam Pepper

44.8

55.2

negative

833

FQ4YdUOu6wY.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:45

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

44.7

55.3

negative

834

6BTjG-dhf5s.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:57

MyTop100Videos

44.7

55.3

negative

835

G_k3riqBV0M.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:22

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

44.7

55.3

negative

836

Wv91IVpLyBk.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:22

YouTubeEdu

44.6

55.4

negative

837

1RIA9U5oXro.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:54

YouTubeEdu

44.6

55.4

negative

838

vN6eCvfR7C8.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:15

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

44.6

55.4

negative

839

aTSVHwzkYI4.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:25

YouTubeEdu

44.6

55.4

negative

840

9WzVMZunzaM.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:04

YouTubeEdu

44.6

55.4

negative

841

eivGlBKlK6M.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:11

YouTubeEdu

44.5

55.5

negative

842

JXRN_LkCa_o.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:37

MyTop100Videos

44.5

55.5

negative

843

2Hc3TVJ7pGM.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:24

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

44.4

55.6

negative

844

TxsbRPxq_8M.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:04

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

44.3

55.7

negative

845

3EKtHkYe-vI.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:25

YouTubeEdu

44.2

55.8

negative

846

HBxt_v0WF6Y.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:19

MyTop100Videos

44.2

55.8

negative

847

LUjn3RpkcKY.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:14

MyTop100Videos

44.1

55.9

negative

848

nxtIRArhVD4.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:50

MyTop100Videos

44.1

55.9

negative

849

NqwTeM9h-Rc.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:51

YouTubeEdu

44.1

55.9

negative

850

sPAy5J8ZiBY.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:35

Sam Pepper

44.0

56.0

negative

851

gCYcHz2k5x0.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:39

MyTop100Videos

43.9

56.1

negative

852

8zzq_AFXxc4.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:04

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

43.9

56.1

negative
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853

GIF2tssedLI.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:40

YouTubeEdu

43.9

56.1

negative

854

PIh2xe4jnpk.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:10

MyTop100Videos

43.9

56.1

negative

855

Hw1ncADC9KM.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:02

MyTop100Videos

43.8

56.2

negative

856

JXoAmDDPZz4.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:39

MyTop100Videos

43.7

56.3

negative

857

_OBlgSz8sSM.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:22

MyTop100Videos

43.7

56.3

negative

858

bojs9Qbj0ks.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:16

YouTubeEdu

43.7

56.3

negative

859

nhMECbDRVLI.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:15

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

43.6

56.4

negative

860

KQaD-JQkJWw.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:29

YouTubeEdu

43.6

56.4

negative

861

u30nDDv9_TA.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:34

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

43.6

56.4

negative

862

Gv191JDxYyE.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:31

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

43.5

56.5

negative

863

sDOoQhPUIhM.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:04

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

43.5

56.5

negative

864

vS0gssL7wJE.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:51

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

43.5

56.5

negative

865

F_bpMd3GboA.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:41

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

43.5

56.5

negative

866

yy4XmiOUPhU.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:24

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

43.4

56.6

negative

867

e2F463_LqFk.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:46

Sam Pepper

43.4

56.6

negative

868

6QFwo57WKwg.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:31

MyTop100Videos

43.4

56.6

negative

869

OZxtwIc3ieM.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:58

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

43.4

56.6

negative

870

nntGTK2Fhb0.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:32

MyTop100Videos

43.4

56.6

negative

871

Mgz2n4hR3Jw.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:32

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

43.3

56.7

negative

872

hcORdjvxvDg.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:56

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

43.3

56.7

negative

873

WHMIFAbkM5g.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:38

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

43.2

56.8

negative

874

OdVh4LsH0mY.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:32

YouTubeEdu

43.1

56.9

negative

875

kffacxfA7G4.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:20

MyTop100Videos

43.1

56.9

negative

876

tY92W61VZQo.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:24

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

43.0

57.0

negative

877

4GuqB1BQVr4.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:27

MyTop100Videos

43.0

57.0

negative

878

C8ialLlcdcw.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:36

YouTubeEdu

42.9

57.1

negative

879

SwYpWjKjrcI.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:11

YouTubeEdu

42.9

57.1

negative

880

W7tc-YNpId8.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:50

YouTubeEdu

42.9

57.1

negative

881

sPks2ngeCx0.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:03

Sam Pepper

42.9

57.1

negative

882

SkTt9k4Y-a8.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:00

MyTop100Videos

42.8

57.2

negative

883

rYEDA3JcQqw.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:50

MyTop100Videos

42.7

57.3

negative

884

6Fy1Xkx5VFc.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:38

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

42.7

57.3

negative

885

yBo7Z_abiLE.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:09

MyTop100Videos

42.7

57.3

negative

886

u2mb5nvE1GY.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:32

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

42.7

57.3

negative

887

TsXMe8H6iyc.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:16

YouTubeEdu

42.5

57.5

negative

888

f9W2wnscIoo.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:08

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

42.5

57.5

negative
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889

rqoWe6i3h9w.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:22

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

42.4

57.6

negative

890

TRL7o2kPqw0.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:56

YouTubeEdu

42.4

57.6

negative

891

4kd2ctxZwlc.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:34

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

42.3

57.7

negative

892

sqeHrwG49ck.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:19

Sam Pepper

42.3

57.7

negative

893

Fi30zjQhtWY.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:07

YouTubeEdu

42.3

57.7

negative

894

Pd-xhFh1R_Y.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:27

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

42.3

57.7

negative

895

uvosNz0Xq7g.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:57

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

42.3

57.7

negative

896

H2161PLn4DU.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:02

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

42.2

57.8

negative

897

gAMbkJk6gnE.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:56

YouTubeEdu

42.2

57.8

negative

898

e0oELHA6EvM.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:56

YouTubeEdu

42.2

57.8

negative

899

IAcOLP3jmCU.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:20

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

42.2

57.8

negative

900

8BuNrvTpfMY.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:39

Sam Pepper

42.2

57.8

negative

901

3T49f2TFuiM.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:32

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

42.1

57.9

negative

902

EVBsypHzF3U.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:27

MyTop100Videos

42.1

57.9

negative

903

Y7t8OjCSIjo.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:47

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

42.0

58.0

negative

904

NQ3LSB9DkiU.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:12

YouTubeEdu

42.0

58.0

negative

905

xBFK3TRPq6k.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:47

MyTop100Videos

41.9

58.1

negative

906

kRx5MhNqWvc.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:50

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

41.8

58.2

negative

907

JsT-8SHSZGo.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:28

YouTubeEdu

41.8

58.2

negative

908

EwwwuqCb2HQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:53

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

41.8

58.2

negative

909

dAzMqO6XUh0.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:32

Sam Pepper

41.8

58.2

negative

910

8d_aZCFojtI.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:41

MyTop100Videos

41.7

58.3

negative

911

tbZVyt65Jmw.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:12

YouTubeEdu

41.7

58.3

negative

912

IAI0o0jXw3U.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:57

Sam Pepper

41.7

58.3

negative

913

6OyJxufhh5E.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:12

YouTubeEdu

41.7

58.3

negative

914

METB1o4UAT8.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:47

YouTubeEdu

41.5

58.5

negative

915

F-DIQsBPC-8.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:26

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

41.5

58.5

negative

916

4JipHEz53sU.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:09

MyTop100Videos

41.5

58.5

negative

917

Kgmb9pw8K3s.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:08

MyTop100Videos

41.5

58.5

negative

918

NIcn7hqw8QA.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:37

Sam Pepper

41.5

58.5

negative

919

lIFE7h3m40U.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:17

YouTubeEdu

41.4

58.6

negative

920

u3kUqXrmDBA.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:22

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

41.4

58.6

negative

921

_lNF3_30lUE.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:28

YouTubeEdu

41.4

58.6

negative

922

5ZrZI6OmezE.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:19

MyTop100Videos

41.3

58.7

negative

923

LXFw70375H0.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:04

MyTop100Videos

41.3

58.7

negative

924

b-cgIuN5HDw.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:29

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

41.2

58.8

negative
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925

KeD_0ou3oBQ.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:17

MyTop100Videos

41.2

58.8

negative

926

Zeeq0qaEaLw.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:56

YouTubeEdu

41.2

58.8

negative

927

9QYt9r4MFKM.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:35

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

41.2

58.8

negative

928

cg8g4BddHBQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:42

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

41.1

58.9

negative

929

BBAtAM7vtgc.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:41

MyTop100Videos

41.1

58.9

negative

930

iCkYw3cRwLo.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:29

MyTop100Videos

41.0

59.0

negative

931

7dxQFYuu5bU.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:00

YouTubeEdu

41.0

59.0

negative

932

ZBrkqNtz5-k.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:16

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

41.0

59.0

negative

933

JS7NYKqhrFo.txt

2015-12-10 14:28:05

YouTubeEdu

40.9

59.1

negative

934

hhn-RzMELhY.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:47

YouTubeEdu

40.9

59.1

negative

935

Ys7-6_t7OEQ.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:30

MyTop100Videos

40.9

59.1

negative

936

czG0zynnL2c.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:34

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

40.9

59.1

negative

937

cimgIhtN-AU.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:41

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

40.9

59.1

negative

938

VQj1k-uCGYI.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:39

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

40.8

59.2

negative

939

u7rlJlXjptg.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:26

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

40.8

59.2

negative

940

hzVS0X21DqQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:01

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

40.8

59.2

negative

941

D-_0Era7Mc0.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:53

YouTubeEdu

40.8

59.2

negative

942

rtkbm87WLh4.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:01

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

40.7

59.3

negative

943

WS2e4bBZ4QY.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:04

YouTubeEdu

40.7

59.3

negative

944

SmnkYyHQqNs.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:28

MyTop100Videos

40.7

59.3

negative

945

0KSOMA3QBU0.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:31

MyTop100Videos

40.7

59.3

negative

946

sHCHEykUxP4.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:20

YouTubeEdu

40.7

59.3

negative

947

8c6GMzgGyyM.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:06

Sam Pepper

40.6

59.4

negative

948

Z49skYkCjGY.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:27

Sam Pepper

40.6

59.4

negative

949

qHRegNHlCx8.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:54

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

40.5

59.5

negative

950

2VDLPiEdp74.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:52

MyTop100Videos

40.5

59.5

negative

951

l5knvmy1Z3s.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:28

YouTubeEdu

40.4

59.6

negative

952

YxIS3XxfFS0.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:04

YouTubeEdu

40.4

59.6

negative

953

X0H4OS2lAvc.txt

2015-12-07 14:16:02

Sam Pepper

40.4

59.6

negative

954

Yom7LtHySuo.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:45

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

40.4

59.6

negative

955

XMgcHv-HGCY.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:27

MyTop100Videos

40.4

59.6

negative

956

bQNUqEj9uig.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:06

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

40.4

59.6

negative

957

00dr9w8ADHc.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:07

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

40.4

59.6

negative

958

PKtfh8aHXQo.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:59

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

40.4

59.6

negative

959

JXjr65pAl3w.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:53

Sam Pepper

40.3

59.7

negative

960

bhzXJoQcAoI.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:30

YouTubeEdu

40.3

59.7

negative
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961

ktb7pM1a5zo.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:22

Sam Pepper

40.2

59.8

negative

962

N8F5YSA1Oz0.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:11

MyTop100Videos

40.2

59.8

negative

963

rRxOPy-LbHU.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:49

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

40.2

59.8

negative

964

w3DNScZYvYY.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:01

YouTubeEdu

40.2

59.8

negative

965

TD_TnlM6jbw.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:12

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

40.2

59.8

negative

966

HMUDVMiITOU.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:35

MyTop100Videos

40.2

59.8

negative

967

c0n97rxE76I.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:00

Sam Pepper

40.2

59.8

negative

968

SOI4OF7iIr4.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:00

MyTop100Videos

40.1

59.9

negative

969

4YOwEqGykDM.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:31

YouTubeEdu

40.1

59.9

negative

970

Qi2wtc9bKZU.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:13

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

40.1

59.9

negative

971

HzeTPM3yEbI.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:16

YouTubeEdu

40.1

59.9

negative

972

s7QE62FDn08.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:47

MyTop100Videos

40.0

60.0

negative

973

zwT6DZCQi9k.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:43

MyTop100Videos

40.0

60.0

negative

974

NOubzHCUt48.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:45

MyTop100Videos

40.0

60.0

negative

975

n3iTnXQTJ_8.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:03

MyTop100Videos

40.0

60.0

negative

976

yLwq3hqR-sI.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:17

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

39.9

60.1

negative

977

drsIs_StsSQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:43

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

39.9

60.1

negative

978

wWLhrHVySgA.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:35

MyTop100Videos

39.9

60.1

negative

979

BHBAzrxipE4.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:58

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

39.9

60.1

negative

980

fFWSlAP2NVk.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:01

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

39.9

60.1

negative

981

86L4oRORREY.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:42

YouTubeEdu

39.8

60.2

negative

982

Ow1-uj0ToVY.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:20

YouTubeEdu

39.8

60.2

negative

983

1hPxGmTGarM.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:58

MyTop100Videos

39.8

60.2

negative

984

SkF5gDZZvw8.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:22

YouTubeEdu

39.7

60.3

negative

985

1Zu3ZX961PM.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:09

YouTubeEdu

39.7

60.3

negative

986

fhjpfIhEfXE.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:01

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

39.7

60.3

negative

987

p5osc1kC0pk.txt

2015-12-07 14:16:06

Sam Pepper

39.6

60.4

negative

988

cYbAwulg5zw.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:27

YouTubeEdu

39.6

60.4

negative

989

VTx4JgYsW5s.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:57

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

39.5

60.5

negative

990

O2htbe67Hro.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:10

MyTop100Videos

39.5

60.5

negative

991

ZE8sRMZ5BCA.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:24

YouTubeEdu

39.5

60.5

negative

992

VNqNnUJVcVs.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:13

YouTubeEdu

39.4

60.6

negative

993

BQOXkEU-0T0.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:32

YouTubeEdu

39.3

60.7

negative

994

abtJBweOyUA.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:08

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

39.3

60.7

negative

995

NLtmauJLP-A.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:37

MyTop100Videos

39.3

60.7

negative

996

NdwQ2BWkvuI.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:36

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

39.2

60.8

negative
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997

3CBzT2pv1Jc.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:43

MyTop100Videos

39.2

60.8

negative

998

ihvhH-EiOco.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:49

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

39.2

60.8

negative

999

tY45EI5RGFM.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:31

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

39.2

60.8

negative

1000

wyx6JDQCslE.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:09

MyTop100Videos

39.1

60.9

negative

1001

CqxhmN15lrI.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:40

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

39.0

61.0

negative

1002

x0vRI8YGgQs.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:47

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

39.0

61.0

negative

1003

kEKzl6fub2w.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:31

YouTubeEdu

39.0

61.0

negative

1004

WaQG-7rgG9Q.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:51

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

39.0

61.0

negative

1005

uxpDa-c-4Mc.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:27

MyTop100Videos

39.0

61.0

negative

1006

sEhy-RXkNo0.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:25

MyTop100Videos

39.0

61.0

negative

1007

W6DmHGYy_xk.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:54

MyTop100Videos

38.9

61.1

negative

1008

4Lzq3PlpssE.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:24

YouTubeEdu

38.9

61.1

negative

1009

TxcZe6dQ_8k.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:20

Sam Pepper

38.9

61.1

negative

1010

9aFm087_XWg.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:11

YouTubeEdu

38.9

61.1

negative

1011

YtTax2NRtE4.txt

2015-12-07 14:16:08

Sam Pepper

38.9

61.1

negative

1012

hqiJQrDHvnQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:19

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

38.9

61.1

negative

1013

wAP6Gk9Ko_8.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:55

MyTop100Videos

38.8

61.2

negative

1014

ewwpkDghTeQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:41

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

38.7

61.3

negative

1015

7JQSjgfP25c.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:44

YouTubeEdu

38.6

61.4

negative

1016

lTTLkEazzQg.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:21

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

38.6

61.4

negative

1017

75-ZDlblrv0.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:29

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

38.5

61.5

negative

1018

f6D8cD8gCks.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:34

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

38.5

61.5

negative

1019

RZcqmFFqvHg.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:50

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

38.5

61.5

negative

1020

fTTGALaRZoc.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:32

YouTubeEdu

38.5

61.5

negative

1021

BpuTLnSr_20.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:44

YouTubeEdu

38.5

61.5

negative

1022

L43dwyIUr1M.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:42

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

38.4

61.6

negative

1023

hT_nvWreIhg.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:50

MyTop100Videos

38.4

61.6

negative

1024

6yJ_68VCXdQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:45

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

38.4

61.6

negative

1025

hiP14ED28CA.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:00

MyTop100Videos

38.4

61.6

negative

1026

k4YRWT_Aldo.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:51

MyTop100Videos

38.4

61.6

negative

1027

fLexgOxsZu0.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:57

MyTop100Videos

38.3

61.7

negative

1028

Rq2LNe7StnE.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:21

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

38.2

61.8

negative

1029

Q8KH9Fp05qM.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:08

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

38.2

61.8

negative

1030

t_8NDZdP4OA.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:40

MyTop100Videos

38.2

61.8

negative

1031

HURt9t7MxFw.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:06

YouTubeEdu

38.1

61.9

negative

1032

sdhJkxbHkRs.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:00

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

38.1

61.9

negative
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1033

VuNIsY6JdUw.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:51

MyTop100Videos

38.0

62.0

negative

1034

cvYAPNxUNaA.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:46

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

38.0

62.0

negative

1035

NgDOQ2gCKzc.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:28

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

38.0

62.0

negative

1036

Qx37HhEFHFc.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:34

YouTubeEdu

37.9

62.1

negative

1037

-xt4jjWmR2g.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:01

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

37.9

62.1

negative

1038

tMKvUuktSww.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:23

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

37.8

62.2

negative

1039

dR5Kgk_zPX8.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:57

Sam Pepper

37.8

62.2

negative

1040

L74RJQKzpNU.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:51

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

37.8

62.2

negative

1041

3xZDHq2RoT8.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:49

Sam Pepper

37.8

62.2

negative

1042

qLjCDNoRC-g.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:49

YouTubeEdu

37.7

62.3

negative

1043

QH2-TGUlwu4.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:06

MyTop100Videos

37.7

62.3

negative

1044

wissIOikrqc.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:00

YouTubeEdu

37.6

62.4

negative

1045

QaKqoigkW7A.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:09

Sam Pepper

37.6

62.4

negative

1046

6bIYih7DN-M.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:22

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

37.6

62.4

negative

1047

sv5a5mdS2Ug.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:30

Sam Pepper

37.6

62.4

negative

1048

zPweo1GUm6o.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:11

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

37.6

62.4

negative

1049

244qR7SvvX0.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:31

MyTop100Videos

37.5

62.5

negative

1050

v0zQYKvADbE.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:50

Sam Pepper

37.4

62.6

negative

1051

AgKaHTh-_Gs.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:58

YouTubeEdu

37.4

62.6

negative

1052

TGyFhwdtCMk.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:51

YouTubeEdu

37.3

62.7

negative

1053

MbyWAIkYDf8.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:43

Sam Pepper

37.3

62.7

negative

1054

06ypmi_6jik.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:14

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

37.3

62.7

negative

1055

QixlLU15CIc.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:52

YouTubeEdu

37.2

62.8

negative

1056

c4oiEhf9M04.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:30

MyTop100Videos

37.2

62.8

negative

1057

2PrytKGIxP4.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:49

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

37.2

62.8

negative

1058

P-yviKu8Odo.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:19

YouTubeEdu

37.1

62.9

negative

1059

nEqwKNNQBwc.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:19

MyTop100Videos

37.1

62.9

negative

1060

KGDqWOpl9fA.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:15

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

37.1

62.9

negative

1061

NPvMUpcxPSA.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:43

YouTubeEdu

37.1

62.9

negative

1062

ETkL4kjIeDk.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:34

MyTop100Videos

37.0

63.0

negative

1063

eWK5DUlaJhw.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:18

MyTop100Videos

37.0

63.0

negative

1064

Ao0dqJvH4a0.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:59

YouTubeEdu

37.0

63.0

negative

1065

GygHIWc0WbM.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:52

YouTubeEdu

37.0

63.0

negative

1066

SyUyjMiBTd8.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:56

YouTubeEdu

36.9

63.1

negative

1067

4G34HQQqHRw.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:45

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

36.9

63.1

negative

1068

FaqaOqWbNM4.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:14

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

36.9

63.1

negative
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1069

MGoOj-mow5Y.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:46

MyTop100Videos

36.9

63.1

negative

1070

skdQJlzVcDg.txt

2015-12-10 14:28:05

YouTubeEdu

36.8

63.2

negative

1071

IfQE9gzKBj0.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:32

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

36.8

63.2

negative

1072

WA4iX5D9Z64.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:33

MyTop100Videos

36.8

63.2

negative

1073

BPgEgaPk62M.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:16

MyTop100Videos

36.8

63.2

negative

1074

-F4JgG4wE-k.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:11

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

36.8

63.2

negative

1075

8jgGK4NJ8Hk.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:53

MyTop100Videos

36.8

63.2

negative

1076

eKiSMIliOlE.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:18

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

36.7

63.3

negative

1077

5HsTrg4OJPs.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:27

YouTubeEdu

36.7

63.3

negative

1078

5NQtLgRyNjY.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:33

YouTubeEdu

36.7

63.3

negative

1079

AY3ssMeyGWo.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:37

Sam Pepper

36.7

63.3

negative

1080

7hm6alVClCk.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:34

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

36.6

63.4

negative

1081

ueOnWXEDBwc.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:19

YouTubeEdu

36.6

63.4

negative

1082

821_FCPGxiM.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:34

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

36.5

63.5

negative

1083

6vYnas6q3Sg.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:56

MyTop100Videos

36.5

63.5

negative

1084

aPxVSCfoYnU.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:44

MyTop100Videos

36.4

63.6

negative

1085

9W8qkf96Hp8.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:19

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

36.4

63.6

negative

1086

QRnOk-3ixDQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:26

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

36.3

63.7

negative

1087

RgKAFK5djSk.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:40

MyTop100Videos

36.3

63.7

negative

1088

KK9bwTlAvgo.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:27

MyTop100Videos

36.3

63.7

negative

1089

pRpeEdMmmQ0.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:52

MyTop100Videos

36.3

63.7

negative

1090

tB5-JahAXfc.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:09

YouTubeEdu

36.2

63.8

negative

1091

Wi9i8ULtk4s.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:24

YouTubeEdu

36.2

63.8

negative

1092

3y6nvLDociw.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:05

YouTubeEdu

36.1

63.9

negative

1093

1FFcIueyxsg.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:21

YouTubeEdu

36.1

63.9

negative

1094

Y27LmoGFc1c.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:16

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

36.1

63.9

negative

1095

_qDNWUsg51U.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:14

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

36.1

63.9

negative

1096

tqZocOqQPt0.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:13

MyTop100Videos

36.1

63.9

negative

1097

9xDwQ7DlVaM.txt

2015-12-10 14:28:03

YouTubeEdu

36.0

64.0

negative

1098

elWVyW6kkGU.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:04

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

36.0

64.0

negative

1099

D1GVbLBfrcc.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:01

MyTop100Videos

36.0

64.0

negative

1100

3rWEnypTEP4.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:14

YouTubeEdu

36.0

64.0

negative

1101

dt99WNRTDYQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:26

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

35.8

64.2

negative

1102

xF8TwVBHZxk.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:38

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

35.8

64.2

negative

1103

LDZX4ooRsWs.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:25

MyTop100Videos

35.7

64.3

negative

1104

cpGoWPrTJho.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:34

YouTubeEdu

35.6

64.4

negative
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1105

UYetGTiVLro.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:53

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

35.5

64.5

negative

1106

C3sr7_0FyPA.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:17

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

35.5

64.5

negative

1107

_zR6ROjoOX0.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:15

MyTop100Videos

35.5

64.5

negative

1108

Ve7J0DIQH8A.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:25

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

35.5

64.5

negative

1109

T6j4f8cHBIM.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:26

MyTop100Videos

35.5

64.5

negative

1110

YQ25Zbp2KVY.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:32

MyTop100Videos

35.4

64.6

negative

1111

7kyO0jEhi4E.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:55

Sam Pepper

35.3

64.7

negative

1112

qa7sC91p2xk.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:00

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

35.3

64.7

negative

1113

p-z82H7HUs4.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:55

MyTop100Videos

35.3

64.7

negative

1114

yzTuBuRdAyA.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:02

MyTop100Videos

35.2

64.8

negative

1115

81ku1JYLlE8.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:49

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

35.2

64.8

negative

1116

UZOOB6SmTm4.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:43

Sam Pepper

35.1

64.9

negative

1117

kBWrVxGBMcc.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:48

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

35.1

64.9

negative

1118

prWjk8UlRPs.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:03

YouTubeEdu

35.1

64.9

negative

1119

LVGiLo9LvMY.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:24

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

35.0

65.0

negative

1120

os00JDq_rKk.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:36

MyTop100Videos

35.0

65.0

negative

1121

uCx1ntBsJqE.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:25

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

35.0

65.0

negative

1122

_nnimFeGqss.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:28

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

34.9

65.1

negative

1123

fYthxj-bO0I.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:12

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

34.9

65.1

negative

1124

ZiModwp_RIk.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:30

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

34.9

65.1

negative

1125

bbEoRnaOIbs.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:46

MyTop100Videos

34.9

65.1

negative

1126

eksdeM2m2Ek.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:16

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

34.8

65.2

negative

1127

b6_zi5XPLR0.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:50

MyTop100Videos

34.8

65.2

negative

1128

h8hx_ORo9XU.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:11

YouTubeEdu

34.8

65.2

negative

1129

AbusJuQ44PA.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:46

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

34.7

65.3

negative

1130

Yc_VENHxLg0.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:16

YouTubeEdu

34.6

65.4

negative

1131

-CmadmM5cOk.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:04

MyTop100Videos

34.6

65.4

negative

1132

4wFlmOMFOaU.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:23

YouTubeEdu

34.6

65.4

negative

1133

7BVvNE78lyc.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:58

MyTop100Videos

34.5

65.5

negative

1134

btdGrAhu-6Y.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:16

MyTop100Videos

34.4

65.6

negative

1135

7-QBNETe2Rg.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:01

Sam Pepper

34.4

65.6

negative

1136

vzPs3tyNvpw.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:55

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

34.4

65.6

negative

1137

lS_ubz6Sa9c.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:02

MyTop100Videos

34.3

65.7

negative

1138

SdxzvQG3aic.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:40

YouTubeEdu

34.3

65.7

negative

1139

Ym_8EF5_ows.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:28

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

34.2

65.8

negative

1140

Nmna2yIpW2Y.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:52

MyTop100Videos

34.1

65.9

negative
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1141

aX7jnVXXG5o.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:29

YouTubeEdu

34.0

66.0

negative

1142

tahpjch2r9k.txt

2015-12-07 14:16:00

Sam Pepper

34.0

66.0

negative

1143

jKpz6ly5BtY.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:09

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

33.9

66.1

negative

1144

-PBugW2MBTk.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:38

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

33.8

66.2

negative

1145

fv6o_VsINUQ.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:21

YouTubeEdu

33.8

66.2

negative

1146

svhEfpaFWKg.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:31

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

33.8

66.2

negative

1147

D5ZGOGGdSg0.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:12

YouTubeEdu

33.7

66.3

negative

1148

O-zpOMYRi0w.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:24

MyTop100Videos

33.7

66.3

negative

1149

xcI6umMwRxI.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:06

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

33.7

66.3

negative

1150

gxzFh-spCW0.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:28

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

33.7

66.3

negative

1151

cwEmnfy2BhI.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:43

YouTubeEdu

33.6

66.4

negative

1152

HkMNOlYcpHg.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:37

MyTop100Videos

33.5

66.5

negative

1153

rl8YMjrd_QQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:01

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

33.4

66.6

negative

1154

dCOf6Su0Yvw.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:46

YouTubeEdu

33.4

66.6

negative

1155

o2RFdQMi4mg.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:48

YouTubeEdu

33.3

66.7

negative

1156

URK4rAhnTXs.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:45

Sam Pepper

33.3

66.7

negative

1157

RWueMjIOMT4.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:44

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

33.3

66.7

negative

1158

BNIOsuJPn0g.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:07

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

33.3

66.7

negative

1159

aP-jFUFD7CU.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:05

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

33.3

66.7

negative

1160

1UssXSPg9TE.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:14

YouTubeEdu

33.3

66.7

negative

1161

YBHQbu5rbdQ.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:48

MyTop100Videos

33.2

66.8

negative

1162

jp9pfvneKf4.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:14

MyTop100Videos

33.2

66.8

negative

1163

AOK_s_lAQjg.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:29

Sam Pepper

33.2

66.8

negative

1164

R9IS8cSxrBg.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:07

MyTop100Videos

33.1

66.9

negative

1165

5XF3zLGDuBE.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:50

Sam Pepper

33.1

66.9

negative

1166

qLKVy6HTDV0.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:30

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

33.1

66.9

negative

1167

CfMDyuL39-4.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:51

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

33.1

66.9

negative

1168

rXPElOvuSjM.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:38

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

33.0

67.0

negative

1169

a5rI1wmKKjI.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:27

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

33.0

67.0

negative

1170

w_IIcKmqneI.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:19

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

32.9

67.1

negative

1171

SEh2Ob5djLQ.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:39

YouTubeEdu

32.9

67.1

negative

1172

knDIENvBTgw.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:01

YouTubeEdu

32.9

67.1

negative

1173

Pp2QaYjUu9I.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:12

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

32.8

67.2

negative

1174

7hPMmzKs62w.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:44

MyTop100Videos

32.8

67.2

negative

1175

aGRJsZ_ozcY.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:09

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

32.8

67.2

negative

1176

QNo8unbVtEo.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:42

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

32.5

67.5

negative
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1177

FuFZf89Rp-A.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:12

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

32.5

67.5

negative

1178

X3isPm2C83Y.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:21

YouTubeEdu

32.4

67.6

negative

1179

AC8fM3mTNW0.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:55

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

32.4

67.6

negative

1180

JlL3KJSS5Bo.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:58

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

32.4

67.6

negative

1181

PKVvrlL5na4.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:15

Sam Pepper

32.4

67.6

negative

1182

upaJHS8mfP8.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:50

MyTop100Videos

32.4

67.6

negative

1183

svvGGrfu9HM.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:07

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

32.4

67.6

negative

1184

8LabJoi9w4s.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:35

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

32.3

67.7

negative

1185

JaAWdljhD5o.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:25

MyTop100Videos

32.2

67.8

negative

1186

OuF-WB7mD6k.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:43

YouTubeEdu

32.1

67.9

negative

1187

fWNaR-rxAic.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:49

MyTop100Videos

32.1

67.9

negative

1188

W7Pzhvypg9A.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:39

YouTubeEdu

32.1

67.9

negative

1189

HIQYBxE5C_M.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:18

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

32.1

67.9

negative

1190

LrUvu1mlWco.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:24

MyTop100Videos

32.0

68.0

negative

1191

ZEyc02KwxKs.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:25

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

32.0

68.0

negative

1192

YcChxDSs0fo.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:56

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

31.9

68.1

negative

1193

6KNCkuUOwoQ.txt

2015-12-07 14:13:58

Sam Pepper

31.9

68.1

negative

1194

-FhpgCL7GrE.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:09

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

31.9

68.1

negative

1195

DK_0jXPuIr0.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:01

MyTop100Videos

31.8

68.2

negative

1196

pfJ_TH_2s-E.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:53

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

31.8

68.2

negative

1197

ptc7ho0Yr5M.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:11

MyTop100Videos

31.7

68.3

negative

1198

vo6kUqyro8A.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:55

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

31.7

68.3

negative

1199

RFDatCchpus.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:53

YouTubeEdu

31.5

68.5

negative

1200

kt-gQvzx5yQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:51

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

31.5

68.5

negative

1201

hbVCPqZyVes.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:52

Sam Pepper

31.5

68.5

negative

1202

5dbEhBKGOtY.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:54

MyTop100Videos

31.4

68.6

negative

1203

f0RNC3V-gjU.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:31

Sam Pepper

31.4

68.6

negative

1204

itoAePCKAy4.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:56

MyTop100Videos

31.4

68.6

negative

1205

KZ2GE2CLo34.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:15

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

31.2

68.8

negative

1206

S2gjWiAsKVk.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:18

Sam Pepper

31.2

68.8

negative

1207

3O1_3zBUKM8.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:39

MyTop100Videos

31.1

68.9

negative

1208

tAkf_ErwQLY.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:23

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

31.1

68.9

negative

1209

EY39fkmqKBM.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:20

MyTop100Videos

31.1

68.9

negative

1210

vOz-Qfka5DE.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:31

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

31.1

68.9

negative

1211

tgxtKIJYhFc.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:08

YouTubeEdu

31.0

69.0

negative

1212

z1gFMujtH-o.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:59

MyTop100Videos

30.9

69.1

negative
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1213

j9ArKh6CZko.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:25

Sam Pepper

30.8

69.2

negative

1214

wZJHhM5uKlg.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:35

MyTop100Videos

30.6

69.4

negative

1215

p40umSB8GY4.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:58

Sam Pepper

30.6

69.4

negative

1216

pVQoWRmsQ0w.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:41

MyTop100Videos

30.5

69.5

negative

1217

Yg50j1txU6I.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:42

Sam Pepper

30.5

69.5

negative

1218

BU769XX_dIQ.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:21

MyTop100Videos

30.4

69.6

negative

1219

dP_5g34Wvg4.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:21

Sam Pepper

30.4

69.6

negative

1220

YDClZJLkCHg.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:10

MyTop100Videos

30.3

69.7

negative

1221

QcIy9NiNbmo.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:47

MyTop100Videos

30.3

69.7

negative

1222

1Mwzc0884gc.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:48

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

30.3

69.7

negative

1223

Brx7vPP3Kn0.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:53

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

30.3

69.7

negative

1224

XbGs_qK2PQA.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:23

MyTop100Videos

30.2

69.8

negative

1225

IqDEaDIr1Ag.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:46

Sam Pepper

30.1

69.9

negative

1226

Ddm7EZPJfpU.txt

2015-12-07 14:16:08

Sam Pepper

30.1

69.9

negative

1227

PNu_-deVemE.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:05

MyTop100Videos

30.1

69.9

negative

1228

3c6vDxvOXhQ.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:42

MyTop100Videos

30.1

69.9

negative

1229

zKx2B8WCQuw.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:20

MyTop100Videos

30.0

70.0

negative

1230

JhNJKrLZGok.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:21

YouTubeEdu

29.9

70.1

negative

1231

qlkPeH8oebk.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:48

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

29.9

70.1

negative

1232

EmZvOhHF85I.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:27

MyTop100Videos

29.8

70.2

negative

1233

dhsy6epaJGs.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:53

MyTop100Videos

29.8

70.2

negative

1234

Z0cdSNwSreY.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:50

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

29.7

70.3

negative

1235

7pSN9oUrYAA.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:52

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

29.6

70.4

negative

1236

Rt7dK62QdLM.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:45

MyTop100Videos

29.6

70.4

negative

1237

dJVGiGXoB6k.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:08

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

29.6

70.4

negative

1238

gbt0WJTGVSo.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:46

YouTubeEdu

29.6

70.4

negative

1239

Z9oZplyzDKc.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:54

MyTop100Videos

29.5

70.5

negative

1240

cJQ66JvuRaY.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:30

YouTubeEdu

29.5

70.5

negative

1241

ZD0DteM8l0U.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:40

Sam Pepper

29.5

70.5

negative

1242

mQxknvSKwU4.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:53

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

29.4

70.6

negative

1243

gqKdNfJzC-g.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:29

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

29.4

70.6

negative

1244

3IaYhG11ckA.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:27

YouTubeEdu

29.4

70.6

negative

1245

hG_FCQiKUws.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:43

YouTubeEdu

29.4

70.6

negative

1246

sB28uuC-gJc.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:44

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

29.3

70.7

negative

1247

aVW8-7_psUE.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:45

Sam Pepper

29.3

70.7

negative

1248

s86-Z-CbaHA.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:55

YouTubeEdu

29.3

70.7

negative
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1249

oQdzX4zEaeo.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:33

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

29.2

70.8

negative

1250

aublJm1poR0.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:31

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

29.2

70.8

negative

1251

_2qcOu8jNyg.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:47

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

29.1

70.9

negative

1252

2g4fWaegoDk.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:14

YouTubeEdu

29.0

71.0

negative

1253

ebXbLfLACGM.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:24

MyTop100Videos

29.0

71.0

negative

1254

VZDUOgeq2qI.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:22

YouTubeEdu

29.0

71.0

negative

1255

aKLMPDHbRhg.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:19

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

29.0

71.0

negative

1256

VWXCGtXqNqw.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:00

YouTubeEdu

28.9

71.1

negative

1257

0ci9VO-kl8A.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:03

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

28.9

71.1

negative

1258

zI12CR-neqc.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:41

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

28.6

71.4

negative

1259

wf9XsFzBG90.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:19

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

28.6

71.4

negative

1260

dIqN7Cj2Sjw.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:11

MyTop100Videos

28.5

71.5

negative

1261

o6sNL-hMPvA.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:05

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

28.4

71.6

negative

1262

dpo35W3Kjpc.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:18

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

28.4

71.6

negative

1263

H7jtC8vjXw8.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:59

MyTop100Videos

28.4

71.6

negative

1264

Nh2jpn2BPh0.txt

2015-12-07 14:16:04

Sam Pepper

28.3

71.7

negative

1265

dDtaKhmbwyU.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:37

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

28.3

71.7

negative

1266

wpIzVLMJPV0.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:42

Sam Pepper

28.3

71.7

negative

1267

__IjcLVBBYc.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:24

MyTop100Videos

28.2

71.8

negative

1268

Ypj4s3H5C_Y.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:15

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

28.2

71.8

negative

1269

9n2tmNWn1ec.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:10

YouTubeEdu

28.1

71.9

negative

1270

1Ptbdr63Az8.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:06

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

28.1

71.9

negative

1271

uO59tfQ2TbA.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:00

MyTop100Videos

28.1

71.9

negative

1272

3gNkgj9h2oM.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:35

YouTubeEdu

28.0

72.0

negative

1273

7LTMpe81O5I.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:20

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

28.0

72.0

negative

1274

941ucBUVJL4.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:31

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

27.7

72.3

negative

1275

kdemFfbS5H0.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:21

MyTop100Videos

27.6

72.4

negative

1276

daZ7IQFqPyA.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:19

YouTubeEdu

27.6

72.4

negative

1277

I7ebwR-ij-M.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:59

YouTubeEdu

27.5

72.5

negative

1278

LeA5yPI4MRs.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:31

YouTubeEdu

27.4

72.6

negative

1279

8LvEz6tLyZk.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:19

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

27.3

72.7

negative

1280

u3u22OYqFGo.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:52

MyTop100Videos

27.2

72.8

negative

1281

JWBQKWp36Xw.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:54

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

27.1

72.9

negative

1282

18gDUzL2mLQ.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:33

MyTop100Videos

27.1

72.9

negative

1283

rrNbLBS1D2Q.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:16

MyTop100Videos

27.0

73.0

negative

1284

fbGkxcY7YFU.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:10

MyTop100Videos

27.0

73.0

negative
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1285

wzMrK-aGCug.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:09

MyTop100Videos

27.0

73.0

negative

1286

UzTkX2XPNEk.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:10

Sam Pepper

27.0

73.0

negative

1287

VbHzx4nWqWY.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:12

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

27.0

73.0

negative

1288

HUfiYFxuvms.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:49

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

26.9

73.1

negative

1289

PB-aw6F-XGI.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:27

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

26.9

73.1

negative

1290

U-EpFQzA64Q.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:54

Sam Pepper

26.7

73.3

negative

1291

U6_8AYbduKs.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:15

Sam Pepper

26.7

73.3

negative

1292

2zsKu12kY1g.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:39

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

26.7

73.3

negative

1293

jStudmvBkOY.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:46

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

26.5

73.5

negative

1294

-Kk62700eMs.txt

2015-12-07 14:13:56

Sam Pepper

26.5

73.5

negative

1295

LpGzN7bcw2o.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:15

Sam Pepper

26.3

73.7

negative

1296

vJwKKKd2ZYE.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:33

MyTop100Videos

26.3

73.7

negative

1297

xG0cp6uJPB8.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:05

MyTop100Videos

26.2

73.8

negative

1298

T7ihdsjIqhI.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:08

MyTop100Videos

26.2

73.8

negative

1299

LK--3lXQ5BI.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:03

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

26.1

73.9

negative

1300

fF0ne49nwQc.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:51

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

26.0

74.0

negative

1301

dqONk48l5vY.txt

2015-12-10 14:21:40

YouTubeEdu

26.0

74.0

negative

1302

857DnJsamVA.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:47

Sam Pepper

25.9

74.1

negative

1303

HjGi0le0470.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:37

Sam Pepper

25.9

74.1

negative

1304

2A-2tSbB9KU.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:26

MyTop100Videos

25.8

74.2

negative

1305

oyl97TG8jbA.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:38

MyTop100Videos

25.7

74.3

negative

1306

QFqQwXNKn64.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:01

YouTubeEdu

25.6

74.4

negative

1307

v_RjO3rHaAc.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:58

MyTop100Videos

25.6

74.4

negative

1308

RGxCyWIurk4.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:21

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

25.5

74.5

negative

1309

ysIg4Air86M.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:39

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

25.5

74.5

negative

1310

r8givkLPjuk.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:16

Sam Pepper

25.5

74.5

negative

1311

atQvZ-nq0Go.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:11

MyTop100Videos

25.3

74.7

negative

1312

PSkC9i0dZQ4.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:07

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

25.2

74.8

negative

1313

oX7Hc4TFRqE.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:20

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

25.1

74.9

negative

1314

Pxb5lSPLy9c.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:44

YouTubeEdu

25.1

74.9

negative

1315

b4rbx5SZQvg.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:49

Sam Pepper

25.1

74.9

negative

1316

LswBcB0ppdM.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:30

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

24.9

75.1

negative

1317

RubBzkZzpUA.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:40

MyTop100Videos

24.9

75.1

negative

1318

uqLu3hPyOFE.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:04

Sam Pepper

24.9

75.1

negative

1319

Xzo2iDalqUk.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:04

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

24.8

75.2

negative

1320

uelHwf8o7_U.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:38

MyTop100Videos

24.8

75.2

negative
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1321

QxwJB0onFXA.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:40

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

24.7

75.3

negative

1322

Ng4vx4UN95M.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:55

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

24.6

75.4

negative

1323

KUU2BKqYXOI.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:47

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

24.5

75.5

negative

1324

05lWCP4d3gc.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:08

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

24.3

75.7

negative

1325

ZwMlHkWKDwM.txt

2015-12-10 14:27:24

YouTubeEdu

24.2

75.8

negative

1326

F8QeQLf53Cw.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:24

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

24.0

76.0

negative

1327

ji8i-Y1H4LY.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:56

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

23.9

76.1

negative

1328

n6ngO6GjJ1Q.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:14

Sam Pepper

23.9

76.1

negative

1329

RiOgR9be6Lo.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:37

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

23.8

76.2

negative

1330

cInwuPmxobM.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:43

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

23.8

76.2

negative

1331

djKNh503jPU.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:06

YouTubeEdu

23.8

76.2

negative

1332

_ZJUfubnOFc.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:04

Sam Pepper

23.7

76.3

negative

1333

sGu3Xe1uUUg.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:20

MyTop100Videos

23.6

76.4

negative

1334

uWALuQy_Rjo.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:42

YouTubeEdu

23.3

76.7

negative

1335

sYgiQzdBN5E.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:48

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

23.3

76.7

negative

1336

3vsfIcjcboM.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:38

Sam Pepper

23.2

76.8

negative

1337

xmabFJUKMdg.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:11

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

23.2

76.8

negative

1338

2KlmvmuxzYE.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:06

YouTubeEdu

23.2

76.8

negative

1339

FBvX5dNdMK8.txt

2015-12-07 14:13:57

Sam Pepper

23.0

77.0

negative

1340

1RYr8DaGgK4.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:56

Sam Pepper

22.9

77.1

negative

1341

iaDoFkFeChg.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:30

MyTop100Videos

22.8

77.2

negative

1342

bnRLoyjZj-w.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:40

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

22.8

77.2

negative

1343

gYrZzVhzgfI.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:21

YouTubeEdu

22.8

77.2

negative

1344

QCXwqkHTi3Y.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:38

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

22.8

77.2

negative

1345

TeCSn9qVv-M.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:59

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

22.8

77.2

negative

1346

Tsuwh5WZkY4.txt

2015-12-10 14:23:50

YouTubeEdu

22.5

77.5

negative

1347

yH35EwyKoPA.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:12

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

22.4

77.6

negative

1348

QAVs1Iqk4kI.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:16

YouTubeEdu

22.4

77.6

negative

1349

DbEDK3XXWww.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:26

MyTop100Videos

22.4

77.6

negative

1350

4sVouzXLHoQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:30

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

22.4

77.6

negative

1351

uiKg6JfS658.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:51

YouTubeEdu

22.4

77.6

negative

1352

QHmeUxzkwDk.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:31

Sam Pepper

22.1

77.9

negative

1353

LiaYDPRedWQ.txt

2015-12-11 13:40:49

MyTop100Videos

22.1

77.9

negative

1354

K1JMjwJG2UM.txt

2015-12-11 13:47:17

MyTop100Videos

22.0

78.0

negative

1355

Ags_FqyfQnY.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:00

Sam Pepper

22.0

78.0

negative

1356

MMoHRaVSWnY.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:19

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

21.9

78.1

negative
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1357

ym8JMFlR8LI.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:13

Sam Pepper

21.8

78.2

negative

1358

O9ak89FwYeI.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:44

YouTubeEdu

21.7

78.3

negative

1359

oEHDqFcOfHk.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:58

MyTop100Videos

21.6

78.4

negative

1360

D1XZVy1SfA8.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:50

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

21.6

78.4

negative

1361

tRnTDriWaC4.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:09

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

21.5

78.5

negative

1362

w7xrbP51Hqk.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:17

Sam Pepper

21.4

78.6

negative

1363

8DTDtIZZ-iY.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:54

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

21.4

78.6

negative

1364

OXL_lIWi8V4.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:33

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

21.3

78.7

negative

1365

iFwfexZstO4.txt

2015-12-10 14:26:00

YouTubeEdu

21.2

78.8

negative

1366

StrsvKSAbT8.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:10

YouTubeEdu

21.2

78.8

negative

1367

8B3GmXv_LEo.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:18

Sam Pepper

21.2

78.8

negative

1368

dHtxWkeVD-I.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:12

MyTop100Videos

21.1

78.9

negative

1369

dZDHb_2W1YY.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:26

Sam Pepper

21.1

78.9

negative

1370

0_Q4qeTBtok.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:05

Sam Pepper

21.0

79.0

negative

1371

SAkp7oOTwK8.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:57

YouTubeEdu

20.9

79.1

negative

1372

OcU_zXBPlYk.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:38

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

20.8

79.2

negative

1373

j2dPv-bGSps.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:29

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

20.8

79.2

negative

1374

TU0SiSHyMNk.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:26

Sam Pepper

20.7

79.3

negative

1375

BFDlFJowRE4.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:41

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

20.7

79.3

negative

1376

-Vi7wsXpcGI.txt

2015-12-07 14:16:02

Sam Pepper

20.7

79.3

negative

1377

ooDOUKg8bgA.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:28

Sam Pepper

20.7

79.3

negative

1378

5gnY1vqtWRc.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:59

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

20.2

79.8

negative

1379

ULHf9ikvjNw.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:55

Sam Pepper

20.2

79.8

negative

1380

nGt_JGHYEO4.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:31

MyTop100Videos

19.7

80.3

negative

1381

h53AzPEdku0.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:46

MyTop100Videos

19.6

80.4

negative

1382

Ji9KmXwrA5Y.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:03

MyTop100Videos

19.4

80.6

negative

1383

HttCtAwKT8s.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:18

MyTop100Videos

19.4

80.6

negative

1384

uV2uebhnqOw.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:02

MyTop100Videos

19.3

80.7

negative

1385

6BUvEH42EpA.txt

2015-12-11 14:30:13

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

19.2

80.8

negative

1386

G-BKKbOVIgY.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:12

MyTop100Videos

19.1

80.9

negative

1387

xIS5_AndjOE.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:23

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

19.0

81.0

negative

1388

PVcnGNToaCg.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:42

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

18.7

81.3

negative

1389

ehcVomMexkY.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:12

MyTop100Videos

18.5

81.5

negative

1390

oo9bSrA-5FA.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:23

MyTop100Videos

18.5

81.5

negative

1391

9CxSCWTypiU.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:07

YouTubeEdu

18.4

81.6

negative

1392

IjxByt49Uz8.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:23

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

18.4

81.6

negative
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1393

l93wAqnPQwk.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:55

MyTop100Videos

18.4

81.6

negative

1394

LOOo5zusg3Y.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:13

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

18.2

81.8

negative

1395

W7oWXtMPVS8.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:08

Sam Pepper

18.1

81.9

negative

1396

NSnai5wFxlw.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:58

MyTop100Videos

18.0

82.0

negative

1397

CSCaEijMx3U.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:51

MyTop100Videos

18.0

82.0

negative

1398

Bzvm7zd4Z-s.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:09

MyTop100Videos

18.0

82.0

negative

1399

_rNvDZBBFOw.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:20

Sam Pepper

17.4

82.6

negative

1400

cXv5KcLFn5w.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:52

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

17.3

82.7

negative

1401

NJuFlq-9WfQ.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:51

Sam Pepper

17.2

82.8

negative

1402

sVMnd4MRa04.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:05

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

16.8

83.2

negative

1403

d3eBj-NnYLM.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:05

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

16.8

83.2

negative

1404

uP7-XhdnpZQ.txt

2015-12-11 14:33:31

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

16.7

83.3

negative

1405

gAyncf3DBUQ.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:43

MyTop100Videos

16.3

83.7

negative

1406

PzDaOiwlASQ.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:11

MyTop100Videos

16.1

83.9

negative

1407

Xt8mKTwRF_Q.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:55

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

15.5

84.5

negative

1408

Wposk0m3PHk.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:26

MyTop100Videos

15.1

84.9

negative

1409

n7aHW-Zfzq4.txt

2015-12-10 14:22:54

YouTubeEdu

15.0

85.0

negative

1410

HbEa5wEa1YU.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:07

Sam Pepper

14.9

85.1

negative

1411

JH3gbYIgYqw.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:41

Sam Pepper

14.6

85.4

negative

1412

ZO9QK4Ry_RU.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:42

MyTop100Videos

14.5

85.5

negative

1413

hmpEzg7_qvo.txt

2015-12-07 14:15:25

Sam Pepper

14.4

85.6

negative

1414

EFWD4DRjLaU.txt

2015-12-11 14:28:21

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

14.1

85.9

negative

1415

7oNLOQgUQ6A.txt

2015-12-11 14:29:33

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

13.9

86.1

negative

1416

kiGV8twcDBc.txt

2015-12-11 14:31:28

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

13.8

86.2

negative

1417

8duQkJ5mZXg.txt

2015-12-10 14:25:07

YouTubeEdu

13.6

86.4

negative

1418

nRYtatDIl44.txt

2015-12-11 13:42:04

MyTop100Videos

13.5

86.5

negative

1419

xDCZ0ETISmc.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:55

MyTop100Videos

13.5

86.5

negative

1420

P1FDi3CZ3wg.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:54

MyTop100Videos

13.4

86.6

negative

1421

iq_d8VSM0nw.txt

2015-12-11 13:41:46

MyTop100Videos

13.3

86.7

negative

1422

fXboz8vWS8o.txt

2015-12-07 14:14:24

Sam Pepper

13.3

86.7

negative

1423

J-xH2S3D-yk.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:34

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

12.5

87.5

negative

1424

MgY2kWsneUo.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:15

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

12.3

87.7

negative

1425

iLfuLpk_O60.txt

2015-12-11 14:32:18

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

9.5

90.5

negative

1426

MsACgAjQVUc.txt

2015-12-10 14:24:37

YouTubeEdu

9.2

90.8

negative

1427

057VjB3fIeU.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:59

MyTop100Videos

1.0

99.0

negative

1428

8Njko6XVv-c.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:48

MyTop100Videos

1.0

99.0

negative
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1429

IQbDmCKGtuU.txt

2015-12-11 13:44:11

MyTop100Videos

1.0

99.0

negative

1430

IgezNUkr-qs.txt

2015-12-11 13:46:14

MyTop100Videos

1.0

99.0

negative

1431

SZRKOcWuDA8.txt

2015-12-11 13:45:48

MyTop100Videos

1.0

99.0

negative

1432

Vwv2f67EJvE.txt

2015-12-11 13:43:58

MyTop100Videos

1.0

99.0

negative
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Appendix C Information for Experiment V participants
Table C.1 gives the information provided to participants prior to online user testing and
displayed on the 360-MAM-Affect Videre online homepage during Experiment V.

Table C.1: Information for voluntary participants
Information For Voluntary Participants
1. You voluntarily agree to participate in this two week-long study (between Monday
28th of November and Sunday the 11th of December 2016).
2. You are at least 18 years of age.
3. You agree to watch at least 5 different videos using the website each day during the
two-week study.
4. You agree to use the system for a minimum of five days per week.
5. You agree to provide emotional feedback for each of the videos you watch.
6. The purpose of this research project is to investigate possible links between viewing
media content and emotion. Your participation in this research study is voluntary. You
may choose not to participate. If you decide to participate in this research study, you
may withdraw at any time. If you decide not to participate in this study or if you
withdraw from participating at any time you will not be penalised. Your responses will
be confidential. The information provided by you in this study will be used for
research purposes. It will not be used in a manner which would allow identification of
your individual responses. We will do our best to keep your information confidential.
All data is stored in a password protected electronic format. The results of this study
will be used for scholarly purposes only.

D.1

Participants by country (%)

Figure D.1: Participants by country (%)

This appendix shows participant demographics collected during online testing in Experiment V.

Appendix D Experiment V participant demographics
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D.2

Participant operating systems

Operating System

Windows 7

Windows 8.1

Windows 10

iPhone

iPad

Mac OS X

Android

5%
13%
11%

13%
14%

22%
22%

Figure D.2: Operating systems used by participants
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D.3

Participant internet browsers

Figure D.3 shows the Internet Browsers used by participants during online testing in
Experiment V. Whilst 30% of the Internet Browsers are classed as Unknown it is believed that
the Safari browser accounted for most if not all of this 30%. As witnessed in Figure D.2, Mac
OS X, iPad and iPhone combined account for 30% of the operating systems used by the
participants and Safari is the default Internet Browser for these operating systems.

Internet Browsers
Chrome

FireFox

Unknown

30%

57%

13%

Figure D.3: Internet Browsers used by participants
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Appendix E Participant video state data
This appendix shows data on participant video states (unstarted, ended, playing, paused and
buffering) for Week-1 and Week-2 during Experiment V.

Week 1: Video State
Unstarted

Ended

Playing

Paused

Buffering

400
350

Video State Frequency

300
250
200
150
100
50
0
Monday

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
Friday
Day Of Week

Saturday

Sunday

Figure E.1: Participant Week-1 video states

Table E.1: Participant Week-1 video states
Video State Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
Unstarted
5
0
0
0
2
2
4
Ended
39
13
22
20
20
22
6
Playing
256
153
253
228
231
266
222
Paused
20
30
26
9
18
24
15
Buffering
32
7
25
14
18
28
14
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Week 2: Video State
Unstarted

Ended

Playing

Paused

Buffering

400
350

Video State Frequency

300
250
200
150
100
50
0
Monday

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
Friday
Day Of Week

Saturday

Sunday

Figure E.2: Participant Week-2 video states

Table E.2: Participant Week-2 video states
Video State Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
Unstarted
0
1
0
2
0
3
2
Ended
69
36
19
56
27
17
12
Playing
252
282
213
289
199
251
155
Paused
45
38
27
22
32
21
30
Buffering
15
24
20
18
18
15
23
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Appendix F Experiment V 360-MAM-Affect video interface heatmaps
This appendix gives figures illustrating heatmaps of the interface for viewing YouTube
videos during Experiment V. Figures include heatmap data from heatmap applications
including Inspectlet (Inspectlet 2017), Ptengine (Ptengine 2017) and Userheat (User Local
Inc. 2017). Each heatmap includes varied tracking and collection time frames.

F.1 Inspectlet heatmaps
Heatmaps were automatically generated with Inspectlet’s (Inspectlet 2017) heatmap generator
during Experiment V. Inspectlet records participant mouse movements, scroll movements and
clicks on webpages. There are 3 heatmaps offered by Inspectlet: Eye-tracking, click and scroll
heatmaps. Eye-tracking heatmaps which use mouse movements to predict where participants
are looking on screen. Click heatmaps which show where participants click on-screen
including links, buttons, images and text. Scroll heatmaps display how far participants scroll
down the webpage.

Figure F.1: Inspectlet Mouse Movement (Eye Tracking) Heatmap without interface overlay
(28-11-16 - 11-12-16)
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Figure F.2: Inspectlet Mouse Movement (Eye Tracking) Heatmap overlaid with interface (2811-16 - 11-12-16)
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Figure F.3: Inspectlet Mouse Movement (Eye Tracking) Heatmap without interface overlay
from Week-1 (28-11-16 - 4-12-16)
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Figure F.4: Inspectlet Mouse Movement (Eye Tracking) Heatmap overlaid with interface from
Week-1 (28-11-16 - 4-12-16)

300

Figure F.5: Inspectlet Mouse Movement (Eye Tracking) Heatmap without interface overlay
from Week-2 (5-12-16 - 11-12-16)
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Figure F.6: Inspectlet Mouse Movement (Eye Tracking) Heatmap overlaid with interface from
Week-2 (5-12-16 - 11-12-16)
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Figure F.7: Inspectlet Click Heatmap without interface overlay (28-11-16 - 11-12-16)
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Figure F.8: Inspectlet Click Heatmap overlaid with interface (28-11-16 - 11-12-16)
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Figure F.9: Inspectlet Click Heatmap without interface overlay from Week-1 (28-11-16 - 412-16)
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Figure F.10: Inspectlet Click Heatmap overlaid with interface from Week-1 (28-11-16 - 4-1216)

306

Figure F.11: Inspectlet Click Heatmap without interface overlay from Week-2 (5-12-16 - 1112-16)
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Figure F.12: Inspectlet Click Heatmap overlaid with interface from Week-2 (5-12-16 - 11-1216)
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Figure F.13: Inspectlet Scroll Heatmap overlaid with interface (28-11-16 - 11-12-16)

309

Figure F.14: Inspectlet Scroll Heatmap overlaid with interface from Week-1 (28-11-16 - 412-16)
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Figure F.15: Inspectlet Scroll Heatmap overlaid with interface from Week-2 (5-12-16 - 1112-16)
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F.2 Ptengine heatmaps
Heatmaps were automatically generated with Ptengine's (Ptengine 2017) heatmap generator
during Experiment V. Ptengine records participant mouse movements, scroll movements and
clicks on webpages. There are 3 heatmaps offered by Ptengine: attention, click and scroll
heatmaps. Attention heatmaps providing a thermographic representation of the webpage based
on the amount of time a participant focused on that region of the webpage. Click heatmaps
which show where participants click on-screen. Scroll heatmaps display how far participants
scroll down the webpage.

Figure F.16: Ptengine Attention Heatmap (28-11-16 - 11-12-16)
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Figure F.17: Ptengine Attention Heatmap from Week-1 (28-11-16 - 4-12-16)
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Figure F.18: Ptengine Attention Heatmap from Week-2 (5-12-16 - 11-12-16)

314

Figure F.19: Ptengine Click Heatmap (28-11-16 - 11-12-16)
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Figure F.20: Ptengine Click Heatmap from Week-1 (28-11-16 - 4-12-16)
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Figure F.21: Ptengine Click Heatmap from Week-2 (5-12-16 - 11-12-16)
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Figure F.22: Ptengine Page Analysis Heatmap (28-11-16 - 11-12-16)
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Figure F.23: Ptengine Page Analysis Heatmap from Week-1 (28-11-16 - 4-12-16)
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Figure F.24: Ptengine Page Analysis Heatmap from Week-2 (5-12-16 - 11-12-16)
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F.3 Userheat heatmaps
Heatmaps were automatically generated with Userheat (User Local Inc. 2017) heatmap
generator during Experiment V. Userheat records participant mouse movements, scroll
movements and clicks on webpages. There are 5 heatmaps offered by Userheat: mouse
movement, click, attention, scroll and leaving area heatmaps. The mouse movement heatmaps
are based on the mouse movements of participants on the webpage. Click heatmaps which
show where participants click on-screen. Attention heatmaps providing a thermographic
representation of the webpage based the time a particpant spends in that region of the
webpage. Scroll heatmaps display how far participants scroll down the webpage. Leaving
area heatmaps show at which point of the page the participant left the webpage.

Figure F.25: Userheat Mouse Movement Heatmap (28-11-16 - 11-12-16)
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Figure F.26: Userheat Mouse Movement Heatmap without interface overlay (28-11-16 - 1112-16)
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Figure F.27: Userheat Click Heatmap (28-11-16 - 11-12-16)
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Figure F.28: Userheat Click Heatmap without interface overlay (28-11-16 - 11-12-16)
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Figure F.29: Userheat Attention Heatmap (28-11-16 - 11-12-16)

325

Figure F.30: Userheat Attention Heatmap without interface overlay (28-11-16 - 11-12-16)

326

Figure F.31: Userheat Scroll Heatmap (28-11-16 - 11-12-16)

327

Figure F.32: Userheat Scroll Heatmap without interface overlay (28-11-16 - 11-12-16)

328

Figure F.33: Userheat Leaving Area Heatmap (28-11-16 - 11-12-16)

329

Figure F.34: Userheat Leaving Area Heatmap without interface overlay (28-11-16 - 11-1216)
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Appendix G Experiment V Traitify survey responses
This appendix shows results from the Traitify (Traitify 2017) survey that was provided to all
participants during Experiment V sign-up.

G.1

Traitify survey response scores

Personality rating (%)

Believer
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
Number of Respondents

Figure G.1: Personality rating (%) for believer from Traitify survey

Dramatic
100

Personality rating (%)

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
Number Of Respondents

Figure G.2: Personality rating (%) for dramatic from Traitify survey
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Indie
90

Personality rating (%)

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
1

2
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7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
Number Of Respondents

Figure G.3: Personality rating (%) for indie from Traitify survey

Laughaholic
100

Personality rating (%)

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
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9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
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Figure G.4: Personality rating (%) for laughaholic from Traitify survey
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Nail Biter
90

Personality rating (%)

80
70
60
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40
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7
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9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
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Figure G.5: Personality rating (%) for nail biter from Traitify survey

Romantic
100

Personality rating (%)

90
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Figure G.6: Personality rating (%) for romantic from Traitify survey
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Stunt Double
100

Personality rating (%)
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Figure G.7: Personality rating (%) for stunt double from Traitify survey
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Appendix H Experiment V participant usability debriefing questionnaire
This appendix shows the user feedback questionnaire provided to all participants through
Survey Monkey on completion of Experiment V.

H.1

Experiment V usability debriefing questionnaire

Figure H.1: Electronic consent form in user feedback questionnaire

335

Figure H.2: Questions 2 to 5 of user feedback questionnaire

336

Figure H.3: Questions 6 and 7 of user feedback questionnaire

337

Figure H.4: Questions 8 and 9 of user feedback questionnaire

338

Figure H.5: Question 10 of user feedback questionnaire

339

Figure H.6: Questions 11 to 13 of user feedback questionnaire

340

Figure H.7: Questions 14 and 15 of user feedback questionnaire

1

Video_id

MyTop100Videos

Video_label

7OHMqdMpsj8

Video_url
0.917

Positive_score

Video Thumbnail

1

Logo

1

Text/Words

Table I.1: Thumbnail features of the 100 most positive videos

0

Face/Faces

1

Bright Colours

15

Selections

The 100 most positively and negatively rated videos from Appendix B, Table B.1 are shown in Tables I.1 and I.2. The videos in Table I.1 are ordered from the
most positive score to the least positive score. The Video_id column lists the identification number of the video synonymous with from Appendix B, Table B.1.
The Video_label lists the video channel name. The Video_url lists the video YouTube unique identification URL address that is unique to that video. The
Positive_score shows the predicted positivity score of a given video which was obtained with 360-MAM-Affect's RapidMiner Support Vector Machine (SVM)
sentiment analysis model. The Negative_score shows the predicted negativity score of a given video which was obtained with 360-MAM-Affect's RapidMiner
Support Vector Machine (SVM) sentiment analysis model. The Video Thumbnail is the YouTube automatic or user generated preview image. The Logo,
Text/Words, Face/Faces and Bright Colours columns contain a "1" or a "0" with "1" indicating the presence of this feature within the video thumbnail and "0"
indicating its absence. For example, if a Logo is present in the video thumbnail then the column has a score of "1" and a score of "0" if no logo is present. The
Text/Words column indicates whether there is any text or words on the video thumbnail. The Face/Faces column indicates if there are faces present in the
video thumbnail. Bright Colours indicates if bright colours were used in the video thumbnail. The final column Selections indicates how many times a given
video was selected by users during experimental testing.

Appendix I Thumbnail analysis of 100 most positive and negative YouTube videos
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YouTubeEdu

YouTubeEdu

YouTubeEdu

YouTubeEdu

2

3

4

5

GIJK3dwCWCw

NiKtZgImdlY

kO8t0_UsBIs

-yEtBps-BnI

0.867

0.87

0.879

0.882

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

3

12

9

4
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YouTubeEdu

YouTubeEdu

YouTubeEdu

YouTubeEdu

6

7

8

9

P0TNJrTlbBQ

Joalg73L_gw

fR3NxCR9z2U

HTFdMwCXpMw

0.838

0.839

0.85

0.853

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

4

2

4

7
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HeadSqueeze/BritLab

MyTop100Videos

MyTop100Videos

YouTubeEdu

10

11

12

13

DjByja9ejTQ

ei2-RjJDBHc

6pA_Tou-DPI

m_uuXBeAFns

0.829

0.832

0.836

0.837

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

7

4

18

6
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YouTubeEdu

YouTubeEdu

MyTop100Videos

YouTubeEdu

14

15

17

18

4Z_hMYGAQ6k

Z8eXaXoUJRQ

X_xR5Kes4Rs

5GIfISN4-G8

0.812

0.813

0.821

0.826

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

11

10

8

10
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MyTop100Videos

YouTubeEdu

YouTubeEdu

MyTop100Videos

19

20

21

22

CafzeA-9Qz8

VJw8r_YWJ9k

SQggDnScsvI

2vjPBrBU-TM

0.798

0.805

0.807

0.811

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

12

11

11

12
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YouTubeEdu

MyTop100Videos

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

23

24

25

26

fAoNuUUp3w8

mF4q_K6YsjE

_Fwf45pIAtM

66SGcBAs04w

0.795

0.795

0.795

0.796

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

3

10

7

5
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MyTop100Videos

YouTubeEdu

YouTubeEdu

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

27

28

29

30

QqWjNsBsRes

0MDyXaTDX3E

xXYhua4IwoE

L8eRzOYhLuw

0.784

0.786

0.786

0.792

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

2

5

16

8
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MyTop100Videos

HeadSqueeze/BritLab

MyTop100Videos

MyTop100Videos

31

32

33

34

KQ6zr6kCPj8

JF8BRvqGCNs

FTXvd5CFnYk

g5qU7p7yOY8

0.78

0.781

0.781

0.784

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

13

12

8

11
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MyTop100Videos
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Text/Words

Table I.2: Thumbnail features of the 100 most negative videos

1

1

0

Face/Faces

0

0

1

Bright Colours

16

12

14

Selections

The 100 most negatively rated videos from from Appendix B, Table B.1 are shown in Table I.2 ordered from the most negative score to the least negative
score.
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